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The Helios Program* 
by 
Harry S. Robertson 
University of Miami, Coral Sables, Florida 33124, U.S.A. 
Abstract 
HELIOS (for Heated Lithium Ion Sys ten) Is a nearly completed facility 
for quiescent, steady-state plasma studies. Lithium Ions are Injected 
through two rhenium Ionizing nozzles Into a 2- to -1 mirror field with four 
Internal Ioffe bars. Electrons are heated by octave-band microwave noise 
over the electron gyrofrequency range, and ions are heated by wide-band 
noise around the ion gyrofrequsncies. The boundaries of the plasma are 
farmed by a cage of iron wires, each floating electrically and free to as-
sume Its own potential. The system Is designed to minimize instabilities 
by eliminating. Insofar as possible, ell free-energy sources such as cur-
rents and temperature gradients. The stochastic heating Is also helpful in 
suppressing certain instabilities, and the boundary cage not only prevents 
the naturally-present plasma potential differences from producing currents 
via the vacuum chamber walls, but also the local ripples 1n the magnetic 
field contribute to containment. Initial experiments In the partially com-
pleted system have produced plasmas with electron temperature of 35 eV, at 
densities of 10n/cm3 using 200 watts of microwave power. 
Introduction 
The Helios system was conceived as the solution to a design problem 
with a set of ten boundary conditions, listed below. These criteria were 
established before any device was considered, and the Helios system should 
be regarded as a vehicle for basic research studies, and not an end in I t -
self. The design will doubtless be changed as the research progresses. 
In the light of present knowledge of plasm Instabilities and loss 
processes, university research needs, the present state of the art , and the 
kind of general plasm research device that seems to be needed as a second-
generation replacement for the Q-machine, the following basic criteria were 
established: 
(1) Basically steady state (or long time constant). 
(2) Minimal sources of free energy to drive Instabilities. 
(3) Ion and electron temperatures of the order of 100 eV. 
(*) High, controllable density (up to 1013 - l O 1 " / « 3 ) . at very 
high fractional ionization. 
(5) Dimensions of the plasma chamber >10 Ion gyroradll for 
interesting ion energy. 
(6) Favorable magnetic f ield geometry. 
(7, High degree of f lex ib i l i ty and versat i l i ty . 
(81 Modest size and cost. 
(9 Maximum utilization of present fac i l i t i es . 
(10) High degree of current value, both as an educational vehicle 
and as a research tool. 
The system to be described has produced interesting preliminary plasmas, 
but a number of the design features that should contribute to I ts good be-
havior have not yet been incorporated. 
Seneral Description 
The Helios system may be described briefly as a stochastically heated 
Hth1um-1on plasma 1n a combined mirror and linear multipole f i e ld . As shown 
in Fig. 1 , lithium Is to be evaporated from Its electrically heated niobium 
reservoir, through a tubular. Incandescent, ohmically heated rhenium Ionizer, 
into the one-meter-long plasma chamber. The cold (-0.2eV), partially Ionized 
lithium spray 1s subjected to steady-state microwave heating by broad-band 
microwave noise power, introduced axially via radiators at the ends of the 
plasma chamber. 
The stochastic heating f ie ld Is intended to heat the electrons through-
out the entire plasma volume to approximately the same temperature, thereby 
preventing instabilities that arise because of electron temperature 
gradients. A double-humped distribution with a population of run-away hot 
electrons is regarded as Incompatible with criterion 2, and therefore to be 
avoided. Supplementary stochastic heating of the tons Is also necessary. 
The broad-band noise source, which operates over the spectrum of 
electron gyrofrequencles in the plasma, may be thought of as a microwave heat 
lamp, operating 1n a region of the spectrum for which the electron component 
of the plasm is highly absorbent. Even without detailed calculation, i t 1s 
evident that this kind of heating 1s capable of producing a well-thermalIzed 
electron component of the plasma. Other advantages are that the phase in-
coherence of ,iie heating source prevents the growth of electron-cyclotron 
waves and at the same time Inhibits the growth of other micro-instabilities, 
since the electrons act as i f they are being stirred so rapidly that col-
lective effects are dispersed before they are sufficiently organized to be-
come disruptive, yet so gently that the process of stirring causes no 
perturbation. 
The approach to stability control through elimination of free-energy 
sources has been developed conceptually by Fowler1. The Helios design has 
attempted to eliminate every possible source of free energy that might drive 
Instabi l i t ies, and theinltlal experiments wil l evaluate the relative success 
of alternate techniques. No velocity-space instability is expected, since 
both the electron and the Ion distributions are intended to be close to 
Maxwell1»n. (There wi l l be a modified mirror loss cone, but the combination 
of magnetic f ie ld geometry and plasma boundary design 1s expected to diminish 
i t , and the heating method should minimize velocity space anisotropics.) 
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There are to be no essential Imposed d.c. potentials. The plasm Is In a 
cage, similar to that shown 1n Fig. 1 , such that the electric fields at the 
boundaries minimize plasm* losses (ormulntze plasma density). The boundary 
fields are expected to be much more compatible with the natural boundary con-
ditions of the plasma than are the usual metallic walls, and much less sub-
ject to build-up of electrostatic fields than Is possible with Insulating 
walls. Recent work by Geissler2 shows that conducting walls Impose an un-
natural equlpotentlal surface at the plasma boundary that en hances the 
plasma loss rate by orders of magnitude, whereas with Insulating walls the 
non-classical part of the diffusion loss was much reduced. Similarly, 
Ferrari and kuckes3 have shown that the presence of a metal end 1n an ECR 
plasma 1s clearly destabilizing. On the other hand, an insulating wal l , 
when clean, permits the accumulation of local charged spots and their re-
sultant electric f ie lds, whereas an accumulation of lithium can result after 
a time 1n essentially a metal-plated, conducting wall . A boundary of the 
type proposed here (and apparently not yet tried anywhere) seems to be the 
obvious and necessary means of minimizing the plasma-sheath free energy 
sources. 
There are to be no direct or low-frequency currents 1n the Helios 
plasma, except perhaps a small differential particle current at the source 
(at low energy) to compensate for possible unequal Ion and electron loss 
rates at the boundaries. No beams of energetic particles and no selective 
or highly localized heating of any component or element of the plasma should 
exist. Expansion free energy 1s minimized by favorable magnetic f ie ld 
geometry. 
The one unavoidable source of free energy resides In the confinement of 
the plasma, with consequent pressure gradient, leading usually to some form 
of the universal Instabi l i ty. The stochastic heating f ield 1n Helios Is ex-
pected to suppress Instabil i ty growth of the drift-wave type, both by 
minimizing the Internal pressure gradients that drive I t and by continuously 
disorganizing the electrons. A suppression of this type has been reported 
by Puri"1,5, and both Dandl's6 group and Ferrari and kuckes3 have found an 
onset of a violent Instabil i ty after removal of (coherent) heating power. 
Purl5 was able to suppress Instabil it ies In a small plasma with only 250 atf 
of noise power, and he demonstrated that a coherent f ield of the same power 
level had no such effect. (Presumably, in view of the observed suppression 
of Instabil it ies at high coherent power leve ls 3 ' 5 , 1t 1s possible to over-
ride and disrupt any instabil i ty that arises from collective and organized 
plasma notion, provided sufficient power Is available. Recent work at Oak 
R1dge7,B shows the effectiveness of off-resonance heating In the suppression 
of Instabi l i t ies, but the energy absorption by the plasma Is so low that off-
resonance heating turns out to be far less efficient than stochastic heating 
at frequencies around resonance.) -
Plasmas of thermonuclear Interest should at least be warn, dense enough 
to have Debye lengths small compared to the container dimensions, and as 
stable as possible. Single particle containment (or containment of very 
tenuous plasma) Is often possible, but dense plasmas can be most elusive. 
Charge exchange and instabil it ies have been the principle loss mechanisms 
for most plasma systems. Helios quite effectively eliminates thr former by 
the choice of lithium as the plasma source, since lithium neutrals are 
readily absorbed on the walls,- where they effectively form an active getter-
ing surface. At room temperature, the vapor pressure of the adsorbed back-
ground lithium Is less than 10 - ' Torr, and the relatively low flux of 
- « -
entering neutrals Is expected to be singly Ionized (and thus trapped) by the 
heated electron component of the plasma. Recombination neutrals are expected 
to be rare, since volumt receablnatlon cross sections are snai l , and the 
survival tine of these (or any other) neutrals should be so short that any 
loss from this source 1s negligible. 
Most. 1f not a l l , of the known Instabil i t ies should be suppressed by the 
nagnetic f ie ld geometry and the stochastic heating f ie ld . Therefore the loss 
rate should be governed by almost classical diffusion up to a plasm density 
such that the stochastic f ield no longer penetrates enough to Inhibit i n -
stabi l i t ies. 
Three distinct features of the magnetic f ield geometry should be aen-
tioned; e .g . , the eirror f ie ld , the multipole f i e ld , and the boundary f i e ld . 
The mirror Is formed by two sets of eight colls each set and run at 2100 
Gauss at the center, with a 2/1 mirror ratio. 
The use of a minimum -B configuration 1s well known to be effective 1n 
eliminating hydronagnetlc and other low-frequency Instabi l i t ies. The Helios 
quadrupole f ie ld Is unusual In that I t Is Inside the plasma system, as shown 
1n Fig. 1 . The reasons for so placing i t are as follows: the ni l t ipole 
f ie ld drops of f rather rapidly with distance from the currents that produce 
I t , so i t Is most effective when close to the plasma. But 1f the so-called 
Ioffe-bars were outside the plasma chamber. Ions and electrons drift ing 
along f ie ld lines that Intercept the wall would be lost. As Kent 1 0 and 
other have shown, the nultlpole f ie ld I tse l f may be regarded as a set of 
magnetic surfaces defining a region of stable confinement and another, 
unstable, region. The stable region surrounds the conductors producing I t , 
so that the Ions may be able to d r i f t radially beyond the conductor, circle 
1 t , and return to the central region without being lost to the walls. The 
presence of the alrror f ie ld complicates the analysis of magnetic surfaces, 
but the sane general effect should exist. 
The presence of Ioffe bars within the plasma chamber Is not expected to 
Increase plasma loss on the walls (the Ioffe bars themselves) because the 
high currents In the loffe bars create a sufficiently great magnetic pres-
sure barrier to repel Incident plasma. Thus the stabilizing effect of the 
multlpole f ie ld appears to be enhanced by the Internal placement. The com-
bined alrror and aultlpole f ie ld should Improve the thermal mixing and help 
to eliminate temperature gradients arising froa non-uniformities In the 
stochastic heating f ie ld . Purl* points this out and remarks that a non-
uniform magnetic f ie ld tads to "MaxwelUanlze" the particle velocity d is t r i -
bution. He also shows that when the electric f ie ld bandwidth 1s large enough 
to span the mirror gyrofrequencles, a l l the particles have approximately the 
sane heating rate. Helios Is therefore expected to be a well-thertalized 
and well-stabilized plasma system, with almost a l l known Instability sources 
eliminated by design. 
The third feature of the magnetic f ield geometry, the boundary f i e l d , 
may be the rost Interesting. I t should certainly oe the subject of careful 
experimentation as an attempt to superpose localized small-scale perturba-
tions on the tain fields at the system boundary In order to inhibit plasma 
loss. The cage that bounds the plasma is made of nickel-plated Iron wire, 
0.63 cm 1n diameter, spaced 0.63 cm apart. In addition to the already dis-
cussed electrical advantages9, the radial cage boundary produces a locally 
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rippled magnetic f ie ld that presents, on the average, favorable curvature '.o 
the plasma, and the end boundary produces local Modification of the »rirro. 
f ie ld that should reduce mirror losses by Increasing the local magnetic 
gradient11 (at least in one dimension), as shown In F1g. 2. 
Technical Details of Helios 
Seneral - A preliminary, sent-quantitative assessment of the design 
parameters of Helios is given as an indication of the kind of plasm) that may 
be obtained when the system is ful ly operational and as a guide to points 
that need further experimental and theoretical attention. ( I t should be 
emphasized that the immediate attainment of the Idealized plasma to be des-
cribed here 1s neither expected nor essential to the value of Helios as a re-
search tool. As is well known, plasmas almost never behave entirely as 
planned, and much of our knowledge of them arises In the attempt to under-
stand their Idiosyncrasies.} 
For this development, the plasma 1s assumed to be operating in a steady 
state, free of Instabi l i t ies, with the electron and Ion temperatures, Te and 
Tf . constant throughout the plasma. The Ion and electron losses to the walls 
are compensated by a flux of new Ions and electrons from the hot rhenium 
ionizers the plasma density Is assumed to be so high that the Incoming Ions 
and electrons are very quickly thermal1 zed by collisions with their back-
ground species. At f i r s t . Ions are assumed to be heated by electron-ion 
collisions, though modification of the calculations to Include direct ion 
heating Is easy. The total Internal energy of the plasaa is treated as i f I t 
were divided between the Ions and the electrons, and denoted as U - U1 + lie. 
(For present purposes, the assignment of energy is rather arbitrary; i t is 
essential only that energy flows be properly evaluated.) In steady state, 
the time rate of change of each of the energies 1s zero. 
Ions - The rate of change of the ion energy is given by 
0 , - < 0 , ) e * ( 0 , ) c (1) 
where (Of)« is the rate a t which energy is given to the Ions by the electrons 
and (0i)c is the rate at which the 1on energy changes because of Ion losses 
from the system (containment losses). Since the total number of Ions is 
taken to be constant, and the Ion potential energy 1s not changed by heating, 
the term (0f)e may be written as (3Nfk/2)Ti, where tf Is the rate at which 
the ion temperature would Increase i f the only effect were electron heating, 
and Is given by 
t , - ( T e - T , ) / T 1 t , (2) 
where ?i t 1s the Ion thermal1zing time for Coulomb collisions with electrons. 
A reasonably accurate expression for T ^ is 
T1t * C(2mV4«*w»>«)/«1Jq|niliiA]C(*T1/B1) + ( H y m , ) ] * * . (3) 
where nf Is the Ion number density, the q's are charges, and A 1s the well 
known Debye cutoff factor. For calculations where I t matters, MA wi l l be 
taken as approximately 15, corresponding to a density of about 1012cm3 and 
a temperatur* of 10-100 eV. 
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The containment loss term n y be written as 
(O,),. - - ^»V^e ' ( 4 ) 
where «1> Is the average energy of the escaping ions and TJC 1S the Ion 
containment time. 
The ions enter as L1 + , presumably, but they may be lost as L1 2 * or L I 3 * , 
thereby carrying away an energy equal to the difference in the ionization 
energies, «Vj. I f Ion potential energy 1s ignored, then, and 1f the escaping 
Ions are assured to have the same kinetic energy as the Ions In the plasma, 
the factor « i > may be written 
«:,> = eJV, + (3kT,)/2. (5) 
Mien 0* = 0 , the 1 on energy balance yields the result 
Te " T 1 ( l + ' f t / ' l c 1 * ( 2 « « y 3 k , ( x u / l i c ) . («) 
I t Is thus evident that the electron temperature must exceed that of 
the ions, though the difference can be small 1f T 1 t « T . 
The dominant Ion loss term Is probably mirror leakage though the loss 
cone, and i t 1s also the most d i f f icul t to calculate. Judd, HacDonald and 
Rosenbluth have produced a simplified calculation for the ion containment 
In < parabolic mirror (the lossiest of simple geometries) for a singly-
charged particle. I f the velocity distribution Is MaxwellIan, this confine-
ment time reduces to 
V [ B Æ » 3 / 2 E O V / 2 (k^) 3 ^log 1 0 R]/ [neHnA]. (7) 
where R Is the mirror ratio. The ratio of the 1on thermalIzatlon time, from 
Eq. ( 3 ) , to T-J, when the electron temperature is greater than that of the 
ions 1s 
X1l/T1m = ' V ^ ) 1 ' 2 ( Y V V S Æ log10R. (8) 
For singly Ionized lithium in Helios, with the electron and 1on temperatures 
equal and R « 2, t i t /Mm * 89, a value that Indicates the need for supple-
mentary Ion heating. 
Lithium Source - The source of L1+ and of electrons 1s a pair of 1n-
candescent rhenium tubes, each about 0.63 cm 1n outside diameter and 2.5 cm 
long. The neutral lithium atoms enter the ionizer from the lithium reser-
voir at a pressure determined by the temperature of the reservoir (lOOO'C 
corresponds to about 50 Torr). The necessary flow rate 1s regulated by 
control of the reservoir temperature. 
In order to supply Ions at the simple mirror loss rate (calculated to be 
of the order of 102fysec — or about 1 ag/sec — for density near 10 I 3 /cn 3 ) , 
the flux from the Ion source must be njAv« • l o 2 ' / * « where n« 1s the Ion 
density 1n the source, A Is the area of the aperture, presumably about 
4 ( 1 0 ) - W , and v$ 1s the average Ion velocity, approximately thermal at the 
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ionizer temperature, or -2.5(10)5 cm/sec. Then ns ~ 1016/cm3, corresponding 
to an ion pressure (at the 0.2 eV Ionizer temperature) of 2.6 Torr. Thus the 
nloblun reservoir wil l be easily able to supply the requisite source pressure. 
Electrons - Ions ard electrons are supplied from volume Ionization at 
the same rate. From the Incandescent rhenium source, however, the ion input 
rate 1s determined by the reservoir pressure, whereas electrons are therm-
Ionlcally emitted from the hot rhenium at a rate governed by rhenium 
temperature and work function and by the space charge cloud near the rhenium 
surface. Q-machlne experience has shown that the Independent control of 
neutral atom Influx and of Ionizer temperature permits regulation of the Ion 
and electron fluxes over a wide operating range. Electron containment and 
heating, rather than injection, are the main problems to be examined. 
In keeping with Eq. (1 ) , the time rate of change of the electron energy 
may be written, 
«e * P«e + «Vl + W.)« + W.»r- <9> 
where P^ 1s the microwave heating power absorbed by the electrons, 
(Oe)l = - (Ol)e Is the energy given to the electrons by the Ions, (0e)c is 
the time rate of change of electron energy attributable to Imperfect contain-
ment, and (Oe)r Is the loss rate as radiated power. For steady state, fie- 0 , 
and appropriate substitutions Into Eq. (9) yield 
I'm, • ( ^ k / Z W . - T , ) / ^ + « e>N e /T e c + P re • * V , / T 1 C . (10) 
where the f i rs t term 1s the rate of heating of ions by electron, the second, 
containment loss term could be written with <*•> • (3/2)Te , T 6 C 1s the 
electron containment time. Pre Is the power radiated by electrons or by 
electron-excited optical transitions, and the last term Is the rate of energy 
loss via escape of L1 2 + and L I 3 4 , where 6Vi 1s here the average Ionization 
potential energy gain of the entire 1on population. 
Although Helios wil l attempt to heat the Ions as much as possible by 
electron collisions, the equalization of Tl and Te usually seems to require 
supplementary 1on heating. Either large T u or direct heating of the Ions, 
then, wi l l normally reduce the f i r s t term to negligibil i ty. The second term 
is d i f f icu l t to evaluate and wil l be discussed later. The radiated power, 
except for optical radiation, may be shown to be quite snail . The optical 
radiation Is more complicated, but further analysis Indicates that I t , too, 
can be relatively small. The last term can be estimated crudely by the 
assumption that 1020 1ons/sec escape each carrying about 70 eV ionization 
energy — a total of just over 1 kw, a figure expected to be a pessimistic 
upper l imit for the In i t ia l stages of the Helios study. 
The most di f f icul t and least reliable estimate Is the electron confine-
ment time. I f electron parameters are used In Eq. (7) to calculate the 
mirror-loss containment time, the result '.', .arly Indicates that electrons 
run out of the mirror throats In microseconds. But the electrically-floating 
ferromagnetic boundary cage should reduce mirror losses and become electrical-
ly charged so as to repel whichever particle would normally escape most 
rapidly. Therefore electron confinement time should be equal to 1on confine-
ment time. 
Results 
Operation to date has been with 200 watts of microwave heating of the 
electrons, no Ion heating, no Ioffe bars, no boundary cage, and Injection of 
lithium as neutral atoms from four points near the midplane of the system. 
The Intent Mas to examine the plasai In I ts worst state and document the Im-
provements as each omitted feature was added. The greatest problem arose 
from the lithium Injection system, which was substituted because of a 
temporary unavailability of rhenium. A cold spot In the substitute system 
resulted In condensation of most of the lithium, and the high boiler temper-
ature drove adsorted hydrogen out of the lithium. He have observed electron-
cyclotron-nolse-heated hydrogen plasaas at densities of lOM/em3 or greater 
and electron temperatures of 35-50 eV. The system Is now being completed 
with proper rhenium Injectors, and future results are expected to be much 
more interesting. 
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Flj . l . Schematic diagram of HxXIOS 
(a) Vacuum chamber, (b) Field colls , 
(e) Lithium Ionisers, (d) liicrowave 
horns, (?) Boundary case. 
PlS. 2. 3-fiold patten 
near boundary oa^c, 
(a) side-wall sec'.ion, 
(b) end section. 
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THI STHPCTPHB OP AM AMm.T-fTjgm nnunw n i WEiir 
MJCttBTIC HBU). 
P.H. Krumm, M.A. Ballberg and C.H. Baker, 
University of *ata l , Durban, South Africa« 
ABSTBACT 
l a the single-ended ^-device of the University of l a t a l Plasma Group a 
C*- or IV plasma i s produced by surface ionisat ion i n the density range 
of 10 to 10^ cm . A cylindrical p l a n a column i s formed,by means of a 
collimator i n front ol' the tungsten hot plate (T - 2,3 x 10 5 K) and 
dif fuses along a —ak axia l magnetic f i e l d (B • 50 . . . 900 G). The 
oolunn structure i s investigated by a f loat ing potential method with 
e l ec tros ta t i c probes for various values of B* In a l l oases a radial 
e l e o t r i c f i e ld appears at the p l a n a edge together with a charge 
separation. Thus the plasaa column consists of a quasinentral core 
surrounded by a charge double layer {"sheath") the posi t ion of which i s 
independent of the •agnatic f i e l d strength and i s given by the 
collimator radius. The sheath width however increases with decreasing B. 
The plassa column i s surrounded by a a e t a l l i c cylinder as boundaxy which 
can be earthed or biased, and i s limited i n His ax ia l direct ion by a 
grounded endplate. •easurewenCs of electron and Ion fluxes to these 
boundaries for various values of B together with the coaparison of 
potent ia l , e l e c t r i c f i e l d and charge density prof i l e s for both Cs and K 
plasaas support the view that for low magnetio f i e l d strength (B < 1 kG) 
the structure of the plasma column i s determined by the spat ia l 
d is tr ibut ion of the olectrons to which the ions adjust theasalves. 
This appears to be understandable i n the l i gh t of the extremely different 
ion and electron Xarmor rad i i , the i o s larmor radi i being of the asms 
order as the diameter of the Flaaaa column* Models to explain the 
detai led structure are a l so discussed. 
jHTjggUgZOJL 
In our group we are at present looking at the structure of an a lkal i 
plaaaa column i n a weak axial aagnetic f i e l d , i . e . B < 1 kG. Such a 
structure could be in teres t ing for the following m&em. If ate 
chooses the magnetic f i e l d such that the ion Laraor radius i s large in 
coaparison with the dimensions of the plaaaa column, « .g . the radius of 
the cyl indrical column, and i f on the other hand B i s strong enough to 
keep the electron Uraor radius small w . r . t . the column radius, ons 
could say that only the electrons Mseen the magnetio f i e l d and are 
hindered in diffusing across the f i e ld l i n e s whereas the ions are 
• On leave at Princeton University, 
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unaffected by tba magnetic fiald (at least althin tb* plasma column) and 
diffus« unhindered across the Unas. One would than expect the oross-
aactional structure of the plasaa eoluan to be as in fbt. 1. 
One would aspect to sea a quasineutxal circular region aa defined, by tba hot 
plate (or the collimator if present). Beyond the edge of that region there 
should be little electron diffusion whereas the ions will escape until, under 
steady state conditions, a radial electric field baa been established such 
that further ion diffusion is suppressed. Ihia electric fiald crossed with 
the asgnetic field will gire rise to an azimuthal drift Telocity T D - x/n. 
The plaanm coluan should thus consist of a quaaineatral core surrounded by a 
charge double layer in which the particles drift axinuthally. 
Experimental arrajuwment (FJgi_2). 
The Cs or K plasaa is produce! in a single ended Q-machine by surface 
ionisation at a tungsten plate heated by electron boabardnent to a tempera-
ture of T - 2.3 x To suppress the temperature gradient near the 
plate edge and to obtain a wall defined cylindrical column, a copper 
collimator has been introduced, at a distance of 4 em in front of the 
tilted hotplate« The structure of the column ia investigated at two 
different poaitions by means of electrostatic probes using the floating 
potential method. Two different types of probes were used. For most of 
the time the probes ware aored radially from the axis outwards, thus only 
giving half potential profiles. TO check the nj—nlij of the plasma coluan, 
probe 1 was replaced by a U-shaped probe the tip of which pointed vertically 
into the plaaaa and which could be aoved across the full width of the column* 
The magnetic field is produced by a solenoid to be homogeneous over a length 
of 32 cm. The column is terminated by an end grid which can be biased but 
usually is kept at ground potential* The plasma coluan is surrounded by a 
cylindrical wall aa boundary which can be biased to rive variable boundary 
conditions and to allow electron and ion currents to be measured. 
The plasma parameters arai 
collimator radius 5 mm 
electron Laraor radius 0.026 am 
ion Laraor radius 12.8 ma 
nean eleotron velocity 3 x 
•na Ion velocity 6 i 10 m/—e 
• M B fra« B»th» 
- 1 1 -
asaa flew path« 
• - i 11.8 GB 
i - t 17.5 c« 
e-e 17.5 ca 
coluan length 20 o* 
fapariaental remits 
1« Fona of profiles 
Fig» 3 »hows the potential profile for the entire disaster, indicating 
reasonable ay—try. The electric field distribution i s shown in Fbc«, 4« 
It shows a field free region in the centa* then a positive field near the 
edge followed by a strong negative field« 
the apace- charge distribution wee found from the field aesuedng cylindrical 
geonetry over the region of the probe, thus 
It la preferable to look at toe charge distribution rather than tile radial 
field profile because i t i e easier to define aheath position and eidth from 
the charge diatribution. as a Justification i t can be stated that for those 
oasea examined perfect correlation was found between sheatii width and 
position as taken from the apace charge profilea and peak poaition and half 
width of the radial electric field. 
2. Sheath width and position 
about 100 runa were analysed w.r.t. sheath poaition and width. Pig. 5 
shows the result for two field strengths, i . e . B - 125 8 (V» - 80 '•/!) and 
B - 775 8 {Vi - 12.9 W . It can be seen that the poaition ia alaoat 
unaffected by B shereaa the width increases with *fe. 
a atatistioal analyaie of al l xuna taken revealed that the poaition does not 
eoxrelate with the amgnetic field i . e . i s roughtly constant independent of 
the •agnatic field (correlation coefficient - -0,02) 
shereaa the sheath width does (c.c. • + 0.83) 
Furthermore i t was found that, when plotted against ion-Laraor-radius, the 
sheath widths fox Cs and K profiles fe l l apart whereas when plotted against 
Vb ( i . e . proportional to the electron Lamor-radlua) they coincide in their 
functional dependence upon Vs. f ig . 6 shows plots of least square fita in 
the region below VB - 40 ft and of individual runa abore ^ - 40 V* for 
Shaath position and width. 
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Current! to wall and endplate 
It is apparent fro* Fig. 5 that In the region surrounding th* plasma the 
electric field and space charge density are not sero. Although oar* has to 
lie taken in evaluating these results sine* the plaanm equation* night not 
hold in this region, i t seems to be obvious that oharged particles diffuas 
through the sheath into that region. Particle fluxes to the wall, th* 
centred probe and the endplate for biases between - 10 V and + 10 V are 
therefore shown in Fig. T. 
Three different -rallies for B were chosen i . e . B - 0, B • 210 G and B » 610 G, 
the result being that 
(i) the electron current gets suppressed with increasing 3, 
( i i) the ion saturation current increases with increasing B, 
( i i i ) this agrees with the currents to the endplate where the dependence i s 
reversed. 
Electron and ion profiles 
The consistency of these results and the symmetry of the plasma column osn be 
teBtsd by taking ion-saturation current profilss (V - -25 V) and slectron-
cunent profiles (V - 0). (See Fig. 8 and 9) . 
There appears a sharp fall off in electron density bsyond ths plasma sdge 
snd an unsyaaetry as far as the shape of the-column i s concerned. This 
unsymmstry might bs dus to the partieulsr arrangsmsnt of hotplate and oven. 
The ion density deoreases with decreasing B in the oentre and outside the 
ooluun which i s in agreement with Kg. 7. 
Discussion 
There are several models one oan oonstruct in sn attempt to explain the 
occurrence of the electrio field near the plasma edge. The simplest model 
would be to treat the plasma as a conductor kept at a negative potential 
surrounded by an earthed wall. A surface obargs would then be induced giving 
rise to a field falling of like Vr. This however i s not in agreement with 
the observations. In a next attempt one could treat th* eleotrens as fixed 
and give them an arbitrary but convenient distribution and le t the ions 
adjust themselves to that distribution in the form n(r) - n exp (-e0(r)/kT). 
A numerical solution of Polsson'e equation was attempted but ths results war* 
not completely convincing. A third two-fluid model would allow for both 
electron-and Ion-diffusion, taking collisions sspssially in th* sheath region 
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into account, since ions and electrons hare large drift velocities« 
Working with a B-dependent electron diffusion coefficient and a B-indpendent 
ion diffusion coefficient it was possible to reproduce the form of the 
electric field« The diffusion ooeffioients turned out to be of the order 
of Bohm diffusion and are presently the subject of further tests. In 
addition the influence of the collimator on the sheath formation is being 
investigated. 
COHCLUSION. 
We observe, as expected; a strong negative electric field near the plasma 
edge of the right order of magnitude. The position of this field appears 
to be independent of B whereas its width increases with decreasing B, i.e. 
with increasing electron „Larmor radius. 
Attempts are continuing to find a suitable model reproducing the 
experimental observations. 
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A Quiescent Plasaa Sustained by High Frequency Fields* 
»y 
Earl R. Ault and K. R. Mackenzie 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Abstract 
A large volume quiescent laboratory plasma is sustained by an alterna-
ting voltage of 20 to 80 V ras (at 70 to 100 He)'applied to an electrode con-
sisting of 0.002S ca tungsten wires stretched about 1 an apart across a aetal 
frame 30 ca in diameter. In the plasaa a sheath forms around each wire with a 
thickness which decreases with density. In this sheath the ionizing elec-
trons pick up energy by accelerating past the wire with the correct phase to 
utilize the transit time effect. (The fraction of electrons lost to the fine 
wire is small). Evidence for this aechanisa is indicated by the fact that: 1) 
The electron plasaa frequency is considerably higher than the applied fre-
quency; hence the electric fields are confined to the sheath region; and 2), 
at normal operating voltages there is insufficient ionization to initiate the 
process. Sow other means, such as a momentary discharge from a hot fila-
ment, a pulse of photoionization froa a spark, or a large increase in pres-
sure, is required to produce the initial plasaa and set up the proper sheath 
conditions around each wire. This process has been used to sustain a plasaa 
in argon at "4x10-* Torr with a noise level, <6n/n>*2xl0~4. Densities in the 
10s to 109 range are produced in a volume of 30 liters. Linear ion waves and 
nonlinear shocks are easily produced in this device. Te is of the order of 
5 eV. 
Introduction 
In this paper we describe a convenient low cost aethod of generating a 
very quiescent large volume collisionless plasm*. By applying a high fre-
quency voltage (70 to 100 He) to a special fine grid electrode, several liters 
of plasaa can be generated, with a noise level An/n as low as 2x10"*. Densi-
ties in the range froa 10B to 10* are produced at background pressures around 
4xl0~* Torr in argon or helium. Electron temperatures are as high as 5 eV. 
Apparatus 
Small diameter tungsten wires (spaced 1 to 2 am apart) are stretched 
across a stainless steel ring and spot welded at the ends to provide good con-
tact for high frequency currents. The ring (fastened to vacuum feedthrough 
insulated rods approximately 1 ca in diaaeter) is mounted axially inside a 35 
ca diameter stainless vacuum chaaber 150 cm in length. The two feedthrough 
connectors are connected to ground through blocking capacitors (to permit dc 
biasing of the wires) and strap inductances which make the system resonant in 
the 70 to 100 He range. As shown in Fig. 1 the total inductance was split 
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Lii 
ChMbW M i l 
Fif. 1. Hires with diuutet 0.0025 to 0.0075 c* hive bien 
successfully wed. 
into two parts (on opposite sides of the ring) to minimize voltage gradients 
on the wires (since the electrode is a sizable fraction of A/4 at these fre-
quencies) . 
In the initial trials power was fed to the resonant systea fro« a commer-
cial generator with an output of 40 watts. A maxima of 60 V peak to peak 
could be obtained which was sufficient to produce only a weak plasma (~10®/cci 
The generator was then replaced by a tuned plate tuned grid oscillator (Fig.l) 
with a high Q grid circuit to discriminate against the higher frequency anode 
circuit mode (which puts very l i t t l e voltage on the resonator). With 1000 V 
dc on the anode and 250 ma anode current, over 200 V peak to peak could be 
applied to the wires with about 70* anode efficiency. We estimate that about 
10% of this power is delivered to the plasma« the rest being lost in the 
rather low Q circuit, and the anode. 
Qualitative Theory 
The motivation for testing this variation of a high frequency discharge 
was straightforward. The ioniiing energy given to an electron by a high fre-
quency field should not be wasted by collision with an electrode! If an elec-
trode i s used, i t should have a small collision cross-section such as an elec-
trode consisting of fine wires. 
Electrons which gain energy in passing such wires must utilize the transit 
time effect. In this process the transfer of energy is most effective i f the 
field i s confined in a small vacuus region around the wire (such as a sheath) 
where the plasma forms the outer conductor of the minature "transmission 
line"). The high frequency energy will be largely confined in this manner i f 
up« is well above the applied frequency. However, this feature implies that 
the energy transfer will only be efficient i f the plasma is already in exist-
ence. Hence it was argued that the mechanism could sustain a plasma, but 
might have difficulty in the initiation stage. 
But perhaps the most attractive feature in such a concept was the realiza-
tion that the diameter of any sheath around the wire would decrease with den-
sity. Thus the discharge might be locally self-stabilizing, and therefore 
possibly noise free. 
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Results 
In operation it was observed (as expected) that the discharge did not 
start by itself« but required initiation either by photoionizing the gas (by 
•eans of a high energy vacuum spark) or by ionization by electron bombardment 
from a filament. Once initiated, it was self-sustaining. Empirically, how-
ever, it was found that the discharge could be initiated by raising the pres-
sure to around 3x10-3 Torr. After the pressure was returned to around 4x10-4 
Torr, the uniformity was found to be quite reasonable. In the vicinity of 
the electrode the density changed by 8% over a distance of 30 cm along z and 
by 20* over a distance of 8 cm along r (see Fig. 1)* 
One of the features (obvious in retrospect, but not anticipated) is the 
fact that the fine wire grid collects electrons on the positive swing and 
assumes a negative bias with respect to the plasma. Preliminary data indi-
cate that this bias is about half the applied high frequency to ground volt-
age. This negative bias ensures the existence of a sizable sheath, which is 
one of the required features in the postulated crude theory. It is also ob-
served that the electron plasma frequency is above the applied frequency, im-
plying that the high frequency energy is fairly well confined to the sheath 
region. 
Discussion 
So far we have no direct evidence for the correctness of the proposed 
theory of operation, but all observations tend to support it— especially the 
low noise level (which we attribute to the locally self-stabilizing feature). 
Whether this plasma will be useful for studies near the electron plasma 
frequency remains to be seen. The applied high frequency can be expected to 
introduce interference effects. However, in the much lower frequency ion 
acoustic regime, with Te in the range of 5 eV (where Landau damping is small) 
no such problems exist. Figure 2 shows a tone burst ion acoustic signal with 
on/n*10"*, which is clearly seen on a noise background only slightly higher. 
Fig. 2. 
\A-
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M i n 
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i n i n 
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20 p«/CM 
ION WAVE AMPLITUDE AN/N /V }0* 
X=10 CM , T«5«v M-IO* 
Figure 3 shows an ion acoustic shock where the init ial overshoot is about 20% 
of the steady state level. (The trailing wave structure behind the shock i s 
only partially understood). 
100V 
Fig. 3. 
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The signals in Figures 2 and 3 were both generated by the grid in cage method 
shown in Fig. 4.1 This method is a variation (requiring no internal f i la-
ments) of the double plasma technique of generating an ion wave.2 
High 
freq, 
grid 
internal 
TV grounded grid 
Shock wave 
'if. 4. High energy flection produced by the 
High ftreq. (rid penetrate the grounded 
grid end produce plum ineide. Puleine 
the inner grid poeitirc by a raiep epille 
ion acroaa the grid and excite* a 
•hock nave. 
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The frequency dependence of this discharge has not yet been investigated. 
He presuae that even higher frequencies would be aore desl-able. However 
there is obviously a probles with electrode diaensioas, since even in the con-
figuration shown in Fig. 1 the site of the electrode is not a negligible 
fraction of a wavelength. Multiple electrodes would probably be the answer. 
Supported in part by the United States Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research. 
1. A technique developed by D. B. Cohn and R. J. Taylor, UCLA (private 
coaauni cation). 
2. R. J. Taylor, D. R. Baker and H. Ikezi, Phys. Rev. Letters 24,206 (1970). 
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Magnetic Hultipole Confinement of a Magnetic Field-Free Plasma* 
by 
Rudolf Limpaecaer and K. R. Mackenzie 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Abstract 
The plasma vacuum chamber is lined with rows of permanent magnet bars 
0.7 cm square, and 3.1 cm long, (spaced 0.7 cm apart), which are alternately 
oriented to provide a mirror cusp field with a mani mm strength of about 1600 
gauss at the pole faces, decreasing to the order of 5 gauss about 3 cm away 
from the multipole structure. The plasma is produced by electron emission of 
1 to 100 mA from a short filament located in the eternal field-free region. 
Densities up to 10lOem-3 and SxlOlOcm"3 are produced in helium and argon re-
spectively at pressures less than ID-4 Torr, with a uniformity in the field-
free internal region of approximately It, and a noise level <4n/n>*3xl0~4. An 
identical chamber, with nonmagnetized bars, showed density variations greater 
than 20* over the same region, and a noise level about 30 times higher. In 
the afterglow, the contained plasma decayed about 100 times slower than the 
identical control plasma. Te could be varied from 2 to 5 eV, making this 
plasma a very convenient and economical device for wave studies. 
Introduction 
The principle of plasma confinement by magnetic "walls" is used in all 
present fusion efforts. The large devices use multipole orders no higher 
than the octopole.1 For confinement studies a multipole device (described by 
Sadowski2) uses a spherical arrangement of 32 electromagnets. The aultipole 
principle, however, has apparently not been applied to the problem of con-
tainment of a large volume quiescent uniform plasma for basic studies in 
plasma physics. In this paper we report some characteristics of such a uni-
form plasma (in only the earth's magnetic field) surrounded by the multipole 
field of over 400 small permanent magnets. Electromagnets were considered 
briefly and then abandoned, since on a cost and convenience basis they cannot 
compete with most of the available permanent magnets at fields under 2 kg. 
Although too weak to effectively contain ions at fusion energies, such 
fields are found to effectively reflect most of the ions and electrons in 
ordinary laboratory plasmas, and thereby reduce the ionizing r-jurce require-
ments by one or two orders of magnitude. As an added benefit, the continual 
reflection at the boundaries yields a vast improvement in plasma uniformity 
in the field-free region. 
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The geometry tested i s shown in Fig. 1. The magnets were 0.7 by 
0.7 x 3.1 ca bars of elnico 5, spaced 0.7 ca apart and oriented alternatively 
north and south. 
Fig. 1 . Nultinagnetic Mirror 
Plasaa Device (hereafter 
referred to as H. P I . ) . 
The side "walls" A.B.C.D, 
each consist of a 7 by 11 
array of 0.7 by 3.1 ca 
alnico aagnets. The 
spaces between the nag-
nets are used for in -
sertion of supports for 
f i laments,grids,and 
probes. 
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The magnetic field due to such an array is shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. The maximum Magnetic 
field of 1100 gauss at 
at the pole face center 
X , (normal to the pole face) 
drops to less than 5 
gauss at a distance of 3 
X magnet spacings. Exten-
ds, sion of the curve to 
" X , larger distances was 
"-,. limited by the sensitiv-
~~
4
-. ity of the magnetic field 
neter. (A maximum field 
of 1600 gauss, making an 
"» angle of 25 degrees to 
i i a j„ the normal, was obtained 
""" at the edge of each pole). 
In such a box-like rectangular array (as shown in Fig. 1) the regular 
alternation of poles cannot be continuously extended to all six sides at 
once. Deviations occur at some of the side junctions. Since at this junction 
two like poles are side by side, only the effective pole geometry is changed 
and no extra particle loss is expected. 
For comparison purposes an identical control "box" (designated as "CON.") 
was constructed with nonmagnetic bars. Both boxes were then enclosed in a 
common vacuum system. Plasma was generated by electron emission ranging from 
1 to 100 aA from a single 0.025 cm diam Ta filament 9 cm long in each tox, 
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(each filament biased at -60V). The magnetic and nonmagnetic pole faces 
served as anodes. Flasna density and electron temperature were measured in 
each box by a flat Ta probe with a total area of 25 mm2. 
Results 
Figure 3 shows the central collected electron current (at 10mA emission) 
in argon and helium as a function of pressure. A set of curves was also ob-
tained for nitrogen which is similar to the set shown for argon. (At 100 mA 
of emission and 10"3 Torr of argon, a density of 2 x l o 1 1 / « was measured). 
Fig. 3. Electron current collected by a 25 ran2 
flat tantalum probe (biased at the plasma 
potential) as a function of neutral density. 
Due to sone uncertainties regarding the electron 
temperature, the raw data Is presented. Electron 
current Is converted to electron density at the 
point shown. 
At high pressures, where collisions dominate the loss process, both 
Boxes behave in similar fashion. At very low pressures however, the density 
and collected electron current in the magnetic box i s about two orders of 
magnitude higher than in the control box. The fact that helium ions are as 
effectively contained as argon ions i s of particular interest. 
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Figure 4 shows the uniformity in density for an argon plasma. The scale 
i s normalized to the density at a distance of 5 magnet bar spacings. In the 
•agnetic box the density is sees to be uniform over the magnetic field-free 
region to within the accuracy of the measurement (~ll) , whereas a large 
gradient exists in the nonmagnetic control box. 
F1g. 4 . Normalized plasma den-
sity In the mul tipole 
plasma device (CON.) as 
a function of the dis-
tance from the "wall" 
(or pole face position). 
The distance Is measured 
In units of magnet spac-
ing (1 unit - 0.7 cm). 
— WALL POSITION 
HOMULIZCD O I S T A M M 
Figure 5 shows the decay of the afterglow plasna when the -60 V bias 
and the filament current are turned off simultaneously. The containment pro-
vided by the magnetic walls is very evident. 
Logarithm of collected 
Ion current as a func-
tion of time. A change 
of 58 mV corresponds to 
a change of AN/iMl-e-") 
In collected Ion cur-
rent. 
Fig. 5 
o.smsec/oiv. 
Figure 6 shows a linear ion acoustic wave generated by applying a 0.5V 
peak to peak signal at 60 kHz to a biased grid in the plasma in the magnetic 
box. The perturbed density <*N/N i s shown in percent where N«2xl09/cc and 
Te • 2.7 eV. This picture shows that the noise level <{N/N> i s about 5 parts 
in 104. A corresponding picture in the nonmagnetic box could not be ob-
tained due to a much higher level of noise. Presumably one factor in the 
large reduction of noise in the magnetic box is the low ratio of primary 
electron to plasma electron current density near the filament. 
tN/M 
(%/DIV.) tO kH± OlSTAHCf. 
(OS V/Ol V.) 
20MS*t/div. 
Fig. 6. Induced density perturbation in a gated 
linear ion acoustic wave train observed at several 
probe positions. The peak to peak noise ratio 
ahead of the nave train <6N/N> Is * 3xl0"4. 
We believe that these results herald a new era in producing quiescent 
laboratory plasmas. Small magnets which can produce local fields of 2 kg 
are inexpensive and can be arranged (we believe) in a more efficient con-
figuration thai the aodel tested. By investigating this geometry it can be 
seen that at the center of each local "square" there is a point of zero field, 
where any particle with exactly the right direction of entry can escape. A 
linear arrangement of magnets consisting of alternating rows of like magnets 
or long bar magnets will avoid this drawback. Losses in such a system occur 
only in the linear or point cusp regions. In this linear type of array the 
magnetic field does not fall off as rapidly, but this is deemed to be an ad-
vantage, since the reflection process sets in farther from the magnet poles. 
The particle orbits become more adiabatic and therefore reflection should be 
more effective. For the same reason it is also advantageous to use larger 
magnets with larger separations. Such a box, with much larger dimensions, is 
under construction. 
We see no reason why this principle cannot be used to provide a quiescent 
uniform plasma with any desired dimensions. The power requirements are very 
small, and per unit volume they decrease with increasing volume. At the same 
time the percentage ionitation (in < It) will rise. With small relative cost 
it appears that a large space simulation chamber could be filled with a 
quiescent uniform helium plasma with the electron temperature controllable 
over the range 1 to S eV', and perhaps higher. 
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Production and Application of a uranium Plasma in the Q-Device 
by 
N. Hasbmi and A.J . van der Houven van Oordt 
Max-Planck-Institut far Plaemaphysik, Garching (Germany) 
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Abstract 
Uranium plasma has been produced i n the s ingle-ended 
operation of the Q-device BARBARA. The densi ty and f lux 
measurements axe performed by d i f ferent Langmuir probes . Our 
preliminary r e s u l t s are presented and d iscussed . The various 
appl i ca t ion of such a uranium plasma are a l so mentioned. 
Introduction 
A Qrdevice plasma can be utilized as an ion source by 
using a grid. In this respect, the production of a high density 
uranium plasma in a Q-device is of special interest as it can be 
employed for the separation or enrichment of isotopes by means of 
a mass spectrometer. 
To determine the probability of contact ionisation 
Y [= . | | of uranium, the Langouir function 
La. = 9++?4'*»•(-#) f
 c <LJ&) I < 1 } 
should be known. p?t- and T are the work function and temperature 
of the plate respectively. I is the ionisation potential of the 
+) IURATOM 
++) The effective work function for contact ionisation Øt- il 
different from the work function for electron emission JZ>,. 
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atoas. O and q# are the statistical weight factors of the ionic 
and atomic ground levels respectively. 0f and tt are the 
statistical weight factors of the ionic and atomic t - th excited 
level, E* and B are the energies of excitation to the t> - th 
quantum state of the ion and atom, respectively, e is the 
electronic charge and k the Boltannn constant. 
For alkaline and alkaline earth metals, the terms 
^ 9/««p. (-1*.) and £9/*Xp.(-5VJ *» "nation U> can 
be neglected because kT<e' and EJ . For uranium, on the other 
hand, 1ST £ E* and E* . But it is still not possible to estimate 
y theoretically from equation (1), as the configuration! of 
• uranium atom and ion are* not known and therefore the ionisation 
potential of uranium +' cannot be determined. 
The only reasonable way to determine f is to perform 
an experiment. 
The present paper describes such an experiment in the 
single ended operation of a Q-device. The results and 
application of such a plasma axe discussed. 
Experiments 
The uranium plasma was produced in the single ended 
operation of the Q-device BARBARA /2/- The Re endplate of 3.2 cm 
diameter was heated to 2500°K. The magnetic field was between 2 
and 3 kG. 
As the vapour pressure of metallic uranium i« quite 
low, a high temperature oven (~2000°K) is necessary in order to 
obtain the required intensity of the atomic beam. The first oven 
+) ror the ionisation potential of uranium, the values varying 
between 4 V and 7 V are available in the literature /!/. 
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was made of tantalue and could be heated up to ~2OO0°K by a 
direct passage of current (A.C. as well as D.C.). This kind 
of oven created the aain difficulty. At high temperatures, a 
Ta-0 alloy was foræd first depressing the vapour pressure of 
uranium and finally the oven was broken. Another attempt was 
made with a Be O crucible. 
The radial density distribution of plasma was measured 
by a single Langmuir probe. The total number of ions produced 
per sec. i+ was determined from the ion saturation part of the 
characteristic of a "spoon" probe which was larger than the 
plasma £iameter. unter certain conditions, the total number 
of atoms per sec i "illuminating"tiie hot end plate can be 
evaluated from the knowledge of the oven temperature and vapour 
pressure of uranium. i + and i turned out to be approximately 
equal indicating that almost all the uranium atoms were ionised 
at the hot end plate. 
Fig. 1 shewes a radial density profile of the plasma. 
Pig. 2 is the ion part of the characteristic of a single 
Langmuir probe. 
Due to the fact that the atomic flux was limited by 
the oven temperature, the maximum ion current obtained by a 
"spoon" probe up to now was about 1 mA which will correspond to 
a plasma density of about 10 cm- . In a cesium plasma, however, 
we have already been able to achieve quite easily the density up 
to 10 cm" . Moreover, by using the value of volume recombination 
as given by D'ABGELO /3/ and HIHBOV and HIRSCHBBBG /4/. the 
equilibrium theory yields a maximum plasma density of about 
14 -3 10 cm /S/. This seems to be the limiting factor because the 
curves by LAHGMOIR and TAYLOR /6/ show that the surface coating 
of the end plate at 2500°K is negligible up to the atomic 
densities of 10 cm" which would correspond at an oven 
temperature of about 2400°K. Our aim is to achieve the maximum 
14 -3 density of about 10 cm of a uranium plasma in the Q-device. 
- TO -
Application 
As mentioned above, uranium plasma any be used as an ion 
source for the separation of isotopes in commercial quantities if 
large amount of ions can be extracted froa the plasna by Mans 
14 -3 
of a negatively biased grid. Assuming a density of 10 cm and 
a hot end plate of 10 CM , the total amount of about 250 kg 
235 
uranium per year could be separated yielding 1.83 kg of D 
isotope per year. The radial mass spectrometer described by 
SMITH et al. /7/ seats to be able to separate this amount quite 
economically. Enriched uranium of any desired percentage could 
be produced by re-mixing the separated isotopes, without in-
fluencing the economy of this method. According to our estimate, 
the price of enriched uranium produced by this method seems to 
remain noticeably below the price fixed by the USAEC. 
This work was performed unter the terms of agreement 
between the Max-Planck-Institute for Plasma Physics, Munich-
Garching, and EUBATCM to conduct joint research in the field of 
plasaa physics. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE FIRST ORDER ION DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION RELATED TO IONIC WAVE IN A Q MACHINE 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we propose an experimental study of oscillations of 
the first order ion distribution function in an ionic wave and we have tried 
to point out if there are features related to collective effects or not* 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous theoretical and experimental studies show that ion acous-
tic waves can be damped even in absence of collisions 11,2,... ' but the per-
turbations in phase space oscillate indefinitly without damping. Observations 
of echoes is an indirect confirmation cf this. ^3"!, j n this paper we propose 
an experimental study of oscillations of the first order ion distribution 
function f (v,x,t,) related to ionic wave and to compare the result with nu-
merical calculations based on a theory elaborated by D. GHESILLDN T4l. Our 
study which is similar to that of IKEZI and TAYLOR Tsl differs by the fact 
that we study ballistic behaviour and Landau modes at the same time. In the 
experiments of IKEZI and TAYLOR the ratio of electrons temperature to ions 
temperature { e . = 0 , 1 ) prevents the propagation of Landau modes far from the 
grid. The observed phenomena are not plasma phenomena : the propagation of a 
perturbation in a collisionleBS neutral gaz would have the same caracteristics. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 5ET-UP 
The theory for which we will developped the principal features in 
party III is adapted to an experimental situation we will briefly described« 
A single ended Q machine has been used. Only one plate of tantalum is heated, 
the cold plate is the grid of an electrostatic analyzer and is maintained at 
a negative potential, A plasma which is confined by a statin msgnptir field 
7 9 3 
flows from the hot plate to the cold plate. The density {10 < n < 10 p/cm J 
and ths mean Bpeed parallel to fl are functions of neutral flux and hot plate 
o 
temperature, A grid immersed in the plasma between hot and cold plate is bia-
sed to a constant potential plus a sinusoidal voltage of frequency m. Let f0.f 
fo_ be ststiDnnary ionic distri-
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bution functions and V . and V _ the plasma potentials upstream and down— 
P P
 c T 
stream from the grid respectively figure 1 j. In figure 2 we have shown the 
rated by electronic sheath of the hat plate is that of an ion beam having 
a mean velocity which corresponds to the energy acquired in the sheath poten-
tial plus the ion thermal energy. We have determined the origine of these 
energies by two methods, first by analyzing the perpendicular energies of 
the ions of which the distribution is a tnaxwellian centred at origine f se— 
cundly by injecting a beam of neutral casium atoms in to the plasma perpen— 
ducularly downstream from the excitei-. The analysis of ions created in this 
neutral beam by charge exchange permits the determination of the origine of 
these energies.[6]. We have experimentally determined the distribution func-
tions f . and f _ as function of the potential applied to the excitation 
ol oZ 
grid. We have seen that the function fo_ is very close to fo when the poten-
tial V applied to the grid is close to the plasma potential V . In this 
91 P< 
case we take the perturbation to be linear. In an other case, for a potential 
V which is very negative with respect to V the ions with small energies 
I P 
axe absorbed by the grid sheath. We can already expBct for this range of pola-
xiation the appearance Of low energy bursts. 
III. THEORY 
In everythinge which follows we take the ions to have a speed pa— 
xallBl to B to be positive. After a Fourier transform in time the distri-
bution functions f and f. satisfy the one dimensionnal Vlasov equation* Let 
£ and E be respectively the static field in the sheath of the exciter grid 
and the small alternative field. When polarisation is close to the plasma 
potential we can neglect the term ° • in the Vlasov equation. 
The general solution of the Vlaaov equation is yet, 
f.(»,x.») = - J-eXP ri^ L.1 f „E,«.«» _l^Ia_ «p (.iS_) asm 
1
 » i v " '
 v s v
 v 
The f ie ld E. can be separated into a f ie ld at the source (x » o) and a f ie ld 
which is zero in the range x • o f - « and which is limited anddamped in the 
xangs x • o , + » ; this hypothesis does not take in account the capacitive 
f ie ld upstream and downstream of the grid. Solution (1) can bs taken in the 
f om i 
f^v .x .B) E_ exp ( J 2 L . I [g M + f. E,J J l .xp C_i2T) d5] (2) 
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where the origine is the downstream abcissa where the sheath ends. If 
f..(v,x,(u) is zero for x < o the first terme in the bracket represents the 
free streaming of the perturbation at the source. The second termcfl2), we 
call M (u,x,(l)) represents at once the ballistic perturbation created by E. 
and the Landau modes. 
Now, let 0 (x) m &.J1 C. exp (ik.x) be the potential from which 
E„is derived. where the C.'s are the excitation coefficients of the i 1 j 
pole and whete the k.'s satisfy the dispersion relation € (k.) » o. 
. g (v) - _ * — 
M (v,x,(») 
The numerical calculation of M, where K is experimentally determined shows 
[4] that no strong singularity exists at the phase velocity 171. As a matter 
of fact, a singularity can exist only if the imaginary part Df K is very 
1 ?if ° 
snail. But I k is proportionnal to __ (_o2.) l&l, yet a singularity exist 
m o 
only for particle velocities in the tail of the distribution and does not 
affect a great number of particles. The effect at the phase speed we is 
clearer if we look at the modulus of f. ; for small P (6 = -...—) there is 
no resonance at vcp.The resonance becomes very sharp and occurs at wp only 
for very large 0. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have remarked in part III WB need to know E. in order to calcu-
late M (v,x,co). The experimental determination of E and especially its 
variations along the x axis is done from the interferometer output of the 
wave response versus distance from the exciter grid, [figure 1 
In the experiments _i_ • 0,04 and the mean velocity of ions is VQ if 2 ai » 
r 2kT _._ kr -1 a fflx __ 
^ S-
Themsasurements of f* (vtx,t) is3- performed with an electrostatic analyzer 
which have a good energy resolution and which is at the opposite of the hot 
plate. The enexgy analysis is performed by the collector, the grid of the 
analyzer being negativsly biased. The collector current is t 
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After l inear isat ion the co l l ec ted current i s I » I + I . . A synchronous detcc-
o i 
tion r9,5 ,4l gives the wean value of the pioduct c (8) of which is variable 
A synaptic view of the experimental arrangement is seen in Figure 7. In figure 
7 we have presented thB experimental results far f. and its modulus. We see 
that the curves are very close to the calculated values of M (v,x,t) which 
represents the Landau modes and the ballistic modes created by the sslf con-
sistent electric field E in the ionic wave. We see also that there is a 
resonance like behaviour of the modulus of (f.), infortunately this paeudo— 
resonance can be created by the term — .J1. - . 
Av 
In an another experiment we have measured the contribution of the 
fast ions in an ion wave. In figure 8 and 9 we have reproduced the interfero-
meter output signal versus the distance from the exciter grid when the input 
signal is the current collected by the analyzer for a variable cut-off voltagj 
V Let 
N1 t x ) " r ff (v,x) dv and N'{x) - f f (v,x) dv 
vc 
The measure of N. (x) gives the wsve number k and the Landau damping rate, 
in this case all the particles are collected. If we only collect the particls 
having an energy greater than eV the wave is drastically lees damped [fig B] 
For a cut off voltage V corresponding to a high energy rf ions a theoretical 
study predicts that the W B V B can grow in space. We can see this result on 
figure 9 although the signal is yet very small with regard to the noise. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion experimental measurements are in quite good agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions. Nevextheless the agreement between 
the measurements and the calculated term M(v,x,t,) is not a sufficient proof 
of the existence of collective effects. Indeed we have not calculated the 
tern g (v) fox the sheath structurs around the exciter grid is very compli-
cated in a Q nachine, and we cennot claim that it is very different from 
M<v,x,t). 
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EXACT CALCULATION OF THE PERTURBED DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH ELECTROSTATIC WAVES 
Laboratoir« dm Physique des Milieux Ionises 
Ecole Polytechnique, Paris - France 
ABSTRACT 
We consider, for forced oscillations, the complete calcu-
lation of the perturbed distribution function F](x,v,t) associa-
ted with electrostatic waves, using the classical linear kinetic 
theory. Analytical expressions give the general properties of 
Fj(x,v,t), Numerical results for maxwelliau plasmas are presented 
for ion and electron plasma waves excited by a dipole. 
I - INTRODUCTION. 
Measurements of perturbed distribution functions associa-
ted with electrostatic waves have been reported recently in the 
literature W 2 . However, as far as we know3, no exact calculation 
of the linear perturbed distribution function corresponding to a-
ny experimental conditions (forced oscillations) has been publi-
shed. We present here analytical and numerical results obtained 
for F](x,v,t) in maxwellian plasmas for excitations by plane 
transparent grids. 
II - THEORY. 
In order to clarify the presentation we describe in de-
tail the theory only in the case of electron waves. Ion waves 
show no particular difficulty. 
Let us consider the linearised unidimensionnal Vlasov's 
equation without magnetic field for a homogeneous and stable plas-
ma of electrons : -- ,_ 
quilibrium distribution ; q and m are respectively the charge 
and mass of the electron. E(x,t) is the electric field which sa-
tisfies Poisson's equation: 
o 
where Pex(x»t) i* a system of external charges which represents 
the excitation. Moreover we assume Chat that p (x,t)*p(x)e"*W°t 
where u is real, 
o 
We define the Fourier-Laplace transform by : 
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gi*,«!/ - j i* r r 
with la(u)>0. 
For the forced oscillations regime, the transform of F.is: 
where : E(k,w) - p(L)/ ike e(u ,k) 
o 
e(u,k) being the usual longitudinal d i e l e c t r i c constant. Inversion 
of the Laplace t r a n s f o t n ^ o i t •* +•» g ives : 
F, ( k . v . t ) - ^ i j ^ E ( k , u , o ) 6 ( k , U ( > , , ) . - i u o t 
e 
where 6(k,u »v) is the Schwartz distribution : 
o 
B(k,Uo,v) - P fc_* / y - 1tsign(v)6(k-Uo/v) 
<*) F.Cx.v) - -=• i- 3-2 i-r E(k,u )B(k,o) .v)«lrxdk 1 m v ov £H~°° o o 
e 
A. The differents contributions to the perturbed distribution 
function. 
Ve assume that p(k) is an entire function of k. This res-
trictive assumption allows us, however, to consider excitation by 
dipole, Honopole and multigrids. After elementary transformations 
Eq. 4 becomes : ,_ ,, 
M
 q dF /dv (5) F_(v,x) - - i ' ° {A(x,w )+B(x,v,w )+C(x,v,U) ) + I u £ m o o o 
o o e 
D(x,v,(ti )} 
o 
The f i r s t contribution corresponds to the capacit ive e lectr ic field: 
(6) A(x,uo) - sign(x)p(k-0)/2(l-u2pe/io2o) 
The contribution B(x,v,oi ) represents the free-streaming of the 
o 
perturBation induced by the local excitation: 
C7) BCv.x.u ) - -p(k-u /v)eiu°x/vt(vx) 
O "^  O 
where J is the Heavsside step function. 
The contribution C(x,v,u ) corresponds to the collective 
o 
effects : 
(8) CCx,v,u ) — I(vx)p(k-u> /v)e l u° x / vQ(u ,k-u /v)/e(u,k-w /v) 
o o o o o o 
with Q((ø,k)*l-e(u,k) 
Unlike the previous contributions, D(x,v,w ) is damped in 
space as macroscopic quantities such as the electric field t 
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( 9 )
 D(x,v,Uo) - ^ £ " *(v,k,Uo)eikxdk 
where ^(v,k,u> ) is an analytical function of k for k<0 and k>0 
"(but not for -«<k<+«) 
P(k)/e(o)o,k)-p(0)/(1-u2 /u 2 o) 
*(v,k,uo) - • £ E -
p(k)/e(to ,k)-p(w /v)/e(u ,u /v) 
o o o o 
k - a) /v 
o 
It is important to note that at large distances, the un-
damped contribution C(x,v,U) ) can represent the most spectacular 
collective effect, i.e. the appearence of resonant particules at 
the phase velocity v . As a matter of fact, 1/E can have a 
f 
peak near v<p when the damping is weak. Moreover, we shall show in 
the next sect ion that resonant part ic les appear only when the e~ 
lectric field is damped. Therefore, F.(v,x) for large distances 
cannot be reduced in the general case to a purely free-streaming 
effect. 
B. Expansion of F.(x,v) in plasma wave functions. 
The explicit calculation of F.(x,v)(Eq.5) can be carried 
out according two methods. The first one is similar to that used 
A 
by Gould for the calculation of the potential. It consists in 
the numerical integration of Eq.9. This method gives satisfacto-
ry results provided the damping is not too weak, because, in the 
opposite case, the integrand of (9) is a very strongly peaked 
function of k which makes any numerical integration difficult. 
The second method is similar to that used by H. Derfler 
and T£.Simonen in the calculation of the electric field. Then 
F.(x,v) is represented by the sum of plasma wave functions, each 
of them corresponding to a root of the dispersion relation. This 
method leads to analytical results which allow us to discuss the 
general features of F.(x,v) particularly in the balance between 
damped and undamped contributions. 
The disavantage of the second method is that for some 
distances and excitation frequencies a considerable number of 
plaima wave functions must be taken into account. However, in our 
numerical calculation (sec.Ill and IV), we avoid the difficulties 
of both methods by calculating the plasma wave function of the 
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first Landau pole only and by evaluating the contribution of the 
higher order poles by a Fourier transform according to Gould's 
method. 
We consider here a dipole excitation which is the most 
interesting from the theoretical point of view. Calculations for 
monopole and multi-grids excitation system have been made which 
yield the same general results. 
For dipole excitation we obtain : 
CIO) F. Cv>O.x>0) - - !|!° i ll£( ,l«ox/»+r . (v.x)] , u, >0 J m v dv n n o 
V is the applied voltage between the two grids. The indice n 
correspond to the roots k of the dispersion relation : 
(11) e+(u0,k) = o 
In Eq.10 the term proportionnal to e ° v corresponds to 
the free streaming of the perturbation induced by the grids (term 
B(x,v,b) ) , Eq.5). V (v,x) represent the collective effects since 
for e(u ,k) • t we have no dispersion relation. <f can be vrit-
*„(x,v) - D (v)!eikax - e i W o x / vl + R (v,x) 
where R (v,x), given in appendix A,is damped in space and : 
° »e+(u -k) . 
D
.w = v^ -7 i r< k —3k^-J k i k 
Equation (12) show« that collective effect gives a damped (cor-
responding to D(x,v,u ) , Eq.9) and an undamped contributlon(cor-
responding to C(v,x ,<»)_)» Eq. 8) which is proportionnal to 
D (v)exp(iu x/v). At large distances, free-streaming and undamped 
n o 
collective contribution gives :
 ( 
q V . dP iu x/v 
4
-*_° I _ « e ° i i-r D (v)] 
in. v dv n n 
e 
q V , dF iuQx/v i - a i j ^ * /E+<U ,k - » /V) m v dv o* o 
e 
Now it is interesting to point out how resonant particles 
appear. They have a velocity corresponding to the phase velocity 
v* - b> /Re(k.) of the first Landau pole k, and can be observed 
o i l 
only if In(k1)/Re(k1)-<1. 
In this c u e , for distances where the electric field is 
not strongly damped and not too near of the grids (few Debye 
- *,* -
lengths) i the contribution p.Cx.wv?) dominates the others con 
tributions and R, (rwf). Therefore : 
«..»- v, e
iM
°'
/v
» 
<VUo"V 
[e-I.(k,)x _„ 
Formula (13) snows that the modulus of F.tx>0,v ) increa-
ses with distance, i.e. resonant particles at phase velocity ap-
pear only when the wave is damped. The physical meaning of this 
result ia very simple. As a matter of fact, the resonant parti-
cles are produced by the energy exchange between electric field 
and particles. Hence it is only when thia phenomena is ended, i-e 
after the wave damping, that the perturbed distribution can have 
a resonant feature. 
III. NUMERICAL CALCULATION FOR ELECTRON WAVES. 
In this section we consider the case of electron waves 
excited by a dipole at frequencies to) >u in a maxwellian plasna. 
The calculations gives the reduced distribution f.(x»v.t) : 
F.(x,v,t) <W^ > ?M*.».0 
r 
2kT /m_ 
In Fig.) we have represented |f.| for distances where the 
electric field is negligible. Three regimes can be distinguished: 
Regime A : for w <o>o^1.2u (0<lm(k )/Re(k.)-So.05), we have a 
regime of strongly collective behaviour, characterised by the ap-
parence of resonant particles. 
Regime B : for 1.2u jSw Zl.m (0.05~Im(k.)/Re<k.)~0.4), there 
• pe o pe i i 
are no longer resonant parti-
cles. Nevertheless, the energy 
exchange between electric field 
and particles reduce« the num-
ber of particles having low 
speeds(with respect to the free 
streaming solution) and increa-
ses tbe number having high 
speeds. The phase vslocity vp 
of the first Landau pol« still 
has a meaning for |f.j: whan 
v>v a sudien decrease in.|f.| occurs. 
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leRJme C ! for (»^2« (t«(k, )/R«(k, )>0.4) , |f,| i> very near 
the free-streaaing solution and v^ loses any particular meaning 
for [f,I. 
XX is important to note that if other excitations are stu-
died, the general shape of [f [ can be drastically changed. Parti-
cularly with multi-grids systems, |f,| is modulated and the cor-
responding maxim« must nat be mistaken as being due to collecti-
ve effects. 
In fig.2 we have represented |fil for a frequency 
u •I.15W , corresponding to regime A. The modulation of If.I is 
to be observed in phase space 
and is relative to the phase 
mixing between the damped and 
undamped collective contribu-
tions , which can be explained 
by Eq.(J2) applied to the 
first pole : 
- for v fixed, |f | oscilla-
tes like : 
1 1 Wkl> 
ex <iu x (- - + i — — — ] O V V 0) 
lp O 
- for z fixed, £. osciLla-
tes like exp[ iujt/v] 
disappear at large distan-
MXULUSOFTHE PERIURBED 
a£CTRCMC DGTRBUTON 
z-uue/a. 
FIG.2 
We note that all oscillations of |f 
ces except one which produces the peak of resonant particles. 
IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATION FOR ION WAVES. 
In fig.3 and 4 we re-
present results similar to tho-
se of fig.l and 2. but for the 
perturbed ion distribution 
function, with Te/T, - 20 (we 
assume that the electrons fol-
low Boltzmann's law). Fig.3 
allow us to distinguish three 
frequency regimes, similar to 
the case of electrons. Since 
the limits of the regimes de-
pend on Tg/Tj* it is better to 
define them in terms of the pa- F1G.3 
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raneter Im(k))/Re(k.). The transition between these regimes corres-
ponds to values of this ratio which are nearly the same as for 
the electrons. 
In fig.4 we have re-
presented |f.| for a frequen-
cy u -U ., corresponding to 
regime B. The modulation in 
phase space has the same mea-
ning as for the electrons ex-
cept that, since the collecti-
ve effects are not so strong, 
the ripples are not so pro-
nounced and no resonant par-
ticles appear at large dis-
tances . 
*/*D. 
y * CONCLUSIONS. 
The theoretical results presented here give a more obvious 
idea of the manner by which collective effects can be shown in 
measurements of the perturbed distribution. 
As a matter of fact it seems that collective effects can be 
he observed following two ways : 
* The first one is to observe a collective phenomenon almoBt in-
dependent of the excitation, i.e., resonant particles at the pha-
se velocity. This phenomena can be observed only with very wea-
kly damped waves (Im(k )/Re(k.)£0.05) and at distances where the 
electric field is almost completely damped. This condition is rea-
lized at distances where diffusion in phase space caused by col-
lisions will probably distroy the strong oscillations of F. near 
v . Horeover* the detection of a linear phenomena requires a very 
high resolution in energy. 
* The second possibility is to measure F, not too far from the 
excitation, but the interpretation of the measurements must be do-
un 
ne with a precise knowledge of the »perturbed distribution func-
tion and of the excitation. However, measurements of F.(x,v,t) caa 
certainsfly give interesting qualitative information on the excita-
tion process of electrostatic waves. 
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APPEHDIX k 
Por x and v posit ive R^Cv.x) i s given by : 
R„(v,x) - - ^ { Dn(v) I **(iknK) - *(iu>ox/v) ] . . . 
. . . - D*<v)[*"(ilt*x)-\|i(iu! x/v)|}+D"(v)o(-k*)e lk"' : t 
n n o o n 
where : il^Cv) - e v E 1 (v t io ) , E. being the exponential integral de-
fined in Ref.6. Koreover : 
o(a) - I if 0 < arg(a) < T/2 
0(a) - 0 if It/2 < arg(a) < 2It 
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NUMERICAL STUDIES OF ION ACOUSTIC WAVE PROPAGATION 
IN THE NON MAXWELLIAN PLASMA OF A SINGLE ENDED Q DEVICE 
J.H. BUZZI 
Laboratoire de Physique dea Milieux Ionises 
Ecole Polytechnique, Paris - France 
ABSTRACT 
He represent first the experimental ion distribution 
function found in Q machines by an entire function and compare 
the dispersion curves of this analytical model to the one obtai-
ned by a drifted Maxwellian. Then we calculate the plasma res-
ponse using two other models which may be applied to the case of 
experimentally neasured distribution functions. The first model 
uses Hermite polynomials, the second is derived from the "Water-
Bag". He compare the results of these two models to the analy-
tical solution and give the respective advantages and inconve-
niences of the two models. 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
In single ended Q devices, the ion distribution func-
tions are not maxwellian, but according to the collisionless 
theory are of the type : 
C D F.(v) - N exp(-miv2/2kT).T (v-vfl) 
*. - <-2<iV"i>I/2 
where T is the Heaviside step function, V the plaama potential 
i 
and T the emitter temperature. The measurements of F.(v) agree 
with (1) except that the truncation is smoother. 
The problem of the introduction of this non maxvellian 
function in the linear kinetic theory can be approached by diffe-
rent ways* For example, one can calculate the incomplete plaama 
2 
dispersion function corresponding to (I) or represent the ionm 
by a drifted maxwellian . 
In thia paper we represent first '<(•) by an analytical 
function nearer to (1) than the drifted naxwellian. In section 
II we compare the dispersion predicted by the two analytical mo-
dels. 
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However, the distribution functionsmeasured experimen-
tally cannot he represented accurately by analytical functions. 
Tkese experimental functions can be introduced in the linear ki-
netic theory by tvo general methods. 
-The firet one consists in the analytical continuation in the 
complex v plane of a function knovn on the real axis only. Among 
the possible models solving this problem Ma la Landau", we have 
chosen Hermit« polynomials. (Section III). 
- In the second method ve "stick" to the real axis. To solve 
this problem "* I«Van Kampen", we have utilised a model derived from 
the "Water-Bag"4 (Section IV). 
II. ANALYTICAL MODEL. 
In this model ve represent F.(v) by the entire function 
(2) r.(v) * v.(u) - (i//S).exp(-u2m + erf [(u-uo)/al> 
u - v/a. ; a . • 2kT/m. ; T is the emitter temperature. 
2 
y.(u) •* exp(— u ) for u -*-<"> in agreement vith Eq.l and the trunca-
tion is smoothed according to the experiments. Then the disper-
sion relation is : 
D(u.k) - i-k* /k2{Q'U) + Z'0"O} ; % - uAaj 
1 It 
with m * (m /«.) ; Z' is the derivative of the usual plasma 
dispersion function (the electrons are supposed to be Maxwellian 
at the emitter temperature) and Q*(E) is the Hilbert transform of 
FIG.l 
Phase velocity Vp and reduced 
damping kj./kr of the tvo domi-
nating Landau modes. The ther-
mal ion velocity •£ and mean 
velocity uj, are defined by Eq. 
3. The ion distribution func-
tion is given by lq.2. The e-
lectrons are Maswellian, Te"T, 
emitter temperature. 
dv>./du. Q'(g) is calculated numerically and the roots of D(u,k) 
are searched for real u in the k plane. An example of dispersion 
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curves is given in fig.l. As in the maxwellian case, we find two 
dominating node* travailing in opposite direction in the plasma 
frame, but here the waves are streaming in the sane direction he-
cause of the plasna mean velocity, H. : 
(3) JV.(u)u du ; I./I (2m./k)/«. (u)(u-ff.) du 
If we compare, for example, the dispersion curves ob-
tained using drifted Maxvallian for the ions vita the sasie values 
of a. and T./T as in fig.l, we note a very good agreement for 
the phase velocity of the tvo nodes. But there is a discrepancy 
of about a factor of 1.3 between the kj/kr ratios, although for 
the chosen values of V. and T./T the two distribution functions 
are very near. 
III. HERMITE POLYNOMIALS. 
In this model the zero order distribution function is 
represented by Hermite polynomials, i.e., its moments, truncated 
at order H : 
(*) *,» exp(-u2> E an Hn(u) / /» 
FIG.2 
Comparison between the roots of 
the dispersion relation given by 
the analytical model (Section II) 
and those given by the Hermite 
•odel v.s. the truncation order 
of the Bermite model. V is Vp/a£ 
and a«k^/kr given by the analyti-
cal model, Tw and ag are the sa-
me quantities obtained by Hermi-
te model truncated at order H. 
The conditions are the same as 
in fig.l, but the frequency is 
fixed, u - 0.5 v . 
1 M n u 
h X ^ . . . . . , • 
w— 
J» I H * 
1 -m so KOJW 
9ow wiM 
\f*T~ 
1/ / 
so vo 
Fro« the point of view of the Hilbelt transform, this 
expsnsion is very inter.oting since : 
(5) <T(e> - / «_./<«» 
u-5 
I (-l)'./""!!) 
where the a coefficients are the same as in Eq.3 and z'n+''(£) 
is the (n*!)' derivative of the plasma dispersion function. The-
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refore, the knowledge of the momenta of an experimental distribu-
tion function allow* us to make the analytical continuation of 
this function in the complex v plane by means of fromulae (4) and 
(5). 
It ia interacting to point out that this treatment dif-
fers from the usual utilisation of Germite polynomials in the li-
near kinetic theory . Here it ia not the perturbed part of the 
distribution vhich is expanded but the zero order distribution. 
Therefore, the problem of the representation of the strong oscil-
lating structure of the perturbed distribution function by Herni-
5 not 
te polynomials doaa/appear here. Moreover, the obtained disper-
sion relation has its roots in the complex k plane instead of the 
real axis . These roots can be compared directly with those ob-
tained by analytical models. 
The most important question is now the convergence of 
<!*„(£)• The answer depends of course on the zero order distribu-
tion function considered. 
We have studied numerically this problem by applying 
the Semite model to the ion distribution given by Eq.2. Ve have 
calculated the roota of the approximate dispersion relation 
D„(ufk) corresponding to an Hermits expansion of ^<(u) truncated 
at order M. Typical reaults are shown in fig.2. It must be noted 
that the convergence is better for the phase velocity than for 
the damping. The convergence decreasa when damping increases 
(this phenomenon ia true also for higher order poles). The slow-
ness of the convergence in our case is probably caused by the 
2 
fact that *^<u) differs strongly from exp(-u ) . 
IV. MULTIPLE-WATER-BAG MODEL. 
The Multiple-Hater-Bag (M.W.B.) model4 is very similar 
to Dawson's multi-beam model . The distribution function ia re-
presented by M step functions t 
Vv> " Z hn 1<V-V 
n-l 
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Therefore, the Hilhert transform of df fdv be coma, a : 
FIG.3 
Amplitude of the electric field 
EN V.s. distance. ER is calcula-
ted using the tt.W.B. model vith 
N "bags". E O N * E N U " 0 ) and 
A ' E / E N vhere E ia given by the a-
nalytical model (Eq.6). The con-
ditions are the same as in Fig.l 
but u/u . •* o. 
The most interesting property of the corresponding dis-
persion relation in contrast to the multibeam model, is that on-
ly real roots appear for stable distribution functions in the <•> 
plane, even if the number of "bags" ia finite. The sum of the 
oscillating and undamped contributions of each root gives, by 
phase mixing* for not too long time or distances, the Landau dam-
ping : this correspond to a discrete form of the Van Kampen 
treatment, like the multi-beam model but more practical because 
of the above mentioned property. 
We have applied the M.tf.B. to the distribution function 
given by Eq.2 and we have calculated the corresponding spatial 
dependence of the electric field E„ for dipole excitation. We 
compare vith the analytical model, E being calculated following 
the Gould method : 
(6) E(x) / f3 - i/tf / lm(l/D)ein8dn 
o 
f • tit/u , ; T) • k a./u ; D being the dispersion relation for ion 
distribution function given by Eq.2. Fig.3 shows that K.V.B. gi-
ves satisfactory results with a reasonable number of "bags" in 
the considered case (for Maxwellian ions vith * "T,, the M.W.B. 
requires a higher number of "bags" than for a drifted distribu-
tion, 100 to 200 in order to obtain good results). 
_ t 
J 
a* 
- _ ^ ^ ^ ^ i » i - -
s 
Nm25baQS 
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V. DISCUSSION: AUD CONCLUSIONS. 
Anaccurate comparison between theory and experiments 
in the study of electrostatic waves cannot be made without ta-
king into eccount the real distribution functions if they differ 
strongly from a maxwellian as in single-ended Q devices. 
Our numerical results, particularly those concerning 
the "multi-water-bag" model, show conclusively that it is possi-
ble to introduce without any serious difficulty, an experimental 
distribution function in the linear kinetic theory. 
As regards single-ended Q machine plasmas«it is in-
teresting to point out that the mean ion velocity allows us to 
observe theoretically, for dipole excitation, the interferences 
of two waves (Fig. 3). Other excitation models like monopole or 
multigrids can reduce or suppress theoretically the interferen-
ces and we intend to check this point experimentally in order 
to have nore information on the excitation process of ion acous-
tic waves in Q machines. 
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Measurements of the Perturbed Ian Velocity 
Distribution at a Wave-exciting Grid 
by 
G.B. Christoffersen 
Danish Atomic Energy Commission Research Establishment MSO, 
Roskilde, Denmark 
Abstract 
Theoretical treatment of propagation of ion-acoustic perturbation based 
on the Vlasov equation necessitates knowledge of g(v), the perturbed ion 
Telocity distribution function at the grid. This knowledge is also important 
in connection with experimental investigations. 
In a single-ended Q-machtne g(v) i s measured with an electrostatic 
energy analyser. The measurements show that both the shape and the size 
of g(v) are drastically changed with the various parameters, particularly 
the dc grid potential. 
Introduction 
In the following, experimental investigations of the interaction between 
a grid and the plasma in a single-ended Q-machine are deacribed. Further 
knowledge of the mechanism in this interaction is of great Interest because 
introduction of perturbations in the plasma column by means of a grid has 
been the most used method in several important experiments. In this con-
nection may be mentioned Wong's, D'Angelo's and Motley'* experiments' ' 
where the "Landau damping" of ion-acoustic waves i s observed. 
Perturbations by means of grids have also bean used in the following 
more recent measurements: Propagation of ion-acoustic w*.res in a partly 
ionized plasma (2' S \ invssttgstions of non-linear effects '*' * \ and finally 
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experiments concerning echo-phenomena in ion-acoustic waves' ' . 
In all these experiments waves have been generated by means of grids 
placed perpendicularly on the magnetic field lines in the plasma column. 
Waves have been launched fay impressing an oscillating negative potential 
on the grid, but the mechanism by which the waves are generated has not 
been investigated before. 
The purpose of most of the experiments has been to verify Landau's * ' 
theory cm waves in a collision-less plasma or other theoretical predictions 
based on the same model' ' '. When the experimental results and the 
theories have been compared, it has normally been assumed that details in 
the excitation mechanism are without ^inportance in the propagation of the 
waves. This is equivalent to ignoring the effect that results from an im-
pressed perturbation of the velocity distribution of the ions, as thus only 
the so-called "natural modes" are considered. However, there is no 
reason not to take this parturbation of the velocity distribution into account 
as discussed by V. O. Jensen* \ 
Experimental Set-up 
This paper describes how the perturbation g(v) in the ion velocity dis-
tribution can be measured. Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the ex-
perimental set-up. The circuit on the right-hand side of the figure deter-
mines the unperturbed velocity distribution ffl(v). As described by S. A. 
*pl Andersen et aL
( 1 2 )
 we get f (v) = f_ [v = &(*- - O 1 ' 2 ) 3 , (where • 
is the collector voltage, <p, the plasma potential, e and m the charge and 
mass of the ion) by differentiation of the collector current voltage charac-
teristic with respect to v a . This differentiation can be obtained electrical-
ly. Through the transformer a 3 kc/s 0. 03 V peak-to-peak voltage from 
the generator in the lock-In amplifier is added to the collector dc voltage, 
• a . The pa* t of the ac current to the collector that i s in-phase with the 
transformer voltage is proportional to dl(ea)/da or f (v) • f [v • 2P ] /2 a a o o 
<ST<%-»p!> ' >] • -After determlnatl on of 9pi» e«g» by means of charge 
exchange processes (12) 
The experimental procedure is as follows: First the unperturbed ion 
velocity distribution, f (v), in which the experiment ie to be performed i* 
obtained by adjustment of the temperature of the hot plate and the Cs oven. 
The dc grid potential VQ is superimposed on an ac voltage V of the order 
of 200-400 mV peak-to-peak and with a frequency, fg, of ~ 30 c / s from 
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the generator in the other lock-in amplifier. This ac voltage perturbs the 
plasma and with it fQ(v). The part of f0(v) that is in-phase with V gives 
g(v). g 
Fig. 2 shows quite clearly how f (v) is perturbed. The regular oscil-
lation in fQ(v), curves (A.) - (C)t is due to the impressed grid voltage, V . 
One can see, e. g. in (B). how the ions situated in the low and the middle 
areas of the energy interval are perturbed very much while ions with en-
ergy of — 1 eV not at all are perturbed. The curves (a) - (c) show g(v) cor-
responding to (A) - (C). The sign of g(v) is chosen so that g(v) is positive 
if a positive change, dVG , of VQ corresponds to more particles per vel-
ocity interval, (a) and (b) in fig. 2 show a very interesting thing: A double-
humped g(v) where the humps have opposite signs. This means that a posi-
tive change of V_ (in (a) from -3.65 V to -3 . 35 V and in (b) from -9.15 V 
to -8. 85 V) implies fewer particles in the low end of the energy interval, 
while it implies more particles in the middle and high ends. 
Results 
Figs. 3 to 5 show three bands of curves of f (v) and the corresponding 
g(v) with V-, as parameter. The curves are deduced from photos of oscil-
lograms as the ones in fig. 2. In all three cases the ac grid potential, V , 
is -300 mV peak-to-peak. A reduction of this voltage does not change the 
form of g(v), only the amplitude is decreased. These three examples are 
characteristic for the change in f (v) and g(v) as functions of the dc grid 
potential, V G . 
When Vp is going through more and more negative values, the first 
thing that happens is generally that f (v) gets more particles in the low 
end of the velocity interval and fewer in the higher end, which implies the 
double-humped nature of g(v). The flux decreases, while the density has 
not changed much because of the decreasing mean velocity. As VQ be-
comes more negative, more particles disappear in the whole velocity in-
terval. This means that g(v) is now single-humped. In the beginning more 
of the slow particles vanish, whereas the quicker ones to some extent pass 
through. TUB appears as an increasing mean velocity of g(v). Generally 
an increasing density or an increased spacing between the grid wires means 
that a more negative voltage is required to obtain a single-humped g(v). 
None of the investigated cases showed a change in the plasma potential. 
This indicates that the grid for small negative values of V„ spreads the 
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particles in the potential around the wires (this explains the displacement 
of particles towards lower velocities), and when V« becomes more nega-
tive, an absorption of particles dominates. This absorption is most effec-
tive for the slow ions. 
Conclusion 
In investigations of propagation of ion-acoustic waves, particularly in 
a Q-machine, it is important to know g(v) because, as discussed by V. O. 
Jensen' ', the motion of the ions where a wave ie present is more or less 
freely streaming. In previous works it has been assumed that g(v) and 
f (v) have had the same form and could be approximated to Maxwellian dis-
tributions. But one has to be very careful. g(v) and f (v) generally do not 
have the same form, and often it is necessary to approximate g(v) with 
two opposite Maxwellian distributions. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1. Experimental set-up. 
Fig. 2. (A) - (C): Measured fQ(v) curves, (a) - (c): Measured g(v) 
curves. 0. 5 V/large division. 
8 3 
Fig. 3. (a) f
 0(v). (b) g(v); n a 10 cm" ; grid spacing ss o. 5 mm. 
The numbers 1-4 correspond to V_ values: -2 V, -3 V, -6 V and -6.5 V. 
9 3 
Fig. 4. (a) f
 0(v). (b) g(v); n 2 2 x 10 cm ; grid spacing S 0.5 mm. 
The numbers 1-4 correspond to V„ values: -4 V, -6.5 V, -9. 5 V and 
-14 V. 
Fig. 5. (a) f (v). (b) g(v); n ~ 7 x 10 cm" ; grid spacing S 1.2 mm. 
The numbers 1-5 correspond to V„ values: -3.5 V, -4.2 V, -9. 0 V, 
-11.0 V and-24 V. 
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Calculations and Measurements of the Perturbed 
Penalty and Ira Velocity Distribution Function 
in Grid-Excited Vavea in a Q-Machine Plasma 
by 
G.B, Christoffersen. V.O, Jensen, and P. Michelaen 
Danish Atomic Energy Commissio:. Beeearch Establishment Rise" 
Roskilde, Denmark 
Abstract 
On the basle of the linearized quasi-neutral Vlasov equation we 
calculated the density perturbation n(x,t) and the perturbed ion velocity 
distribution function f(x,T,t) for ion- acoustic waves. Ve report on this 
theory, the results obtained and on experimental measurements that support 
our theoretical results. 
Introduction 
This paper treats the propagation of ion-acoustic waves excited by a 
grid in a collision-less plasma. Ve attempted to solve the linear Vlasov 
equation, using only the assumptions relevant for the experimental possibi-
lities in a single-ended Q-machiiie. Preliminary measurements on the pro-
pagation of the ion flux and the perturbed ion velocity distribution function 
are presented and compared with theory* 
Although much work has been done on linear ion- acoustic waves, our 
opinion is that there are still important details involved in the propagation 
of ion waves that are not well understood. We may here refer to the work by 
Gould* , in which it is concluded that "in general, ion waves cannot be inter-
preted by siarply examining a single root of the dispersion relation". Hireh-
field et si* < conclude that strong wave damping may in some eases be inter-
preted as phase nixing of freely streaming particles. In another paper of 
Hirshfield et al»"' other "effects which can enter Measurements of signal 
decay under conditions typical of some laboratory studies" are pointed out« 
In a paper by Andersen et el. the necessity of knowing the undisturbed ion 
distribution function as well as the disturbed one at the grid position was 
state«. . 
In order to extend theory and experiments to the non-linear regime, it 
sees* to be of importance to clarify these problems, and to compare linear 
theories and experiments carefully. 
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The naln purpose with our work le to canine whether i t i« possible •*> 
pwitntally to distinguish wave particle interaction from the freely stress-
ing contribution. From theoretical considerations thla should be difficult 
as long »s the electron to ion temperatur* ratio • • 1, and the steady-state 
ion distribution function, i_CO» and the perturbed ion distribution function 
are not known -very accurately« Our Beasureawnts support this conclusion. 
Direct proof of wave - particle interaction aeess to be obtained »ore easily 
with other kinds of WSTS propagation as shocks 5 or pulses . Measurements 
of the perturbed ion Telocity distribution hare earlier been sads by Bceti 
et al. • The teaperature ratio was in their experiment AP0.5-. and as ex-
pected the ions were moving as freely streaming particles. This has been 
shown fros neasuresents of the phase relation elflP . We verified this re-
lation in onr plaaaa where s STI. !Fhe theory only shows significant devia-
tion fro* the straight phase lines i f • J 5 . The amplitude of the ware 
changes aore with e% but cannot be neaeured as accurately as the phase and la 
aore affected by irrelevant phenomena. 
Theory 
We shall here present a calculation of the propagation of grid-excited 
ion-aeoustio waves. The Mthod used resembles that of Gould • The differ-
ences between the present work and that of Gould are mainly due to the faet 
that we attempted to use only those assumptions that are relevant for our ex-
perimental situation« The results could, however« also be obtained as inte-
grals over the Sreen functions as in ref. •>, Furthermore, besides the calcu-
lation of the density propagation« we calculated the perturbation in the ion 
velocity distribution. 
The experlMntal situation 1st Ve can measure the sero-order ion distri*-
bution function, f (v), the perturbed distribution function at the grid posi-
tion, g(v), and the latter away from the grid, f (x ,v , t ) . 
On starting point i s the linearised Vlaoov equation. Ve assume quasi-
neutrallty, except close to the grid, further we assume the electrons to be-
have as an Isothermal fluid. With the time variation e"1"* for a l l perturbed 
quantities we then get: 
-Iw fw> + / 2ga2 * <£ <%&{*$ + a Sot) a) 
whereof - »tV' , i* 9 w l u t *•*• °" tB* right-hand side i s introduced be-
cause the quest-neutrality relation between density and potential la not valid 
across the grid. A density Jump st x » 0 (grid position) i s met necessarily 
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acccapanied by a potential drop, Bie constant ^X tiaea tha o -function 
accounts for this mathematically, while the physical situation is that ve night 
have a charge distribution in the region consisting of the grid and the grid 
sheath. Ve now separate f(xtv) and n(x) into two terns, 
f, • r, and n • 
"l + a2 
where index 1 refers to the contribution due to freely streaming partielea (i.e. 
the solution to the left-hand sloe of eq. (1)). and index 2 refers to the con-
tribution from the coUectiTe interaction. This involves 
fjCx-r) = «<r)eiwS ; n^x) = | 7 M . H T dv,for x > 0, 
and to simplify the calculations, ve assume g(v) = 0 for x ^  0. 
Ve now apply Fourier transformation to eq. (l) 
jffCv 
* ui 
t
CT 
'V*)'?* J i ^F* " « 
Solving this we get the result 
•ik ,-<*r-
CO 
'XmV-<"/k 
To evaluate the velocity integrals ve assume t* has a small positive 
imaginary part. This implies that the integration path runs above the pole 
at v »* » A if k ^  0, and below if k ^  0. For this reason we split up the 
le-integration into two parts 
»M-Aja««***^"'"* ' (?) 
where n (k) and n+0c) represent the n(k) function above and below the branch 
cut k * a/) ( "0 real) respectively« The relation between thee«, two functions 
la 
n"(k" ) * -*«.(*) (6) 
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Because the n_(k) function has no poles in the upper naif plane, ve say detora 
the contour of the first integral so that i t runa in along the positive It-axis 
just above the branch cut as shorn in fig. 1. Doing thia ve get 
• wX 
C7) 
O 
Trom relation (6) we fat 
To obtain a finite integral for w = O w oust choose 
i.e* minus tbe density perturbation at x = 0. In cases where the aero order 
and the perturbed distribution function are Maxtrelliann.the h-function can be 
expressed in terns of the plasm dispersion function, and minerical calcula-
tions of (8) are rather simple. 
The calculation of f(x,v) Is eJKilar to that of n(x). Fro« eqs. 2 and 5 
and with the definition of H in t » we findi 
tort-ué^l"*"1'**^11®*1^ (9) 
Performing the inverse k-integmtion we get a residue contribution fro« the 
pole at k = U/T, and a branch cut contribution from the tern containing H W : 
(10) 
Huaerical calculations were performed of both fCx,r) and a(x). From this kind 
of calculation i t Is possible to exaaine the relative importance Df tbe inter-
action tarn, tbe validity range of tbe "first pole assuaption", and to conpsre 
with neasureaents. 
Braerlnental Sat-u-c 
Its experlaeiit was perforaed in the EieS <J-a»chiM of which r scheaatlc 
i s shows in fig* 2. 
With the electrostatic analyser, vhlch IS lovable along the c o l a s , the 
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steady-state ion distribution function, * ( * ) • and the perturbed ion distri-
bution function f~(xaYtt), can be awasured. The electronic circuit shown in 
fig. 2 is used to obtain amplitude and phase of r ^ v ) . A snail (100 aV) 50 U 
voltage is applied to tha analyser collector to differentiate the signal. The 
ion current is measured across the resistor and detected in the lock-is =nepli-
fier 1 (phase sensitive amplifier PAR) which is adjusted to the frequency 
applied to the ware-exciting grid* The output is fed into lock-in aaplifier 2 
whose reference signal Is used for differentiation (30 Hft). The phase meas-
ured at 1 is adjusted to give maximom signal on 2. The phase at 1 is sow the 
phase of the wave, while the signal on 2 ie the amplitude of the wave* 
Discussion 
Although many interesting features can be found by nunerical calcula-
tions of expressions (8*10) in the theoretical part of this contribution« we 
shall here only discuss the results relevant for coopcrison with the experi-
ment. 
The phase relation nentioned in the introduction states that 
phase of f(v> Q C £ V 
This i s correct i f we have no wave - part ic le interaction* We v e r i -
f ied t h i s re lat ion (see fig* 3) i n our plaasn. I f the relation i s val id down 
t o x = 0 , the phase measurement can be used for determination of the plasmn 
potent ia l . This nethod agrees with plssna potential determination with charge 
exchange ions . 
An example of amplitude and phase measurements i e shown in fig* *». The 
measurements were performed i n the following way: First the steady-state ion 
(7) 
ve loci ty distr ibut ion function, f ( v ) , was measured . In t h i s example f (v) 
was very c lose to a dri f t ing Haxwellian with the data: 
Tt = 0.25 eV, T e = 0*2 eV, ^ = 0 . 8 , 
W « H , * - ( ^ ) * 
r? 
The perturbation at the grid position, g(v), was than measured as de-
scribed in ref. 8« g(v) has the data: 
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T± = 0.25 eV 
The oscillating amplitude on the grid was made snail enough ( A V = 0,1 V) 
to ensure linear excitation« 
Then the perturbed distribution function f(x,v) was measured versus 
% by moving the analyser. 
In £La> km a*« shown the calculated curves and measured points for 
amplitude and phase of the ion flux. In figs, kb-d corresponding curves 
and points are shown for f(x,v) at three velocities: 
v = 3*1« 2.8, and 2.1 • ^  . 
According to theory, f(xtv,t) is undamped in a collision-less plasma. 
In practice a damping will take place because of the finite resolution of 
the energy analyser. As seen, the damping is much less than for the flux 
curves. Because of the measuring technique the resolution varies inversely 
proportionally to v« This might be the reason for the relatively strong 
damping of f(x,v] in *fd with the lowest velocity* But apart from this, the 
experimental points of the amplitude seam to indicate collective effects 
for small x-valuee. In case of freely streaming particles, the amplitude 
should be Independent of x. 
In conclusion we may still say that the propagation properties of 
ion- acoustic waves in the case where © ^ 1 are mainly caused by freely 
streaming particles, and only slightly affected by collective effects. 
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Pig. 3. Phase of f(x,v) versus x. Frequency 100 kllz.v = (2e^m. ) ' / 2 
Pig. 4. Amplitude, x, and phase, o, of: a, ion flux; b-d, perturbed ion 
attribution function f(x, v); b, v»3.1- cy c, v • 2.8- ej', d, v • 
2.1- Cj . Frequency 30 kHz. The ampUtude is i s arbitrary units, 
the phase is in units otirr 
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SIMULATION OF PSEUDOWAVES AND ION ACOUSTIC WAVES 
K. ESTABROOK, I. ALEXEFF 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
The time evolution of the ion distribution is numeri-
cally calculated from the ion Vlasov and Poisson equations for 
oscillating negative potentials applied to a grid. The electron 
density model is exp (e«7kTe). It is found that pseudowaves domi-
nate the ion acoustic waves for frequencies greater than fpi and 
grid potential less than -T{. For frequency .25 fp£, temperature 
ratio Te/T£ > lt and maximum potential -kTe/e, the ion acoustic 
vaves marginally dominate the pseudowaves. 
A great deal of experimental research has been repor-
ted on ion vaves excited by a negative time varying potential ap-
lied to a grid immersed in a plasma . At frequencies greater 
than the ion plasma frequency, vaves vere observed with a speed 
greater than the ion acoustic speed and vith very little damping 
in contrast to theory . Such waves had a veloci ty which were in-
dependent of exciting amplitude but which did depend on (ux/a.) 
where « la the frequency, x is Che distance from the grid and a. 
is the ion thermal velocity . When excited by negative pulses of 
vidth greaten than !/«_., the waves had a velocity maximum of 
y 2eø(grid)/m.* and a minimum of near zero , Thus the wavelength 
was a function of distance. It was suggested that these fast wa-
ves were free streaming bursts of ions ' • 
The theoretical problem of describing a plasma surroun-
ding a negative grid is inherently non-linear even for lov exci-
tation potentials since the electric field and velocity gradient 
of the distribution function changes very quickly in the sheath. 
The purpose of this paper is to present the result of 
a sari«« of numerical solutions to the one dimensional, non-li-
near, ion Vlasov-Foisaon equations to determine the ion distribu-
tion function about a grid with time varying negative potential 
applied. 
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The equations to be solved are : 
ion Viasov equation s ^  + - J J -
 R ^ ^ - 0 
electron thermal equilibrium : nfi - n0 exp I ee/kT ] 
Poisson's equation : r r " w~~ I n* ~ £»*«** 1 
where £ is the ion distribution function, n la the electron den-
sity, T is the electron temperature, and 4 is the potential. 
£(x»v) is represented as numbers at discrete points at intervals 
Sx and iv on the one dimensional phase space plane, typically 
three, two dimensional matrices of 71 to 251 points in x space 
and 65 to 301 points in v, space are stored in the computer, for 
the past, present and future f(x,v,t). The future f(x,v,t+fit) is 
found from the past f(x,y,t-6t) f C o m the present derivatives by tie 
following recursion formula": >r 
f(a,v,t-*t) - f(x,v,t-$t)- |i v If<x+6x,v,t)-f<x-6x,v,t)l 
+ $£Z 5 l'(«*««.0^(Hx,t)|[f(i,TtiT,t) -f(x,v-6v,t)l 
After the future is found for all the points, the future 
array f(x,v»t*flt) is loaded into the present, the new ion density 
is found, Foisson*s equation is solved and the process repeats it-
self with the new potential. There are 250 to 628 timesteps per 
ion plasma period. Since f is not represented as the continuous 
function that in nature it very nearly is, unphysical numerical 
instabilities arise that are smoothed by means of an upstream 
downstream algorithm to advance the distribution function every 
third timestep 
The simulation results will be presented in four parts. 
First, pseudowave excitation by a negative oscillating potential 
•kT /e>kT./e, frequency 2 £_£» second, psoedowave and ion acoustic 
wave generation by oscillating potential kT /eMeT./e, frequency 
f -;third, excitation by oscillating potential kT./e^kT /e, fre-
quency t_£t and finally, pseudowave and ion acoustic wave genera' 
tion by oscillating potential kT" /e>kTiVe, frequency .25 ff .. 
The plasma for all the simulations is chosen to be a Max-
WÉIlian at time aero. When a negative potential is placed on the 
grid, the electrons are blown our to the e folding distance 
[ E0rf(GRID)/n62]' . This "transient sheath"8 forms in a few elec-
tron plaama periods which ia short compared to the ion time scale. 
The electrons are considered to flow freely into and out from the 
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sheath region to a reservoir of isothermal electrons surrounding 
the grid which adds to the validity of the isothermal electron 
nodel. 
Tons in the negative potential well are accelerated by 
the negative potential and then are released as the potential is 
made more positive . After escaping the sheath, the fast ions 
propagate by their own inertia. Such ballist ic bursts of ions are 
little affected by the self consistent electric field and are con-
sequently called pseudowaves. 
Figure 1 is the ion distribution function after the po-
tential on the grid has oscillated from zero to-15kT /e twice and 
then to -!5kT /e. The potential on the grid is : 
tKgrid) = 1-Z5 +Ti5 cos(4nf .t)]kTe/e. 
The graph plots f(x,v,t) as a function of position x and velocity 
v at the single point in time t. The distance scale is the ordi-
nate and is marked in Dehye lengths from the grid. The velocity 
scale is the abcissa and is marked in units of /kT./m- • v from 
e i a 
zero velocity at the center. The ions on the left move up and the 
ions on the right move down. Each line within the graph is the 
velocity distribution f(fixed x, v, fixed t) at the single plane 
in space indicated by the intercept of the line with the x axis. 
The height of the line above its x intercept is the phase space 
density f(x,v). 
The pseudowave farthest from the grid was generated du-
ring the first oscillation, the next pseudowave was generated by 
the second oscillation and the sheath about the grid at the time of 
fig.l is produced by the -15kT /e potential on the grid. If the 
potential were allowed to oscillate to zero after this time, the 
fast ions in the sheath would free stream to form the third pseu-
dowave. At this time and distance from the grid, no ion acoustic-
wave is observed. The maximum velocity of the pseudowaves is less 
than /2e0 (grid)/m. sine« the ions are retarded as the leave 
max i 
the grid region by the slowly rising potential. 
If the excitation amplitude is dropped to 
-kT./e - -30kT./e, then both ion acoustic waves and pseudowaves 
may be observed on the distribution function. The density pertur-
bation, however, is dominated by the pseudowaves. Fig.2 shows the 
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ion distribution function after the following potential was ap-
plied to the grid : 
d(grid) - -05 kTe/e, 0 < t < 2./fp. 
d(grid) - [-.5 +.5 sin(2«f .t)] kTfi/e 0<t<5/f . 
Three pseudowaves nay be clearly seen outside the near Maxwellian 
and an ion acoustic wave may be seen in the near Maxwellian bet-
ween 10 and 25 Debye lengths. The density perturbation is still 
dominated by the pseudowaves. 
If the anplitude of the oscillating potential is reduced 
to the ion temperature, then the ion acoustic waves emerge first 
and may be clearly separated fro« the pseudowaves which follow. 
The exciting potential used to generate the exciting po-
tential used in fig.3 is the following : 
w(grid) - -.5 kT£/e, 0 < t < I/fpi 
»(grid) - I-.5 +.5 sin(2irtfpi)] kTi/e1 ( !<t<4) ft p i 
d(grid) - -.5 kT£/e, (4<t<10)/fpi 
The ion acoustic waves in figure 3 can only be seen with 
difficulty. Figure 4 shown« the perturbation [ f (x»v)-f (Maxwellian]) 
of figure 3. The ion acoustic waves are seen to be in the form 
v »0 
f. (v)* -^1w, that is in the form of a shifted maxwellian. 
There are density maxima at 3.4, 8.6, and 13,8 A and 
density minima at 5.6 and 11.6 Debye lengths. The electric field 
is at a maximum between the density maxima and minima and drives 
the ion acoustic wave to advance 1/4 wavelength, 1/4 ion plasma 
period later. The pseudowaves emerging later in time (since they 
are slower than the ion acoustic speed) are not considered ion a-
couetic waves since they are not coherently driven by an electric 
field even though the pseudowaves do have electric fields with 
them. Note that the pseudowaves are faster than V2e4 (grid)}m. 
due to thermal spread. 
A computer plot (fig.5) of the ion density vs, time at 9 
Debye lengths shows the ion acoustic waves followed by the pseu-
dowaves. Laboratory verification of this effact has bean observed 
as shown in fig. 6. The oscillogram sbowne the ion acoustic waves 
followed by the pseudowaves in the same form as the simulation. 
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If tbe exciting frequency is much less than the ion 
plasma frequency, the ion acoustic waves will dominate the pseu-
dovaves for excitation potential kT /e. Fig.7 shows the ion dis-
tribution function after 3 voltage oscillations on the grid from 
aser o to -kT /e at frequency.25/f -. Two pseudowaves may be seen 
parallel to the?ftaxwellian. The slower pseudowaves is the tail of 
the first pseudovave generated. A faster pseudowave is the second 
to be generated. A third pseudovave may be seen moving away from 
the grid where it has been generated. The front of the second 
pseudowave is about to detach ftom its "tail" and will beat with 
the ion acoustic wave since its velocity is slightly faster than 
v 
In conclusion, time varying potentials applied to a 
grid inherently produce free screaming bursts. For frequenc 
sf ., ion acoustic waves may be separated from the pseudovaves 
on a tone burst basis if a low excitation potential is used. For 
frequencies < f .,ion acoustic waves marginally dominate the 
pseudowaves for low excitation potentials. However pseudowaves 
are also generated and may beat with the ion acoustic waves to 
produce what may appear to be non-linear Landau damping. 
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FIG.1 - Two pseudovaves plus 
a sheath generated by a nega-
tive potential of amplitude 
15kT /e and frequency 2f .. 
e * pi 
FIG.2 - Three pseudovaves produ-
ced by a negative oscillating po-
tential of amplitude kT /e and 
frequency f .. Part of an ion a-
coustic wave may be observed bet-
ween 10 and 25 X . 
FIG.3 - Ion distribution func-
tipn of three psaudowaves and 
ion acoustic waves. 
FIG.4 - Amplified perturbation to 
distribution function of fig.3 . 
Waves on both sidea of velocity 
space are the ion acoustic vavet 
and the ridges moving away from 
the grid are the pseudowaves. 
FIG.5 - Computer oscillogram of 
ion acoustic waves followed by 
paeudovaves. 
FIG.6 - Laboratory oscillogram 
of ion acoustic waves. At 15XD 
fro« grid. The exciting poten-
tial applied to the grid was a. 
negative oecillating voltage of 
amplitude AkT./e ana frequency 
FIG.7 - Ion acoustic waves and 
paeudowaves produced by three 
cycles of negarive potential 
applied to the grid. 
Excitation of Ion-Acoustic Waves by Paraaetrie 
Heating and Strong High-Frequency Fields 
by 
R. H. Abrams, Jr., T. Ohe and H. Lashinsky 
University of Maryland. College Park, Maryland USA 
Abstract 
Parametric excitation of ion-acoustic waves has been demonstrated in the 
bounded plasoa column in a single-ended Q-machine. The electron temperature 
is controlled by radio-frequency heating and is varied periodically by ampli-
tude modulation of the radio-frequency power at a modulation frequency equal 
to twice the frequency of the ion-acoustic wave, causing the ion-acoustic 
velocity to be modulated at this same frequency. The experimental results 
are in agreement with an analysis based on the Mathieu equation and the 
linear ion-acoustic damping can be directly related to the threshold value of 
the modulation index. Similar results are obtained with microwave heating of 
the electrons. Parametric excitation provides a convenient method for the ex-
citation of ion-acoustic waves for experimental purposes and can also be used 
in diagnostic applications. 
The parametric excitation of a resonance in a physical system can be de-
scribed by the Mathieu equation , in which a suitable time-periodic coefficient 
is used to represent the periodic variation of the system parameter that 
corresponds to the "restoring force." When this parameter is modulated at a 
frequency W- a resonance at the frequency uifl can be excited when u. * 2wQ/n , 
where n is an integer. The classic experiment in parametric excitation is the 
2 
Melde' experiment , in which transverse oscillations of a string (one end 
fixed and the other tied to a longitudinally vibrating support) are observed 
when the propagation velocity i.e., the string tension S» is modulated 
periodically at a frequency u. = 2u., where w. is the resonance frequency; 
S = SQ(1 - M cos u-t) where M is the modulation index, which must exceed some 
threshold value in order for excitation to occur. Parametric amplifiers are, 
of course, also well-known in electronics and quantum optics. 
In this paper we report the experimental observation of parametric exci-
tation of ion-acoustic waves in a plasma in which the ion-acoustic velocity 
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i.e., the electron temperature, is nodulated periodically; it is found that 
the behavior of the excited waves follows closely the predictions of the 
4 
Mathieu analysis. The work reported here will thus be recognized as a 
plasma analog of the classic Melde' experiment. 
Parametric effects have been observed in plasna experiments on drift 
waves in which the plasma is perturbed by a monochromatic external signal 
which excites an intermediate pump mode. The intermediate pump mode couples 
energy from the external pump field into the resonant plasma modes through the 
time variation of an unspecified plasma parameter. However, it is necessary 
to know the nonlinear mode-mode coupling coefficient and the identity of the 
time-varying parameter in order to relate the losses in the system to the 
threshold power required for excitation. Parametric excitation of the ion-
-acoustic waves in a plasma has also been reported in an experiment in which 
the boundary conditions are varied periodically in time. A feature of the 
work reported here, on the other hand, is the fact that the looses in the 
system can be directly related to the threshold value of the modulation index 
of the time-varying parameter, which is known to be the electron temperature. 
We consider the propagation of ion-acoustic waves in a finite plasma 
column that is bounded at both ends by material boundaries. The waves are 
described by a wave equation in which the phase velocity is given by 
c • (icT AM.) (K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the electron temperature, 
and m is the Ion mass). It is assumed that the electron temperature varies 
0 0 
as T = T (1 - H_ cos u.t), where T is the steady-state electron temperature, 
*L is the temperature modulation index OL. < 1}, and m, is the modulation 
frequency. If the wave equation in the finite plasma column is Fourier-
-analyied in space, subject to the appropriate boundary conditions at the ends 
of the column, the system can be described in terms of discrete normal modes 
with frequencie* u. • k KT /m. , where k is the longitudinal wave number. * 
The resonant ion-acoustic modes are standing waves with fundamental wave-
length equal to 2L , where L is the length of the column, so that k • TTL for 
the fundamental mode. The equation that describes the time behavior of a 
givan Fourier soda is 
2 
4 - | + 2a ^ +
 uJ{i - k^  C08 U i t ) x » o , (1) 
dt 
where the quantity x represents a characteristic variable of the ion-acoustic 
wave, say the density, and the phenomenological term 2a i s introduced, to take 
account of losses in the system due to Landau damping, end a f f ec t s , etc . 
Equation (1) can be reduced to the standard fora for the Hsthieu equation 
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the new parameters a = (4/<I)J) (w. - a ) and q = 2M_d)0/(u, , and the new inde-
pendent variable s - mj}^ > E^* (1) becomes 
2 ^-£ + (a - 2q coa 2a)y - 0 , (2) de 
For a parametric system with dissipation, such as described by Eq. (1), 
it can be shown that growing oscillations can be excited only if 
H, > W u 0 . (3) 
This threshold criterion corresponds to the requirement that the time-averaged 
energy pumped into the resonant mode must exceed the time-averaged losses if 
the mode is to grow. 
The experiments described here were carried out in a single-ended 
Q-machine operated under coLlislonless conditions with the following typical 
9 -3 plasma parameters: electron density 10 cm , ionizer temperature 22O0"K, 
column length 20-60 cm, magnetic field 2000 G, and mean-free paths for ions 
and electrons, about 100 cm. 
to control the electron temperature. In this method an rf voltage (7 MHz) is 
applied directly to the cold endplate that terminates the plasma column. Al-
though the rf heating mechanism is not completely understood, it is found that 
the application of the rf voltage increases the effective temperature of the 
plasma, as reported by Demirkhanov. Evidence for an increased electron temper-
ature is provided by two independent methods. First, for a constant rf fre-
quency it is observed that <ufl , the frequency of the ion-acoustic mode. 
Increases with increasing rf voltage, reaching a saturation point at high rf 
voltages. (The present experiments are performed for parameter values such 
that the experimental mode frequency is proportional to the rf voltage, V ., 
0 _2 0 2 
so that X is proportional to v
 f • [V _ cos u ,t] .) Second, the electron 
temperature, as determined from Langmuir probe characteristics, is found to 
increase monotonically with V
 f . 
Modulation of the electron temperature for the parametric excitation ex-
periments is accomplished in a straightforward way by amplitude modulation of 
the rf voltage applied to the endplate. Because of the quadratic dependence 
of the temperature on the rf voltage noted above Mj, - 2*^/(1 + MJ/2) , where 
M_ is the voltage modulation index. In the present experiment* the rf source 
is a low-power commercial transmitter provided with a built-in modulator, 
typical rf voltages actually applied to the plate being approximately 5 V. 
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The rf power Is applied to the endplate through a transmission line which is 
terminated In its characteristic impedance. As in Ref. 9> it is found that the 
drift wave is quenched at rf voltage levels one to two orders of magnitude 
below thoae used for rf heating. 
The experiments are carried out as follows. The resonant frequency of 
the ion-acoustic mod« without rf heating, w , is known approximately from 
earlier work in which the modes were excited by passing current through the 
plasms. * It is also found, as reported by Demirkhanov, that oscillations 
that satisfy the dispersion relations for ion-acoustic waves are observed at 
rf power levels much higher than those used in the parametric pumping experi-
ments. The phase velocity of these waves is the ion-acoustic velocity and 
the frequencies ara inversely proportional to the column length and are in-
dependent of the magnetic field; these waves exhibit all of the properties of 
o 
the ion-acoustic waves reported earlier. Parametric excitation is then ac-
complished at low rf power levels by modulating the rf voltage at a frequency 
approximately equal to twice the estimated mode frequency. 
As the modulation frequency is swept through the parametric resonance 
frequency for various values of the modulation index JL a signal from a 
negatively biased Langmulr probe shows the Instability growing from the ther-
mal noise level. Figure 1 is a raster display for a large value of M_ . 
The parametric resonance at u_ when w, - 2u. Is shown in Fig. la. On the 
other hand, an ac voltage at the modulation frequency applied directly to the 
endplate does not excite the mode, indicating that the resonance is not pro* 
duced by a sheath effect. This result Is shown in Fig lb. 
In order to provide a comparison between the experimental results and the 
well-known stability diagram associated with the Mathleu equation a tone-burst 
technique is used to map out the zones of stability and instability in the a-q 
plane associated with Eq. (2). In this case the modulation signal Is applied 
to the rf generator through a tone-burst generator so that the rf voltage at 
the endplate is modulated in bursts. When the modulation is gated on the 
oscillation either grows or Is damped! depending oa the location of the co-
ordinates a and q in the stability diagram. Figures 2a and 2b show this be-
havior for two sets of values of a and q that correspond to growth and damping, 
respectively. This Is believed to be the first experimental observation of 
parametric damping in the literature. The locus of experimental points at 
which the modulation burst has no visual effect on the background la then 
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taken to be the stability boundary between regions of stability and in-
stability. The tone-burst technique also offers a convenient method for the 
measurement of growth and damping rates, as can be seen from the expanded 
trace in Fig. 2c. 
A comparison of theory and a preliminary experiment is shown in Fig. 3. 
This figure shows the stability diagram for the Mathieu equation with four 
theoretical stability-boundary curves, plotted for various values of the 
loss parameter <*/(*>_ as noted in the figure. The experimental points in the 
figure indicate sets of values of a and q that correspond to the stability 
boundary as obtained by the tone-burst technique described above. It is 
evident that a reasonable fit for this particular case can be obtained for 
OL/U- = 0.05. we note that most of the experimental points used in fitting 
the curve lie in the wings of the curve. The loss parameter a/w. can also be 
determined from q i.e., the minimum value of q for which excitation occurs 
in Fig. 3. Inspection of Fig. 3 gives a - 0.08. Sow, using the defini-
tion of q given in connection with Eq. (2) together with the criterion in 
Eq. (3) and the parametric resonance condition u>- - 2u_ , we find 
a/u- = 0.04. The qualitative agreement between these two determinations of 
the loss parameter ot/uu is regarded as satisfactory in view of the prelimi-
nary nature of these experiments and indicates consistency between the 
shape of the experimental parametric resonance curve and the experimental 
excitation threshold. 
These results indicate that ion-acoustic waves in a bounded plasma can 
be described phenomologically by an extension of concepts used in the 
analysis of lumped-parameter systems. Parametric excitation also provides 
a technique for the determination of growth rates under various plasma con-
ditions and appears to he a useful method for the excitation of ion-acoustic 
waves when other methods are not desirable. 
We are indebted to Dr. R. M. Goldman for discussion and R. H. Monblatt 
and W. E. Crowe for help in the experiments. This work was supported by the 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission [AT-(4O-l)-3405] and the U. S. Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research [AF-1016-69]. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. la. Raster display showing the excitation of the ion-acoustic wave at 
4 kHz when the frequency at which the electron temperature is modulated is 
varied between 6 and 12 kHz. The raster is formed by using the output 
signal from a spectrum analyzer to intensity-modulate an oscilloscope whose 
horizontal sweep is synchronized with the sweep of the spectrum analyzer. 
The spectrum analyzer displays simultaneously the ion-acoustic node and the 
modulation signal. The oscilloscope trace is moved vertically at a slow 
constant rate as the modulation frequency is varied. Fig. lb. Raster 
display showing the absence of ion-acoustic waves when the modulation volt-
age is applied directly to the cold endplate. 
Fig. 2. Photographs showing the parametric excitation and parametric damp-
ing of an ion-acoustic wave at 8.0 kHz when the modulation of the electron 
temperature 0*502) is gated on and off through the use of the tone-burst 
technique described in the text. In Fig. Za the amplitude and frequency of 
the modulation correspond to parameter values that lie in the parametric ex-
citation region of the stability diagram associated with the appropriate 
Hathieu equation, with the temperature modulated at 15.6 kHz. In Fig. 2b 
the parameters lie in the parametric damping region, with modulation at 
9.8 kHz, and the background noise level is reduced by the parametric effect. 
Figure 2c, with an expanded sweep, shows the details of the growth of the 
unstable mode. Time scales: Fig* 2a, 1 msec/cm; Fig. 2b, 2 msec/cm; 
Fig. 2c, 0.5 msec/cm. Time increases from left to right. 
Fig. 3. Stability diagram and experimental points for parametric excitation 
of ion-acoustic waves in a bounded plasma. Stable regions are shown by 
cross-hatching and the two straight lines denote the stability boundaries 
for a lossless plasma while the curved lines denote the stability boundaries 
for various values of the loss parameter ot/uu as indicated in the diagram. 
The experimental points indicate combinations of the amplitude and frequency 
of modulation of the electron temperature that correspond to neutral 
stability. The parameters in the Mathieu equation [Eq. (2)] are defined by 
2 2 2 2 2 
a = (4/uT) («0 - a ) and q = a y ^ / n ^ . where uQ is the node frequency, 
<it. is the pump frequency, a is the loss term, and M_ la the temperature 
modulation index. 
Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
Fig. 3 
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Collective Interaction and Freely Streaming Ions 
in Density Perturbations and Wavee in Q-Hachines 
by 
V. O, Jensen 
Danish Atonic Qiergy Commission 
Research Establishment Riso", Roskilde, Denmark 
Abstract 
The propagation properties of grid-excited density perturbations and 
ion naves in single-ended ^-machines are calculated from the linearized Vlasov 
equation. The calculations are exact as they take into account the dielec-
tric properties of the plasm as well as the ion velocity distribution in the 
density perturbation at the grid. The results are compared with the approx-
imate ones obtained in a normal Landau treatment in which only dielectric 
properties are considered. The effect of collective interaction compared 
with that of freely streaming ions is discussed. 
Text 
This paper discusses the propagation properties of grid-excited longi -
tudinal density disturbances in Q-nachine plasmas. Baphasis i s on the extent 
to which the properties can be explained by freely streaming i o n s , by l inear 
co l l e c t i ve interaction and by non-linear e f f e c t s . 
I t i s assumed that the electrons behave ieothermally and that quasi-
neutral i ty prevai ls i . e . that the e l e c t r i c f ie ld i s 
q n o d x 
where n i s the undisturbed density. The assumption on which (1) i s based 
i s valid for alow ( t O y f c * , ) . lone w * e length ( l > X a ) perturbations of the 
type which i s most eomnonly studied i n Q-machines. Ube of the electron Vlasov 
equation instead of (1) would require more lengthy calculations, but the con-
clusions of t h i s paper would not be changed. 
with (1} the non-linearieed ion Vlasov equation can be written 
**•<?•*•*? • y > n * i v ? « c 2 i . y(*i*i*? H*,*)
 (2) 
• t )x e n 0 dv J x 
where c - X ^ / f e j * All other syntools have their usual meaning. 
fflie Vlaeov equation (2) i s nornall? l inearized by set t ing F(x ,v , t ) = 
f0CT) + f ( x , » , t ) ft W » . f ( x , » , t ) ] , in which case i t can be written 
I.,AL.J±!Z£1£. o* 
t ax e n dv gx £ 
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The rhe tern in (2) and (3) i s the most interesting one as i t takes Sato 
account collective interactions between the electric field and the ions. 
Without this tern <3) takes the fora 
and simply describes freelj stressing ions. Eq. (4) i s obtained directly from 
(3) in the Unit Tfi-> 0, 
The density associated with a perturbed velocity distribution is 
n(x,t) * J f(x,vlt)dv (5) 
Recently auch work has been done to demonstrate experimentally phenom-
ena that can only be predicted fron either the linearized Vlasov equation (?) 
or from full equation (2)# The veil-known works of Wong et al. ' on landau 
damping of ion acoustic waves and sone of the recent works on ion wave echoes 
are examples of experiments cluiaed to demonstrate collective effects as de-
2 "5) 
scribed by C3)« Very recently some authors *y have claimed to have jeen 
phenomena caused by non-linear effects as described by (2). 
The work Of Wong et a l . has been discussed by various authors* Hirsh-
fleld and Jacob assumed a staple interaction mechanism between the wave-
exciting grid and the plasma and could thus calculate the perturbed velocity 
distribution function at the grid* Asauning ions just outside the grid region 
to be freely streaming, they showed that the wave amplitude would decrease 
owing to simple phase mixing at a rate similar to that predicted by tandau 
daaping ( i . e . by collective effects)« Similarly the phase velocity calcula-
ted on the basis of (*) i s very close to that predicted by the linearised 
Vlasov equation (3)* Therefore the experiments on grid-excited ion acoustic 
waves cannot be taken as clear-cut experimental proof of collective inter-
action. 
We consider a single-ended Q-machine in which the ion velocity d is t r i -
bution function can be approximated by a drifting Kaxwellian • Density per-
turbations propagating in the downstream direction are generated by varying 
the potential of a grid at x=o. Calculation of the ion velocity distribution 
g(v) in the density perturbation close to the grid i s very complicated* g(v) 
i s determined by the interaction between grid and plasma, which i s a combina-
tion of absorption of ions hitting the wires, deflection or even reflection 
(see ref. 6) of ions passing close by the wires, and acceleration or declara-
tion of ions passing the sheath at the grid during the time the grid potent-
ia l change*. In calculations of g(v) only the lat ter ie normally con* 
sidered , 7 ; . Rather than to try to calculate the shape of g(v) we use g(v) 
. a9 -
85 functions of the type measured by Christoffersen • 
The following discussion i s divided into two parts, f i r s t we consider 
a short pulse applied to the grid which thereby releases a short density 
pulse« The propagation of th i s pulse i s given by « Green's function which 
can be calculated from (3) and (*0. We give examples of the Green's function 
for various T /T.-valuee and for various g(v)-functions. Next ve consider 
grid-excited ion acoustic waveS| Whose properties are calculated as convol-
ution integrals of the Green's functions. 
Pulses . We consider a single-ended Q-anchine in which the plasma flows 
through a grid at x = o biased to 0 . The ion veloci ty distribution function, 
f ( v ) , in the downstream plasma i s measured with an e lectrostat ic analyse 
During a short time interval , A t , the grid potential i s changed to«*+4y* t 
and the flux of ions with velocity v passing the grid i s changed from vf (v) 
to v( f (v)+g(v)) / «j (v)^( f ( v )J • The propagation properties of the released 
density perturbation can be c a l c u l a t e as an i n i t i a l value problem with 
f (x ,v , t=0) =*tvg(v) tf(x). B; applying Laplace transformation in time and 
Fourier transformation in spnoe k.n {?; we get 
»<k-°> = - ; i . . . , _ , * " Ik ,lCk' (6) 
The inverse transformation of (6) can ".'e performed with the technique 
described in ref. 9. Ve find that 
n(x,t) - i h<|) and f(x,v,t> - £k(f,v> (7> 
i.e. pulses propagate in a self-similar manner« Functions h and k depend on 
f and g(v). We shall show and discuss some examples of calculated n(x,t) 
and f(x,v,t). 
Fig. l a shows the resul ts obtained when f f t(v) and g(v) have the form 
exp(-(v-1.7 c^/e^) (drift ing Maxwellian with drift velocity 1.7 c±) and 
t»c . t»«4 
when T«C (freely etreanlnc i o n s ) . Shown are tn(—-—) and tf(—r*yv) for four 
T-values. In the calculations i t was assumed that the f-eurves were measured 
with en analyser with resolution c±/U. Fig. lb shows the same functions ca l -
culated for Tft=0.7*» T^. Comparison between a) and b) shows the effect of the 
interaction term in (3) : a narrowing of the n-curves and luidershoot" on the 
f-curvea* The narrowing of the n-curve i s not very pronounced, and i t e shape 
i s found to depend strongly on g ( v ) , which i s d i f f i cu l t to measure experi-
mentally, n-neaaureaenta therefore do not clearly indicate co l l ec t ive in ter -
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action* As shown in ref. 10, the undershoot i s caused by collective decelera-
tion of ions behind the pulse. This undershoot was demonstrated experinent-
ally in ref« 9, and so was the self-similarity. 
The curres in fig. 2 show the effect of changing the drift velocity of 
the ions in the perturbation. These curres were calculated for * (v) with 
the earn* fom as in fig. 1, but with g(v) as a fast drifting Maxwellian of 
the fors exp(-(T-4c1) /c^ )• Br comparing the curve for Tft=0 with fig. la 
one sees that the only effect of Increasing the drift Telocity of g(v) i s 
that the pulse sores faster and thus appears earlier* This i s expected be-
cause with T =0 the ions are freely streaming. By comparing the two curves 
in fig. 2 we again see the effect of collective interaction: a narrowing of 
the density curve. In fig. 2, however, the effect of the collective inter-
action is such weaker than in fig. 1. The reason i s clear: The propagation 
velocity of the pulse i s essentially equal to the drift velocity of g(v)(=4c,X 
The collective interaction tern in (3) is proportional to f'(v) for v£f4c. . 
At such high velocities fj i s very snail, and the interaction tern therefore 
becomes unimportant. Ve can therefore conclude that i f g(v) has a drift vel-
ocity very different fros that of f_(v), the ions in the perturbation will 
•ore through the plasma as nearly freely streaming particles. 
Fig. 1. Density and ion velocity distribution function in pulses. 
Tdrlft.f0 = Tdrift.g = 1 # ? V 
•» u tv« o n os i-o« i 
rig. 2. D«Mity in pul»«. Tig. 3. Density in pulse«. 
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Th« n-curve in fig* 3 i« calculated for f (v) and g(v) as MaxwellianB 
with drift velocity Jc. and T ^ Æ • 1>>«2, In this case we find a second max-
imum on the curve at tc./xr« 0*6. To understand physically what causes this 
ve calculated the curves in fig* ^ . They show the quantities t»n as functions 
of x/t*c. for Tarious T /F.-valuw. f0(v) and g(v) ax« drifting Maxvellians 
with drift Telocity 4cj. For T _ Æ v 1 the collective interaction tern in 
C3) La small, and the density perturbation propagates as a single pulse whose 
shape is almost only determined by the freely streaming particles in g(v). 
As T^/T. is increased, the density perturbation splits up into two pulses. 
This splitting up is caused by the collective interaction tern getting 
stronger and stronger* Seen from a system of reference moving with the drift 
velocity ve get two pulses, one moving in each direction with the same speed. 
This is what one would expect when a density perturbation is excited in a 
medium with high restoring force. Note that we see both pulses on the down-
stream side only if the drift velocity of the plasma is higher than the propa-
gation velocity of the pulse. Because of the t~ -dependence the second pulse 
will occur at a probe in the plasma with a much smaller amplitude than that 
of the first pulse. This is in agreement with fig. 3. Some evidence, but 
not clear-cut proof, of this splitting-up has been seen in experiments at the 
Bise Q-Bschine. 
Wares. Khan a sinusoidal potential with frequency u is applied to a biased 
grid in a plasma, an ion acoustic wave is generated« In calculating the 
propagation properties of waves we used the Green's function (?) and perforaed 
convolution integrals of the form 
t 
exp(-i»t') £p 
The amplitude, ampi , and the phase, fl_, of the density are calculated as 
functions of the almeasionless distance, x»/c., from the grid* In fig. 5 we 
present the results obtained at three T,/T-values for f (v) and gCv) as 
drifting MaxmlUans with drift velocity 3c. 
Fig. *. Density in pulses calcu-
lated at various T /^Tj - values 
'drift,f B 'drift,g • * «4-
Fro* the figure we note that close to the grid, characteristically within one 
wave length, the damping increases with increasing electron temperature* 
This feature i s not found in a. Landau treatment of the probles. Far away 
fro« the grid our result« for * =T. and T =5T, agree with those obtained by a 
Landau treatment. For T =0, where the damping i s wholly caused by phase nix-
ing, a Landau treatment does not apply because the denominator in (6) has no 
For the sane values of the parameter T / P . we also calculated the ampli-
tude, amp. and the phase, CK, of the perturbed velocity distribution function, 
f(x,v,t), amp. and A are calculated for the three velocities v=2.5c.» 3c, 
and 3«5C|f and the results are shown in fig* 6a-c. For freely streaming ions 
(T aO) in fig. 6a, amp, i s independent of x, and the phase increasea linear-
ly with x (slope v )• Fig. 6b shove the results for T =Ti# We note that 
except for a weak oscillation in amp. for v=2.5e. and 5*5c,, the results are 
very similar to those obtained for T =C. Finally the results obtained in the 
ease of strong interaction (I =5T.) are shown in fig« 6c. Here we note a 
rather irregular oscillation in the amp.-corves for v«2,5c. and 3.5o,. 
The physical explanation of the feature seen in the figs. 6a-c i s 
simple: For vOc, we expect amp, to be constant as for this special v-value 
the collective term in (3) disappears (f*(v) * 0 for v » 3e.>. For V-2.5C, 
and 3.5c. we expect oscillations in amp. because f'CvtøO for those v-values* 
For T eO as in fig. 6a, amp. i s constant for a l l v-values because the collec-
tive interaction term in (3) i s aero. 
Conclneione« From the linearised Vlasov equation (3) the propagation prop-
erties of grid-excited pulses and waves were calculated for different g(v)-
0 10 20 30 40 xu/c, — 
Fig. 5. Amplitude and phase of wave density, 'd r i f t , f E *drift,g ' 
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functiona and T/T^-values. The main conclusions are: 
For T e a-Tj as in most Q-aachine experiments, the results are so close 
to those obtained in the freely streaaing caee (T =0} that it is very diffi« 
cult to perform experiments that clearly demonstrate collective interaction. 
The undershoot on the f-curves in fig. lb is an exception seem experimen-
tally', 
Tor Tg > TV the collective interaction causes pulses to split up into 
*. 
An 
a) 
?lt 
amPl <v= JSond i S c , ) / ^~-
=0 
V _ ^ =3cj 
ID ^* 
C-—"C^ "^  
\ *WlSe.) 
amp, 
20 30 40 Xdlfc, - * 
•Pi 
T.=T, 
""Picv.a^ 
20 
""vV.-isj) 
1 omPK«.*s) 
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0 W 
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a faet on« and a slow one. In the case of waves t h i s s p l i t ting-up causes 
o sc i l l a t ions in the amplitude near the grid. Physically the o s c i l l a t i o n i s 
caused by a beating between the fast and the slow wave associated with the 
two pulses . I t should be noted that amplitude o s c i l l a t i o n s were seen experi-
mentally and explained as being caused by non-linear e f f ec t s . I t should 
further be noted that amplitude osc i l la t ions also appears without co l l e c t i ve 
interaction for g(v) as double-humped distribution function. 
Close to the grid a normal Landau treatment does not give a s a t i s f a c -
tory r e s u l t . For g ( v ) « C f ( v ) as considered here, a Landau treatment applies 
approximately one wave length away from th* gr id . For more complicated g ( v ) -
functioss as discussed in ref . 8 one has to go further away to find good 
agreement. 
A more comprehensive co l lect ion of calculated propagation properties 
of pulses and waves w i l l be published elsewhere . 
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Propagation Properties of Short Density Perturbations in 
Q-Machine flaanas with Double-Humped Ion 
Velocity Distribution Functions 
by 
Dennis Twomey 
Danish Atomic Energy Commission 
Research Establishment Risø, Roskilde Denmark 
Abstract 
In a single-ended Q-machine the propagation of ion density perturbations 
through a plasm with a "double-humped" ion velocity distribution may be 
treated by a Green's Function technique, provided the distribution does not 
lead to growing solutions. A series of curves are calculated, and some 
effects due to Landau damping and free-stream!r.£ are shown. 
Introduction 
Andersen et al have investigated the propagation of density perturbations 
in a Q-Machine. They calculated the perturbed ion velocity distribution 
Function by means of a Green's Function technique. The results reported 
here follow from a similar analysis, except that we no longer assume the 
plasma to be quasi-neutral. 
. 96 -
Andersen et al assumed the unperturbed ion velocity attribution 
function to be a "single-humped" Maxwelliau , and showed (as have many 
others, e. g. Jackson ') by a simple Nyqulat analysis that this was "well 
behaved", 1. e. that in a normal Landau treatment of wave propagation ' 
Buch distributions lead only to stable or damped solutions. 
It will be assumed here that the unperturbed distribution function is 
made up of two Mtunrellians which add to form a "double-humped" velocity 
distribution. Such distributions can be produced in Q-machines '. The 
discussion will be limited to those distributions which a Nyqnlst analysis 
shows to be well-behaved, since the subsequent treatment is invalid for 
other distributions. 
Following the analysis of Andersen et al leads to an expression ror the 
perturbed distribution function« I-(*,*,*}* 
1
 0«. Sun ' V t 
and 
« , ( « 
Sal. 
afcw A* 
•A* 
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q ( v ) i s a truncated displaced Hnwell lan of the fore: 
^ ° v<0 
These are e s s e n t i a l l y the r e s u l t s of Andersen e t a l except that C Is 
now the electron thernal ve loc i ty (-J^KT /^n )^ and In addition ve define n and 
n. as the electron and Ion nunber dens i t i e s , and n as the Ion to electron 
Bass r a t i o . 
Experimentally resu l t s nay be obtained in the form of two types of 
curve: 
( I ) a curve shoving ion flux or Ion saturation current to the analyser 
f lux - {** v ? U . v \ i i i ' 
which I s obtained when the analyser I s set to co l l ec t a l l 
v e l o c i t i e s . 
( I I ) various S curves 
where the resolution function of the analyser Is assumed to be 
Gaussian in v, vhlth a resolution vr . 
These curves are obtained when the analyser i s s e t to collect only ions 
of velocity va. 
To calculate these curves in the "single-humped" case it i s convenient 
to normal i se equations 4 and 5 with respec t to the ion thermal ve loci ty 
4nay have different temperatures and m a s s e s and therefore the 
normalisation ie carr ied out with respec t to the electron thermal velocity . 
The expressions for f lux and S ^ are now given by: 
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where J is a subscript referring to the first or second hump, 
U. • lndepenlent variable nomallaed toC e , X = £7 , (" O = ^ m a ; ^ , 
VV 7 1 
f i t ; -J" 1 and x_ la the derivative of the plana dlsperelon function. 
Calculations have been carried out for a variety of values of the 
parameters, (C-/0«)«* "Wi (n./n ),» mo, and usually for four values of va 
(each side of the two huapa, see figure 1). The ratio C /C say be reduced 
to C ^ - a « ^ . 
For the case where: both humps contain the same number of Ions of the 
same type, the normalised hump velocities are 0.01 and 0.004 and the 
lusveiature ratio tjti " It, ve Obtain the curves in figure 2. These are the 
curves that might be expected from the simple addition of the curves for two 
"single-humped" distributions. 
F<ftonE J. 
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If we sake the ratio o* ions In the fast hump to loas In the slow hump 
equal to four we get the curves in figure 3. These are very similar to results 
vhleh might be expected for a single-humped distribution with a drift velocity 
equal to that of the faster hump. The faster of the two humps appears 
to have "absorbed" the slower one. This effect may also be obtained by 
setting TJT * 7 for the faster hump. 
An equivalent effect occurs if we modify the parameters of the slower 
hump rather than those of the faster hump. 
In an experiment it may be more convenient to make a "double-humped" 
distribution by using ions of different mass. Figure 4 shows calculated cur-
ves for a pla&iia produced from potassium and rubidium. 
The undershoot observed in the Sva curves arises from the interaction 
term in the Vlasov equation '. To demonstrate this consider the case where 
the temperature ratio Is very small (this is equivalent to making the inter-
action term very small ' ) . For ij?± * 0.01 ve get the results In figure 
S. No undershoot is observed. 
The damping may be investigated by examining the flux curves. In all 
cases the amplitude of the second, slower peak is less than that of the 
faster peak, because its longer stay in the plasma causes it to suffer more 
damping. If there were no damping of any sort both peaks would have the 
same amplitude. Thus the amplitude of the slower peak relative to that of 
the faster peak gives some measure of the damping. 
Stringer ' has calculated the conditions under which "double-humped" 
ion distributions lead to instability (see figure 6). If the velocity separation 
between the humps is fixed and all other parameters exept the temperature 
ratio, are kept constant, then we can calculate flux curves for a set of 
temperature ratios (Ti/Ee in this case to be compatible with Stringer) which 
gradually approaches the instability Unit 
However, we would not expect the second peak in the flux curves to reach 
the same amplitude as the first. Even if there were no Landau damping the 
fil -
Fi&-u«£ (, 
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slower peak would still be more heavily damped as a reslut of free-streaming \ 
The effect of gradually approaching the instability limit is shown in figu-
re 7. The second peak is initially unobservable, but grows in amplitude 
relative to the faster peak as TjAe decreases. 
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Propagation of Ion-Acoustic Waves in a Plasma 
with a Double-humped Ion Velocity Distribution Function 
by 
P. Michelsen and L. P. Prahm 
Danish Atomic Energy Commission 
Research Establishment Riso 
Roskilde, Denmark 
Abstract 
It is possible to form a double-humped ion velocity distribution function 
in a Q-macbine. Under certain circumstances such a plasma is "Landau 
unstable". Propagation of grid-excited, stable and unstable ion-acoustic 
waves is calculated by solving the one-dimensional linearized Vlasov equa-
tion as a boundary value problem. 
Introduction 
Great interest is taken in plasma instabilities. We shall here present 
calculations of micro instabilities caused by grid-excited ion-acoustic waves 
in a plasma with a double-humped ion velocity distribution function. Several 
works on this double-humped instability, also called the two-stream insta-
bility, have been published during the past ten years. Those calculations 
have, however, been worked out as initial value problems' ' . Also nu-
merical computer simulation has been used to investigate the instability in 
counter-streaming ion beams"'. Attempts to investigate micro-instabili-
ties in experimental equipment for quiescent plasmas, e. g. Q-macbines, 
make calculations worked out as boundary value problem* desirable. In this 
way Weitzner' ' looked at propagating pulses. Grid-excited ion-acoustic 
- 10« 
waves will be treated in the following. 
Theory 
The problem i s attacked by assuming a half-infinite, one-dimenaionai, 
collision-less plasma string. In this situation the Vlasov-equation for elec-
trons and ions will give the correct description of the system 
dfL.U.v.t> , a f : t l x v t l e.:e. 3 q>U.t) d r , t t » . i a ) _ Q 
where the potential i s given by the Poisson equation. 
roo 
f <P<»,t)
 = _Va^ Cf. ^vt)elw 
All symbols have their usual meaning. We now use the same procedure as 
described by G. Christoffersen et al. ' t o determine the Fourier transform 
of the density perturbation n(k). 
The Vlasov equation is linearized. Assuming quasi-neutrality (except 
close to the grid), and that ttie electrons behave like an isothermal fluid, we 
-iut get with the time variation e for all quantities: 
E«of „,*)•»• ate* -.
 c* Å^L [in „xéix>] 
(6) 
r1 -4. - m.L 
Applying Fourier transformation we obtain after some calculations1 
, > iff*.*" *$$-»*** 
n ( K
'
-
 IK +7 dfaw 
i * £ l-^r*' 
± 
in 
HV&) 
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where f0(v) is the zero-order ion velocity distribution function, and g(v) is 
the perturbed distribution function at the grid. From this expression we 
find the phase and amplitude of the density perturbation: 
rux> =
 li? J 
iKx 
ruioe aK 
Pole Analysis 
Before the inverse Fourier transformation is discussed, we shall look 
at the velocity integrals in the expression for n(k). Assuming a complex 
u = u + iu., u ) 0, and real k > 0, the v-integration contour should in ac-
P " S -
f7. cordance with the theory of Landau* ' pass below the pole v 
k ( 0, the contour should then pass above the pole. Setting <* - 0, we then 
get the integration contours as shown in fig. 1. 
For this reason we split the inverse Fourier integration up into two contri-
butions: 
***>•£$5 »_(«)€ d X ' S r S i U w ^ « 
where the velocity integrals in H. are taken below and in H_ above the pole 
u/lc. This gives the relation 
H t(K)' H. (**) 
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The inverse Fourier integration should be taken along the real k-azis. For 
k < 0 the contour is, however, moved through the positive imaginary half 
plane and placed Just over the positive real k-azis (see fig. 2). The v inte-
grations in H. (k) and H_(k) are now alike, apart from the different direc-
tion around the singular point u/k (fig. 1). Substituting * - u/k, we get 
O 
fig.«) 
k-ptanc 
S U E U 
The change of the K-integration contour can be done without any problems if 
H (k) is analytic in the upper imaginary half plane. Poles can only arise 
from zeros in the denominator of H_(k), and this is the same as looking for 
zero of the classical dielectric function c(ujk). 
For a stable ion distribution function the solutions to i = 0 are the 
well-known branches in the u/k plane. Assuming quasi-neutrality the solu-
tions reduce to points with k » 0. A weak unstable plasma with a non-sym-
metric velocity distribution function will have a single zero just above the 
real a/k axis: «j « vr + iv, where v i ) 0. In the complex k plane we get 
K- K * U i U> V,.iV; => Kt<.0 
H+(k) will then have a pole in the lower half plane, and H_(k) a pole in the 
upper half plane. 
Calculations for the stable plasma are described by G. Christoffersen . 
et aL' . For the unstable situation we have to add the residue contribution 
when changing the K-integration. 
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Rte{H(ve)} = [-7m*r 
M±-
ACe\i-£Vd* 
V'Vo 
The constant X. Is determined from the requirement that ft(o)-
o 
X • A.,i- \^ 
DO 
?- t- - 1 <JCv)dv 
where for a stable plasma we use Xg • 0. 
Numerical Calculations 
Assuming that the ion velocity distribution is a sum of Maacwellian 
distributions, we calculated the phase and amplitude for the density propa-
gation of an ion-acoustic wave. The numerical work is done in Algol on a 
Borroughs 6700 computer. 
Each calculation starts with an Iteration to the zero for c with the 
largest imaginary part of "/k in the complex u/k plane, and thus it is 
determined whether the plasma is stable or not. If we have two drifting 
ion MaxwelUan distributions with the same temperature, Tj, and the elec-
tron temperature is T^ we find the well-known instability area as shown 
in fig. 3. The difference in the drift velocity i s called 4Vd, and all veloci-
ties are normalized with respect to the ion thermal velocity. For T^/Tj • 
3.5 the plasma is not unstable caused by the double-humped distribution, 
but drift instability between electrons and one ion group can appear at large 
drift velocity. This instability is not covered by our system of equations. 
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In fig. 4 is shown the phase and amplitude for two situations with 
T e / T i " 4 - 5 c o r r e s P ° n d i n e to points I and II in fig. 3. The amplitude oscil-
lates heavily for the large AV*d, but is smooth when AV. is so small that 
the ion velocity distribution tends to be single-humped. For AV, - 3, ex-
amples are shown with different Tg/Tj valnes. 
After a few wavelength the amplitude grows or decays exponentially. 
The phase velocity is situated approximately between the two ion groups, 
for unstabel zeroorder distributions and distributions close to the stability 
limit (see fig. 5). For heavily damped oscillations the phase velocity i s 
situated in froot of the fastest ion group. From the tabel Is also seen that 
phase velocity and damping or growth rate are well determined from the 
highest zero of the dielectric function a. The phase mixing i s unimportant 
after a couple of wave-length. 
Experimental investigation of the double-humped instability may be per-
formed on a Q-macbine. A slow ion group can be produced by means of 
charge-exchange processes'8' or by means of ions with different masses. 
Sufficiently high electron temperature can be obtained with RF heating'9'. 
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In o r d e r to determine when the unstable w a v e s s t o p growing, one has 
t o extend the theory and cons ider non-l inear calculat ion. 
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Two loo Beam Instability in a Q-Machine 
with Inhomogentous B-FieId 
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Abstract 
The enbanceaent of thermal noise and the growth of excited 
ion acoustic waves is studied in the presence of a two beam 
plasna with a high temperature ratio. The two ion beams are 
created in a single-ended Q-macbine with a localized neutral 
Cs cloud sinilar to the nethod described by åndersen et al. . 
The electrons are heated by 50 to 100 milliwatts of a p-wave 
power at the upper-hybrid resonance. An inhomogeneous field 
(inverse magnetic mirror or nozzle) is used to transfer the 
perpendicular energy of the electrons into parallel energy. 
In this configuration it is possible to obtain a temperature 
ratio (T./T.) between 3 and 10. and a ratio of beam velocity 
to ion thermal velocity of between 1.5 and 3.0 with various 
ratios of density between the two beams. 
Introduction 
He report the observation of a two ion beam instability in 
a Cs plasma with T /T. > 1. The unstable waves are tha ion 
acoustic waves travailing paraHal to tha baaa velocity. This is 
common1j called the ion-ion or i-i instability. This instability 
2-5 ) 
has been investigated by numerous authors . This instability 
is of current interest because of it* possible role in tha forma-
4-7 1 
tion of collisionless electrostatic shocks . Ha have measured 
the region in parameter space (beaa velocity* T » T^, T. . etc.) 
in which tha instability occurs by observing the enhancement of 
thermal noise and by aeasuring the growth or daaping of excited 
ion acoustic waves. The ion dis tr ibut ion function was measured 
1 8 a) 
on a retarding potent ia l energy analyser"*•"• . 
Experimental Arrangement 
The experiment was performed in a modified single-ended 
Q-machine. A schematic of the experiment i s shown in Fig. 1. The 
two ion beams are created in a manner s imilar to that used by 
Andersen et a l . . The f a s t ions are created by surface ion i sa-
tion on the 3 cm diameter tantalum hot p late and accelerated i n -
1 9 ) 
to the plasma by the hot r l a t e sheath . The slow ions are 
created by a neutral Cs cloud loca l ized in a copper tube which 
i s located 20 cm downstream from the hot p l a t e . These neutrals 
are ionized in part by a microwave discharge at the upper-hybrid 
resonance and in part by charge exchange with the f a s t i o n s . The 
microwave i s fed into the copper tube which acts as a quasi-
-cav i ty . This creates two ion beans with temperatures of about 
0.1 eV with a difference in dr i f t ve loc i ty of about 1.5 a^ to 
3.0 a^ (a . = J2 kT/m^). The e lectrons created by the hot p la te 
at a temperature of about 0.2 eV are too cold for the plasma to 
be unstable. The microwaves are used to heat the electrons suf-
f i c i e n t l y to obtain an unstable condit ion. 
The microwave gives the e lectrons energy in the perpendicu-
lar direct ion. At the ion dens i t i e s used in t h i s experiment 
(n. % 10 and n„ % 10 ) the e lectron mean free path i s ex-
tremely long and the perpendicular energy i s not transferred 
into a para l l e l tenperature by c o l l i s i o n s . An inbomogeneous 
fi-field which acts l ike a reverse magnetic mirror i s used to 
transfer the perpendicular energy into p a r a l l e l energy. The 
maximum f i e ld gradient i s at the microwave pos i t ion and serves 
to s t a b i l i z e the resonance pos i t i on . 
Using this technique i t i s poss ib le to obtain para l l e l e l e c -
tron "temperatures" of between 0.3 eV and 1.0 eV near the d i s -
charge pos i t ion . The inhomogeneous B-field means that the paral-
l e l electron temperature increases down the column u n t i l the re -
gion of homogeneous f i e l d i s reached. This leads to some di f -
f i cu l ty in the comparison of the data with theory. This i s a l -
leviated to some extent by measuring the plasma parameters c lose 
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to th« discharge region in the area where the instability should 
be initiated. 
The copper tube which contains the discharge region has 
coarse grids (spacing >> A. and < r e i ) on either end to help 
contain the microwave. The downstream grid is also used to ex-
cite ion waves by biasing it negatively and applying a voltage 
pulse or sine wave 
Sunwary of Theory 
Since the theory related to this two ion instability has been 
treated in detail elsewhere only a brief summary will be given 
here. If we assume that the electrons are at rest with respect 
to the slow ions the dispersion relation can be written, using 
3) the notation of Tried and Wong , as 
2k2/k? = Z'(u) + no22,[o(u-v)] + {n+l)T Z'(u ai/ae) 
where u = £*- ; a- = /2T./m. ; a = a./a. ; n = n./n, ; kaA 3 3 3 l b b i 
V = V, /a . ; T = T./T and we have assumed n = n, t n. . a x l e e i b 
The subscript i refers to the slow ions or plasma ions and the 
subscript b refers to the fast ions or beam ions. Z'(u) is the 
plasma dispersion function . This dispersion relation was ana-
lysed to find the limit of marginal stability using both the 
method of Fried and Wong and the method of Penrose . Both 
methods gave the same results. The marginal stability curves are 
shown in Fig. 2 for various valves of T and n, for comparison 
with the experimental data. 
It is also of interest to determine the growth rates as a 
function of frequency and the plasma parameters. This was done 
by Stringer ) for the case of colliding plasnas in the limit of 
small growth rates and can simply be modified for the case we 
are considering of an ion beam passing through a plasma. Typical 
results ar9 shown in Fig. 3, it is difficult to make a direct 
comparison of the theoretical growth rates and the experimental 
data because of the dependence of plasma parameters on position. 
However, it is useful for a qualitative explanation of some of 
the experimental results. 
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Experimental Results 
The determination of whether the plasma is stable or not can 
be nade either by observing the growth of the thermal noise or 
the growth of an excited wave ss a function of position. It was 
•ost convenient to observe the behaviour of an excited pulse with 
a width % t^~ • (Excited pulse is shown in Fig. 5.) When the 
Pi 
pulse amplitude grew larger as a function of position the plasma 
was classified as unstable. Vhen the pulse amplitude became 
smaller or stayed the sane the plasma was classified as stable. 
The results are shown in Fig. 2 and compared with theory. The 
plasma parameters (T • T. , IV, nb> n,» etc.) were measured at a 
point <t cm from the discharge region and excitation grid. This 
point was chosen because it is far enough away from the discharge 
region so that the energy analyser does not affect the discharge 
but close enough so that the growing waves are detectable but 
not large enough to effect the zero order distribution. 
The ion distribution shown in figure •» was neasured with a 
typical retarding potential energy analyser with diameter of 2 cm 
and a grid mesh of 200/cm. The resolution of the analyzer was 
measured using the method of Andersen et al. ' and found to be 
approximately 0.1 «V. This width of resolution is about the same 
as the width in measured voltage of the slow or plasma ions (the 
bean ions have a much larger width because of their high drift 
velocity). This means we must make a correction to the measured 
temperature of the slow or plasma ions by using a resolution 
function rf finite width in the expression for the distribution 
1 9) function neasured by the analyzer * . 
* o 
where f_ is the measured distribution function. v_ is the valoci-
m K 
ty corresponding to the retarding voltage, v is the spread in 
velocity corresponding to the resolution. The resolution function 
R would have a shape similar to a gaussian. 
Since it is difficult to measure R [ ^ - V V V 1 directly we have 
assumed it to be a gaussian of the form 
If f(r) it of th. fora axp - (»-»D> /a* and «• ««t T > «a, , w. 
can find an approxiaata axppaaaion for tha actual taaparatura 
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T, in terms of the measured temperature T , T- £ T /(1+6 ). Our 
determination of the analyzer resolution gives S % 1, and thus 
Ti * Tn/ 2' T h i s i s tn* v a l u e o f Ti u s e d i n t h e determination of 
the plasma parameters. 
The ion and beam temperatures are determined from the measured 
distribution function by the following relation9^. 
T = mj/2 |(v rv 2)/2| 2 
where v1 > v2 and f(vx> = f<v2> = f m a x' e* 
This effective temperature is equal to the actual temperature 
if the beams are drifting maxwellians. It is seen that within the 
range of possible variation of experimental parameters there is 
relatively good agreement between observation and theory. 
An example of a growing excited pulse is shown in Fig. 5. 
The oscilligram shows the time response of the plasma to the ex-
cited pulse and various positions downstream.. The velocity of 
the growing pulse is less than the drift velocity of the beam 
and lies on the plasma ion side of the minimum in the distribu-
tion. The velocity of the damped pulse is greater than the drift 
velocity of the beam. An interesting feature of the growing pulse 
is that near exciting grid the pulse has about the same width as 
the exciting pulse, but as the pulse grows it tends to become 
broader then finally damps. This behaviour is oonfirmed in ob-
servation of excited CW sine waves and the background noise. The 
higher frequencies grow up faster saturate, and damp sooner than 
the lower frequencies. This behaviour can be explained qualita-
tively by the theoretical results for the growth rates shown in 
Fig. 3. [kjl increases with kR until maximum is reached then 
|k-| falls rapidly to aero. The valve of kR corresponding to 
|k,|max depends on the plasma parameters. As the two ion species 
move along the column they heat up and the maximum value of k. 
for which growth occurs would decrease as one proceeds down the 
column bearing out the experimental resultB. 
Of current interest is the quasi-linear interaction of the 
unstable waves on the zero-order distribution. This should cause 
the minimum of the ion distribution to fill in. He do indeed ob-
serve a filling-in.which is faster than should be accounted for 
by collisions and also is a bit faster in the presence of the 
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instability than without but we are not able to atribute this 
to a quasi-linear effect. This is in part due to the fact that 
the instability depends on the presence of the M-wave dis-
charge and the discharge in turn depends slightly on the posi-
tion of the energy analyser which is one boundary of the plasma. 
This combined with the fact that there are longitudinal inhomo-
genities in the »agnetic field and radial inhoaogenities in the 
plasma potential makes it difficult to verify these second order 
effects. 
He would like to acknowledge interesting discussions with 
Dr. N. D'Angelo and Dr. K. Lackner, the help of Dr. H. Ianuszi 
with the ii-wave, help of J.J. Belliardo and G. Farina in the 
construction of the energy analyzers and operation of the 
Q-machine. 
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Ion Heating Caused by Ion Acoustic Waves 
in an Ion-Streaming Plasma 
T. Honzawa and Y. Kawai 
Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University 
Nagoya, 'Japan 
Abstract 
It is experimentally shown that ion heating occurs 
because of ion acoustic waves driven by streaming electrons 
in an ion-streaming plasma characterized by T./T.< 1. The 
excitation of the waves and the mechanisn of ion heating in 
such a plasma are also discussed. 
Introduction 
Many theoretical and experimental studies ' have been 
carried out on excitation and damping of ion acoustic waves 
in plasmas so far. These results have shown that the ion-
component plays an important role in the damping of the waves, 
in particular, in plasmas characterized by 7 ^ e • However, 
there have been snly a few works to measure direotly the 
energy absorption by ions from icn acoustic waves in a labo-
ratory plasma . 
Here we will report the results of our experiment show-
ing that ion acoustic waves are driven by streaming electrons 
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and damped by streaming ions in an ion-streaming plasma 
characterized by T.> T , which results in ion heating be-
cause of some non-linearities. 
Apparatus 
A view of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.l. 
A plasma source is of back-diffusion type ~ ', which con-
sists of an array of pipelike oxide-coated cathodes (K), two 
sheets of grids (G1 and G2> and a metallic plate (A). In 
operation K and A are grounded and G1 and Gj are kept at a 
positive potential V , so that electrons emitted from K 
are accelerated between K and G. and ionize residual gaseous 
atoms or molecules in the 
produce a plasma. A part of 
ions in the plasma are accel-
erated between K and G, 
and gain a kinetic energy of 
which is neutralised by ther-
mal electrons from K. Thus 
we obtain an ion-streaming 
plasma, which includes an 
ion-beam with a controllable 
snsrgy 
onolyzsr 
plasma 
source 
+n 
KG, G,A 
Fig.l. Expsrisental setup. 
energy v^ » eV. . 
In most cases argon gas was used at a pressure from 2 
to 8 * 10 torr. under these conditions the densities of 
plasmas thus obtained were of the order of a few times 10 cm"3, 
and the electron- and ion-temperatures were about 0.2 and 
0.5 eV respectively. Therefore these plasmas are charac-
terized by Tj£ Te5' . 
The drift of electrons in such a plasma was excited by 
an electric field externally given between K and Gg (a posi-
tively- biased grid). So we could externally control the elec-
tron drift velocity in plasma rather easily. 
Measurements of plasma parameters were made using a cy-
lindrical probe (P.), a plane probe (P.) and a Faraday cup. 
P. being rotative about its axis has only a sensitive surface. 
The estimations of T and H were made from the characteristic 
e e 
curve of PQ facing downstream. The increment (AI = -N ev,) of 
electron-saturation-current due to the drift motion of elec-
trons was measured with P. faaing upstream. The energy distri-
bution of ions was measured with the Faraday cup. From the 
distribution we could estimate T^ assuming that the distribu-
tion was drift-Naxwellian. 
For observation of ion acoustic waves P. or P. was used 
as a receiver, the signals from which were led to a Panoramic 
frequency analyzer or an oscilloscope. 
Experimental Results 
Drift of Ileotrone: As mentioned earlier, the drift of elec-
trons arised from an electric field externally given by app-
lying a positive potential V_ to G.. Consequently it was easy 
to control the electron drift velocity v^. The result obtain-
ed indicates that v. is roughly proportional to VQ. 
Ion Aoouatie Havest When v. is settled at a proper value, 
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ion acoustic waves with many harmonics as shown in Pig.2 can 
be excited. The waves are of standing wave node. From the de-
pendence of the frequencies of the waves on the kinetic ener-
gy of an ion-beam included in plasma, the phase velocity of 
the waves in the laboratory frame was found to be nearly 
equal to the ion-beam velocity v. This fact enables us to 
estimate the wavelengths of ion-waves. 
The relation between the amplitudes of ion-waves and v. 
was carefully studied. The result obtained is illustrated in 
Fig.3, which indicates that there exists an optimum range 
in v, for the excitation of the waves. Observations of ion-
waves on an oscilloscope and analyses of their frequency 
spectrum make it possible to estimate the fluctuating ion-
density N for the n-th harmonic. Nx for the fundamental wave 
is of the order of 
Nj/Ne * 4%, whereas 
N2/He = 0.6%, etc. 
Ion-waves as 
described above were 
observed only in the 
region between X and 
6n. No signals were 
reoeived in the re-
gion between G. and 
G2 and on the down-
stream side beyond G. 
1MHz 
Tig.2. Photograph of the frequency 
spectrin of ion-naves. 
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(except in the v i c i n i t y of GQ) . When the potent ia l of GA was 
p u l s i v e l y •adulated , i t was found that ion-waves were observ-
able only i n the phase, when the d r i f t of e lectrons was e x -
c i t e d . 
Ion Temperature: In an i on -
streaming plasma, where T^/T^ 
< 1, i t i s t h e o r e t i c a l l y e x -
pected that ion-w ves are 
strongly Landau-damped due to 
ions . In order t o study the 
energy absorption by ions 
from the ion-waves, we made 
energy analyses of ions by 
means of a Faraday cup. From 
the decaying s lope with i n -
creasing energy of the energy 
d i s t r ibut ion of ions we could 
Fit.3. Relation between the i 
tudes of the wares and V 
d i s t r i b u t i o n was Maxwellian. 
The value of T. was obtained 
as a function of V_ or v . . 
The comparison of T. and the 
amplitudes of the waves cor -
responding t o various values 
a good corre la t ion between 
these quant i t i e s as seen i n 
F i g . 4 . 
Fig.4. Correlation between T. and 
the amplitude o* the fundamental 
ion-wave. 
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Discussions 
Exaitation of Ion Acoustic Haves: Here we will show that the 
system of interest becomes possibly unstable against ion 
acoustic instability regardless of T.>T , if v. has a proper 
value, and estimate an optimun range in v. for the excitation 
of ion acoustic waves. 
The jrowth rate n of the instability is deduced from 
the linear theory as long as the amplitudes of the waves are 
infinitesnally small. For this calculation we use the one-
dimensional Boltzman and Poisson equations, where a finite 
value of T. (> T ), the drifts of electrons and ions and ion-i e 
neutral collisions are taken into consideration. These equa-
tions are solved under such an assumption as the absolute 
* 
value of the imaginary part of uj {«w - Jew. = £ J + in), which 
means the Doppler-shif ted frequency of the wave with respect 
to j-species (= e, i ) , is much smaller than that of the real 
part, that is |?.| » |n|. The solution for n is represented 
as the following form , 
" • ^ ' { å ' a u - V 1 ' ^ -va + Ri|luFo(u>1u4 -v.}- J . w 
where fg(u) and F-(u) are the zeroth order velocity distri-
bution functions of electrons and ions respectively, a and 
H electronic and ionic masses, Z. the charge number of ions, 
v the ion-neutral collision frequency and K(v) a positive 
factor of about 10 common to the first two terms in eq.(1). 
Supposing that both fg(u) and Fg(u) ars Maxwellian, the con-
dition, under which the system is unstable, can be obtained 
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by putting n > 0 in eg.(1). Here we put k > 0. From this in-
equality we can estimate the optimum range in v. for the 
excitation of ion-waves in a graphical method. In the case 
that vi - 2.2 x lo6 cm/s (W1 = 100 eV (Ar)), Te = 0.2 eV, T. 
« 0.5 eV, X. = 1 and v - 2n x 80 kHz (p = 7 x 10~* torr), 
vi + 0.3 a < vfl < vi + 1.2 a , (2) 
where a is the thermal velocity of electrons. The range of 
v. given in (2) roughly agrees with the experimental result. 
Consequently it is concluded that streaming electrons can 
excite the ion acoustic waves regardless of T /T. < 1, if 
their effect to make the ion acoustic instability grov over-
comes the Iiandau damping by ions and other types of dampings, 
for example, the damping due to ion-neutral collisions. 
Meehaniam of Ion Beatings It is explained that the increase 
of T. observed in this experiment comes from two types of 
randomization (the so-called Landau damping by ions and ion-
neutral collisions) of the energies of ion-waves. 
The coherently varying energy of an ion in the n-th 
harmonic wave W is estimated as 
n 
"n " " W n * (2(Te + Vi'^'VV ' (3) 
where Kj and v. are the zeroth order energy and velocity of 
the ion in the laboratory frame respectively and (v.) and 
« n nean the fluctuating quantities fox the n-th harmonic. 
In the present case, where W. » 100 eV, TQ - 0.2 eV, T^ -
0.5 aV and N]/tie - 0.045, W1 is of the order of 0.6 eV. This 
value is comparable to the increments of T, measured in 
our experiment. 
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The rates of energy absorption by ions from the waves 
for the two processes mentioned above can be quantitatively 
estimated. For the Landau damping the damping rate of the 
waves divided by the frequency, that ist I**«£/«_I»j *-s c a*~ 
culated to be about 0.36 under our experimental condition . 
On the other hand, the damping rate of the waves due to ion-
i * * • 
neutral collisions, [ 27raji/tui_[coll, is estimated to be about . 
0.49 . The comparison of these quantities shows that the 
ion-neutral collisions are a little more effective to the 
damping of the waves than the Landau damping by ions. How-
ever, it is considered that the Landau damping has a little 
larger effect on the heating of ions, because ions can gain on 
the average only a half of the coherent energies through col-
lisions with neutrals. 
Conclusion 
Here we could observe the increases of T. caused by ion 
acoustic waves in an ion-streaming plasma. The waves were ex-
cited by streaming electrons, whose drift velocity v. was ex-
ternally controlled. It was found that there existed an opti-
mum range in v, for the excitation of the waves. The onset 
of the ion acoustic instability is well interpreted by means 
of the linear theory. Further it was found that there was a 
good correlation between T. and the amplitudes of the waves. 
The increments of T^ were of the same order as the wave ener-
gies. These facts lead us to conclude that the heating of 
ions observed here occurs through some randomizations of the 
wave energies. Two types of randomizing processes seem to be 
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possible; one of them is the Landau danping and the other 
is ion-neutral collisions. 
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IDN WAVE EXCITATION VIA A MODULATED ELECTRON BEAM 
J . M . BUZZI - H.J . DQUCET 
Laboratoixs de Physique des Mi l ieux Ion ises 
Ecole Polytechniaue, Par is - France 
and 
W.D. JONES 
Physics Department, U n i v e r s i t y of South F l o r i d a 
TARPA, FLORIDA 33620, U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
We report the results of a preliminary study of a new technique 
for generating ion acoustic waves in a simple, predictable, and controlled 
manner with very small voltage perturbation to the plasma in the excitation 
region. Experimentally, this technique uses a tenuous modulated beam of 
energetic electrons to produce in the plasma a small volume in which the ion 
density is periodically increased jbove the equilibrium plasma density at 
the modulation frequency of the beam. Theoretically, using a model which 
assumes negligible perturbation to the particle velocities but which intro-
duces a production (or loss - by grid collection, for example) term in the 
Vlasov equation, we have compared the excitation properties of the modulated 
beam with those of a grid. In good agreement with experimental observations, 
the amplitude of the perturbed electron current to a small probe, for example 
is predicted to be almost independent of frequency (for f « f .) for the 
beam excitation but to decrease linearly with frequency for grid excitation* 
Also in good agreement, with theory, the beam excitation is found to produce 
negligible direct coupling in comparison with that produced by grid excita-
tion. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Grid excitation of ion acoustic wave has received a great deal of 
interest, both theoretically and experimentally, in many laboratories (1). 
But as far as we know, all theoretical mode1B use purely transparent grids 
whereas experiments use real grids which collect particles. This collection 
effect can be important in some experiments* particularly in single-ended 
Q machines where the density of the plasma flowing through the grid is 
known to bs strongly dependant on the grid voltage. Therefore a complete 
treatment needs to include not only velocity perturbations around the grid, 
but also collection of particles. 
In order to understand the properties resulting from this collet-
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tion (or production) of particles, we study here an excitation in which the 
velocity perturbation is negligeable with respect to the change in the 
nunber of particles. He have produced such an excitation using a modulated 
electron bean in a weakly ionized plasna. The beam produces periodically an 
additionnal ionization of the neutral gas in a thin slab defined by the 
bean shape, with no important perturbation to the velocity distributions. 
II. THEORY 
Hodel of excitation via • modulated electron beam. 
If we introduce a very tenunus modulated electron beam in a fullv 
ionized plasma, we will produce a weak excitation of ion acoustic waves 
which can be described by the theory used for wave excitation by a purely 
transparent grid. But if we introduce the electron beam in a weakly ionized 
plasna, the electron bean can produce an additionnal ionization of the 
neutral gas. In this case, the perturbation of particle velocities due to the 
electron bean can be neglected with respect to the production of ne w parti-
cles in the plasma. 
In previous theoretical modes (1), the Vlasov and Poisson equations 
are used. In these models it is assumed that the number of particles is cons-
tant and an external charge isintroduced through Poisson's equation. 
We present here a model using the Vlasov equations, but with source 
terns added, and the Poisson equation without external charge. It can be 
shown that this model reduces to the above mode 1B if we make a proper choice 
of the source tern. In addition, however, this model can also describe the 
effects of collection Dr creation of particles. 
In our model, we obtain for each particle specie s, after lineari-
sation : 
™U
 A v ^ i s ^ *s E * f ™ - I J «r (v) «{*)•- *"•»* f ( 1 ) 
at a* ns v 
where the tern on the r i g h t hand side has the dimensions of vf where V • 
v& (x) | g (v) i s the production (ox col lect ion) term which w i l l be assumed 
later to be propoxtiormal to f ( v ) . Our use of the absolute value of v allows 
us to assume two boundary conditions t f . • o for (v> o, x -• - ») and fox 
Iv < o, x •* + » ) . 
The Fourier-Laplace transform of (1) gives 
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f. t . . y . l . - J * - df°« E < * • ' * '"' * M (2) 
B
 "s d v n> - k» '""""o' t"" k u ) ' 
and Poisson 's equation becomes : 
E (k,«l) . i E (k,».) n( / ("-»o) , (3) 
where n » j g (v) dv is the neutralized density perturbation in the excita-
tion for both electrons and ions, and 
- , e 5 B (,,k) + q. SL («.,k) 
E (k,m) a — ^ _ _ _ - ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ 
CQkS C(k,m) 
S W.k) being the Hilbert transform of the source term 
S (..I.) - J . < * ' ' ' - > ' » ' * • , 
n1 " " I T 
and £(k,m) the dielectric constant. 
Solving the grid excitation problem by the classical madeJ we 
find : 
F ut»> - 2iy cs) 
i k C0 Cfk.w) 
In Eq. 4, the Fourier transform p(k) of Eq. 5 becomes k 2 
q S (tt.k). In this expression, fox mast source terms, the factor 1/k is 
the aain difference between the two models. It will be responsible for the 
particular variations cf all the macroscopic quantities (electric field, 
density, current, etc..) as functions of the frequency, We will show that 
electron been excitation will produce at Inw frequencies an amplitude varia-
tions of the ion acoustic wave roughly independent of the frequency, whereas 
grid excitation produces » W»VB amplitude proportionnal to the frequency. 
Using the expression for E (k.m) given in Eq. 4. we can now calcu-
late f.(v.k.a)} in Eq. 2 ; /g» 
f,.I.,k..) - n, { i _ _Ia?._ /'k-'"' '»'».<»> .' 
mt. dv (uMD0)tm-kv) n. (m-aic) (tt)-kv) J 
It is necessary to use care in the inversion of Eq.6 because | v I can intro-
duce for 5 (a>.k) a branch cut in the to plene. It turns out, however, thel 
such a branch cut will prodbce a contribution only in the transient signal. 
To be aids to compere uith experimental results, we calculate the perturbo-
t:cn of the electron current j e , collected on e small probe, for berth elec-
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tron-bean and grid excitation i 
T f,e (v,k,o>) v dv. (T) 
After Laplace and Fourier inversions, we obtain for electron-beam ex-
citation, uaing Eq. 6 and for x > o, for instance (in the Gould notations 
(1) ) s 
i , ( , ,v , t ) . * - 1 - r ^ ^ ( S i ^ S * ' Tn + r ° g ( . ) » - » J 5 i dv, (8) 
where A 
is.independant of the frequency, and the integral is varying only slowly 
with frequency, when f « f . . To show the weak dependence of the integral 
on frequency, WB can write the denominator f3^ as : 
T. 
•n»fa C . fan3 - [l* <£) - 2 — 1 .where f3 ^ is negligible with res-
pect to the bracket in the low-frequency range. Therefore the denominator in 
the integral is independant of frequency. 
In the Monopolar grid excitation, the corresponding electron current 
perturbation iB found to be : 
_
 a _ , , i*z dTI 
iic < x , v , t , ) - [ - 2 J i Je__5o_1„ I . J » . ( 1 D , 
Te m, k»dl ° 2 „ * - f - « l f 
The amplitude is now seen to be proportionnal to the applied frequen-
cy a , the integral still varying only slowly with f when f << fp., 
o i 
Sone other properties of the elctron beam excitation can be pointed 
out : - 1 - The excitation can be easily linear, which is not true for grid 
excitation due to the large negative d.c. voltage generally applied on the 
grid f - 2 - There is no direct coupled signal due to the fact that charge 
neutrality is conserved in the excitation region ; - 3 - Both wave and free 
streaming contributions preeent e non vanishing behavior at low frequencies. 
An additionnal, but weak, free-streaming term appears due to diffusion of 
the additionnal particles produced in the excitation. 
III. EXPERIMEIfr. 
WB have made some preliminary experiments of excitation of ion acous-
tic wave using a nodulated electron beam in a clasaical xenon diffusion 
3 
plsssa (2). The plasma density is 10s - 5 x 10°cm and the electron tenpe-
4 _3 
reture a few eV. The neutral gas is ID" - 10~ Torr. 
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C^<*BS^ 
The Election bean generator is shown 
in Fig. 1. Electrons emitted from the 
hot negatively biased filament are mo-
dulated by a tine varying potential 
on the grid and collimated into a thin 
slab. This results in a nearly monoe-
nezgetic density modulated beam pas-
sing through a small volume of the 
. . . . . . . . . Fi-9 • 1 • Electron beam device 
plasma, terminated by the collector. _ _ _ _ _ 
The exact shape of the beam in the plasma is sensitive to such parameters as 
gas pressure, beam voltage, grid voltage, collimator voltage and filament 
temperature. 
That the method of excitation is via ionization is verified by obser-
ving that : - 1 - no wave is detected when the beam energy is less than the 
ionization energy of the gas ; and - 2 - far bean energies higher than the 
ionization energy, the amplitude of the detected signal is observed to have 
approximately the same energy dependance as the ionization cross-section. 
Classical time-of-flight measurements suggest that, indeed, only ion acoustx: 
wavea are being generated. From a knowledge of the characteristics of the 
beam and the ionization croea aection, we can calculate in reasonable agree-
ment with observation, the amplitude of the generated wave. In high density 
plasmas, excitation at frequencies greater than 1D0 kHz have been possible 
with no detectable direct-coupled signal. 
To check tha theoretical predictions, we have made a preliminary ex-
perimental comparison of the excitation properties of electron beam and grid 
excitation as a function of frequency in the same plasma. A grid having 65$ 
geometrical transparency and a grid spacing comparable to the electron Debye 
lenght wee used. Figures 2 and 3 show the results of this study for conti-
nuous wave excitation. 
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Grid excitation 
Fig • 3 
Electron beam excitation 
Variations of the perturbations of electron current to a probe as functions 
of distance for several frequenciea. 
Qualitatively it is observed that the grid excitation exhibits a much stronger 
dependance an frequency than does the beam, especially at the lower frequencies 
Also near the excitation region, there is observed to be a strong direct cou-
pled signal in the case of the grid, whereas no such signal is seen for the 
bean excitation. 
40 60 80 
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Fia. 5 Fio. 4 
Extrapolated amplitude to zero distance versus the frequency 
In figures 4 and 5 we ahow the dependence of the extrapolated (to zero distan-
ce) wave anplituds as a function of frequency. In the case of the 
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beam excitation. Fig. 4, correction has been made to include an observed de-
pendence of the bean intenaity on frequency. For the caae of the grid excita-
tion, due to the strong direct coupled signal near the grid, the extrapola-
tion had to be based on the smooth amplitude variation observed somewhat away 
from the grid region. In good agreement with the prediction of the above 
theory, the amplitude of the excited wave generated by the grid is seen to 
decrease strongly with frequency at low frequencies. Also qualitatively in 
agreement with theory, the amplitude dependance on frequency for waves gene-
rated by the modulated electron beam is seen to be much weaker at the lower 
frequencies* Thus qualitatively, the two generation mechanisms are quite 
different, both experimentally and theoretically. It is found experimentally 
that in beam excitation the signal is less distorted than in case of grid 
excitation« This effect can be considered as an additionnal evidence of the 
dependsnce of wove amplitude on frequency in the case of grid excitation. 
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
We have wade a preliminary study, both theoretical and experimental, 
of a new method of ion acoustic wave excitation and have compared the results 
with thB excitation properties of a grid. Two marked differences between the 
two methods have been found. The first is that at low frequencies, the ampli-
tude of a wave generated by the electron beam has only a weak dependence on 
frequency, whereas the wave emplitude for grid excitation exhibits a strong 
monotonic dependence on frequency, decreasing linearly toward zero with 
decreasing frequency (a multigrid excitation would be expected to exhibit 
en even stronger dependence on frequency). The eecond difference is that the 
grid excitation exhibits strong direct coupling in and near the axcitation 
region, whereas the bean excitation exhibits no detectable direct coupling. 
Although our theoretical model treats explicitly here the case where 
the plasma density in the excitstion region periodically increases, theory 
also applies to the oppoaite caae where the density is periodically decreased 
due to the particles collection, such as occurs very strongly for example, 
for grid excitation in a single ended Q machine. Since this new technique of 
waves excitation produces in all respects very small perturbations, it seams 
that the linear theory ia completely adequate for giving a realistic descrip-
tion of the excitation process, as opposed to the caae of grid excitation 
where non linear sffacts must be taken into account. 
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Ion-Acoustic Collisionless Shocks in a O-Machine 
by 
V. Vanek and T.C. Marshall 
Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 10027 
Abstract 
Ion-acoustic shocks have been observed in a single ended 
Q-devlce, operating at low plasma density, subsequent to micro-
wave heating of the electrons. The microwave source, tuned to 
electron gyroresonance, can increase the electron/ion temperature 
ratio to ~13 without ionization. The shock is produced by 
electrically gating a flne-mesh grid immersed in the plasma; the 
initial downstream/upstream density ratio is ~ 7 . A step-disconti-
nuity in density is observed first to broaden, and then to steepen 
into a shock having Mach number ~1.5 (referred to the ion-acoustic 
wave speed of the unperturbed plasma). The shock width is less 
than 10% of the Ion-ion collisions I mean free path. No shock is 
formed for 1<T /T,<5, as theory predicts. The experimental 
results can be correlated with Ion-acoustic shock numerical 
simulations. 
Text 
We report an experimental study of the development of an 
ion-acoustic collisionless shock generated by an initial density 
discontinuity in the plasma of a single-ended Q-machine. The 
shock was prepared first by greatly Increasing the temperature of 
the electrons in the Q-machfne using a microwave source tuned 
near the electron gyroresonance frequency; subsequently, a fine-
meshed grid was opened electrically to permit the plasma to 
expand along the magnetic field lines Into a region where the 
background plasma density was much lower (by a factor of seven). 
Previous experimental work has described ion-acoustic shocks 
produced by accelerating one plasma into another, where rather 
small density discontinuities were produced. 
Theories of collisionless shocks have been developed by 
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Moiseev and Sagdeev ; numerical simulations have been carried out 
by Sakanaka et al . Our experimental work has been guided by the 
latter study, which uses the one-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson 
equations. Ion-acoustic shocks occur when the electron/Ion 
temperature ratio is Te/T. >5; they are characterized by a rather 
low Mach number, 1<M<1.5, which is sensitive to the size of the 
density-step causing the shock (the Mach number is the ratio of 
the shock speed to the ion-acoustic wave speed, [(Te+3T.)/M.] in 
the unperturbed plasma). In Fig. 1, we show a numerical simula-
tion of a one-dimensional shock produced from a density-step of 
7, T /T. = 13 (these are the approximate conditions of our 
experiment). We note that the expansion wave which follows the 
shock is not obvious in the ion flux calculations; we display the 
ion flux because our detector measures ion flux, not density. 
However, the actual location of the shock does not depend upon 
our measuring n. or I\ . 
The plasma was generated in a conventional single-ended 
Q-machine (Fig. 2a); the plasma density, determined by a double-
probe, was < 10 cm . The plasma is about 3 cm in diameter and 
60 cm long, and Is immersed in a uniform magnetic field 
(Inhomogenei ty * 1%) of —3000 G. Under our operating conditions, 
plasma flows away from the hot ionizer with T. «,2250°K and a 
drift speed -€ x 10 cm/sec. 
When the shock is to be generated by electrically gating the 
grid, a 500 usee pulse of microwave power is injected into the 
stainless steel vacuum chamber of the machine, for purposes of 
gyroresonant electron heating. The power level could be Increased 
up to «200w. The microwaves are not coupled tightly to the 
plasma column; this avoids the problem of ionization at points of 
high microwave field strength. Heat is transported rapidly in 
the electron gas compared with the Ion motion but the ions should 
remain at essentially the ionizer temperature due to the very 
long electron-Ion equilibration time. The electron temperature 
was determined by measuring the wave speed of a low amplitude 
ion-acoustic wave pulse (duration, 20 usee) transmitted between 
two grids in the machine. The maximum electron temperature 
achieved In the machine without ionization was ~2.7ev, which is 
approximately the same as reported In a similar microwave 
experiment'. 
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The spatial density discontinuity is maintained using a fine 
mesh grid C»0x40 wires/cm; open area - 80%) immersed in the 
plasma and biased at -10 volts. At t = 0, the grid bias is 
changed to ~-i volts, where the grid transmits »JB0% of the 
upstream plasma density; subsequently, the grid is very near the 
plasma potential and no electric fields occur between the wires 
and the plasma . This is the type of initial condition considered 
by the theory'. The grid is basically a shutter-mechanism, and 
It was not possible to change the initial ratio of upstream-to-
downstream density very much (!>_/"„ • 7). 
The evolution of the density discontinuity is shown in 
Fig. 2b where the signal is the ion current collected by a 
moveable, cold, flat, negatively biased (-20v) plate terminating 
the plasma column. The signal is proportional to the flux of ions 
(r.) moving parallel to the magnetic field at that point. The 
density step at first spreads, and then the leading part of the 
density rise steepens and forms a shock. This evolution is 
expected theoretically, and the shock ultimately formed by either 
a density ramp or step Is the same . In the particular case of 
Fig. 2b, we note that the qualitative features of the signal 
appear similar to those of Fig. I for I\ , and the measured Mach 
number of 1.5 is In good agreement with the calculated value of 
1.35. The shock maintains its profile unchanged for as much as 
20 cm distance from the grid. 
It is also clear that the waves which follow an ion-acoustic 
shock for a small density step do not occur here, as theory 
predicts . Increasing the plasma density causes the shock to 
disappear completely for n~10 cm" , and there is evidence that 
the shock will not form when the background cesium vapor pressure 
in the machine is high, possibly due to charge exchange collisions. 
The shock thickness is ~l cm which, although somewhat larger than 
expected theoretically (~3mm), is still very thin compared with 
the ion-ion collisional mean free path (~I0 cm at n~10 cm ); 
prior work' on shock waves in Q-devices has examined the 
collision-dominated case. Such experimental complications as the 
magnetic field, electrode effects, and the finite radial extent 
of the plasma, are not In the theory and may influence the 
comparison of certain details of the shock. 
In Fig. 3 we show how the microwave heating affects the 
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evolution of the density discontinuity. The case corresponding 
to no heating (Te/Tj~l) corresponds to a self-similar expansion 
of the plasma in which the ion free streaming is only slightly 
perturbed by the electron pressure gradient . As the electron 
temperature increases, the plasma front accelerates and steepens, 
but there is no shock even at T e/T,~5. For T /T, - 10 and 13, 
the wave forms a shock having M > 1 . These results are also in 
good agreement with the theoretical predictions . 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. I Numerical simulation of a col Iisionless ion-acoustic 
shock using the method of ref.3; T_/T. - I3i n0'n. " 7 ; time 
in units of. BL." (UI_I = ion plasma frequency); distance in units 
of the ion Debye distance; the initial density step has a small 
ramp to avoid extremely high field values. The initial ion 
kinetics are described by a drifted Maxwellian having drift 
speed equal to twice the ion thermal speed; the electrons are 
isothermal. The computed Mach number here is 1.35. 
Fig. 2a Schematic of the Q-machine 
2b Formation of the shock, time measured from opening of 
the grid and gating of microwave signal. T£/Tg = 13; the Mach 
number of the shock is «1.5. 
Fig. 3 Ion flux signal vs. time and microwave-heating at 
x - 10cm from the grid. Curve (I): no microwave heating, 
Te/T. = 1; (2) 20w, Te/Tj = 2; <3) 40w, Te/T. = 5.5; CO 80w, 
Te/T. = 10; (5) 130w, Te/T, - 13. Cases 0») and (5) correspond 
to Mach 1.4> and 1.5 shocks respectively. 
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Observation of the Propagation and Damping of Snail 
Amplitude Electron and Ion Waves in Thermally 
Ionised Oolliaionleas alkali Metal Plasma 
by 
R.N. Franklin*, S.M. Hamberger, G. Lampia and 6.J. Smith* 
UKAEA Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Berkshire, England 
Abatract 
This paper presents experimental data on the 
dispersion of small amplitude electrostatic waves propa-
gating in low density, magnetized, collisionless, sodium 
plasma produced by s\ixface ionization on hot tungsten. 
From such measurements the electron and ion number densi-
ties, and the electron temperature have been determined, 
and information on the ion distribution function in a 
single-ended Q-machine has been obtained. 
Electron Plasma Waves 
Malmberg and Wharton1 using a magnetized hot electron duo-
plaamatron plasma established, from measurements of both the real 
and imaginary parts of the propagation constant, and from indepen-
dent measurements of the electron density and distribution func-
tion, the validity of Landau'a dispersion equation, when corrected 
for finite plasma effects, for electron plasma waves. It was alao 
verified, for heavily damped waves, by Derfler and Simonen* in 
experiments in an effectively infinite, unmegnetized, thermal 
plasma. Barrett, Jones and Franklin3, working in a thermally 
ionized, strongly magnetized, caesium plasma column showed that 
measurements of tha real part of tha dispersion of electron plasma 
waves could give accurate determinations of the electron number 
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density over a wide range of densities. However, electron tempera-
tures determined from the real part of the dispersion indicated 
that T e~1.5Thp. where Thp > the temperature of the ionizing 
hot plate, was determined with an optical pyrometer. This result 
was in disagreement with Langmuir probe measurements which showed 
T e *• Thp . This discrepancy has now been resolved by measurements 
of the Landau damping of electron plasma waves. Within the 
limits of experimental uncertainty (~±100°K) T e = Thp, which 
agrees with probe measurements made by Buzzi, Ooucet and Gresillon*. 
The present experiments were performed in the strongly mag-
netized (Bz 2-4 kG) sodium plasma column of the single-ended 
Culham Q-machine ARIADNE. Operation with an electron rich sheath 
at the hot plate, and the cold tantalum end plate floating, pro-
duced plasma with a low level of noise. Fig.l shows typical 
radial variations in the plasma number density, floating potential 
and noise in the frequency range 0-50 KHz. It will be noted that 
over the area of the ionizing plate the plasma density is almost 
constant and drops rapidly beyond its edges. Axial number densi-
ties were in the range lx 107 £ n « 7 x lo7 cm~awith a variation of 
& 1% as measured by a Langmuir probe drawing saturation ion 
current, and confirmed by examining the variations in the wave-
lengths and damping rates of electron plasma waves propagating 
along the plasma column. The 25 mm diameter hot plate temperature 
was varied in the range 2200-2600°K and was uniform to ~±30°K. 
The arrangement used to measure simultaneously the wavelength 
and spatial attenuation of a wave is shown in Fig.2. waves were 
excited by applying high frequency signals, 100% square wave modu-
lated at lKHz, to a single wire r. f. probe immersed in the 
plasma and matched to the signal generator close to its tip. 
Resulting fluctuations were detected on a similar receiving probe 
which was axially movable. The real part of the dispersion 
characteristic was determined from the interference between the 
received signal and a reference signal taken from the signal 
generator. The imaginary part was obtained from the detected 
signal recorded after passing through a logarithmic amplifier. 
Fig.3 shows some typical experimental data. Most of the trace 
clearly demonstrates the exponential damping of the wave with 
distance from the transmitter. However, when the receiving probe 
was close to the transmitting probe, direct coupling between them 
caused the system to act as an interferometer leading to the 
oscillation in received amplitude with the same wavelength as the 
wave. When the detecting probe was close to the end plate it 
detected standing electron plasma waves with half the wavelength 
of the propagating waves caused by ref lection. 
From data such as shown in Fig. 3, curves for both the real 
and imaginary parts of the dispersion can be plotted as shown in 
Figs.4 and 5 respectively. The solid lines are theoretical curves 
which include effects due to finite geometry and assume that the 
electron distribution function is a complete Maxwellian and that 
the radial density profile is uniform. Fig.4 is plotted in norma-
lized form: (m/iop«)3 versus ka, where k • 2v/\ and a is the 
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column radius. From this curve the electron number density can 
be determined with an accuracy of ~±2% as described in ref.3. 
Fig. 5 shows kj.Ar . the ratio of the imaginary to real 
parts of the propagation constant, plotted against the phase 
velocity v~ of the wave for two different hot plate temperatures. 
The solid lines are the best fit theoretical lines for Landau 
damping through the experimental points. The corresponding elec-
tron temperatures Te are 2500°K and 2800°K for hot plate tempera-
tures TQP " 2350°K and 2600°K respectively, measured with an 
optical pyrometer. The agreement is closer than the uncertain-
ties in the pyrometric naasurement due to the unknown hot-plate 
emissivity, window transmissions, etc. 
Notice that in Fig.5 the measured values of kj/kr have a 
minimum »10~a. This corresponds to an effective collision fre-
quency v where V/ID ~ 10~a, as seen from Fig. 6 where the data for 
Te - 25O0°K have been re-plotted and curves for different values 
of v/u) are included . The theoretical methods used in calculat-
ing these curves are discussed in ref.5. The precise nature of 
the collisions has yet to be explored, but their frequency is 
consistent with electron-neutral sodium collisions if the Ha 
vapour pressure is ~lo"B torr. 
The range over which damping could be measured was limited 
for large values of ki/kc by the direct coupling between the 
probes, and by the presence of standing waves in the column for 
small values. Reliable damping measurements were made in the 
range 10"1 & kj/kr £ lo-a, which, provided only Landau damping 
was responsible, corresponds to a range of phase velocities 
!
-
J
^ S 3 . 5 where vTe = J - j ^ . 
Finally, over the range of phase velocities investigated, 
the high frequency dispersion properties of the plasma were found 
to be independent of the direction of propagation of the wave, 
showing that ths electron distribution function is essentially a 
complete Haxwellian. 
Ion acoustic waves 
When the plasma density is low and the hot plate temperature 
is high, there is an electron rich sheath present at the hot 
plate6. This has been shown, both theoretically and experiment-
ally ' to produce an ion velocity distribution approximating 
to a Haxwellian truncated for velocities below some value which 
depends on the precis« sheath conditions. 
The dispersion rslation for ion acoustic waves can be found 
by solving the appropriate expression for the plasma dielectric 
permittivity: a
 3 
«»,*> --1. ^ j - m t ^ ) - ^ .'(..sSddb- ° 
where z'(u.C) is the derivative of the incomplete plasma disper-
sion function 
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u 
and u is the truncation velocity normalized to the ion thermal 
velocity / 2 K Ti 
VTi * V ""M~~ • 
C is a normalized phase velocity. 
This equation has been solved numerically7 and shows the 
features expected of ion acoustic waves propagating on an ion 
beam: a fast positive energy wave s+ and a slow negative energy 
wave a" . 
Measurements of the real part of the dispersion of the fast 
wave were made in the same way as for electron plasma waves, and 
are shown by solid dots in Fig. 7. Only the positive energy wave was 
observed to be excited directly with a single wire probe. Propa-
gation was observed up to «4ui_^ showing that the waves were much 
less heavily damped than if the ions had a full Haxwellian distri-
bution. However, both the positive and negative energy ion 
acoustic waves have been observed in the non-linear decay of a 
large amplitude electron plasma wave into another electron wave 
and an ion acoustic wave8. Waves excited in this way are shown 
by open circles in Fig.7. The solid lines are theoretical curves 
for u = 2.0. the value which best fits the data. It should be 
noted that any change in u not only changes the slopes of the 
theoretical lines, but also their separation. The observed thres-
hold for the decay into s + is consistent with their theoretical 
damping Y/t« =" 0.04. 
Conclusions 
It has been shown that by careful measurements of the disper-
sion of electron plasma waves the electron number density and 
electron temperature can be accurately determined. The electrons 
have essentially a complete Maxwellian distribution in a single 
ended Q-machine, and within the limits of experimental uncertainty 
their temperature is that of the hot plate. 
The dispersion of ion acoustic waves propagating in a single 
ended Q-machine has been shown to be consistent with the ions 
having a truncated Maxwellian distribution function with the same 
temperature. 
We are happy to acknowledge the excellent technical assis-
tance of Mr w.J. McKay. 
The research was supported jointly by the U K A E A and the 
Science Research Council. 
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL H.F. 
PLASMA RESPONSE TO AN BXTERMALLY APPLIED PULSE 
P. Demullére, M. Guillemot, J. Ollvaic, F, FarcevalsA.Qu«m«neur 
ASSOCIATION EURATOM-CEA 
Departement de la Physique du Plasma et do la Fusion Controlee 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaiies 
Botte Postale n* 6 - 88 Fontanay-aux-Roaaa (France) 
ABSTRACT, 
The response of electrons in a collisionless plasma to a 
fast small amplitude voltage pulse is investigated theoretically 
and experimentally. The response, proportlonnal to the excitation, 
is pseudo-periodic after a delay equal to V t, V . being 
gmax gmax 
the maximum gsoup velocity of the Induced waves and a the distance 
between the emitter and the receiver. The amplitude of the signal 
decreases and its pseudo period increases as z is increased, 
INTRODUCTION, 
It is known [1] that solitary waves in a cold collisionless 
plasma arise from two effects : dispersion of linear waves and 
non-linearity. A recent experiment [2] has been performed on this 
subject for an electron plasma* The aim of this paper is to consi-
der a small initial signal in order to neglect the non linear 
mechanisms and permit analysis of the dispersion effects alone. 
The phenomena can be simply described. The pulse generates 
a wave train which propagates along the column. Due to the disper-
sion of the medium the various component« of the wave spectrum 
.move at different velocities. It results a change in the pulse 
shape which is analysed. 
THEORY 
In a one component collisionless plasma, a voltage pulse 
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t^^.*) Is applied 
*e«t (*<*)" *« •S(U.t) f (W„Z) (1) 
Using • Fourier Laplace transformation method the plasaa 
response can be written : 
(2) 
then 
where £(co(l<) is the dielectric constant. 
The inversion of formula (3) leads to the solution, e.g. 
»t-jJcz A r+~ r-,->" J 
znuBU,/ 2n / £(t>» «lu> (*) 
For a uniform radially finite plasma, neglecting thermal 
effects, E. (co,U) is written 
ecw,K)=- i . "i (u<wp) 
where K » is the transverse wave number 
Under these conditions the integr 
tlon path can be modified according to fig, 1 
ant of (4) has two poles 
i top 
The integra-
te*^ 
-«-» 
Writing 
A 
6 ("» * r. 
^ r i" * * 4 (5) 
W* check that (4) satisfies Jordan's lemme , then the contribu-
tion of P to the integral is null. 
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Using a Taylor's expansion of £ (cj,U) 
£(<J,U)=£(u(K).u)* (*—'(oXf^.««*" (6) 
ve can write 
to*&'é-c- -¥- I— d" 
* ZnnW.y^ *n ^ r V W
 (7) 
a first integration of (4) following the C contour gives 
$(i.t) = <fcS(u.*)Sfl<0 *)+-££= 2ni Uq? W ! <»> 
By using an approximation oncj(k)valid for -£- «.-1 
•j. 
w(U) = - «r 
sif consi 
^*»-i^r/-[h^-*)-^] 
and by neglecting the sel stent field (7) leads to : 
dU (» 
"J. * »i" J 
the solution of which is : 
•w-sfrørMT^rfiH (10) 
where A L (s.t) is the Airy function. 
By a numerical calculation of (8) (fig. II*) or by looking 
at (10) (fig. Ilia) it appears that the response, proportlonnal 
to the excitation <f>0 , is pseuds periodic after a delay given 
by f - —-Z v * r being the maximum group velocity 
V| raax gmax Kj. 
of the waves (given by the slope at the origin of the linear 
dispersion curve). The amplitude of the signal decreases and its 
psaudo period increases as the distance between the emitter and the 
receiver Is Increased. 
The numerical calculation of (8) makes appear precursors which 
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have no physical reality. This calculation is needful for short 
distcnce between emitter and receiver ; on the other hand, 
approximate result (10) seems to he a good approximation for lar-
ge distance (fig. Ill)« 
EXPERIMENT 
1) Experimental set up 
The experiments are carried out In an argon plasma vhich 
diffuses along the vacuum chamber parallel to an uniform magnetic 
field of 1,5 Kg. For typical conditions the electron temperature 
Is 2 eV and the electron density is 10 el/cm , A Langmulr probe, 
immersed in the plasma, is connected to a generator vhich delivers 
a voltage pulse (amplitude ^  1.5 V, width m 2,10 g, rise ttme^ 
10~ 8*r*currence frequency - 1MHz), The signal Is detected by 
a longitudinally movable probe. In order to improve the detection 
an electronic averaging technlc is used. 
2) Average technique for fclgh frequency signal detection 
A technique to improve the signal/noise ratio is the use 
of an averaging method. By making N repetitions of the signal, 
the signal/noise ratio Is Increased by a factor ^"N" . This does 
not lead to any difficulties as long as frequency is lower than 
approximatively 1 MHz, For higher frequencies it is necessary to 
change the frequency range. The H.F, signal is transformed by a 
sampling oscilloscope Into a L,F, one. The block dlagrami of the 
system is shown on fig. 4. The T output of the sampling oscillos-
cope is connected to the corresponding Input of a sampling 
memory device. The X L.F, sampling output drives the beginning 
of each cycle. Thus the signal is memorized ,repeated and averaged. 
Fig. 5 Illustrates typical results of such a method : a small am-
plitude signal Immersed in a large noise is observed as much as 
the number of repetitions Is Increased, The observation of plasma 
response for low level of the exciting pulse has been shown with 
this method, 
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3) Resulta 
Fig. fill b)and(IIIb) show experimental results. The upper 
trace of (II a )show the excitation pulse and the lower trace the 
received signal• Using a compensating delay circuit the origin 
of the two traces has been adjusted and the observed delay is en-
tirely due to passage trough the plasma. The corresponding propa-
gation time (for instance *f - 57.10 s) agreeswith the value of 
tit Z —9 
the parameters * • - 53.10 s ) deduced from the linear dlsper-Wp 
sion relation. Fig. (IZa )and (til a) are the corresponding theoreti-
cal curve using respectively equation (8) and (10). Qualitatively 
the results agree. 
We have also checked the linearity of the amplitude of 
$ (l.t) with <fc . 
Fig. (VI)shows the Fourier spectrun of the received signal 
at the same position than Fig. (II a.) The discontinuous observed 
spectrum is connected with the technique of measuring modulation at 
1 HH a of the signal). The various componants lay well on the 
linear dispersion curve (Frequencies below 30 MUX cannot exist 
In the column : «k 30MHz>L column ; frequencies above 120 MHz 
are Landau damped ) and then it confirms the theoretical model* 
The authors conclude that, ander these experimental condi-
tions (<P,<1.5 V) the observed signal is due mainly to the disper-
sive properties of the medium and not to the non-linearity, 
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Abstract 
An extensive eerie* of measurements is reported on ion-acoustic resonances 
In cylindrical plains. The results allow the Identification of the noise 
components in a number of previous experiments. This furtbemore increases 
the body of experimental evidence which can be coapared with the theoretical 
predictions of our refined fluid model which takes non-neutrality into account 
in the neighbourhood of the transonic region. 
I. Introduction 
Ve report a series of experiments in the cylindrical plasma of a positive 
column dealing with the excitation of radial ion-acoustic resonances, i.e. 
the cut-offs of axially propagation •odes. The theoretical difficulties linked 
to the radial drift-velocity due to the inhomogenelty of a real plasma are 
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wall known /l/, hut they can be overcome by not imposing a priori the condi-
tion of wave quasi-neutrality /2/ in such a drifting plasam • 
Ion-acoustic standing waves have often been invoked to explain the low 
frequency components detected in the noise of positive columns /3/ or found 
to be parametrically excited in non-linear experiments /A/. The following 
factors greatly hawser the Interpretation of these results: 
1. Because of the uncontrolled excitation, a positive identification of 
the aximuthal dependence of the nodes is difficult. 
2. The noise in the positive colon* of wont gases (Xs, to, Ar.-) is »to a 
large extent dun to saving strlationt and occasionally to the ion-acoustic 
principal node (i.e. the axisyauetric plane node whose propagation propertiaa 
are those of an unbounded medium). 
3. In the non-linear experiments one should also add relaxation oscilla-
tions. 
As a result, one should turn to controlled excitation. Our experiments 
are partly motivated by an apparent lack of convincing evidence for the 
existence of cut-off nodes. Indeed, Jones and Little's results /5/ only 
occasionally hinted at cut-off, while, most of the time, they launched moving 
atrfctiona (H.S,) and the principal mode (P.M.) because higher order ion-
acoustic modes are difficult to excite. Another reason for failure is the 
possibility of locking /6/ between the incident signal and the foxementioned 
strong noise conponents; this is why a very quiescent plasma is required, 
the other motivation is of course to assemble e body of experimental facts 
that can be compared with our refined theory /2/. we tried to combine seve-
ral favorable conditions : quiescent plasmas, excitation devices providing 
«n axial wave number kg approaching zero, so as to avoid tha excitation of 
M.S. and P.M. in the appropriate frequency domain. Since the latter two no-
des are silsj—utric, a dipolar excitation ia very Interesting, although It 
does not always prove to be effective* Results are obtained in Bg, X* and 
År over rather wide temperaturs and pressure ranges and they compare wall 
with theory /2/. we should add that Alexandra* et si. PJ recently obtained 
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r e s u l t s close to ours in a one-dimensional plasna capacitor. 
I I . Experimental Set-Op 
Several exci tat ion set-upsylelding resu l t s which are in mutual agreement 
have been used, namely a probe system, magnetic c o l l s and a non-linear 
electron temperature resonance experiment. 
1 . The probe system (previously reported in / 8 / t F i g . l ) cons is ts of two 
wires (10 cm in length) para l l e l to the axis and symmetrically inserted in a 
plasma coltmxt of radius 1.5 cm. The exc i tat ion can be in phase (mostly 
axiaymnetric exci tat ion) or in phase opposition (mostly dipolar exc i ta t ion) . 
The resonance phenomena are detected e i ther by an external antenna system 
having the same symmetry as the exc i tat ion or by a photosensitive device, 
using coherent detection whenever necessary. 
2 . A system of dipolar magnetic c o i l s i s a l so used. I t consists of two 
8 cm long c o l l s , symmetrically placed at the outside of the column and fed 
by phase opposite r . f . current to y i e ld a magnetic induction of a fev G. Two 
pick-up antennas are placed outside symmetrically with respect to the plane 
defined by the c o l l a x l s s e s . 
3 . In the non-linear e lectron temperature resonance experiment, a 7.6nm 
l . d . tube (p=B*10~3 Tarr In Eg) i s inserted across a rectangular waveguide 
(2£ 10 node, paa/2* - 2.7 GHz). The Incident signal (P. =4 to 8 V) i s mo-
dulated at low frequency / - (o~l MHz) and the plasma density i s adjusted on 
an e lectron temperature resonance / 9 / (a lso cal led Tonks-Dattner resonance). 
The high-frequency i s therefor* jus t a means for bringing the low-frequency 
signal inside the plasma by non-linear demodulation of the resonant high-
frequency s igna l . The plasma response at f i s monitored by a pick-up anten-
na, by a photo device ox in the modulation of the ref lected microwave signal 
and furthermore coherently detected. 
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III. Result« 
1. The probe system Is effective for the excitation of radial axlsyemetric 
•odes. Broad peaks conforming to the predictions of the theory /2/ are obser-
ved In Bg9 Xe and Ar; they are insensitive to density changes and have the 
correct Bass and temperature dependence. The d.c. vire potential greatly 
influences the amplitude of the pick-up signal and is mostly maintained 
around plasms potential or up to S O M 20 V below« the a.c. signal amounting to 
a few V. Typical axisymmetric results are shown In Fig Is. Contrarily to our 
earlier belief /87, the probe system is not very effective in exciting dipolar 
modes. Indeed, our improved apparatus shows that symmetric components and 
harmonics are easily excited, apparently caused by non-linear sbeat effects 
and asymmetry. The symmetric resonances then also yield a dipolar response. 
The spectra reported in /8/ are thus a mixture of predominant symmetric and 
less accentuated dipolar modes. Pure dipolar results ars, however, obtained 
with the magnetic coll system which is free of the above Inconveniences 
(Hg.lb). 
2. Special attention is also paid to the noise spectra In view of a compa-
rison with previous work /3/. The noise spectrum in Bg at ZxlO~* Ton* 
(a = 2.45 am, fe = 2.3 eV) has its most prominent component at 42 JCEM in 
agreement with Crawford's results. We interpret this noise frequency as the 
eigenvalue corresponding to the fundamental axlsyametrlc mode, that, upon 
excitation, occurs at a slightly higher frequency. He ebouLd also add that, 
still In Bgt a noise component occurs near the frequency of the excited dipo-
lar resonance In that section of the tube where the wire system imposes some 
degree of dipolarlty. He should stress, however, that Bg around 10~3 Tore 
provides the only case where we can link the observed noise to radial ion 
acoustic waves and, thus, to the excited resonances. In Xe, År and He, we 
mostly found moving strlation-nolse with highly defined frequencies and 
occasionally much broader principal mode-noise. They were identified by showing 
that their measured w and k could be located on the dispersion curves experi-
mentally found by launching waves with forward and backward characteristics 
by means of s magnetic coll system /5/. 
3. The spectra obtained from the non-linear electron temperature resonance 
experiments In Ay" are s mixture of symmetric and dipolar modes since the 
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aximuthal dependence of the excitation is not very veil defined. A typical 
sigaal picked-up by the antenna la displayed in Fig »2, where we also give a 
resume of the observed frequencies la a number of runa for working conditions 
around the top of the first Tonks-Dattner resonance. (1^ la the discharge 
current). The electron temperature is about 3 «V. The arrows nark the theo-
retical locations (aee below} of the resonances (m3n) where m indicates the 
axlauthal dependence and n the order of the resonance. Occasionally> we also 
observe a relaxation oscillation around 100 fcfli, I.e. with a period of the 
order of the Ionisation or loss rate and due to changes in the plasma back-
ground lndaced by the high power level /lOf. When It occurs, one also finds 
a peak at the frequency difference between the fundamental eiluji—rtric 
•ode and tils relaxation frequency. 
IV. Discussion 
1. Our results can be fully explained by the uniform plasma model with 
a node of perturbed velocity at the wall, which aa shown In 111 leada to 
"valid" results for a positive column plasma. The fact that this crude model 
furnishes nearly the same results as a.more realistic one Is due to two 
strong but competing effects: on the one band, the streaming of the plasma 
which reduces the frequency and on the other the confinement of the oscilla-
tions within the plasma core bounded by the "transonic" region which increa-
ses the frequency. It was also shown that the damping of the resonances is 
very pronounced and mainly due to the velocity gradient. A typical compa-
rison between theory and experiment is shown in Fig.3, the tube diameter 
being 2.9 cm. 
2. Comparison between noise and excited resonances allows us to identify 
the esimuthal dependence of the modes observed in the noise. This has allowed 
ua to positively identify the fundamental peak observed by Crawford as baing 
an axlsymmetric one. Similar comparisons can lead to an explanation by the 
same theory (see fllf) of the resales of Alexsff «t il, /3/, Barkhudarov at 
al./3/, Alexandrov et al./7/, Asmussen et al./4/ and Tsoar at al./4/. Such 
a comparison is shown in Fig.4 for 3g. The ordinat« 1« the product of reso-
nance frequency by diameter which allows a comparison between results obtal-
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ned with dif ferent t u b « . 
3 . Ib« aoa-l lnear technique demonstrates that the modulation of a resonant 
microwave s ignal by a vei l -chosen loner frequency I s an e f f i c i e n t way of 
eouplias; aaeraj from the oataide Into the ion-acoustic reaonances. The compa-
rlaoaa marie under 1 and 2 add credit t o the Identif ication made In Fig.2 where 
the theoret ical f igures are re la t ive t o a temperature of 35.000*X. He plan 
to a l so una the method In resonantly austalned magnetized plasmas to Inves t i -
gate the influence o f a magnetic f i e l d on the resonances. 
The following conslusione emerge : Ion-acoustic resonances are generally 
very broad and damped and. when sought In the noise , are very often masked 
by the much stronger moving s t r la t iona . Our experimental r e s u l t s , obtained 
with dif ferent exc i ta t ion methods permit the ident i f icat ion of the noise 
compoaenta i n a number of previous experiments, as such they perait to 
considerably increase the range of experimental evidence which can be used 
for comparison with theory. 
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Ion-Acoustic Ins tab i l i ty of a Two-Tewperature. 
Col l i s ion«! . Fully-Ionised Plasma 
by 
T. D. Rognlien and S. A. Self 
I n s t i t u t e for Plasma Research, Stanford University 
Stanford, California 
From a perturbation analysis of the f luid equations for a homogeneous 
unnagnetized plasma i t i s shown that long wavelength ion waves are unstable 
when T > T . The sdditional des tabi l i z ing effect of a current i s a lso 
. e — 1 
invest igated. 
Introduction 
A plasma wave whose wavelength I s small compared to the species mean free 
paths i s described by c o l l i s l o n l e s s k ine t i c theory, ror e lec tros tat ic ion 
waves such treatments indicate s t a b i l i t y , even for a two-temperature plasma. 
These ion waves are Landau damped by electrons and l o o s , the l a t t e r predoml-
msting except when T. « T . In the presence of a re la t ive electron-ion 
dr i f t (current) , i n s t a b i l i t y ar i ses when Landau amplification by the electrons 
o f f se t s Landau damping by the ions . When the wavelength i s longer than the 
mean free path a f luid treatment Is spproprlste in which resonant part ic le 
e f f e c t s are placed by transport e f f e c t s . 
»or a weakly-ionized magnetoplasua, with ^ « Te , the current and 
gradient-driven ion-acoustic and dr i f t i n s t s b i l i t l e s save been treated by 
Self5 from the f i r s t two moment equations (continuity and momentum trensfer) , 
neglecting v i s c o s i t y . In t h i s esse the destabi l iz ing e f fec t of drift Is 
effected through electron-neutral c o l l i s i o n « (reaiatance) and of fsets Ion-
neutral c o l l l s i o n a l damping. 
f lu id treatments have a l so been developed for ful ly-Ionized c o l l i s i o n s l 
plasmas to describe gradient-driven dr i f t i n s t s b i l i t l e s In O-dtrlcee. In the 
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two-moment (isothermal) theory of Hendel et a l , the des tab i l i s ing effect of 
dri f t i s effected through electron-ion c o l l i s i o n s (res is tance) and o f f se t s the 
damping due to ion-ion c o l l i s i o n s ( ion v i s c o s i t y ) . The inclusion of third 
moment (energy) equations in a non-isothermal theory by Tsai et al Modifies 
the resul ts somewhat. The l a t t e r treatment has been extended by Tsal et a l , 
t o include the additional destabi l iz ing ef fect of a current. I t may be noted 
that for a ful ly- ionized plasma, unlike a weakly-ionised one, the destabi l iz ing 
effect of current i s not realized in a two-moment treatment neglecting electron 
v i scos i ty , because of an exact cancellation of terns involving the d r i f t . Fur-
thernore, these treatments do not reveal Ion-acoustic nodes because ion 
notion parallel to B i s neglected. 
Decently, Coppi and Jfczzucato have discussed the current and gradient-
driven ion-acoustic and d r i f t i n s t a b i l i t i e s of a fu l ly - ion ised plasma from the 
three moment equations in connection with the anomalous r e s i s t i v i t y observed 
in ate l larators with a weak applied e l ec tr i c f i e ld E_. The onset of anomalous 
r e s i s t i v i t y i s associated with the threshold of i n s t a b i l i t y in current-driven 
ion-acoustic nodes propagating parallel to BQ and EQ. Under these conditions 
the e f f ec t s of B- and the transverse gradients are neg l ig ib le and their resu l t s 
apply to a uniform unmagnetized plasma. They calculate a threshold electron 
dri f t velocity as a function of wavelength and the plasma parameters. 
In examining this analysis for the case of a uniform unmagnetized plasma, 
we have found that i f certain terms, in particular tbe electron-ion co l l i s iona l 
beat transfer, neglected by Coppi and Hazzucato, are included, the threshold 
dri f t velocity and growth rate may be quite different from the values they c a l -
culate. More especial ly we find that when T./T < 1 , the system i s unstable 
to long wavelength ion-acoustic modes even in the absence of any destabi l iz ing 
curre_ts or gradients. Thus the temperature difference alone can drive a 
res!s t ive- type ion wave ins tab i l i ty in a plasma which on a c o l l i s i o n l e s s basis 
i s s table . 
Theory 
The f luid equations ( l . e , continuity, nonentun transfer and heat transfer) 
for an unmagnetized ful ly- ionized plasma may be written in the one-dimensional 
case for either species; 
on/ot + o(nv)/ez - 0 , ( l ) 
mndv/dt - - o(nT)/ez + ( V 3 ) T | O 2 T / ° Z 2 t ffnl + R , (2) 
[V2)ndT/dt + nTdv/oz -" - 8q/dz + ( V 5 ) 1 ) ( O T / O Z ) 2 + Q . (5) 
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m e notation I s that of Braginskil, except where noted. 
In Eq. (2) the charge <j = -e for electrons and a « Ze for ions . The 
c o l l i s i o n tents R = -R comprise fr ict ional and thermal force components: 
R = - C m n v (v - v . ) - C n (aT /oz ) , 
• er • e e* a i et ex e ' 
where v ^ v ^ ) ' ^ K a O ^ l n ^ ^ T ^ ) " 1 ' 2 , and C e r = O.3I, C e t - O.71. 
The v i s c o s i t i e s are given by Tl = C _n T /v- with C _ = O.73 , and 
e ei| e e e eil * 
\ = C r f l T i A i W±th CiTl * ° * 9 6 ' WBere v 1(S u i i)=(^3)(«)1 / 2( l nA) z 5v\ '^- i)" l / 2 . 
In Eq. (3) the electron heat f lux i s q « C ja T (v - v , ) - x (oT /dz) . 
e e t e e e i e e ' 
where the thermal conductivity i s X B C n T /m v with C = 3 .16 . The ion 
e e x e e e e ex 
heat f lux i s q, - - XjCdT./dz), where the thermal conductivity i s 
X± • Ciyn±Si/n±i± w l t n C±v = 5.9- The heat acquired by electrons through 
c o l l i s i o n s la Qe = - R ^ v ^ ) - q& , where C^ = 3 ( V i > % V V V ' The 
heat acquired by ions i s Q, = C- . The heat generated by v i scos i ty i s of 
second order in the ve loc i ty gradients and wi l l be neglected. 
The values quoted for the numerical coef f ic ients of electron thermal 
force (C ) , resistance (C ) , v i scos i ty (C - ) and thermal conductivity (c ) 
e t
 *
r e , l IQ *X 
are for Z s 1; values for Z > 1 are tabulated by Braginskii. 
Ye consider a homogeneous, neutral (zn.. • n_/J steady state, including 
an electron drift velocity v . relative to the fixed ion frame. Strictly, a 
homogeneous steady state with different temperatures or a current, neglecting 
other heat sources and sinks, is not possible in the presence of collisions. 
So, as usual, we neglect collisions in the steady state but include them in 
the perturbed equations. The variables n , n_. v , T , T, are perturbed in 
e* i* e' e' 1 
the form n *» n + n exp l(n>t-kz). f e also assume neutral i ty, 
Zn.. = n ("n.) and Ignore Poisson's equation, so that the resu l t s are valid 
for low frequencies (» « æ ) and long wavelengths kX « 1 . 
The continuity equations ( l ) y ie ld to f i r s t order: 
v u = K k K n / l g ) . (It) 
On adding the momentum transfer equations for electrons and ions, the e lec tr ic 
f i e l d and c o l l i s i o n terms cancel. Neglecting electron iner t ia , in view of the 
re s t r i c t ion to low frequencies, and eliminating the v e l o c i t i e s using Eq, (if), 
• e have to f i r s t order: M  t  f i t n : v 
(5) 
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Here V • Ci^ V I s the normalised frequency, K = k ( T / » ) /\> = kX i s the 
normalised wavenumber, X being the electron Mean free path. R • • . / • i s the 
* * l / 2 
•ass ra t io , ^ * Ti(/Tt0 i s t h e temperature rat io and V • v^/(Té(/mi) i s 
the normalised dr i f t ve loc i ty . 
In an isothermal theory based on two moment equations, the dispersion 
relat ion i s just the coeff ic ient of (n-Zn.) in Sq. (5) equated to aero. This 
exhibits viscous damping due to ions and electrons analogous t o Landau damping 
in the c o l l i s i o n l e s s case . I t also shows s destabi l i s ing e f f ec t due to electron 
viscos i ty when (KV/w) > 0 . For Instabi l i ty » ^ ( o Y k ) a ^ ^ ( c ^ C ^ J l B ^ 2 / ! 5 
where the phase veloci ty («/*.) = [ ( Z T ^ + T ± ) / m i ] 1 / 2 . 
To f i r s t order the electron energy equation y ie lds , using Bq. (h)z 
(6) 
\ n m * 
Similarly the ion energy equation yields: 
1 z ( i " (?) 
The eliadnant of Eos. (5)-(7) la the dispersion relation, which i» quirtlc 
in V. Numerical investigation shows that for real E there are two highly 
davped roots (w^ > 0) , corresponding; to electron and ion tenperatura waves 
and a pair of roots with W/K ~ ± R~ corresponding to ion wavea propagating 
in either direction. The latter any be stable {* > o) or unstable (•1 < 0) 
depending on the paraneter values. 
When the wavelength la not too large (K » R ) and for R_ < 1 
wave roots nay be approximated toy: 
T-
1*/K) « ± (z + 5 nt/i)1/s/nll , (8) 
(» /a ) », i C(Z T^ + (5/3) *10)/*JUZ , and 
#**?* 
•> r 
W •!*•./(-ft) 
(9) 
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Discussion 
In Eq. (9 ) the t e n s are respectively the contributions of ion v i s cos i ty , 
electron v i s c o s i t y , ion thermal conductivity, electron theraal conductivity 
•ad eaUis iona l energy transfer (<!.) . Hie f i r s t four terns are a l l s tab i l i z ing 
(when V m O) but the l a s t i s destabi l iz ing for R_ < 3/h. Drift i s coupled via 
the electron v i scos i ty and theraal conductivity, in a destabi l is ing sense when 
KV/W R > 0 i . e . for the wave with phase veloci ty in the sense of v The 
r v eO 
ion terns tend to aero as T — 0 and are proportional t o R~ . while the 
B
 -2 
electron and co l l i s i ona l energy transfer t e n s are proportional to R 
2 " 
The f i r s t three terns contain a factor K , so that the l a s t two terns, 
which do not , dominate for long wavelengths. 
Considering f i r s t the case V • 0 , i t i s clear that for long wavelengths 
and R_ saal l enough, the destabi l iz ing ef fect of the co l l i s ional energy trans-
fer can overcome the s tab i l i z ing e f f ec t s , principally that of electron thermal 
conduction. Figure 1 shows the real K contour mapped into the w plane for 
the ion wave root for R * 1837, corresponding to hydrogen, and for various 
temperature ra t ios R_. These resu l t s were computed from the fu l l dispersion 
re lat ion and agree approximately with those given by Eqs. (6) and (9) in their 
range of v a l i d i t y . The map i s symmetric about V - 0 . Since there i s a 
branch point at the or ig in (w-0, K*-0), the system l i e s on the boundary between 
convective and absolute i n s t a b i l i t y . Except when R_ < 0.1 , Instabi l i ty i s 
confined t o the region 0 < | K | < 1, under which conditions the fluid treatment 
i s v a l i d . From Bq. (9) one finds ins tab i l i ty for: 
The maximum growth rate occur« lor *r « 1 and i s of order ( - ° i ) „ I ~ { " / B 1 ) v e l -
Thla la comparable with the characterist ic rate of energy transfer by c o l l i s i o n s 
between electrons and Ions. 
With d r i f t , for K^  » B , ins tab i l i ty occurs when the electron vlacos-
l t y and electron thermal conduction terms balance the s tabi l iz ing e f f e c t s , 
principally ion v i s cos i ty and ion thermal conduction, together with the e f fec t 
of c o l l i s i o n a l energy exchange, which any be s tabi l iz ing or destabi l iz ing 
according as H _ £ 3 A . Prom Bq. (?) we find ins tab i l i ty for v e l o c i t i e s 
s s t l s fy lng: 
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».0 \^\*^ZL(**5K/})C1iiHfb/&S-6*Hl->*T/})\ 
C ( C T rt < 5 T i ( / 3 ) "i 3 l / £ + » 5 ( * * 5 * / 3 ) [ < y a c « ) i ) 4 a V 2 : l 
(il) 
If we neglect electron viscosity (last term in denominator) and collislonal 
energy exchange (last tern in numerator), Bq. (ll) reduces to Eq. (53) of 
Reference 9, apart froa notation. It is clear that the threshold velocity is 
sensitive to the inclusion of the collisions! energy exchange, and, as was 
shown above; may be aero, corresponding to instability driven purely by the 
temperature difference. Figure 2 shows the real K contour napped into the 
W plane without drift and with a drift of \ * k for the case of hydrogen 
(R2 * 18^7) •**• f o r R T • ( V 2 ) and (l/10). These results were computed from 
the full dispersion relation. It is seen that drift destabilises the wave with 
phase velocity in the sense of the drift and stabilises the wave with phase 
velocity in U e opposite sense. For the esse R_ M (l/io) the drift of V - 4 
roughly doubles the maximum growth rate predicted in the absence of drift. 
Because the free energy driving the instability derives fron the non-
equilibrium of the two-temperature plasma, it is clear that the instability 
must result (nonlinearly) in a decrease in the relaxation time to equilibrium 
below the purely collisional value, or, if the teaperature difference is main-
tained, in an increase in the energy coupling between electrons and ions above 
the collisionfl value. Such effects may be important in plasmas which are 
large enough to be collisional, when they are heated by steady or nigh fre-
quency electric fields. Since, in the letter case the absorption of high 
frequency power is density dependent, the excitation of low frequency density 
fluctuations can react back on the heating process. 
Since in »any naturally occurring and laboratory plasmas, the electron 
temperature tends to be significantly higher than the ion temperature because 
of the mechanisms by which the plasma is maintained or heated, it seems likely 
that, provided the plasma ia larger than an electron mean free path, low 
frequency, long wavelength Ion waves will spontaneously occur. This may 
explain the low level of low frequency turbulence commonly observed in iono-
spheric and laboratory discharge plasmas which appears to be independent of 
the presence of other known destabilizing influences such ss currants, beams 
or gradients transverse to s magnetic field. 
There are also possible inplications for the solar wind. Cupermen has 
shown that the observed profiles of density and temperatures can only be ex-
plained by the two-species fluid equations if one assumes s heat transfer 
setwetn electrons and protons some 30 times the colllslonel value. It has 
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been suggested that such an enhanced transport is due to turbulence in Alfven 
wives originating at the sun. An alternative possibility raised by the present 
work ia that the solar wind is unstable to low frequency ion waves and such 
turbulence accounts for the enhanced transport. 
Useful discussions with Dr. F. w. Crawford are gratefully acknowledged. 
This work was supported by the Nations! Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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FIG. 1 . Hap of the real K(= kX ) contour into the conplex W(= tt/v ) 
*o e i 
plane for a hydrogen plasma (R = 1B37) and various tenperature rat ios 
B^t5 1^/Tjj showing i n s t a b i l i t y for long wavelengths (aT « l ) when 
w,no* 
PIG. 2 . Hap of the real K(= kX ) contour in to the ample* t ( H ° / v . } plane 
for a hydrogen plasma ( l £ • 1837) fer E^* T±/T ) - ( l / 2 ) and ( l / 1 0 ) . The 
broken curves are for zero dr i f t while the so l id curve« are for a dr i f t of 
V(- v c 0 / ( T / . 1 ) 1 / 2 ) . t . 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we extend the ;original work of A1'Pert et al. f"l], 
fox the wake behind a body in notion in a plasma, to include the effects of 
a parallel ion temperature and of the -electric field. In addition, we consi-
der the effects produced when the cxoas-sectional area of the body is made 
to vary periodically in tine. It is fgund that the spatial oscillations ara 
daeped by the t h e m l notion of the ions, and that the spatial period of 
the wake is shorter than that given by the purely ballistic treatment nf 
A1'Pert m% al. The electric field leads to a coupling of the wake with paral-
lel ion acoustic waves and with perpendicular ionic BernBtein modes, which 
we study in the linear approximation. The modulation of the cross-sectional 
area produces "magneto ballistic pseudo waves" which propagate along the ion 
trajectories. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The plasma perturbation associated with a body in motion relative 
to a plasma has received considerable :attention for numerous reasonst inclu-
ding the problem of interpreting results from probes in a streaming plasma, 
and the effects of the wake of a satellit« on wavea, f2], A fundamental work 
on the subject was done by Al'Pert et al, [l"l. They predict in the particula: 
case of a body moving parallel to the [magnetic field in a collisionless plas-
ma, a remarkable wake, vary long and pronounced, with a periodic structure 
having a spatial period equal to the distance travellel by the body during 
an ion gyropsriod* All these results were obtained from a purely ballistic 
theory which neglectes the effects of ^ collisions, the parallel ionic tempe-
rature and the electric field. In this1 paper we neglect collisions also J 
however, we consider the effects of th,s other two perturbations. First wa 
discuss the basic assumptions and usable approximations for the problem (5sc 
It). MB then describe the zero-order ablution for the wake problem, given by 
the ballistic approximation, including the damping effects of the ionic 
thermal motion« (Ssc III). After this J we describe the solution of the line* 
rized problem, using a new apermti— tian *n ..+i«ta th« coupling of the ,. 
wake with the ionic BernstBin waves. ( 
and give our conclusions. (Sec V ) . 
iec IV). Finally, we discuss the result l 
II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
We will assume that 1) there 
the ionic collision frequency v. is mu 
0/2TT. (For the treatment with collisi 
the electrons follow the Boltzmann law 
vp, ie much lees than the electron 
ion deflection on the edge of the body 
as a particle absorber. This is valid 
when the Debye Length A is much leas ' 
density n and the magnetic field B j 
o o 
distribution function ia Maxwellian wi|th 
2k T* 
thermal velocity vo • f * and near 
pendicu Lar body is fist with its plane per; 
is the body shape, it can be reduced • 
(which will be the plane z • o), prov: 
than L - 2 TI v / fl. 
P 
Even with the above assumpt. 
equations for the ionic distribution 
V (rft,) is still too complicated, end 
drastic ia the ballistic approximation 
field is negligible and the electrons 
lity. Another assumption frequently u< 
8) The perturbation and the related a 
This is strictly valid only in the fox 
but, anyway this approximation is less 
tion. 
III. THE BALLISTIC 
are no collisions. This is valid when 
h less than the ionic gyrofrequency 
simader should refer to (3,4J) i 2) 
in so far as the velocity of the body 
mal velocity*3) There is no important 
[5,6]. The body is assumed to act only 
For a body at the floating potential 
an the body size ; 4) The equilibrium 
e uniform ; 5) The perpendicular ionic 
a temperature T. end a corresponding 
Larmor radius p. » vo / 0 ; 6) The 
to the streaming direction. Whertevi 
i its projected area S in a mean plane 
ing the body thickness is much less 
Using the assumptions 1) to 
linsar equation 
Sfi 1
 J-V x + ^ J 
a t d r 
, the r e s o l u t i o n of the Vlasov 
funct ion f . ( r , v , t ) and the p o t e n t i a l 
requi res others assumptions. The Most 
: 7) The Be l f consis tent e l e c t r i c 
are assumed t o provide complete neutxa-
id i s the l i n e a r approximation T i » 7 ] f 
J^ct r ic f i e l d are assumed t o be weak* 
wake where the per turbat ion i s 
strong than the b a l l i s t i c approx 
APPROXIMATION . 
7) ths Vlssov system reduces to ths 
v*B — i - • 0 
° 3v 
( 1 ) 
frase, is 
where f. 
xo 
ting with 
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The equilibrium ionic dietr: 
given by 
f... <v) - _ ^ £ exp 
bution function in the body reference 
*
 VV t. (v ) (2) 
(v^) is the normlixed para! l e i ionic distribution function dr i f -
conditions. given in the z = o plane, a velocity v . The boundary P 
Inside 5 
f . i 
*J 
\ f . Iv * o) = T f. (v) 
*• 1 Z l O 
whez T is 
represent 
we take a 
n ( x,y,z 
j ( n.y.z 
where 
the transparency of the bodj 
• body the erase section of 
wodel in which T = 1 «- cost 
For z > o the resulting dent 
* ' - "o C1 " f-H' <*•»•*•"; 
, t ) m n fvp - j u . 
o - J . H S <«,y,z,< 
H. (x,y, I,v I) . JXSH (x - i 
- Generaly T • of but in order tc 
which is Modulated at a frequency oo. 
H(x,y,z,v) 
d j are 
a disk of radius Rf the density along 
n(z) 
( v ) 
< o) . f . (») 
( 3 ) 
i ty n and ionic flux j can be 
) c o _ ( t - _!_ ) fo . (v2) d. z ] (S) 
pco-° <*-1J-' f o i f-z)-, **\ <«> 
, y - y' . 2 , v ) dx* dy' 
x? + y3 
AP* sin* (z 0/2 vz) 
p.* sin3 [zfl/2v,) 
Fox (Do a o and neglecting t\ s parallel ionic velocity spread, n 
periodic functions of z with a period L = 2nv / 0 . In the case of 
no exp • 
the axis is given by 
R» 
4 p.» sin* (™/L) (7) 
FIG . 1 
jIsodensitlBS in the wake of a disk 
jcomputed for fl . 1.4o.» The densities 
|sre normalized to the equilibrium 
Ideneity. 
f 
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Figure 1 shows the calculated structu 
stream. Nota that the density as a fui 
tea in opposite phase wether the field 
The parallel ionic velocity 
on v in (5) and (6) a damping of the 
Machine with a low density (n ^ICfcm 3 
o 
We studied the damping of the wake 
Exact numerical calculations and appro 
same irsuits. The pseudo period of oscL 
city, (and not the mean velocity v 
tions are damped as 1/z. The very fare 
collisions should be taken into accoun 
n u * 
When i n f . (v ) , the v e l o c i t y 
xo z 
an approximate law can be obtained f r o jn 
f l u x maxima as e funct ion of t h e i r o rdkx 
j(x,y, (k + -L) U -
 a ( * 
2 
where m and 8 depend only of the 
tion is valid only when k&v « v 
When (so 4 ot the modulation 
the plasma stzeam along the ion trajectories 
wave which is comparable to one-dimet 
given position behind the body, the 
in time. We find that the modulation 
density is at a minimum in ths steady 
! 
of a wake for a monDBnergetic ion 
tion of z along a field line oacilla-
liris crosses or not the body. 
spread provides through the integration 
ipatial oscillations, f. (v ) in a Q 
is a truncated Maxwellian rBf"Jf10"t. 
latione for this case and for too * o. 
timete analytical calculations give the 
llation is given by the cut-off vslc— 
ich is a little greater.) The oscilia-
wake is a cylindrical hole. (But 
, at such a distance), 
FIG. 2 
'erturbed density versus the distance 
.n the wake behind a very small body 
!" « Pi)« Three curves are given f or-
rariouG distances r from the wake axia. 
The parallel distribution function used 
in this case was f. (v ) ~ exp - v 3 / 
Y(v - 2v ) where Y is the step 
fe- . . z o
 r 
unction. 
spread &v is much less than v , 
P 
Eq.(6) giving the amplitude of the 
K along a given field line. 
• » (x,y) (_!! f (2k + D a (8) 
gsoms try of the body. Note that this rele-
if the body transparency progatas in 
as a three dimensionnal pseudo 
peeudo-waves ri 1,12*1. j n m 
and the ionic flux ere modulated 
anplitude ie at a maximum where the 
*ake, and vice verse. When ma « Cl, 
ins Lonnal | 
de lsity i 
the amplitude of the density modulati 
wake are ainilart in particular they I 
of z. For intermediate values of vo (< 
of the pseudo wave amplitude are a li 
lations of the steady wake. 
IV. INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD 
The above results are obta; 
which gives only a zero-order solution 
will now be modified in accordance 
king into account the first-order i 
resolution of the linearized Vlasov ei 
has been already done ["1*7"!. However 
impossible. It has been demonstrated a 
electric field are connected with the 
the moving body [1]. Doing similar cal 
coupling of the wake with parallel 
(less than 2 % of difference on the de 
v > 2v . where v is the ionic wave ph 
P to cp 
To estimate the perpendicular 
is interesting to look at the problem 
reference frame. At lime t • o the body 
cylindrical hole which we will assume 
R « L. Then the plasma relaxes from 
approximation, the hole will oscillate 
damping. This explains the spatial 
ranee frame. In our treatment of the 
equations with the initial condition 
equilibrium function f. (v) is assumed 
transform (r -* k , t -» m) yields the 
n (k . m) 
n ( k ) T (ir/f, 
1+ A» k8 / 2 
and the perturbed density in a steady 
<e both the same damping as a function 
=•0/10), the spatial oscillations 
e less damped than the density oscil-
d using the ballistic approximation, 
of the wake problem. This solution 
the assumptions 1) to 6) and B) ta-
:ts of the electric field. The formal 
:q lations by means of a Fourier transfon 
the invers transform is practically 
Lso, that the parallel effects of the 
ixictatian of parallel ionic waves by 
ulations, we have found that the 
c waves can be regarded as negligible 
isity Fourier transform) as long as 
ise velocity. 
effects of the electric field, it 
Trom a vantage point within the plasma 
passes by the plasma, creating a 
to be infinitely long, provided that 
initial state. In the ballistic 
at the ionic gyrofrequency with no 
.llationa of the wake in the body refe-
p :oblem, we solve the linearized Vlasov 
the perturbed ion distribution func-
wh|Lch hss cylindrical symetry. The 
to be maxwellian. A Hankel 
irbed ionic density. 
tiis 
p srtu: 
/ 2) (9) 
(1 + fn/t) T(»vfl, k* ?/2) > 
T (a,b) * . (I *b) + 1 
n (le ) - / J (k r) n (r 
n (k , w) ie given by s ratio in whict 
solution of the ssee proble« and the 
for ionic Bernstein waves fl3l. The s: 
k are an infinity of single resi polei 
The variations of the positions of thi 
in figure 3. 
the numerator ia tha pure ballistic 
nominator the dispersion function 
: ngularities of n(k, •) for a given zed. 
which are near fl and its harmonics« 
poles as a function of k are given 
kft 
— i 
• 
( 
1 
a 
i 
i 
W/A 
The summation of the poles 
gration has to be dons numerically, 
density in an initialy Gaussian shapei 
typical cases i s body of three »ill: 
large satellite in the ionosphere (al 
In figures 4 and 5 we note 
of the hole with Bernstein waves not 
to a mean value El* larger than Q, but 
of the oscillations. For a disk in a 
(R ** øi > A), the oscillations are no 
is about 1,16 0, which correspond! 
cuxvee of ionic Bernstein waves in th \ 
arrow in figure 3 ) . For a satellite i 
typically related as pi > R » A. The 
IN (b) 
r d r. (10) 
Dispersion curves of the ionic 
tein waves. This case is for Te m Ti 
and A o Di/3 
asidues and the Hankel inverse into-
i computed the evolution of the axial 
hole, as a function of tin« for two 
meters radius in a Q machine and a 
itude about 500 km). 
hat the coupling of the relaxation 
inly shifts the oscillations frequency 
also produces distorsion and damping 
I machine plasma, as shown in figure 4 
; vsry distordsd snd the frequency Q* 
clbsely to the maximus of the dispersion 
f i rs t peas-band (indicated by en 
tha ionosphere, the parameters are 
oscillations of tha wake seen to he 
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I 
•ore diatorded and damped than in the previous case*Thus, the coupling with 
Bernstein waves can make the density 0^1 the wake axis overcome the equili-
brium density. senate, however, that the frequency is not very Much shifted. 
I—; ; i 
irTYv 
FIG. 4 
Axial density as a function of tine it 
Gaussian at time t — o. The time is 
the density unit is arbitrary. Curves 
ximate and curves 2 in the ballistic 
R w p. and A « p./10. Figure 5 is foi 
mi 
FIG. 5 
a hale the profile of which was 
nc rmalized to the ion gyroperiod and 
are calculated in the linear appro-
pproximation. Figure 4 is for T • T.t 
T - T , R = 0 ,3 p . , and A . DeQB p 1 . 
V . 5UHWRY AM) 
bi dy 
qui 1. 
consd s tent 
I n the wake p r o b l e * f o r a 
f i e l d , i n a c o l l i s i o n l e s s plasma, the 
order to the i o n dynamics which i s 
p red ic ted by A l * P e r t e t a l . i s d i f fused 
i o n v e l o c i t y spread and the s e l f 
g iven by the p a r a l l e l ion thermal 
x i s ta t i on . The damping i s an increasing 
t u r e . 
The e l e c t r i c f i e l d e f f e c t s 
Ws show t h a t there i s a coupl ing of t l 
which Modi f ies the b a l l i s t i c wake by 
v a l u e f by d i s t o r t i n g the o s c i l l a t i o n s 
these e f f e c t s are sore o r l ess 
and each caee has t o be computed 
The propagation of the s i g n i l 
paxsncy o f the body i s , i n the f i r s t 
i inporti nt 
CONCLUSION 
in motion parallel to the magnetic 
ballistic approximation gives a zero-
itatively good. The periodic wake 
as a consequence of the parallel 
electric field. The wake damping 
n is Btudied in the ballistic appro-
function of the parallel ion tempera-
i re studied in a linear approximation. 
• wake with the ionic Bernstein modes 
i hifting the spatial period to a smaller 
and by increasing the damping. All 
according to the plasma parameters 
given by the modulation of the trans • 
pproximation, described by the bellis-
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tic approximation. The calculated peei 
tion of spacs in a same manner es the 
behind a similar solid body, provided 
less than the ionic gyro frequency 
sistent electric field have the sane 
on the steady wake. 
lowave has an oraplitude which is a fundL 
perturbed density in the stsady wake 
that the modulation frequency in such 
Under the eeme condition, the self con-
c Dnsequences on the pseudo wave than 
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WAKE BEHIND AN OBSTACLE IN A SINGLE-ENDED Q-HACHINE AND 
ITS USE AS A DIAGNOSTIC OF THE ION DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
J . P . M . 5CHMITT 
Laboratoire de Physique des Milieux Ionises 
Ecole Polytechnique, Paris - Fiance 
(Equipe de Recherche associée au C.N.R.S.) 
ABSTRACT 
The wake behind different obstacles immersed in the plasma How of 
a single—ended Q-machine is investigated. This experiment is shown to be a 
simulation of the flight of a polar satellite through the ionosphere* The 
obstacles experimented with [disk, blade, probe) ars thick in the streaming 
direction to ensure their electrical neutrality towards the Cesium ions. The 
measurements agree very well with the theory ; in particular the coupling 
of the wake with ionic Bernstein nodes is demonstrated. The exitation of 
peeudo waves by means of a small probe is described for frequencies below 
the ion gyro frequency. The wave amplitude variations as a function of space 
is compared to the density in the steady wake. This experiment is used as 
a diagnostic of the ion distribution function ; the measurement of the per-
pendicular ion temperature and of the ion mean velocity are shown to be good. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The plasma of a single-ended Q-machine is well adapted to check 
the theory given in the previous paper, "Wake behind a body in motion in a 
plasms, parallel to the magnetic field". (Same proceedings). Here the body 
is resting in a plasms stream, the wake is stationnary in the Cesium plasms 
column* The same kind of experiments was done recently by J. WALDES and 
T.C. MARSHALL [l] and by BOGATCHENKO and al. T?]. The paper fl ] contains 
only pxeliminery results. The paper [2]presents good observations of the 
steady-state wake of • disk, taking into account the damping effect of the 
ion parallel temperature. 
In the present paper we first describe the experimental set up 
Use.II) end show briefly why this experiment cen be regarded as the simula-
tion of the wake of a satellite in the ionosphere (asc.III). We then report 
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our observat ions of the s t r u c t u r e of the s teady -s ta te wake wi th regard t o 
i t s s p a t i a l per iod and danping ( s e c . I V ) . The propagation of a th ree dimen-
t i o n n a l magneto pseudo wave emit ted from a probe i s studied and the s p a t i a l 
v a r i a t i o n s of the amplitude i s compared to the r e s u l t s of the former s e c t i o n 
( s e c . V ) . Some o f these experiments can be used as d iagnost ic methods t o 
measure the f i r s t moments of the ion ic d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n . These d iagnos-
t i c s are tes ted and discussed ( s e c . V I ) . F i n a l l y , we summarize and comment 
on the r e s u l t s ( s e c . V I I ) . 
I I . DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
The experiments were c a r r i e d out i n the same single-ended Q-machine 
i n
 7 9 - 3 
described [*3l, using the low-densi ty range (10 «n £ 5 . 1 0 cm ) . The e q u i l i -
o 
brium in such a machine is now very well known f3,4]and, in particular, we 
were able to measure the ion drift velocity using sevexal methods : Electros-
tatic analyser coupled either with (1) s probe measurement of the plasma 
potential [3], or (2) with charge-exchange [4]r (3) Coupled parallel and 
perpendicular electrostatic analysers ; (4) Flux measurement coupled with 
density Measurement with a cavity. It is found that all these methods give 
the sans value for ths drift velocity v and give results in agreement with 
the sheath theory [s]. 
The obstacles are immersed in the center of the plasma column (|J 3cm) • 
The obstacle shapes used were a disk, a blade, and a email cylindrical prose 
parallel to the magnetic field. When very thin obstacles were used, we 
observed a complex wake, varying with the obstacle polarization which resul-
ted from ion deflection by the edges of the obstacle. Thus, we used thick 
obstacles (about 2 mm) biased slightly negatively (- 2V), which was found 
to eliminate this affect (ses. Figure 1.), 
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FIGURE . 1 
This drawing shows how a thick obsta-
cle collects all the stleaning ions 
which enter the sheath around the »ri-
ges, for thin obstacles the sheaths 
produce deflection, leading to 
M'KKIION AMORFTnM complex wake structure. 
A email probe can be biased with a modulated negative voltage, giving 
rise to a modulation of its cross section as a result of the change of the 
sheath thickness* This provides a mean of exitation of the magneto paeudo 
waves. 
Our neaeureaents were performed with a thin probe which could be 
precisely displaced along the magnetic field. The ion current collected by 
the probe was for experimental conditions, equal to the ion flux on the 
projected probe area. The ion flux modulation associated with the pseudo 
wave was detected using a filter and autocorrelation techniques. 
III. SIMULATION OF THE IONOSPHERE IN A 0-HACHINE 
In the following table we give the important ratios for the wake 
problem, both fox • Q-machine (n s ID cm- ) and for the ionosphere 
(altitude 500 km). 
Ion c o l l i s i o n frequency / ion gyrofrequency 
Mobile ve loc i ty / electron thermal ve loci ty 
Ion paral le l thermal ve loci ty / mobile 
ve loc i ty 
Mobile radius / ion larmor radiua 
Debye length / ion Laxiior xediue 
Ion wave phaae ve loc i ty / mobile ve loc i ty 
B-MACHINE 
0,01 
0,01 
0,3 
0,2 - 1 
0,1 
0,4 
IONOSPHERE 
0,01 
0,03 
0,2 
0,05 - 0,5 
0,001 
0,2 
The comparison between these r a t i o « shows t h a t a Cesium plasma i s a 
good Medium i n which t o s imulate s a t e l l i t e not ion along the earths'magnet ic 
f i e l d « The scales a re about 1 /2000for the perpendicular d is tances , 1/1000 
f o r the p a r a l l e l distances and 150/1 f o r the t i m e . Note t h a t the only l a rge 
d i f f e rence i s the r a t i o s of the Debyc lengths t o the ion Lartnox r a d i i . Th is 
w i l l not , however, a f f e c t the b a l l i s t i c s o l u t i o n only the e f f e c t s c f thB 
s e l f - c o n s i s t e n t e l e c t r i c f i e l d . 
I V . STEAI1Y-STATE WAKE EXPERIMENTS 
Behind a sma l l d isk (5 mm ti\ the i o n i c current on a probe was measu-
red alang the ax is as a funct ion of the d i s t a n c e . The r e s u l t s p l o t t e d i n 
Figure 2 shows s per iodic s t r u c t u r e . The s l i g h t incxesse o f the mean densi ty 
8 —3 
along the wake ax is i s a t t r i b u t e d t o c o l l i s i p n s (n - 2 10 cm ) ; f c r 
higher d e n s i t i e s , t h i s a f f e c t becomes stronger as shown i n Figure 3 (n « 
10 cm ) . 
Figure 2 Figure 3 
Ion ic current to a probe, behind a disk (5 mm 0 ) , measured on the 
wake ax ia as a func t ion of d i s t a n c e . Figure 2 t n • 2 1D*cm~*. Figure 3 t 
n . 109 cm"3. ° 
o 
For a given plasms, the spatial period L was verified to be inverse* 
ly proportionnal to B (Figurs 4 ) , as theoretically predicted in the prece-
ding paper. 
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l£ 
it 
fa** 
'O..L' 4»" 
Distance from the body cfthe wake maxima 
and minima as a function of the invsrsB 
of the magnetic field. 
In this experiment B and L are measured and values far u are 
o p 
calculated using both the purely ballistic theory (v = 0L/2TT) and accoun-
P 
ting fox the coupling with the Bernstein waves (v = ri'L/2Tr}> In figure 5 
these results ere compared with the values. It appears that the epatial 
period of the wake is appreciably shorter than the one predicted by the 
ballistic theory, but ie in good agxeenent when the calculated correction 
due to the alectric field effect ie taken into account. 
Variations of the ion mean velocity v as 
e function Df the emitter tamperature*r. • 
The actual values were obtained by four 
different methods. The values calculated 
from the measurement of the wake epatial 
period are plotted taking into account 
ox not the coupling with ionic Bernstein 
waves. 
The damping effect of the ion parallel temperature T.^is well exhibited 
when the wake structure is studied for various emitter temperatures, as 
shown in Figure 6. It is known that when T decreases, v decreases while 
the ion parallel velocity spread increases. In figure 6, 6 is constant and 
the increase of the damping with T.* is evident. 
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FIGURE 6 
Variations of the axial wake structure for 
various emitter temperatures, showing the 
dsaping effect of the parallel ion tempe-
rature. 
V. THREE DIMENSIONAL PSEUDD WAVES 
The first step is the comparaison between the steady-state wake densi-
ty variations and thosB of the modulated signal amplitude. In figure 7, ea 
predicted, the two axial etructurae are shown to oscillate 160" out of phase 
in space j also, the pseudo wave is more weakly damped. 
FIGURE 7 
Comparaison between the D.C. ionic currant 
and the A.C. signal amplitude detected with 
auto-correlation on the axis of a email 
probe which is biased with a modulated vol-
tage (frequency 3000 Hz) 
We checked to ses if the antenna was exiting both pseudo waves and 
ion acoustic waves« Using a tone burst a pulse of a few oscillations would 
separate at a certain distance which depended on the different velocities 
of the pseudo wave ( *v ) and of the fast and slow ionic waves. No itnpox-
P 
tant ionic wave was exited. For exasple, in typical conditions, (modulations 
frequency 15 kHz j ion gyro frequency 40 kHz j ion plasma frequency 60 kHz), 
it is at the 4 th maximum (10 en behind the antenna) that we observed a rise 
of a weak faster signal which was identified as the fast ionic wave. 
When the watts is modulstsd, synchronous detection permits sensitive 
measurement« of the atzucture of the edge of the wake. As predicted by the 
P 
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theory, Figure 8 shows that tha amplitude ia oscillating in distance at 
the edge in tha sansa opposite to that on the axis of the wake. 
* l 5 5 •!«•>> • 
VI Q-HACHINE DIAGNOSTIC5 
It was theoreticaly possible to deduce from the wake Measurements 
the ionic seen velocity as well as the ion parallel and perpendicular tea-
peratures. The aaan velocity v is obtained froa the meaaureaent of the 
P 
length of periodicity and the xeaults are shown in Figure 5. The correction 
fl'A* coining from the theory doea not vary very such for a Q-nachine. (1,14 
£ fl'/f2<1,17). Taking the average value ft'Al • 1t*6f we can expect an accu-
racy of about 5 % for the neasurewent of v . The same measurenent with the 
P 
Magneto pseudo wave , however, ia often easier, as the detection ia more 
sensitive. In addition, the saaller obstacle used with the synchronous 
detection perturbs the plasaja leaa. 
The •easuxenent of T.«is connected with the damping of the wake. As 
long as the dawning is weak, Eq»(8) given in the theoretical paper is valid* 
The ratio Av/v , which we deduced front the amplitudes of the firat mininiin, 
P 
was roughly in agreement with electrostatic analyser neasuxementa (Av/v 
"* 0,2). Since the wake damping can ba drastically affected by the collisions 
and ths electric field, however it gives only an indication rather than a 
precise vslua for T,«, 
FIGUPX 8 
A three dinentional pseudo wave exited by 
assail probe. The variation of its ampli-
tude versus the distance along the axis* 
and at two ion Lamar radii fro* the axis« 
axe compared and an* to be 180" out of pha-
se, as predicted by theory. 
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The Measurement of T. is more precise. Assuming that T./"* Q» Eq> (T) gives 
for the density maxinum on the axis of a disk af radius R, 
exp . 
I m. k T. 
Fee a d ieko f sadinc 3 m , the densi ty a t the f i x e t maxitium wee neaBU*-
red f o r venous values of B aa shown i n Figure 9 . 
MfK nilWU(fcat**|* 
FI SURE 9 
Ionic flux variations along a disk 
axis (R * 3 mm) fox various values 
of the magnetic field. 
FIGURE 1Q 
Logarithm of the current at the first 
maximum versus the magnetic field to 
the square. 
The Log (n /n ) ahould be a linear function of B s , which ia verified in 
max o o 
figurs 10. From the elope we can calculate that kT. • 0,24 eV, when the 
that both temperatures should be equal. 
VII SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A single-ended Q-machine in the IDW density range (n < 10s" cm a) 
provides a good simulation fox the wake problem of a satellits in the earths' 
atmosphere when the satellite motion ia parallel to the magnetic field. 
These experiments show that the wske structure is fairly well explained 
by the ballistic approximation. Precise measurements, however show tha's 
there is s small corrective effect due to a coupling with ionic Bernstein 
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•odes* The participation of quaBi-fxBe-stxeaming iona was also abaexved in 
the propagation of a paeudo wave exited by a modulated potential on a snail 
probe. Fron the Measurement Df the wake of an obstacle in a Q-machine, we 
can calculate an approximate value for the parallel ionic temperature ; 
however, acurate measurements (errors of less than 10 %) of the ion mean ve-
velocity and of the perpendicular ion temperature are possible from such 
meaeurements. 
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Current-Driven Collision«! Drift Instability In a a-Hachlne 
Plaaaa: Wave Induced Losses and Anomalous Resistivity. 
by 
R.J. Ellis*' and R.W. Motley 
Princeton Plaama Physics Laboratory, Princeton N.J. 
Abstract 
We have continued experiments on the current-driven oolllalonal 
drift instability In a cesium plasma created In a double-ended 
Q-aachine (Plana Radius - 2 em, Length • 110 c«, T • 2500°K, 
n - 1010-3 x 10Ue«~3) . Onset of this large amplitude instabili-
ty (n/n,-10 %) i s well defined and occurs at a critical current 
which varies with plaaaa paraaeters. Concomittant with onset the 
average plasma density decreases by 10 - 30 jt. These wave induced 
losses are consistent with calculations using a linearized two 
fluid theory, Including electron temperature oscillations and 
electron heat flow. The calculations employ the measured wave 
parameter«, especially the amplitude and phase of the fluctuating 
density and fluctuating potential. These results are additional 
proof that electron temperature oselllatlonsare necessary to 
describe this Instability. Measurements of plasaa resistivity 
indicate that for n„>10 cm , where sheath resistance effects 
are negligible, there i s no anoaalous plasma resistivity attri -
butable to this mods. 
A. Wave Induced Losses 
The establishment of a causal relationship between plasaa 
instabilities and anomalous plasma transport la of considerable 
Importance for plasma confinement studies. In this paper we 
report on wave induced plasma loss produced by the current-
driven eolllsional drift mode. Previous work (1) dealt with 
+
' Present Address: Hax-Planck-Instltut fUr Plasaaphyslk, Oarohing 
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an identification of this mode on the basis of a comparison of 
•any mode features with a linear two fluid theory which Included 
the effeots of electron heat flow and electron tenperature 
fluctuations (2). Indeed, it was shown that the inclusion of 
electron teaperature fluctuations was of primary importance In 
describing the Instability; the present work strongly reinforces 
that conclusion. 
The experiments were performed in a cesium plasna produced in a 
double-ended Q-aachlne with the following parameters: Plasma 
Length - 110 on, Flaaaa Radius • 2 a , T > 2500°K, n Q - 10 1 0 
to 3 x 10 1 1 cm"5, 1/B0 (dn^dr) w< -1 em"1. Axial currents In the 
range 20 - 200 ma were driven through the plasma and onset of 
Instability occurred at a well defined critical current which was 
a function of plasma parameters. The instability was detected by 
Langaulr probes as a coherent, single node oscillation of probe 
Ion saturation current and floating potential. The oscillation 
was of large amplitude ( K / n ^ 10 to 30 % ) , low frequency, and 
was radially Jioeallxed In the region of maximum density gradient. 
Coneommltant with the onset of Instability there occurred a large 
decrease (10 - >0 %) In the average density of the plasma column, 
as shown in Jig. 1. The transition froa the stable to the unstable 
state Is produced by a very small change in the axial current, so 
that the Instability can essentially be "turned on" without grossly 
changing the plasma parameters. The density deorease with onset 
sen thus be directly attributed to the apprearance of the Instabili-
ty. Moreover, this feature or Instability control allows us to 
study the plasma In detail, both before and after onset, and 
thereby to relate the density decrease to the measured oscillation 
features. This requires a simple model of the loss process, which 
follows. 
The expected radial ion flux for a coherent single node eolllslonal 
drift wave oan be calculated with the result (?) 
j(r) = i $ g /Mr)H&(r)lsi»9fi (l) 
Sr * of ' 
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where • le the azimuthal node number, n Is the fluctuating density, 
ØL Is the fluctuating space potential and 0 Is the angle by which 
n leads 0 in the non-rotating plasma rest frame (4). Using this 
flux we estimate the steady state wave Induced Ion loss as 
where R B ^ is the radius of maximum wave amplitude and *(•_„) 
• 2TT R>a_ z Machine Length. Assuming that the non-wave losses 
(represented by the Ion confinement time 7* ) occur at the same 
rate both before and after wave onset we can write: 
Before Onset : jj? = fa ipj'f 
After Onset : £ = R» >f/ T + g^. 
Where J .- Is the steady state Ion Input flux from the endplates 
(measured with a negatively biased collecting plate Inserted across 
the plasma column), V p is the plasma volume, and n b(n0a) la the 
average density before (after) wave onset. Ibis equation yields 
A/fc _ n}-/}.<• _ Jx. (3) 
"• n," hø 
To test this relation we have measured A n /h , 2__, and the 
various plasma and wave parameters for a wide range of Sonditioni. 
In particular, the amplitude and phase of the fluctuating density 
(n) and floating potential (0f) were recorded with a Langmulr probe, 
care being taken to avoid instrumental errors In these quantities 
(*). Mote, however, from e«. (1) that it Is the apaoc potential 
(0.) which is required and in the presence of eleotron temperature 
fluctuations (T) probe floating potential Is not the same as apace 
potentltlal. For a cesium plasma the relation between the two 
fluctuating quantities can be calculated 
£J& = lå s T (*> 
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Using eq. (4) and the theory of Hef. 6 It ie poeelble to saleulete 
the relations aaong n, tf and ftf given the aeasured plasaa pare-
se ters. These ralations are then used to calculate 0 and /jj_/ froa 
the aeasured fluctuations. The final results are given in Fig.2 
which shows A n„/n„ versus jf „/ X
 Tu for various sodes with a 
10 11 -1 
range of density froa 2 x 10 to 2 x 10 es J and azlnuthal aode 
nuabar froa a - 2 to a • 5. Considering the simplicity of the aodel 
the two quantities are in excellent agreeaent. 
An iaportant point aust be aade with respect to the sign of the 
phase angle 0. Eq. (1) predicts a radially outward flux, and thus 
a density decrease, only If • is a positive angle. If we were to 
interpret probe floating potential as space potential (i.e. ignore 
teaperature fluctuations) then we would Identify 0 with the aeasured 
phase angle between fluctuating density and fluctuating floating 
potential. As deserlbed in Ref. 1 this aeasured phase angle is 
negative I.e. n* lags 0. in the plasaa rest fraae. Therefore, the 
neglect of electron teaperature fluctuations would lead us to con-
clude froa eq. (1) that the radial flux was Inward, in direct 
contradiction to the experlaent. 
To suaaarlze, the data presented demonstrate that the aeasured 
wave Induced losses oan be accounted for by the aeasured wave 
paraasters provided these paraneters are used In conjunction with 
the teaperature fluctuation theory of the current-driven drift 
aode. 
B. Anoaalous Resistivity 
A recent paper (5) nas attributed low electric field anoaalous 
resistivity in stellarators to the current-driven drift aode and 
another reoent work (6) has reported a 5 % increase of plaaaa 
resistivity with onset or the current-driven collision«! drift 
•ode In a Q aaehlna plasaa. 
In the present experiment plasaa resistivity In the presence of 
the current-driven drift aode has also been aeasured, using exter-
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nal currant-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the plasma. With 
this method the measured resistance Is the sua of the plasma 
resistance IL and the sheath resistance n , which Is contributed 
by the sheaths at the two endplatea. In the electron sheath regime 
R. is given by 
where A Is the cross sectional area of the endplatea and T ( • 
(lcT/me) ' . Rs is Inversely proportional to the density and can 
be quite large at low densities. The density dependence of K Is 
Important because tbe onset of the current-driven mode Invariably 
causes a slgniflcantdanslty decrease (see part A) which la re-
flected as an Increase In Rg and thus an Increase In the total 
measured resistance. Therefore, to study the change In IL with 
wave onset It Is necessary to operate at high densities where 
II. is small and cannot significantly affect the results, figure 
s 11 
3- shows a typical I-V characteristic at a density of 2 x 10 
cm''' for which such ohsnges of R due to wave lnduoed losses ara 
negligible. The plasms resistance at zero current (position 
a-stable plasma) agrees with the classical value. As the currant 
is Increased the resistance decreases slightly, indicative of 
obaic heating. At a current of 140 ma (position b) tbe abrupt 
onset of an m - 2 current-driven drift mode occurs with n/n(v>.12 
and V_ • .02 V.. In the vicinity of onset there is no deteetable 
° 11 -s 
change in the plasma resistance. For n > 10 em J wa heve 
Investigated this effect for varying magnetic fields and mode 
numbers, for values of n/nQ to 0.25 and for 0o up to 5 J* of V,. 
In all oasss no Increase In resistivity was observed with mode 
onset, demonstrating that at these densities any anomalous 
resistivity caused by the current-driven collislonal drift mode 
is very small. 
+
' «« - I/n„*„ o ' o p 
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Figure Captions 
1. Radial Ion saturation ourrent (J+) profiles before and after the 
onset If a • s 2 current-driven drift mode at B - 3-3 W . 
2. Relative density decrease A n /n with onset of current-driven 
•odes, versus S H/$JH* Solid line is theoretical curve. 
3. Current-voltage characteristic of plasms at n0 - 2 x 10 oaf5 
B - 5.76 IcO. ni (SL) Is fluctuating density recorded with a 
Lengnulr probe at position a (position b) of the characteristic; 
horizontal sweep .5 ns/om. 
Figure 1 
Figur« ? 
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Effects of Parallel Wavelength on Collisional Drift Instabi l i ty* 
by 
L. G. Sch l i t t and H. H. Hendelf 
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J . 08540 
Abstract 
The dependence of the co l l i s iona l drift in s tab i l i t y on parallel wave-
length has been studied in potassium Q-machine plasmas. The paral le l wave-
length i s determined by the length of the plasma column (X„ * 2L), which 
can be varied (L * 15 to 130 cm). The in s tab i l i t y i s driven by the expan-
s ion , l imited by r e s i s t i v i t y , of the electron f luid paral le l to the mag-
ne t i c f i e l d . Stabi l izat ion at both long and short paral le l wavelength 
(A„ 2 200 and A,, £ 100 cm respectively) by ion v i scos i ty has beer? demon-
strated. Stabi l izat ion of individual modes at high magnetic f i e l d and short 
paral le l wavelength (B/k i * 1 kG-cm, A,, z 100 cm) due to ion motion paral le l 
to the magnetic f i e l d has a l so been observed. These results are consistent 
with the predictions of a two-fluid, slab model theory which includes e l ec -
tron temperature fluctuations in addition to the e f fec ts mentioned above. 
Introduction 
The e f fec ts of paral le l wavelength on the co l l i s iona l drift ins tab i l i ty 
•This work was supported by U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Contract 
AT(30-1)-1238. 
ft)n leave from RCA. 
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in potassium plasmas have been studied on the Princeton Q-l device. This 
study has led to the prediction and observation of four general s t a b i l i t y 
characterist ics of the dr i f t wave. 
Theory 
Previous two-fluid, slab model theories used to describe the c o l l i -
sional drift wave have included the ef fects of paral le l r e s i s t i v i t y , f in i t e 
ion 1armor radius, ion v i s cos i ty , 1 and thermal conductivity.2 However, for 
paral le l wavelengths o f 100 cm or l e s s under typical conditions, ion motion 
paral le l to the magnetic f i e ld must be included in the theory. The resu l t -
ing dispersion relat ion can be written in the form: 
D(o),k) - D0(u,k) + D„((u,k) - 0 
where D„\>i,k) contains a l l of the terms which result from the inclusion of 
ion motion paral le l to the magnetic f i e l d . 
D»(u,k) » bu3 • [bRuA + iwx + i«v, (R + 4.03 b)] w2 
- [iRu*u„ (1 - 4.03 b) - iRu,u>x + w^.CR • 4.03) * 1.08 «£ (R+b)] u 
• [1.08 RwX Cl-b) - 3.03 RUJPHUJ - 1.08 i^uf, (RU)] 
D„(nj,kJ = ~ [byo (R • 2.14) + a>ltu* (1.95 R + O.Si) + 1.08 let*, (R + 1)] 
Q • i w - — 
The various quantities appearing in D(utk) are defined as follows 
1 i 
b - — - n . 
MB2 
R • Tj/T^ 
• > 
Mc »,-i-bV 
kf,T. 
' V e i 
< - Tik« 
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The predictions of this dispersion relation axe presented in Fig. 1, 
which displays the ratio of magnetic field strength to perpendicular wave-
number B/k1 at onset of instability as function of parallel wavelength A„. 
These Marginal stability curves separate the plasma parameter space into 
stable and unstable regions. The solid line is the marginal stability 
curve for the complete theory including ion parallel motion and the dashed 
line neglects ion parallel motion. Although the exact shape and location 
of the marginal stability curve in the B/kx versus X„ plane depends upon the 
values of other plasma parameters such as density and density gradient scale 
length, the general shape of the curve is retained and therefore predicts 
four general stability characteristics of the collisional drift wave: 
1) low field stability - for any X„ the plasma is stable for suffi-
ciently small BAX; 2) long parallel wavelength stability - for any B/kj 
the plasma is stable for sufficiently large \„; 3) short parallel wavelength 
stability - for any B/k1 the plasma i s stable for sufficiently small \„, in 
fact, there exists a critical X,, below which the plasma is stable for all 
B/k1; and 4) high field stability - for any A„ individual modes are stable 
fox sufficiently large B/kj- The first three characteristics are predicted 
by previous theories and result from the balance between the destabilizing 
effects of parallel resistivity and thermal conductivity and the stabiliz-
ing effects of ion viscosity. The fourth characteristic, high field sta-
bility of individual modes, results from the inclusion of ion parallel 
motion and is due to ion viscosity and the collisional coupling of ion 
parallel motion to electron heat flow. Because of the 1/k,, dependence in 
the ordinate of Fig. 1, high field stability applies only to individual 
modes of oscillation as illustrated in Fig, 2, which displays marginal 
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stability curves fox the f irs t seven eziwithal »odes, unless X„ i s suff i -
ciently close to the crit ical parallel wavelength, the plasma i s unstable 
for al l magnetic fields higher than that necessary to destabilize the m • 1 
•ode. However, i f X,, ie sufficiently close to the crit ical parallel wave-
length there wil l be intervals in magnetic f ie ld, between the appearance of 
successive azimuthal modes, where the plasma i s stable. 
Experiment 
The Q-l device, whose features and operation have been described pre-
viously,1 was modified to permit the variation of the plasaa coluen length. 
The heated tungsten end-plate assemblies were mounted on vacuum bellows and 
supported by tracks inside the vacuum vessel so that the colum length could 
be varied while the experiment was in progress. With both end plates oper-
ating under "electron-rich" conditions, the parallel wavelength was meas-
ured from axial osci l lation amplitude profiles for a wide rang« of column 
lengths and densities. The parallel wavelength was found to be 2.5 times 
the column length with an uncertainty of 20% for al l cases. 
Marginal s tabi l i ty curves were determined experimentally by setting 
the column length and increasing (or decreasing) the magnetic field until 
the m « 1 mode became unstable. The plasma density and density gradient 
were measured in the stable regime near onset. As in previous work1'3 the 
magnetic field was scaled by a factor of l . S . 
Figure 3(a) shows an experimental marginal stabil i ty curve. The 
density was constant, n« • 2.5 x 1010 cm"*, however, |vn./n»| increased 
as A„ was decreased. The experimental apparatus does not permit indepen-
dent control of these parameters, but the theoretical curve shown includes 
the variation of vn0/n*. The error brackets indicate the total uncertainty 
in the measured values of X„ and S/kl. The uncertainty between adjacent 
data points i s about 1/3 of the error indicated by the brackets. This 
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figure demonstrates three of the four stabi l i ty characteristics of the drift 
wave: 
1. Low f ie ld stabi l i ty - the plasma is stable at a l l parallel wave-
lengths for B/kx < 0.35. 
2. Short parallel wavelength s tabi l i ty - as >,, decreases (B/k1J 
increases until the crit ical parallel wavelength X„ . = 60 cm i s 
reached. For shorter \„ the plasma is stable for all values of B/kx. 
3. High f ield stabi l i ty of individual nodes - the four points 
( B / k 1 ) c r i t > 0.8 are points at which the m = 1 node i s stabilized by ion 
parallel Motion for large values of B/k1. The stabilization of the m = 1 
node could not be followed to (B/kj). ..* > 1 -D because of the destabiliza-
tion of the n = 2 mode. 
Figure 3(b) i s s ini lar to Fig. 3(a) except that no = 2 " 1011 on'3 and 
vho/n» i s nearly constant (-1.8 cm'1). The consents regarding experimental 
uncertainty, low f ie ld , short parallel wavelength, and high field s tabi l i -
zation, made for Fig. 3(a), apply to this figure as well, except for the 
quantitative differences. In addition to the three stabi l i ty characteris-
t i c s demonstrated by Fig. 3(a), this figure demonstrates the remaining 
stabi l i ty characteristic of the drift wave, long parallel wavelength sta-* 
b i l i t y . As the parallel wavelength was increased from A,, = 230 cm to 
330 cm, the stabi l i ty parameter increased from (B/k1) . • 0.5 to 0.6. 
Figure 4 shows the osci l lat ion amplitude ni as a function of nagnetic 
f ield B for various oolian lengths L. This figure emphasizes the region of 
s tabi l i ty between the stabilization of the m • 1 mode by ion parallel motion 
(B < 4.7 kG) and the destabilization of the m - 2 mode (B > 4,7 kG). This 
region of s tabi l i ty appears at L - 32 cm and widens to 1 kG at L • 29 cm, 
Lcrit * 2 8 ' 5 em' I n a d d i t i o n t 0 emphasizing high field stabilization of 
the • « 1 mode this figure also demonstrates low field and short parallel 
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wavelength stabilization. 
Susauay 
A two-fluid, slab nodel theoiy has predicted four observed stability 
characteristics of the collisional drift wave: 1) low field stability; 
2) long parallel wavelength stability; 3) short parallel wavelength sta-
bility; and 4) high field stability of individual sodes. 
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HtfHBRICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF HEAT TKAKSPOtT OH 
COLLISION*!, DRIFT WAVES. 
P. BroBsier, P. Deschamps, R. Gravler, R, Pellat, C. Kenaud, 
A S S O C I A T I O N E U R A T O M - C E A 
3épariement de ta Physique du Plasma et de la Fusion Controlée 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires 
Boite Postale n° 6 - »2 Fontenay-aux-Rometm (France) 
ABSTRACT 
A detailed numerical investigation of the 
linear dispersion relation for pressure gradient 
driven drift Instabilles is reported here for the 
collisional plasna. Besides effects related to 
the finite thermal conductivity coefficients for 
both ions and electrons, correction tern« have 
been Included in the equation a) for low magne-
tic field regime, i.e. when Q^fiC \>i , b) for 
heat exchange between the ion and electron fluids 
which may become important for ions and electrons 
with different temperature. 
The Influence of the magnetic field B on growth 
rate and frequency shows the evolution of the fluc-
tuation spectrum into a turbulent one and deviation 
from the 1/B dependence« Correction dee to finite 
\>i/&ei * r e stabilizing, heat exchange is Impor- _-
tant only at large densities (for instance > lOHcsT ). 
Comparison with available experimental data shows 
that high azlmuthal and parallel wave numbers are 
more stable than expected from the linear theory. 
Pressure gradient driven oscillations were shown to grow 
-•stable under the Influence of alcctron-ion collision [1.2.3] • 
Ion viscosity reducea the inatabillty domain I.e., The aode are 
•ore eaally stabilized as the ton-Ion collision frequency lncrea-
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ses. For instance, when the density increases the minimum ion 
larmor radius ai to stabilise the mode increases. Later a more 
accurate description of the influence of the collisions was 
derived[4,5j , when heat transport from both electrons and ions 
was included, allowing for electron and Ion temperature fluctua-
tions. In the mean time,the difficulty of analytically solving 
for normal modes increased and help of numerical technique was 
required. We present here results of a numerical investigation 
of the collisions! drift wave dispersion relation for conditions 
in the range of Q-machine operation. 
The dispersion relation used here, derived in a slab 
geometry, includes the ion viscosity and heat transport features 
mentioned above. Using the notations we defined in ref, 4 , it 
can he schematically written as 
(CJ + 1)V- i-z ^ { ( UB-^fl + Hj)
 +fi -t-s)vj 
with V-< b(S - -£ L-<) 
CO — 2.9felZ 
H,= y^~* , S -Ti/T, 
2 
where V* H e and H* arise respectively from the ion viscosity, 
electron and ion heat conductivity contributions. 
When isothermal fluctuations are considered and no heat 
transport is involved, the expressions for H e and H^ are 
H E • lf Hj« o. The comparison between isothermal and adlabatic 
fluctuations arises from the computations. The effect Is shown on 
fig. 1» where contours of constant growth rate are plotted for 
both cases. The isothermal case looks more unstable for long 
wavelengthsand more stable for short wavelengths. Although the 
exact numerical values depend on the value of the viscosity coef-
ficient which cones into the parameter ^i/E.VTi ^ £ • Vn/n\ , 
the qualitative results are the same. For long wavelengths where 
most experiments operate ( £ i > — 1cm ~'; ^ * v I - 2 W ) 
for the non-isothermal case the 
stability is recovered below a 
critical field (B , ) larger 
crit 
than expected from the isother-
mal theory. 
The transport coeffi-
cients ttifd here have been publis-
hed by Bragllnski In ref.^]. They 
include correction terns in^Y}/^)? 
Since the marginal stability 
field Bcrit. scales with den-
sity as n '2 (In the Unit 
^ - * 0 f b-**0), the correction 
terms scale as n at marginal 
stability, The ion transport coef-
ficients are thus modified at 
».gj_N0N-i5araBitti. DMFT ossPMivE wsTMnjiT i a r g e r densities. The modifice-
_ _ nan- ttMhtrmal 
tion appears to be important 
whenever the normalized ion 
collision frequency v^fe y • exceeds 1 (for Wy rw£, )a In the 
dispersion relation printed above. V now reads 
and H_ reads 
»x -
4-w 
.§. S - a i-f 0+ sj- A (sA+dA) 
where a) S..,S., S.and S are respectively first order corrections 
In fVi /Slci) e to Bragiinski's l»n viscosity coefficients 
n, H^ and perpendicular and transverse ion heat conductivity 
coefficient jCL , jfA C7] • 
b) d-, d. are first orderctrarectlons to — 2 2 . 2 i ? 
«"
 A
 d p ' d r 
Such a dispersion relation D { W # / e t \c± ai , C*}, \ ) • 0 
Is displayed on a double plot on fig, 2, when \>i/& V-y; « o.« 
10 —3 (which obtains for instance for n « 3.0W0 c« , Tj • 2400»K, 
É - -leaf1), The ratio Kx/Ky Is chosen to fit an n • 2 azimuth« 1 
node. 
With the corrections Included a) the Bailaum grovth rate goea down, 
b) the stability is improved at any parallel wavelength and ob-
talna for larger flald, Thla Increase in stability la obeerved for 
any azlamthal mode aa shown on fig,3 where the grovth rata la plot-
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Fig.2_I IFLl»ICE OF THE CORRECTION T 0 THE TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT ON THE RESISTIVE 
DRFT NSTABLITY DISPERSION RELATION 
corrected 
inrorrteted 
ted against the magnetic field. It does show that V^/SZ^l correc-
tion vanishes at large field. 
Figure 4 shows too that,as B increases,higher aztauthal 
modes appear with higher growth rate. The frequency for these 
nodes are plotted on fig. 4 and are all located in the sane fre-
quency range. Fro« fig.3 and 4 at large field one expects to ob-
serve a large number of azimuthal modes of comparable growth 
rate at frequencies between O and a few tenths of S. VT^ , For 
each individual node the frequency 1/2 dependant* is observed 
only at large field. It -Is almost independent of B around the 
maximum growth rate and increases with B near marginal stability. 
From the linear theory the correlated cart of the radial 
flux ffT.Vr") nay b e estimated, by taking V r =-—^ • This quanti-
ty is proportional to l*fi , where <f Is the amplitude of the 
fluctuating potential. The proportionality coefficient <*i-Vr*»i I 
for conditions of figs,3 and 4 is presented on fig. 5. From figs, 3 
and 5 the simple assumption thi t <f followstwould lead to the 
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GROWTH RATE 
conclusion that high magnetic field would bring increased radial 
transport fioi higher modas. Actually the amplitude for large 
azlmuthal mode number drops presumably due to non-linear and/or 
boundaries effects. Another example of high mode limitation In 
actual experiments, at least in Q-aachines, is shown for oarallel 
wave numbers on fig.6. Two different parallel wave modes ( >sL» 
machine length ; A*2L) can exist with comparable growth rate. 
Since waves are standing in a symmetric double ended machine the 
higher wavenuaber ("X • L) should exhibit a node around the center 
of the machine. Such a wave structure has not been reported so 
far. 
Heat exchange between the electron and the ion fluid has 
been Ignored. This term is proportional to ^UC~*i~T*} which 
contributes to first order,even for equal equilibrium temperatures 
T. "T • It can become important for dense cold plasmas and/or 
inequal ion and electron temperature. The effect for a dense 
equltemperature plasma (fig.7) shows slightly destabilizing for 
the short wavelength branch. Beyond the case of dense cold plasma 
this effect can prove laportant for partially ionized gases where 
collisional drift wave have been 
reported.[SJ. 
The dispersion relation 
including correction terms prin-
ted above has been computed for 
•: the parameters published In [93 
by Hendel. Two cases are consi-
dered a) for Ion temperature 
equal to the plate temperature, 
b) for Ion temperature above the 
B(hGi) 
hg.5_R*BAL TRANSPORT COEFFCCMT FOR ttRious plate temperature as might be 
A2MUTHAL MOOES . , . 
the case due to the voltage drop 
in the sheath. The improvement of stability (flgi8) over previous 
theory is not enough to account for the discrepancy with the 
experimental results. There still is a factor*vl.5 on the criti* 
cal field for the wavelength actually measured or a factor <f 3 
on the wavelength for the critical field observed in the experl-
ent. 
2.0x»-2 
6.0*10"* -
-k-
a IUM 
l«.B.OmwTH RATE AS A FWC1KW OF PERPtNDCIJLAft 
AND PARALLEL WWELENBTH 
F«.T.MFLUENCE OF HEAT EXCHANGE BETWEEN 
IONS AM) ELECTRONS ON RESISTIVE DRIFT 

- 2 1 5 -
kT Oj>1 
The computation of the 
colllslonal drift wave disper-
sion relation in an infinite 
plasma has been performed for 
non Isothermal fluctuations 
when corrections to the ion 
transport coefficients and heat 
exchange between ion and elec-
trons are considered. It yields 
the frequency and the growth 
rate for perpendicular and para-
llel wave numbers* The effect 
of the magnetic field on the 
azimuthal nodes and on the 
frequency is shown. The 
BUGsi 1/B~dependance of the frequency 
can only be used for Identifica-
tion of drift wave at large 
field. 
Agreement of this dispersion relation with existing experi-
ments is improved. However the remaining discrepancies might 
question the adhequacy of the linear theory to accurately explain 
the observations in actual machines where end effects, radial 
dependances and non-linear phenomena are present. 
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WITH A DRIFT-TYPE INSTABILITY 
by 
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Abstract 
Experimental investigations were Bade to substantiate the 
existence of electron temperature fluctuations accompanying a 
drift-type instability in a Q-device as predicted in an 
experimental study by R.w. Motley and R.F. Ellis and in a 
theory promoted by S. Tsai, F.W. Perkins and T.H. stix. These 
fluctuations violate the isothermal assumptions of previous 
drift wave theories. As it appears their most evident effect 
is on the phase relations between density and potential 
fluctuations. Results of measurements and a discussion of the 
applied diagnostic techniques are presented. The temperature 
fluctuations are in all measured cases much smaller than the 
density and potential fluctuations, their normalized value 
being 2.10-2 ^ T/TO ^  7.10-2. With increasing plasma density 
the phase lag of the temperature wavee increases, whereas their 
amplitudes decrease monotonically. 
Introduction 
In recent works '2 on density driven drift waves it has been 
pointed out that the experimental results do not follow in all 
details the predictions of the generally accepted isothermal 
theories3'4. In particular, there are discrepancies between the 
measured and the theoretically predicted phase angles for density 
and potential fluctuations which would lead to irreconcilable 
consequences for the wave induced radial lossss. Apparantly the 
problem arises from the equalization of the space and floating 
potential <f> - <D , an identity valid only under isothermal 
plasma conditions. However, when fluctuations of the plasma 
+
 Ohio State University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio. 
On leave from the Max-Planek-Institut M r Plasmaphysik, 
Oarching, Federal Republic of Germany 
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electron temperature T ara involved, a relation between 4^ ><fc 
and T can be derived from the Langmuir probe theory 
Equation (1) ahowa that cps ia not in phaae with <6 . in 
general, and aay eliminate the decrepanciea mentioned earlier 
aa pointed out by Motley and Bllia . 
Here wa preaent experimental results showing electron 
temperature fluctuationa T accompanying the density and floating 
potential fluctuations n and cf> of a drift-typa instability in 
the ARL Q-davice in single ended operation. The plasma column 
was 260 and 111 cm long and had a diameter of 3.5 cm. The 
machine was operated with Caesium at pli 
and at magnetic field strengths of 1£B£3 kO. A detailed 
description of the experimental apparatus and the features of 
the instability is given elsewhere . Measurements of potential, 
density and temperature fluctuations ware made using shielded 
Langmuir probes, .125 am in diameter and 3 mm long. They ware 
located near the maxima of n/n and eA/kT and cloae to the 
peak density gradient v*n in a plane 56 cm from the ionizer and 
at different azimuthal positions. 
Experimental Method 
ha electronic sampling method was uaed to measure the 
fluctuations of plasma density, potential of the unbiased probe, 
and the electron temperature in phase and amplitude. The a.c. 
probe signals ware sampled during each instability period,phase 
locked to the instability, and with a gate time much smaller 
than the oscillation period (Figure 1). The d.c. and a.c.plasma 
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densities were derived from ion 
saturation probe currents.A. c. 
potentials of a floating probe 
were Measured with a shielded 
probe and a high iiapedance input 
(R>109£1). 
As a basis for the electron 
temperature measurements, the well 
known Langmuir relation 
P^efiiSieltan of Eectran Teiesotiw 
+•*•**-* i, 
Fig . 1 
A T cl<j> 
i 
<L4> (2) 
was used where: I is electron current, 4" **• probe voltage,T 
the electron temperature. By switching the d.c. probe bias 
between two" potentials, one in the ion saturation current region 
and the other in the electron portion of the probe characteristic, 
(Fig. 2) the electron current 
1- - I. 
P* 
(3) 
was controlled.The slope of the 
probe characteristic dI__/doJ> 
( I s s : l | [ ) .which was assumed equal 
to dl^/d^, was »assured by a 
probe current modulation which 
was induced by a snail superimposed 
a.c. signal on the probe bias 
(Fig. 2) with an amplitude 
U, «kT/e and with a frequency 
Q.«a .Measurements were taken in a range with [la^3|lsa1jwhers 
[MS VOLTAGE RELATIONS 
tha probe character i s t i c has a very good exponential behavior. 
By continuously tuning the d . c . o f f s e t of the probe d . c . b i a s , 
the e lectron probe current I i s held constant , therefore the 
• lope dl/d<t>, in equation (1 ) , becomes proportional t o 1/T. 
Deviations in probe charac ter i s t i c slope,sampled over an 
i n s t a b i l i t y period and a t a f ixed l a , a l l o w e d measures« uta of 
var iat ions in T in both phase and amplitude over tha sane pariod. 
Diagnostic Apparatus 
The schematic of the diagnost ic apparatus used in these 
experiments i s shown in Fig . 3.The left 
s ide shows the probe b ias arrangement. 
The probe current s igna l s are fed t o ; 
Box Car Integrator which performs the 
•ample and hold function .The d.c. 
output of tha box car integrator 
de l ivers phase locked proba currents 
t o both recorders 1 and 3.Recorder 1 
p lot ted phase locked probe character! -
s t i e s ( I „ v«d>) while recorder number 3 
pr i s*^ • J 
nonitored the constant probe current 
control (Ia). Recorder number 2 plots the probe characteristic 
•lope by measuring tha low frequency probe current modulation. 
The time base of the box car integrator is triggered by the 
instability signal of a separate reference probe. 
The fluctuations in tha probe floating potential cj>, were 
also recorded with this circuitry (Pig. 3). only in this casa 
a floating input amplifier was used instead of the current to 
voltage converter shown in that sanenatic. 
Experimental Results 
Pig. 4 shows in tha vipper part 
typical traces of the fluctuations of fJL'H 
the floating probe and the ion J ^j k t j 
••J I I I 
*!ffo 
t-h^r s—ar*-" 
t ly. 
saturation current .Th« lower part of 
figure 5 shows probe characteristics * 
for three instability phase points. v*> 
0 
Pig. 5 shows typical results of a 
set of recording« of denaity. floating .. 
probe potential and electron tempera -
ture fluctuationa va the stretched 
tine resulting from the sampling technique 
Many runs of this type 
were recorded in a range of 
plasma densities 10X%no 4 
l.S-lO11«! , magnetic fields 
KB«:3 kG and for column 
lengths of 260 and 111 cm. 
Results of these measurements **' 
showed temperature fluctuationa in the range of 2-10"2£T/To^ 
7-10-2 which ware found to be much smaller than the density 
and floating potential fluctuations n/n0 * ec^ /«„ . 
Pig. 6 shows the phase relations between potential and 
denaity fluctuation* va n.Tha lower half of Fig. 6 shows tha 
measured phase difference« between the density oscillation and 
the potential oscillation of ths floating probe, with the 
floating potential oscillations always leading in phase .The 
upper half of thi« figure shows the phase of the density 
oacillation in regard to the phase of the specs potential.which 
* - * # 
waa calculated from equation(1) using 
the maasurad value« of phase and 
amplitude of f l oa t ing potant ia l and 
temperature f luctuationa .These reaulta 
show that the density o a c i l l a t i o n a 
axe mostly leading the apace potential \\" 
o s c i l l a t i o n s as i s postulated in 
l inear drift-wave theory .Experimental 
r e s u l t s of the e lectron temperature 
o s c i l l a t i o n s in phase and amplitude 
va the plasma density are presented in 
Fig . 7 . The amplitudes decrease and the 
phase lag w .r . t . space p o t e n t i a l 
increases with increasing plasma denai-
t Y
* V* H I I I H f t 
These preliminary measurements allov -* 
tha following conclusions: Dfrom the 
Langmuir probes in conjunction with a 
sampling technique, f luctuat ions of the 
• ^ r 
M l ) , O 
ffl-
Ftotatta« ^ 
plasma e lec tron temperature,in phase and amplitude, ware 
maasurad in the presence of dens i ty and p o t e n t i a l o s c i l l a t i o n « 
of a d r i f t type i n s t a b i l i t y . 2 ) The density o s c i l l a t i o n s wara 
found t o be lagging in phase in regard t o the p o t e n t i a l 
o s c i l l a t i o n s of the f loat ing probe but mostly leading i n phase 
in regard t o t h e space p o t e n t i a l oac i l l a t i ona ca lcu lated in 
connection with temperature f luctuat ions .3 ) Tha measured e l e c -
tron temperature f luctuationa decrease in amplitude and iccreaee 
in phase lag in regard t o f l oa t ing po tent ia l with increasing 
dens i ty . 
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Dynamic Stabilization of Transverse Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability 
by 
Y. C. Lee* and T. K. Chu 
Plasma Physics Laboratory. Princeton University, Princeton. N.J. 08540 
Abstract 
The transverse Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is driven by non-
uniform £ X B motion of a plasma, Ana.c , electric field near ion 
cyclotron frequency, applied across the shear layer resulting from the 
nonuniform d. c. electric field,can be used to stabilize the transverse 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The stabilizing effect is shown to arise 
from high-frequency excursion of ions near the shear layer. 
This work was supported by U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Contract 
AT(30-1)-1238. 
'Present address, University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, 
California. 
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A cylindrical plasma column confined by uniform axial magnetic 
field and possessing a radial electric field rotates with the E X B 
frequency. If the electric field does not vary linearly with radius, the 
plasma rotates nonuniformly and velocity shear exists between radially 
adjacent layers. When adjacent layers mix, the directed kinetic energy 
decreases and the Kelvin-Helm holts mode thus may become unstable . 
A transverse a .c . electric field, near ion cyclotron frequency, is 
used in the present model to dynamically stabilize the low-frequency 
Kelvin-Helmholtz mode. We select a two-region plasma, Fig. 1. At 
equilibrium, there exists a discontinuity in E (x) so that a velocity shear 
exists in the x direction. 
Region i 
* .<*> 
Region 2. 
* - % 
To follow the relative motion of electrons and ions due to the 
applied field of frequency w , we define the following transformations of 
particle displacement and velocity: 
rct a a o 
(2) 
tt = i. e 
and 
*!! (D ) • L dtéJQ p t)exp[-ik o +i(o>+nw )t] 
Tc .a'^or.x' J a*Y wfl.x."ot.y. ' Kl y*a.y o'J 
(3) 
of the function ^(prt ^p_ t) . It follows that a function f in both the 
electron and ion frames is related by 
f" = 2 J (£ * + k € > i""p. (3) 
J k e p p x ldx y y J k l ' ' 
y " r ' ' y. 
(*) 
(5) 
i k v , i = J J <*• £ + k c » i C * p 
y p -p x idz y y' J k e 
where J is the Be»e l function of order p. 
2 .3 ,4 The dispersion relation is , therefore 
*? =L?(ivrcp «*> 
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(0)+n<i) ) - O [n* k O . 
o y ci 
n„ faH-nu 
o o 
2 1 d d 
-k +—• ^• n„ -r-
ittf'n 
y nft dx o dx " n 0 ( S + n « ) 
(8) 
(w+nw ) -O 5+na> 
(9) 
and (u = 4 ire n / m , 0 p a o o W+k U, U =
 c E o , A = — , where y - = - c a c m 
pr ime denotes differentiation with respect to x . In obtaining Eqs . (6) and 
{9) for the Kelvin-Helm holta m o d e / w e have neglected finite Larmor radius 
effect and t e r m s s m a l l e r by a factor of (—) . We have a l s o 
c i 
a s s u m e d k = 0 and no c o l l i s i o n and wave-part ic le resonance ef fects . 
F o r ( (5) < < 0) ** CI . and smal l high-frequency field so that 
k - £ < < l . Eq. (7) g ives 
_ 2 . o , o ,o , o ,o 
Ti i r i e T i 4 ' idx y y' e r i 
*t ^ e T e 2 x ldx y y e r e 
(10) 
01) 
where 0 . a r e a s s o c i a t e d with frequencies ( w ± nctf ). 
F o r the two-reg ion mode l in Fig, 1, the differential equations 
governing ^ and $ . reduce to 
6 x;>ør- ° 
y ' r l 
(12) 
(13) 
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The boundary condition is 
continuous across interface (14) S + ow 
u 
The solutions to Eqs. (12) and (13) are 
*? = A01 exp(k x) ( (15) 
>
 x<0 
* = = B* «p(k
 X) j (16) 
y 
< 2 • Aa2exp(-k x) (17) 
, x> 0 
* i 2 « B* expf-k x) (18) 
Multiplying Eqs. (10) and (11) by 5 , integrating across the interface, we 
obtain the following dispersion relation when it) is close to R_., 
fif + *l = <-„« + ^ k y (Uj + U2) + P ^ k ^ - H j ) (19) 
where 
, , r 2K An 1 An 
« „ = k V o . - n - 5 - — ° + k 2 £ 2 0 . — 2 (20) 
a y x c i l k n I y y c i n 
a. 0 = i k2 € £ O . ^"o (21) 
AT y x y ci 
and - K = n' /n , An = density change across the shear-layer 
interface. 
The stability criterion is 
L + 40ky (U2 - vf > (16 0 2 + 4) k2 (U2 - Oj)2 (22) 
Thus, for sufficiently large a. c. electric field strength, the high-
frequency excursion of ions near the shear layer dynamically stabilises 
the transverse Kelvin-Helmholts mode. For laboratory plasmas of 
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k (U, - U.) « 10 kHZ, O . » 2 5 0 kHZ, then k* e2 - 0.4; i. e . . the 
y 2 1 ci y x 
ion excursion i s of the order, or a fraction of, the inverse of the in-
stability wavenumber. 
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PASSIVE FEEDBACK CONTROL OF A m>IFT-TYPE 
INSTABILITY IN A Q-KACKINE PLASMA COLUMN 
by 
G. I. J . Huller and R. S. Palmer 
Aerospace Research Laboratories, WPAFB, Ohio *5ii33 
Abstract 
A passive feedback instability control method, consisting 
of a tunable series resonance circuit connected with a feed-
back probe and driven by the plasma instability energy itself, 
was applied to a m * 1
 f"drift-type" instability of a single 
ended Q-machine plasma. Phase and amplitude of the feedback 
drive current is controlled by varying the resonance circuit 
characteristics. Measurements were made of the oscillation 
amplification, partial suppressionf and the equilibrium plasma 
density changes caused by instability induced plasma losses. 
The passive control mechanism can be described by the station-
ary solution of the "Van der Pol" differential equation for 
non-linear oscillation phenomena. The efficiency of the 
oscillation control was found to be small in this experiment 
because only a single feedback loop is applied. Suggestions 
are discussed to improve the stabilization efficiency of tilis 
passive feedback method. 
Introduction 
Feedback plasma stabilization methods have recently received 
some attention and were applied with success to various instab-
2 3 ilities in different plasma devices ' . This paper describes the 
results of a passive feedback control experiment where the 
feedback energy is supplied by the internal energy of the plasma 
instability. A part of the plasma instability energy is coupled 
from the plasma, by means of a probe, into an L-C series reson-
ance circuit and fed back into the plasma by the same probe. The 
feedback drive current is controlled, in its phase and amplitude, 
by varying the eigenfrequency, in regard to the instability 
frequency, and the ohmic impedance of the resonance circuit. 
Ohio State University Research Foundation, Columbus,Ohio. 
On leave from the Institut fur Plasmaphysik, 10»I 
Garching near Huneiwn, Germany 
We applied t h i s passive feedback control method to a "drift-type" 
i n s t a b i l i t y of a Q-machine plasma column and invest igated the 
charac ter i s t i c s of t h i s s t a b i l i z a t i o n mechanism and i t s plasma 
response. The s i n g l e ended tj-machine was operated with Cesium, 
at plasma d e n s i t i e s in the range of 1 x 1 0 1 1 cm"3, at magnectic 
f i e l d s of about 2 Kilogauss, and at a plasma column length of 
J65 em. De ta i l s about the charac ter i s t i c s of the ins tabi l i ty 1 1 
and i t s control by v irtue of a d . c . e l e c t r i c f i e l d 5 ' 6 and of 
6 7 
an ac t ive feedback method > were reported elsewhere. 
Part ia l suppression and amplif icat ion of the i n s t a b i l i t y 
and the change of the i n s t a b i l i t y induced plasma l o s s e s were 
measured as a function of the external ly controlled phase and 
the amount of the i n s t a b i l i t y driven feedback current. Most 
measurements were preformed with a d . c . f loat ing feedback probe 
at the pos i t ion in the plasma column where highest i n s t a b i l i t y 
amplitudes were observed. 
Experimental Method 
We applied a phase s e n s i t i v e method t o measure the plasma 
o s c i l l a t i o n s and the equilibrium density as a function of the 
feedback c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . _ Fmmnftg« ™ •*"*; 
« PLASMA I I COLUMN 
Figure 1 shows the applied 
diagnostic method. The feed-
back loop on the left side 
was periodically gated by a 
chopper driven by a square 
wave signal of 135 Hz. The 
plane feedback probe, 1 cm. 
x * cm. ,was placed in a 
PASSIVE FEEDBACK ond DHCmSTE OHCUITS 
radial position of peak rigure 1 
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density and potential oscillations. 
Feedback voltage and current signals were controlled and 
monitored by wave analyzers and a multi-channel oscilloscope. 
One phase lock amplifier delivered directly the feedback drive 
signal I- sin m , where the phase (p can be referred to the 
feedback probe potential or the density oscillations(dependent 
on whether the reference input of the phase lock amplifier is 
connected with the feedback or density oscillation measuring 
probe. 
The feedback controlled density oscillations and the d.c. 
density were measured with two small shielded probes of the 
same size, (2 mm long and .2 mm dian.), at axial positions near 
the machine half length. These signals were measured phase 
locked to the chopper drive signal. The density oscillation 
measuring probe was shifted 90° azinuthally in reference to the 
feedback probe in order to prevent direct coupling disturbances 
between both probes. D.c. and a.c. plasma density measurements 
were derived from the ion saturation current of probes biased 
at 15 volts negative. All measurements w»r" rrp'^rrf^ 'j«*inr •»•he 
mode = 1 instability with a frequency 
of about 8 KHz. 
Results 
Measurements of the amount and 
phase of the feedback loop current and t, 
the feedback controlled instability 
amplitude are shown in Figure 2. Here 
the feedback characteristics are meas-
ured at various impedances F- vs. the 
inductivity L„ of ti.« external resonance 
rigure 2 
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circuit. One reognizes the typical feedback behavior in the 
families of curves in the middle and the bottom of this figure. 
Positive marked phases (b— correspond to an inductive resonance 
circuit behavior and to a lagging of the feedback current in 
regard to the feedback drive voltage. This case leads to a 
destabilization, while a leading in phase results in an instab-
ility amplitude reduction. The instability amplitude change 
around the resonance! UjføpsJ J is mainly caused by a fast 
change of the feedback current phase vs. ^ / Mg* A reduction 
of the feedback control, far outside the resonance,is caueed 
eo-\ 
mainly by the reduction of the 
feedback current when the 
resonance frequency BUp 
deviates more and more from the 
instability frequency 
The feedback circuit 
current-voltage characteristic 
shown in Figure 3 represents 
the instability control of the 
passive feedback loop itself. 
20-
,4en*,de.fl 
~ W M A > 
' i f . ) 
30 45 60 
Feedback Circuit Current-Voltage Characteristic 
(C . n»IH0"cnr>.B-2kG.I-260cm.f>7.7kHz) 
In this diagram, the a.c. feedback probe voltage( the probe is 
at d.c. floating potential) is directly recorded vs. the a.c. 
current in the feedback loop, when the circuit resonance freq-
uency ^HJ-"*« varied. In the lower branch, with"))« / 0 « 0 » 
we have a stabilizing effect to the plasma oscillations, while 
in the upper branch, with1^ > I , the resonance circuit is 
inductive, L_ is dominant and both the feedback loop voltage 
and currant are amplified. 
An experimental result on the influence of instability 
- 23« 
control to the radial eon-
 tz. 
tainment of the plasma 
column is shown in Figure *'~ 
1. Here the change / A | 1 0 of 
the equilibrium density in 
the center of the column 
is directly recorded vs. 
Ir sin W .while the feed-
back loop eigenfrequency 
is varied in a wide range 
"•40 +30 +20 HO 0 HO ^0 -*0 B-MI 
Ptasno Demity Change n Feedback CmM 5 p * $ 
F i g u r e » 
by changing the circuit inductance Up step by step at a fixed 
capacitance C_. Both signals in Figure f were derived from the 
phase lock technique. 
Discussion 
The expressions shown in Figure 5 represent an analysis of 
the probe-plasma passive feedback loop where IL is thetotal 
complex impedance of the loop, P„, is the plasma impedance, and 
rt 
R is the probe resistance at 
floating potential. From these 
equations, one can express a 
relation for the feedback osci! 
lation density n~. At resonance 
of the feedback circuit with 
the instability frequency, 
~Zj»L the internal plasma feed-
er *\f
 a 
back signal n ; is about ltO 
out of phase in reference to 
the instability signal n^. The 
impedance of the total feedback 
^['•fc£pr
 mM 
with: ^ -orclun m 
«,»(CP»L,)-" ,1 T = RC, 
^ - 6 5 3 x 1 0 * * ^ » ^ (ohm) 
Figur« S 
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loop has a rci.nir.um when R = R and the feedback current i s 
maximum under t h i s c o n d i t i o n . - n . i s leading or lagging in 
phase, in regard t o the i n s t a b i l i t y s igna l n . , dependent on 
whether Wjjj^> | ( capac i t ive c i r c u i t ) o r W ^ J (inductive 
c i r c u i t ) . 
Recently, i t was shown that the "Van der Pol" theory of 
non- l inear o s c i l l a t i o n phenomena i s able t o describe success fu l ly 
the plasma i n s t a b i l i t y feedback control mechanism • . According 
to t h i s theory, the o s c i l l a t i o n control i s given by: 
( 
instability saturation amplitudes, 0 the phase of the feedback 
signal in regard to the instability signal, and6Xthe instability 
growth rate. The right side of this equation is the feedback 
oscillation control parameter, which is ^ O for destabilization 
and ^ O for stabilization dependent on whether the feedback 
oscillations are leading or lagging in phase in regard to 
the instability oscillations* For a comparison to our circuit, 
it follows that a predominantly capacitive resonance circuit 
'"%)-\l corresponds to a negative or stabilizing feedback loop, 
while an inductive circuit * * % A ^ ^ ) results in a positive or 
destabilizing feedback. 
In our earlier experiments where we applied, to the same 
instability, an active feedback control technique, we found a 
plasma density reduction varying with the squared instability 
amplitude. The linear behavior of £)ng vs. Ij. sin A in Figure 
5 can be understood as a result of the weak oscillation control 
in this passive feedback experiment. 
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Feedback Eff ic iency 
One reason for the weak i n s t a b i l i t y control i s the high 
probe-plasma coupling impedance. The 
probe-sheath a . c . impedance i s high at 
d .c . f loat ing potent ia l but can be 
reduced considerably by applying a 
pos i t ive d .c . bias t o the feedback 
probe. Figures 6 and 7 show the exp-
erimental behavior of a d .c . biased 
feedback loop for t y p i c a l feedback 
parameters. These measurements were 
preformed under conditions of a r e l -
a t ive ly small feedback current(by use 
of R_ = IK ) and of resonance c i r c u i t »" ; a .M'» ' .Mit .Mio»>w« | 
Figure 6 
eigenfrequencies for optimal o s c i l l a t i o n amplif icat ion and 
suppression. Figure 6 shows in the lower h a l f , the feedback 
currents and in the upper half the corresponding feedback 
i n s t a b i l i t y amplitude v s . the external ly applied d . c . probe b ias 
varied p o s i t i v e l y and negat ive ly with respect t o f l oa t ing poten-
t i a l V„j. The feedback current I r increases considerably with a 
p o s i t i v e l y growing 
bias and improves the 
i n s t a b i l i t y contro l . 
In both cases of pos-
i t i v e and negative 
applied feedback, the 
control led i n s t a b i l i t y 
amplitudes vary l i n -
Figure 7 M r l v w l t n t n < 
anuunt of the feedback current as shown in Figure 7. 
mstobilty Ampttude Chang« » Feedback Current 
varied by d.c. Probe Offset 
- ?•}! -
The feedback e f f i c i e n c y i s small in t h i s s i n g l e feedback 
loop exper iment . The reasons of the l imi t ed feedback con t ro l 
e f f i c i ency and s e v e r a l proposals t o iir.prove the power of t h i s 
pass ive plasma s t a b i l i z a t i o n method are d i s cus sed . r u t u r e work 
has t o answer the ques t ion whether the pass ive i n s t a b i l i t y 
c o n t r o l method can ever t e made powerful enourh t o quench out 
completely a plasma i n s t a b i l i t y because of i n e v i t a b l e enercy 
l o s s e s in the plasma, plasma boundary' s h e a t h s , and the e x t e r n a l 
c i r c u i t . However, i t s a p p l i c a t i o n , under opt imal c o n d i t i o n s , 
would reduce the power requirement for an a u x i l i a r y or a d d i t i o n a l 
a c t i v e feedback necessary for complete suppress ion of an 
i n s t a b i l i t y . 
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Experimental Frequencies and Growth Rates of a 
Drlft-Pissipative Instability in a Continuous r.f+ Plasma 
by 
B.E. Keen and M.W. Alcock 
U.K.A.E.A. Research Group, Culham Laboratory* Abingdon, England. 
Abstract 
Results are presented for a low frequency self-excited oscillation in an 
inhomogeneous r.f. collisional plasma. These waves occurred mainly as 
m = +1 azinuthal propagating modes, and as standing waves in the axial direc-
tion with approximately half a wavelength in the tube. The frequency *(•>' was 
dependent on the tube length, the axial magnetic field, and the gas neutral 
pressure, and measurements have been made when varying these parameters. 
The initial growth rates have been measured under various conditions, by 
using a method of dynamic stabilisation to suppress the instability, and 
analysing the subsequent return of the oscillation. Comparison of the results 
obtained with a previous theory of the drift-dissipation instability shows 
reasonably good agreement. 
Introduction 
Lately, there has been considerable theoretical and experimental work on 
the low frequency drift Instabilities occurring in plasmas* These micro-
Instabilities are driven unstable by the plasma density gradient In both 
collisionless and collisional plasmas. Their importance derives from the 
probable correlation between the anomalously high diffusion of plasma across 
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a containing Magnetic field and the presence of these finite amplitude waves 
In the plasma. 
Previous attempts to Measure drift instability characteristics and con-
pare them with theory have suffered f r a sone or all of the following 
difficulties:-
(a) In most reported observations on drift waves, large radial electric 
fields Ep, have existed in the plasma column, as well as the 
radial density gradient. This radial electric field taken together 
with the axial magnetic field, leads to an aziaithal drift of plasma. 
This drift causes a plasma rotation, and consequently leads to a 
Doppler shift of the instability frequency measured in the laboratory 
frame of reference. This rotation frequency i s usually the same 
order of magnitude as the predicted instability frequency * ' and 
can lead to complications in comparison with theory. Also, i t has 
been shown that a rotationally convected drift instability can be 
sustained in a collisional plasma. 
(b) Most theories with which the experimental results are compared are 
linearised theories, whereas most experiments have been performed on 
self-excited oscillations which are amplitude limited by non-linear 
mechanisms, and thus, the results have been obtained in the non-
linear, large amplitude regime. 
(c) Few experiments have obtained direct measurement of the initial 
growth rate of the drift instability. When values are obtained of 
this parameter direct comparison can be made with linearised theories. 
This paper reports experiments on a low frequency self oscillatory wave 
in an r.f. collisional discharge, in which trie radial electric field was 
extremely small (0 i 10mV/cm). Experiments were performed using a dynamic 
stabilisation technique5 to reduce the instability to a very snail anplltude 
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(n'/n * 1£), and so experiments could be perforated in the snail amplitude, 
linear regime. Further, the initial growth rate (Y) was measured as the 
instability returned to i t s non-linear saturation amplitude. 
Theory 
The stability of an inhomogeneous plasma column in a uniform magnetic 
field, in which both electron-neutral (v ) and ion-neutral (v.) collision 
frequencies were included, has been considered by Timofeev , and further 
extended by Alcock and Keen . The plasma behaviour was described by using the 
'two fluid' equations of motion, taken together with the equations of con-
tinuity of each species. These equations were considered in 'slab* geometry, 
in which the unifora magnetic field, B, was taken in the 'z' direction, the 
density gradient, (-jr)i was in the *xr (radial) direction, and propagation 
was mainly in the Vy* (azimuthal) direction, with wavenumber k * Have pro-
pagation oblique to the magnetic field was considered (wavenumbers k , k « k ) , 
x z y 
and density, n', and potential perturbations, <p', of the form exp-i(a)t-k.r) 
were assumed. The electron velocity was eliminated between the linearised 
electron equation of motion, and equation of continuity to obtain a relation-
ship for the electron density perturbation, n' :-
n; rig -1 g y (i - i yy ) ]
 a l 
n o ~ (k2D - t o ) - e •••<'> 
z e 
1 3no 
where p = v ^ , fie = eB/mc, K = — (-^) and De = 1/*e. 
Similarly, an expression may be obtained for the ion density perturbation, 
n£, in which ion temperature T, i s assumed to be small (T, « T ) . 
.(2) 
where at - OA»c and k = (k + k ) . 
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If the condition of Quasi-neutrality is assumed, then n', n' and • ' 
can be eliminated between Eos. (1) and (2), in the low frequency approximation 
to give the following dispersion relationship:-
u + u [» jAl+x ) + i kz Dfi + v i + (o^O+x2)] - k2 D v 
+ xumXg/d+x ) + i» æ*/(1+x2) = O . . . (3) 
where B» = ky c T^/eB, »g = k2 flg l^A2 ve and x = n l^A2 . This dispersion 
equation has been obtained in the approximations: (1) u < fi. • (2) i> « 0 
and (3) v. « n and these approximations are reasonably well satisfied 
experimentally. Eq. (3) can be solved numerically under the appropriate con-
ditions for the R (u>) and the growth rate Y = Im(ai), as a function of the 
variable parameters, magnetic f i e l d , axial wavenuaber and neutral pressure. 
Experiment and Results 
The plasma was produced by an r.f. discharge between a plate and a grid 
at one end of the discharge tube (~ 5 en diam.), and the plasma diffused 
through this grid into an electric field free region » 180 cm in length. 
Plasms were formed in this way in both H, and He gas, and were contained 
in a uniform axial magnetic field. Peak densities in the range 10 -10 cm 
(depending upon r.f. power) were measured on a double probe and the density 
gradient was measured by traversing the double probe across a radius of the 
plasma and typical values * i = 0.40 cm- in H2 and « =0.70 cm" in 
Be were obtained. The electron temperature measured on the same probe gave 
values in the range 3-8 eV depending upon the neutral gas and r.f. power. 
The floating potential of the plasma was measured on a high impedance 
digital voltmeter as a function of radius and was found to vary less than 
1.0 mV across the radius. This,taken with variations in electron temperature 
Tg across the radlus.gave a radial electric field, Er = O i 0.01 v/cm. 
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Consequently, any plasm rotation due to this field should be small and can be 
ignored. 
The electron-neutral collision frequency was obtained by Measuring the 
change in the 'Q' factor of a resonant microwave cavity coaxial with the 
glass discharge tube . It has been shown that vg = {•KT/bV){\/<l - Ml-)» 
where Q is the Q value of the empty cavity and Q its plasm loaded value, 
f the resonant frequency and Af the change in frequency value with the 
plasma present. A cylindrical cavity operating in the TUL.« node was used 
on the outside of the glass tube and i t s 'Q' value charge was measured as a 
function of neutral pressure V in the discharge tube. A linear relationship 
between p and (1/Q) resulted, thus indicating that the electron-neutral 
c o l l i s i o n frequency was the measured quantity. Values of 
(a) v^/p = (0.70 ± 0.15) x 109 (sec torr)"1 for ft^ plasm, and 
(b) v Yp = (0.80 + 0.15) x 109 (sec torr) -1 for Be plasm 
were obtained. 
On simple hard-sphere kinetic theory considerations values of the ion-
neutral collision frequencies v f were computed and gave 
(a) v,/p = (2.5 ± 0.15) x 107 (sec torr) for H_ plasma, and 
(b) Vj/p = (2.0 + 0.15) x 107 (sec torr)"1 for He plasma. 
The instability was observed on various floating and ion-biassed probes 
distributed along and around the plasma column. The mode number of the wave 
was found by amplitude and phase measurements from probes around the azimuth. 
It was found to be mainly an m = +1 propagating wave. A longitudinally mov-
ing single probe was used to measure the axial phase and amplitude, and in this 
way i t was found to be a standing wave in the axial direction, with a wave-
length of twice the tube length. By varying the tube length, at constant 
neutral pressure, and magnetic field length, the frequency variation was 
obtained. A typical dispersion relationship obtained in this way i s shown in 
Fig 1(a) for He and (b) for H_. Further results were obtained by varying 
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the magnetic field at constant neutral pressure and the tube length, ard 
typical values are shown in Fig. 2(a) for He and (b) for H». 
frequency as the neutral pressure i s varied at a constant magnetic field and 
tube length. 
t 
i 
«\ 
w 
l\ 
1 ») 
X x»-» 
\ ^^Mm 
}0v X > x - ^ _ rrtuut* (*twr) — -
taMm (at»r) — 
£i&_2 Mfc-£ 
The initial growth rate of the instability was directly Measured by using 
a method of dynamic stabilisation to suppress the instability or reduce i t 
to a small amplitude. The instability was then allowed to recover to i t s large 
amplitude saturation level, and the resulting instability signal photographi-
cally stored. A typical signal obtained in this way i s shown in Fig. 5. 
Analysis of photographs of this type enabled a measure of the initial growth 
rate to be obtained under different conditions. Plots of relative amplitude 
(a/a ) as a function of time are shown for the growing part of the signal in 
Fig. 6 at different neutral pressure values in helium for (a) p = 10 mtorr, 
(b) p = 9 mtorr and (c) p = 7 mtorr. 
Fig. 5 _ 
The growth rates obtained in this way, as a function of neutral pressure 
are shown in Fig. 3(b) for Be and in Fig. 4(b) for H • 
t * 
Comparison and Conclusions 
The theoretical variation of the frequency, u>, and the growth rate, Y, for 
the drift dissipative instability as a function of the externally variable 
parameters tube length (* k ), nagnetic field and neutral pressure can be com-
puted from the dispersion relationship in Eq. (3). Values obtained from this 
equation for the parameter values appropriate to each particular case are shown 
marked in Figs. 1(a), 1(b), 2(a), 2(b), 3(a), 3(b), 4(a) and 4(b). In each 
case, the agreement between theory and experiment for the frequency,'to' is 
good. In the case of the growth rate, the agreement is not so good. However, 
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In the theoretical calculation, the growth rate values are subject to much 
larger error than the real frequency (ReM) values. In spite of this, the 
variation of Y with neutral pressures, Figs. 3(b) and 4(b), appears to be of 
the correct form. 
In conclusion, experimental results have been obtained on the frequency 
and the growth rate of a low frequency instability in a continuous r.f. plasna 
in both helium and hydrogen plasnas, as a function of certain physical para-
meters (B, p and k ) . Comparison with the simple theory (in slab geometry) of 
the drift-disspative instability shows reasonably good agreement and therefore 
i t Is inferred that the observed instability i s , indeed, the drift-dissipative 
instability. 
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RESONANT CHARACTERISTICS OF COLLISIONLESS DRIFT-WAVES IN HYDROGEN 
PLASMA - COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND LINEAR THEORT 
R. Bolssier, P, Brossier, P. Deschamps, R, Gravier 
R, Pellat, C, Renaud, 
ASSOCIATION EURATOM-CEA 
Departement de la Physique du Plasma et de la Fusion ContnMée 
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires 
Bolte Postale n° 6 - 92 Fontenay-»ux-Ro»ea (France) 
Spontaneous colltslonless drift-waves driven 
by a pressure gradient perpendicular to the confining 
magnetic field are observed in the low-/3 plasma of 
the ODE device. 
The experiment was designed specifically to 
study this instability, characterized by very long 
parallel wavelengths.which results from the reso-
nant coupling between the wave and the electrons, 
A double ended device produce a 5,4 m long collision-
less hydrogen plasma confined by a uniform magnetic 
field B Q < 5kGs, 
Detailed measurements of the unstable modes have 
been performed by correlation, techniques using a 10 MHg 
bandwith real time correlator. The experimental disper-
sion curves are compared with the computed solutions 
of the linear dispersion relation. The agreement bet-
ween theoretical and experimental parallel wavelengths 
is better than a factor 2 when B increases from l.S 
to 3 VGs. ° 
To change the reflecting conditions for r*senant 
electrons two mirror colls have been located at each 
end of the column. The subsequent variation of CJ and 
X7/ for drift modes demonstrates the Importance of 
end effects on the selection of the unstable parallel 
wavelengths. 
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I - IHTRODUCTIOH 
Pressure gradient driven drift-waves have been identified 
in the colllslonless hydrogen plasma of ODE device and detailed 
measurements have been reported recently [l] , They have shown 
that resonant drift-waves with parallel phase velocity close to 
the electron thermal velocity can grow spontaneously la a long 
enough plasma column. Those drift-instabilities propagate in the 
electron diamagnetlc velocity direction; they are stationary in 
both the radial and parallel(to B ) directions, with a node of 
amplitude in the middle plane ; parallel wavelengths are equal 
to or larger than the column length. This paper deals with a 
more detailed comparison of the experimental results with the 
linear theory, when the magnetic field and/or the reflecting 
conditions are modified. 
II - EXPERIMENTAL SET DP AND PLASMA PARAMETERS, 
The ODE plasma column Is created by two E xB discharges 
8,8 m apart (fig,l). In the L - 5.4 m long central chamber the col-
lisionless hydrogen plasma has the following characteristics, on 
10 -3 
the axis : n - 10 cm . T - 10-14 eV, T - 1 - 2 eV, plasma 
o ' e _, 1 
diameter • 3 cm, base pressure - 10 torr. Both n and T exhibit 
a radial Gaussian profile with V n /n,^ V T /T, £* 1cm , n 
varies less than 8 X over the machine length, A radial inward 
electric field E Induces a uniform rotation of the plasma column, 
o 
The flute-like mode associated with this rotation has been descri-
bed in ref, 1, Its frequency (40 to 50 kH* in the laboratory frame) 
represents the plasma rotation frequency and is used to correct 
the drift-mode frequencies for Doppler shift. Two coils located at 
each end of the main chamber can create two steep magnetic Blrrors; 
the mirror ratio (R - 1,4) allows the reflection of electron with 
The wave characteristics are measured with continuously 
moving probes in the r,6,z directions. Measurement along the 
E-dlrectlon is performed by a probe moveable over 3 m at any 
radius, supplemented by 10 fixed probes which can be aligned on 
E K B dschorg* E x B discharge 
insulated cyundat 
magnMic corts 
Fie.l-OOE DEVICE 
the same line of force.A 10 HHz-200 channels real time correlator 
is used to measure the auto- and cross-correlation functions of 
probe signals. The Fourier transforms of these functions yield 
the power density of the density fluctuations as well as the 
azimuthal wave number m - ty** versus the real part of the 
frequency fR (here after called the "azimuthal dispersion 
relation") [2] U l . 
III-EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THE LINEAR THEORY 
The density fluctuations spectrum shows several peaks 
located in the density gradient and identified as collisionless 
drift instabilities. The wave characteristics (amplitude, frequen-
cy and wavelengths)have been measured for several values ef B , 
from 1.35 kGs to 3 kGs. A typical result of correlation technique 
analysis is shown en tig, 2 ; on the lower part the density fluc-
tuations spectrum «,/n0 is plotted for B • 2.5 kGs J the upper 
part shows tha azimuthal dispersion curves obtained for 3 values 
of B0, as indicated. The real part of the frequency f_ and ampli-
tude variations of density fluctuations n^/n -*f each mode versus 
BQ are shown on fig. 3. The normalized perturbed potential «jzS/WTe 
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shows the same behaviour as nj^/n0 ; at the maximum amplitude of 
the m-1 mode Q-fyVTe 'vO.l and ni/noA,0,04. 
The parallel amplitude measurements of the m - 1 mode are 
plotted on figure [4J. For lower values of B0 the amplitude vanis-
hes in the middle of the column and is maximum near the ends*The 
parallel wavelengths obtained from these data Increase with B ; 
for B c > 3 kGs,' 7^ is larger than twice the column length. The re-
sonant character of the collisionless drift instability Is 
emphasized by the values of the parallel phase velocity to 
electron thermal velocity ratio in the explored range of magnetic 
field : 0 . 2 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 . 5 5 . 
These results show the importance of the boundary condi-
tions at the end of the column ; in the zero-field region, some 
particles get reflected, but the efficiency of reflection for 
the resonant electrons is unknown and may vary with B Q , with sub-* 
sequent effects on the parallel wavelengths quantification. In 
order to ensure the efficiency of the reflection process for reso-
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^Qctnetr plant 
Fig. 4_ AMPLITUDE OF THE m-1 MODE IN z ORECTION 
VERSUS MAGNETIC FIELD B 0 
«ant electrons the two symmetric magnetic mirror coils have 
been used. Those trapped electrons can thus be coupled to the 
wave during a time long enough compared to the growth rate of 
the instability. The plasma density is adjusted to remain cons-
tant during the mirrors application, which does not perturb the 
equilibrium of the plasma column. The application of the mirror 
field has the expected effect on the parallel wavelengths (Fig.6) 
; which are then quantified to the 
distance between the two mirrors. 
For B0-2kGB the most unstable 
modes have the same wavelength. 
The density fluctuations spectrum 
changes with mirror field on 
(Fig.5) and the unstable frequen-
cies are shifted to slightly higher 
values. In* any case tha parallel 
phase velocity adjusts itself in 
such a way as to remain slightly 
smaller than the electron thermal 
velocity. A new m • 3 mode appears 
which was marginally stable without 
mirrors. Increasing further the 
mirror ratio R has no further ef-
fect on the unstable frequencies 
but their amplitude decreases. 
Those results are gathered in 
u 300 (kHz) 
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I— w 
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the Table I . 
This cable and Che figure 7 give also a comparison of 
Che measured parallel wavelengths wlch the solucions of Che plane 
dispersion relacion [3j . The experimental paramecers (density, 
eleccron Co ion cemperacure raCio , Cemperacure gradlenc and ra-
dial vavenuaber) have been Introduced into the computation [4j , 
Y 23t *Fj 
which gives the instability growth rate I — 0vT"i!s7~ 
for each frequency and wave number (fj is the imaginary part of 
the frequency) It should be noted that Che electron temperature 
thoory- Mm> 
*»(m> 
Mm) 
y t / "» 
Mirror 
ratio 
R - 0 
R - U 
R - 0 
R-1.3 
1 2 - 1 * 
a-9 
5 - 6 
0.23 
0.20 
m . 2 
S-10 
8 - 9 
5 - 6 
0 . 3 0 
0.25 
m . 3 
5 - 9 
5 -6 
0.30 
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gradient has a strong stabilizing effect in the large transverse 
wavelengths ( ky ft £ O,3 ) but modifies only slightly the maxi-
mum growth rate of the instability. At lower values of B , the 
experimental points sit near the marginal stability curve. When 
BQ increases the measured fre-
quency and wavenumber are such 
that the growth rate approaches its 
maximum • value.We also note that 
the variations of the calculated 
/alues of U and of the measured 
/alues of -—1 are similar for 
ru 
the m - 1 mode ( f i g . 3 ) 
The measured and computed pa-
r a l l e l wavelengths are plotted on 
f i g , 8 , for the m«l and m«2 modes. 
The agreement between the expert-
. Lin«. i h « , J M nmMI »due* from " " B t * 1 " " 1 " <»"l ">e theory 1 . 
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t h e measured values of V y , / V t w show that the parallel phase 
velocity is lower than but near the electron thermal velocity. 
IV - CONCLUSIONS 
The values of the different ratlos "e/mi Te/ri * n d 
L (VI^O/TO in the ODE plasma are more favorable to the spontaneous 
onset of colllsionless drift instabilities that the corresponding 
parameters which can be obtained in alkali plasma [5]. Indeed the 
hydrogen plasma permits the study of drift-waves with maximum 
growth rate for wavelengths equal to the device length. The linear 
theory of collisionless drift instabilities in the resonant region 
where V<f ^ j£ ^ fcW has been checked by the experimental results. 
The importance of the parallel wavelengths measurements for accu-
rate check of the theoretical model has been shown. The magnetic 
mirrors change the wavelengths it Is possible to observe in the 
experimental set-up,Their effect emphasizes the coupling between 
the electrons and the wave, although it has not been proved that 
the trapped particles are responsible for the wave growth. 
It is a pleasure to think H. P. Blanc and M, H. Occhioao-
relli for help in calculations and experimentation. 
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Experimental Measurement of Drift Wavea in 
a Strongly Sheared Magnetic Field 
by 
t.E. Stott and J. Burt 
UKAEA Research Group, culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Berkshire, U.K. 
Abstract 
Collisionless drift waves have been atudied in a 
column of thermally ionized lithium plasma with a vari-
able ahear magnetic field. When the shear is sero or 
weak, the drift waves are unstable and have typical 
peak amplitudes ft/nQ *• 0.1. The measured cross-field 
diffusion coefficient is comparable to I>Bohm and is 
approximately three orders of magnitude larger than the 
value calculated for classical colliaional diffusion. 
As the shear is increased in magnitude the drift waves 
are stabilised and the diffusion coefficient is reduced 
by two ordsrs of magnitude. 
Introduction 
The stability of a low-p, magnetically confined plasma may be 
seriously weakened by drift waves. These are fundamental modes of 
plasma oscillation which are driven unstable by a spatial inhomo-
geneity of the plaama density or temperature. These modes are 
therefore expected to peraiat in confinement systems from which all 
other mechanisms which support instabilities have been eliminated. 
The drift waves are manifest as low frequency oscillations of the 
plasma density and potential, and lead to plasma losaes across the 
confining magnetic field at a rate comparable to that given empiric-
ally by Bona. 
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According to linear theory« the growth of drift waves in a 
collisionlass plasma is due to a resonant particle interaction 
with the electrons* whereas the ions provide a damping mechanism. 
The ion damping is however usually insufficient to ensure complete 
stability except for modes with very short parallel wavelengths. 
The most promising method of stabilizing drift waves in a 
fusion plasma appears to be by means of strong magnetic shear. 
This requires the confining magnetic field to be strongly twiBted 
in a way so that the pitch angle increases as one moves outwards 
from the plasma centre. Such a field configuration is produced by 
the helical multipolar winding of a stellarator confinement system. 
The drift waves should be stabilized if the shear is sufficiently 
strong« as was demonstrated for the collisional drift instability 
by Chen1. 
He have investigated the stablization of collieionless drift 
waves in a stellarator field geometry. The stabilizing shear was 
produced by an K - 3 helical multipolar winding surrounding the 
plasma column. A straight system was chosen for these experiments 
since in a toroidal device it would not be possible to vary the 
shear over a wide range of values without disturbing the basic 
toroidal equilibrium. 
Experimental Details 
The essential features of the experimental apparatus (STAMP) 
are shown in Fig. 1. Lithium or sodium plasmas are produced by 
thermally ionizing a beam of neutral atoms directed onto a rhenium 
plate (diameter 7.5 cm) heated to over 200O°K. The basic princi-
ples of such a Q-machine are well known and the detailed design of 
the sources used on STAMP has been reported previously9. Two 
identical sources which can be moved axially produce a plasma whose 
length may be varied between 40 and 400 cm . The axial magnetic 
field is variable up to 4000 G and at that field lithium ions have 
a Larmor radius of 0.3 mm . The periodicity of the 1 = 3 helical 
winding is 80 cm and the maximum current is 48«OOOA. 
Fig.l 
Schematic of the STAMP experiment. For clarity, only 
one of the six helical conductors is indicated 
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Computations of the helical magnetic fields are in good agree-
ment with measurements using an electron beam to trace out field 
lines onto a fluorescent screen. The magnetic field lines lie on 
a nested set of trefoil shaped cylinders. The rotational trans« 
form I has a nearly parabolic radial dependence and at the aepara-
trix the transform per winding period is 2TT . it is convenient to 
express the magnetic shear in terms of the shear length 
L s = [<l/80)r dt/dr]"1 
which varies roughly as the inverse square of the radius and is 
about 7 cm at the separatrix. 
Hatching the trefoil shaped magnetic surfaces onto the circu-
lar endplates presents a difficult problem since there are no mag-
netic circularisers. In order to avoid complicated E X B drifts 
in the plasma the equipotentials of the endplate sheaths must be 
made coincident with the magnetic trefoils. This is particularly 
important for unambiguous measurements of diffusion losses due to 
drift waves. The end plate temperature has been made uniform to 
within 1°K by using a double plate construction heated by a rotat-
ing spiral filament3. The profile of the neutral lithium spray is 
more difficult to control and a system which involves spraying the 
lithium through small holes in the endplate itself is being deve-
loped. 
Drift Wave Stabilization 
The plasma density profile n0(r) and the density fluctuation 
amplitude n1(r) were measured with single spherical Langmuir 
probes biased to collect ion saturation current (Fig.2). The same 
probes were used with a high impedance 'boot strap1 amplifier to 
0-009 9-013 e-015 
Pig-2 
Profiles of density nQ and fluctuation amplitude 
ft for various values of the shear 8 •= A/Ls 
measure the potential fluctuations qpL(r). The peak relative ampli-
tude of the density and potential oscillations occurred close to 
the steepest part of the density gradient and n/iio - e$/kTe * 20# 
Similar oscillations had been identified previously as collision-
less drift waves3, collisions of electrons with ions (X»i*l03 cm) 
or with neutrals (Xen > lOa cm for a typical base pressure of 10~? 
torr) were too infrequent in this plasma to generate collisional 
drift waves, clearly defined azimuthal modes were identified with 
mode numbers m in good agreement with the fastest growing modes 
predicted by linear theory, i.e k ^ ^ m p ^ r « 1. For the stabili-
zation experiments, the plasma radius and magnetic field were 
increased so that Pj/r < 1 and the frequency spectrum of theinsta-
bility revealed a mixture of many modes with large values of m . 
Several theoretical estimates of the critical shear needed to 
stabilize the collisionless drift waves have been published. Krall 
and Rosenbluth* considered a slab model with a localized density 
gradient producing a potential well which was examined for stabi-
lity of the normal modes. The stability criterion 
6 = K/La £ (1/2/2) Pi/A 
was obtained. With increasing shear the radial extent of the 
region of instability may shrink to such a small extent that these 
normal modes are not localized. Rutherford and Frieman6 considered 
a wave packet of the normal modes which grew initially as a local 
perturbation before convecting into a stable region where it was 
ultimately damped. Since the critical amplitude of such a wave 
packet was undefined, the choice of stability criterion was some-
what arbitrary but to restrict the growth to a single e-folding 
factor required 6* (mg/m^Ji. A more recent analysis by Pearlstein 
and Berk" has shown that normal modes may occur even in the limit 
of high shear 6% a/2)pL/ i and these modes are stable only if 
9 a (me/mi)*. 
Experimentally as the shear was increased, the relative ampli-
tude nVn0 fell and became effectively zero for 8*0.15 (Pig.3). 
Variation of the instability amplitude fVn0 with 9. 
The theoretical stability criteria are indicated by 
arrows. (a) i > (Be/mi)!; (b) e > (pj/A) 
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This value exceeds the theoretical estimate of Krall and Rosehbluth 
by a factor of 2, which is surprisingly close agreement: in view of 
the theoretical approximation. The theory assumed a slab model 
with uniform shear whilst the experiment was cylindrical and the 
shear was non-uniform Doth radially and azinruthally. in addition 
the linear growth rate of the drift waves may have been enhanced 
due to finite length effects. The experimental results were all 
in the regime (l/2/2)PiA > (mg/m^Js, and the wave packet regime 
was not tested. Machine developments are in hand to extend the 
range of measurements. 
Diffusion Measurements 
The most important manifestation of the drift instability is 
the effect on the plasma containment. The radial particle flux 
transported by the wave is: j - (1/rB) a<ncp)/a$ where the 
correlation function <n£> was measured using two probes as a 
function of the azimuthal angle $ . An outwardly directed plasma 
flux was measured with a maximum close to the radius where IC was 
a minimum. Good agreement was obtained with the total flux mea-
sured on a particle collector surrounding the outside of the 
column. The collected flux fell sharply when the shear was 
increased, in a uniform field, (i.e. 8 = 0) the radial diffusion 
coefficient D was nearly inversely proportional to the field 
strength B z and was of the order of l>B0njn = ckTg/16 eB. This was 
roughly two orders of magnitude larger than the diffusion coeffi-
cient for binary collisions. An accurate calculation of D± in 
the sheared field was complicated by the presence of convective 
cells in this particular instance, but values calculated from the 
mean density gradient showed a clear improvement as 9 was 
increased (Fig.4). 
\ \ 
\ \ 
» 1 
0 0-OJ OK) 015 
»•»r 0-A/l, 
Fig.4 
Variation of the normalized diffusion coefficient Di/Dgohm 
with shear. The broken line is taken from probe measure-
ments of (STSO . The points indicate independent measure-
ments with a particle collector surrounding the plasma 
V 
L 
l 
a 
M e 
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Pig. 5 
Variation of D± with magnetic field Bz at 
constant I and separatrix radius in a 
partially stabilized plasma 
The particle collector surrounding the column was used to 
measure Dx as a function of the main magnetic field B2 in a 
partly stabilized plasma. The rotational transform I and 
separatrix radius were kept constant by corresponding changes in 
the helical winding current. The results plotted in Fig. 5 show 
that D x~B - a . The maximum value of 6-0.07 and the ampli-
tude of the drift waves was typically n/n0 <- 0.04. 
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Conclusions 
Strong magnetic shear has been shown to be effective in stabi-
lizing collisionless drift waves. All modes appeared to be sup-
pressed for values of shear not too much in excess of theoretically 
estimated values. Stabilization of the drift waves was accom-
panied hy a reduction in the cross field diffusion coefficient D x 
of about two orders of magnitude. In a partly stabilised plasma 
L^ — B""8 was measured. 
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HIGH FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS IN THE DENSITY GRADIENT 
OF AN ALCALI PLASMA. 
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ABSTRACT 
A study has been vade of the drift wave modes 
present In the EPAL Q-machtne. This double ended 
device produces a.potassium plasma with den-
sity variable from lo8 up to 101Ocm"3, length 
of 200 cm, magnetic field up to 10 000 gauss 
and temperature (of end plates) of 2200°K, Mea-
surements have been made on azimuthal modes of 
m = 1 up' to m • 10, which are seen to be loca-
lised In the density gradient where the electric 
field la weak. The spectrum can be monochromatic 
and the higher modes can be above the Ion cyclo-
tron frequency. Evolution of this spectrum into 
a turbulent spectrum (ampl itude»CCi)"*) is obtained 
by increasing the magnetic field. 
The results reported here have been obtained on the EPAL 
Q-machine at low density, weak magnetic field for which unstable 
drift waves localized in the density gradient have been observed. 
The 2 m long plasma column is formed by contact ioniza-
tion of potassium beam on two hot plate assemblies (In a homoge-
neous magnetic field B). Each hot plate, 10 cm O.D., has a 
thicker central part of 5 cm O.D, onto which the plasma in formed , 
The temperature at the center reaches 22O0"Kf decreases about 5 % 
across the central disk and then drops sharply to *^ 1000 *K at 
the outer edge. 
Profiles of plasma density and float ing potential 
are displayed on Pig. 1 along with low frequency density 
fluctuations. This shows that the noise associated with the den-
sitv gradient is rather well separated from the region where a 
a large inward electric field 
n c m-3j Vf(vi i s p r e s e n t . The e v o l u t i o n of t h e 
noise spectrum with the magnetic 
field is shown on fig. 2 for a 
J a -3 
|-?o density in the range 5-10xl0°em 
for mean free path shorter than 
the machine length. The ind ividual 
peaks have been identified as 
m = 1, 2 and 3 azlmuthal modes 
propagating in the direction'of 
the electron diamagnetic drift. 
As the field increases one obser-
-»ass --*»*«*• 5ii . .»ai; i f 
m*t l i i i i f S M i i i i i i r -
-,-sC- • --> i sis1 fS i j* " ' 
r* • j j r * a+jfT 
v»i, in addition to a frequency 
-1/2 
rkm) 
FG.1. PROFILES OF FLOATING PC>TENT<AL DENSITV 
AND FLUCTUATING DENSIT/ rv??00V WPGS 
shift proportional to B , that 
highest modes are more easily 
excited. At 800 gauss, the ampli-
tude of m = 2 passes that of the 
m = 1 mode which is larger at 
600 gauss. As the field Increases further to 1500 gauss the peakf 
merge into a turbulent spectrum with a maximum of amplitude 
around the m • 2 frequency. This behaviour is expected from the 
linear theory of collisional drift waves in the high field regime, 
i.e. when the magnetic field is higher than the maximum growth 
rate field. In this range an Increase in magnetic field destabili-
zes successively increasing azimuthal mode numbers vith successi-
vely larger linear growth rate, at about the same frequency [l] . 
The amplitude does not follow the linear growth rate but decays 
roughly asf -On the other hand in the lower magnet It: field regime, 
the waves are stabilized through the ion viscosity whenever the 
parameter ^ ^ " L / £ ^ T ; *S lflfRe enough ( b = •£-( V*A QJ") , oj, ion 
larmor radius, £ =/n **%lp» \\ ion collision frequency, VT- ion 
thermal .-^locity), An increase in density will have the sane 
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stabilizing effect as decreasing 
B. Observations In this density 
and magnetic field regime, and 
comparison with the collislonal 
theory have been reported In [2}, 
For low density plasmas, 
the value of b above which 
stability should be recovered can 
get so large that the theory, de-
rived in the limit b « } , no lon-
ger holds, A t n „ ^ 1 0 cm" , for 
mean free path longer than the 
machine length and for magnetic 
f ieId down to a few hundred gauss, 
results are indicated on fig. 3 
where the frequency (In tne labo-
ratory frame ) and mode informa-
tion Is obtained by Fourier ana-
lyzing the cross correlation out-
put of a 10 MHz correlator connec-
nected to two probes either azlnuthaly or longitudinally separated. 
Longitudinal measurement indicate in any case that the parallel 
wavelength is larger than tvlce the machine length with a standing 
wave structure. Frequency spectrum and azlmuthal mode measurements 
0 5 t (hHi ) 
. F K . 2 - EVOLUTION OF THE INSTABILITY SPFCTRUM 
FOR HIGH MAGNETC FCLO 
show that higher mode numbers 
appear out.of the noise level 
as the field is decreased. They 
all are harmonic of a fundamental 
frequency (4,5 kHz) slightly lo-
wer than the m - 1 mode frequen-
cy 4,7, KH&in the laboratory fra-^JJ^ 
me the frequencies vary propor-
tional to B - 1/ 2 and can be higher 
than the ion cyclotron frequency 
fti. for higher modes at low fre-
quency* 
flkHi) 
* ' B(GtJ 
Azimuthal mode numbeT can 
. FIG. 3 . MAGNETIC HELD CEPENQANCE OF I HE FREQUtrCIE? 
A W MODES OF THE DBFT INSTABILITY 
_ F I G * . IDENTlFlCMCN Of AIIMUTHAL MOOES 
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also be measured by a lock-in 
phase detector connected to a 
probe continuously movable in 
the azimuthal direction. Recor-
dings of the phase signal P^ (In 
the range -^/2 . + 0 C/2 with the 
sign of sin 'f ) plotted against 
the probe rotation are displayed 
on fig*4 for 250 gauss. All azi-
mut hal modes up to 6 identified 
with the correlator technique 
can be recovered. For higher 
order harmonics, when no peak 
can be singled out of the noise, 
the phase measurements indicate 
that even higher mode structure 
„M^df is present in the fluctuations. 
Thus, for 250 gauss, up to m=10 
at 46 kHz, has been demonstrated, 
along with a rapid decrease of 
-2 
amplitude of successive modes as m . 
In order to correct the-
se measured frequencies for the 
Doppler shift due to the inward 
electric field, an attempt has 
been made to modify externally 
the radial electric field. The 
plasma sources were biased pos i-
tively with respect to the cham-
ber wall,changes in the plasma 
patenttal were observed. The 
resulting modification of the 
floating potential profile when 
the bias voltage varies from 0 
to 4 volts is shown on fig. 5 
The outer profile is affected 5 4 3 3 1 0 1 } 3 
. F I G S - FLOATING POTENTIAL PROFILES AS A FONCTCW 
f i r s t . At 4 v o l t s t h e i n n e r p r o - OF TME BIAS VOLTAGE. 
file is essentially flat whereas 
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Si? 18 kHz 
the outer profile is almost 
symmetric to the no-bias case 
with respect to the V • 0 axis. 
The density and fluctuations ra-
dial profiles are unaffected. The 
change Ln the fluctuation spec-
trum for 0,2 and 4 bias voltages 
is shown on fig, 6 at 510 gauss. 
Although little change is obser-
ved after the bias voltage rea-
ches 2 volts, the total frequen-
cy shift from zero to 4 volts 
when the floating potential pro-
file reverses is nj 0.5 kHz per 
mode. Should this quantity scale 
as 1/B this shift is not enough 
to bring the higher mode frequen-
cies below -f^i for the low field 
measurement as seen f*"" flg> 3» 
. F I 6 .6 - FREQUENCY A I D AMPLITUDE DEPENDANCE ON 
THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FEUD-
POTASSIUM 23DGrK infm3 .SDGE. 
the electron mean free path is 
of the order or longer than the 
machine length, has been inves-
tigated and results are s hot« a 
on fig. 7, The unstable frequen-
cies are slightly shifted towards 
the origin as the density increa-
ses. This Is the same as computed 
for collislonel drift wave in the 
B > B ( T ^ m o ^ regime for b e 1 and 
short mean free path .which is not 
the case here. Conversely colli-
sionless drift wave should be 
Insensitive to density change 
(when the effect of Debye length 
is negllgib.-), A possibility 
is that electrons are trapped 
Influence of the density 
an the instability spectrum when 
C * JO 
'(KHz) 
.FIG.7-INFLUENCE OF THE DENSITY CN THE FREQUENCY 
OF LOWER MOOES. 
POTASSIUM BOO'K » O f . 
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between the sheaths at the hot plate , long enough to experience 
collisions. This result suggestathat even for a Q.machine shorter 
than the mean free path destebilization of drift wave occurs 
through particle collisions rather than through particle wave 
interaction as would be the case In a collisionless plasma. 
From these observations we conclude that the colllsional 
drift Instability can be carried over to a regime characterized 
by large ion orbit and long mean freee path (compared to the 
machine length) high aslmuthal mode numbers are present in the 
fluctuations* External modification of the radial electric field 
into the plasma, yields an upper limit for the Doppler shift. The 
observed frequencies can be higher than the ion cyclotron frequen-
cy In the plasma frame. 
It is a pleasure to thank Mr.R. Boissier for his help in 
correlation measurements and ME.A. Bouron for his technical 
assistance. 
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Interpretation of Dispersion Relations for Bounded Systems 
by 
T. D. Rognlien and S. A. Self 
Institut« for Plasma Research, Stanford University 
Stanford, California 
Abstract 
A treatment i s given of the problem of constructing normal modes for an 
arbitrari ly bounded system from roots of the l inear dispersion relation 
D(aJ,k) = 0 for the corresponding i n f i n i t e or pp-iodically bounded system. 
The implications of the resu l t s for the interpretation of experiments on plasma 
wayes and i n s t a b i l i t i e s on f in i t e cylinders i s discussed with particular 
reference to the e f f ec t s of end-plate damping on c o l l i s i o n « ! dr i f t wares in 
Q-machines. 
Introduction 
Linear perturbation analyses of plasmas are commonly performed as an 
i n i t i a l value problem for an in f in i t e (unbounded) or periodically bounded sys-
tem. For perturbations « exp i (tot - k - r ) , wsves and i n s t a b i l i t i e s are cate-
gorized in terms of the roots of the dispersion relat ion D(a>,kJ • 0 with com-
plex u and real k. In interpreting such theories for experimental systems, 
which are necessari ly bounded (though not in general periodical ly) , i t i s often 
assumed that the system must be described in terms of such roots with real k, 
without enquiring properly into the e f fec t of boundaries. 
In tb l s paper we give a prescription lor constructing normal mode solu-
t ions for a certain c las s of bounded systems from the roots of D(tt,k) - 0 for 
the corresponding i n f i n i t e system. The boundaries are characterized by com-
plex ref lect ion coef f ic ients for the dominant wave roots k(a>) of D • 0 , 
where in general both k and u are complex. The treatment i s restricted to 
f luid-type analyses for systems of general cyl indrical form. The theory i s 
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applied to the interpretation of co l l i s ional drift waves In Q-uchines to take 
account of the e f fec ts of end-plate damping. A more detailed account of th i s 
work i s given In an unpublished report. 
Theory 
Consider a system of general cylindrical form, uniform along z between 
boundaries z . , z_ (z . < z p ) . A l inear perturbation analysis by Fourier 
(space) - LaplaCw (time) transformation of the corresponding unbounded problem 
i s assumed to y ie ld a dispersion relation D(<n,k) •= 0 for perturbations 
K
 exp i (flit - kz) for a given transverse eigenmode (k f ixed) . I n i t i a l l y , for 
simplicity, we assume D i s quadratic in k, and that the two roots k (s>) 
correspond to waves excited by a source of frequency a) = o> + i a> on the 
posit ive (k+) and negative (k ) s ides . Following Briggs the roots are ident i -
fied by the requirement k~ > 0 and k < 0 as (l) - - • . 
The solution to the bounded problem, for any wave variable t i s then 
written 
t =
 f
+
 + *" => w + exp x(mt - k+z) + T~ exp i(o>t - k"z) , ( l ) 
where the complex amplitudes are written Y - |* | exp i* The wave • i s 
regarded as excited i t i . by reflection of the wave t and, l ikewise, t i s 
excited >t z by ref lect ion of t . 
We define the (time-independent) complex ref lect ion coeff ic ients PJJP« 
as the rat ios of the amplitudes of the reflected to incident waves: 
p, e |p | erp ± 18. * '—5- * -J^j- « p it-Ck*-*")*, + tf-*')!, ( a . ) 
1 1
 • (^) If I 
= -j^f «P it(k+-Oz2 - J«*-*")], (2b) • l
 r [
* 2 » 
P
»
B ,
' »
l
"
P ±
^ ' ? ^ | - | r 
where 0 * | p x J * 1 and - s < 0% 2 * JI . 
Here we have assumed tbat the phase of the ref lected wave i s given, e i ther 
from physical arguments or by experiment, as leading or lagging the incident 
wave by a certain angle | 8 | , and adopt the convention that 8 > 0 when the 
reflected wave leads and 9 < 0 when i t laga. In order to preserve ta le con-
vention, irrespective of the sign of » , the alternate s igns sre introduced in 
Eqs. (2 ) , and should be taken as + or - according as a> $ 0 . 
Elimination of Y+/t~ between Iqs, (2) y i e lds 
(k+ - k")L - t2hx x (B1 + 9 a ) ] - i [ : o g | P l | | p a | ] , (5) 
where L - ( s ? - O i s the sytem length, n - 0 , ±1 , ±2 e t c . , and the 
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term ( G j + O takes the same sign as Q> . Thus specifying the ref lect ion 
coef f i c i ents px, p £ together with the system length quantizes the difference 
between the roots k (to)i k (oi) of the i n f i n i t e dispersion relat ion to a d i s -
crete s e t of (generally complex) values. The physical content of Eq. (3) i s 
just that the tota l phase shi f t around the loop must be an integral multiple 
of 2n, and that the loop gain must te unity. 
The (complex) frequencies at of these axial eigenmodes must sa t i s fy 
both Eq. (3) and the i n f i n i t e system dispersion re lat ion. Writing the l a t t e r 
in the form 
s(o>)k2 + b(o))k + e(a>) = 0 (k) 
we have (k+ - k") = ±[b2(o>) - Ua(a))c(<a)]1/2/a(a3). (5) 
The frequencies æ of the axial modes are then given by eliminating (k+ - k~) 
between Bqs. ( } ) and (5) and solving for cu. 
The asymptotic time response of the system i s governed by the mode whose 
a> l i e s lowest in the complex-u plane, provided t h i s l i e s below the lowest 
n
 2 
relevant branch point of k(oi) in the sense of Briggs. 
I t i s useful to express the total solution in the form 
•„(***) = * n U ) cos O n r t + Xn(z)3 exp - 0)nit (6) 
where Y and X ere real functions of z. because in practice i t i s the 
n n * 
amplitude Y and phase X of the total wave which can be measured as func-
n n 
tions of z. Moreover, a measurement of i(z) and x(z) allows one to deter-
mine the reflection coefficient as in a transmission line impedance measure-
ment. Taking the origin at the centre, we find 
[i(z)]2 - (|pj exp 2 k+z + |p. v 2 . (7) and ( + 2 | P l | 1 / a | p 2 | 1 / a e , n > ( k * «• k^) z cos O - (k+ - k ^ *]< 
tan x ( z ) - [ I p J ^ e x p k* a s in (• - k**) - | p a | 1 / 2 « p k~ z s in (• + k~z)] 
U p J exp k * z cos (« - k * z ) + | p 2 | 1 / , 2 e x p k~ z cos ( » + k ^ z ) ] 
(8) 
where 2» = ( » + - •") = at ± (6^ - 6^/2 . 
Certain general deductions can be made as follows. For reciprocal sys-
tema,i.e. D involving only even powers of k so that k » -k , the axial modes 
are pare standing waves conposed of real k travelling waves only when the 
terminations are lossless i.e. purely reactive (|pj - lp2l - I)- W t b dissi-
pation (|pjl,|p2l < 1), the modes are partial standing waves composed of com-
plex k waves growing spatially towards either end. The effect of lossy 
terminations is stabilizing. I.e. it reduces the temporal growth rate or 
Increases the damping rate compared with lossless terminations. For non-
reciprocal aystems,i.e. S involving odd powers of k as occurs with an sxial 
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current, the modes are partial standine waves even for lossless terminations. 
In this case the spatial growth of one component wave balances the spatial 
damping of the other. 
Application to Collisional Drift Waves 
The dispersion relation for isothermal collisional drift waves in a fully-
3 I* 
ionized plasma neglecting ion parallel motion may be written: * 
-• 4 - * pv^ •
 w ] | - + ^ - ^  - vj-° w 
where w = «Vo^ ; w^ = It v ; vD = _ ^ ; X - (l/n)(Bn/0jt) ; Tg - T± = T ; 
2 2 
k T _ k T v C v 
2 v 
Here v , v are the collision frequencies as defined by Braginskil-^ and 
the coefficient of electron parallel resistivity C = O.513. The coefficient 
of ion viscosity C is given as (3/10) by Braglnskii but was taken as (l/k) 
in Eefs. 3 and k. With C = 1/1*-, Eq. (9) is the dispersion relation of 
Rowberg and Wong. That of Bendel et al differs slightly In terms involving b, 
which is necessarily small compared to unity for fluid theory. 
In applying this theory to the cylindrical geometry of the Q-machine, k 
is real and determined experimentally by identifying it with m/a where m is 
the azinuthal mode number and a Is the radius at which the azimuthally travel-
ling wave has its maximum amplitude. Also k is determined from the radial 
2 2 2 x 
wave profile to give k = k + k . 
kx * y 
Rowberg and Wong, working with ion rich sheaths, observed temporally 
damped waves under conditions that Eq, (9) predicts temporally growing waves 
for real values of \ «s 3.6 L apparently indicated by the axial profile. 
They attributed this to end plate damping which thjy calculated as a decrement 
(i> co be subtracted from the growth rate calculated for real k . However, 
it is clear from the present work that end-plate damping is not compatible 
with a pure standing wave. 
Figure la shows curves of temporal growth rate <u versus magnetic field 
B, calculated from Eq. (9) for the conditions of Rowberg and Wong's experiment 
for the first axial mode with m - 2. The values of \p\ ("|p. |"|p2|) nave been 
varied keeping the phase angle 6 (-0.*& ) fixed at JT/1.8, to give X * 3.6L 
when |p| » 1 is taken by Rowberg and Wong. It is seen that reducing |p| re-
duces the growth rate and leads to damping, but it is clear that no single 

| p | < 1 curve matches the experimental r e s u l t s . The | p | =s O.J curve matches 
at low B but has the wrong shape at large B. On th« other hand, Rowberg and 
Wong's procedure of subtracting a constant damping decrement <"._«* l.k X lCr 
—1 1 1 
sec from the theoretical curve for real k ( | p | = l ) does lead to a reason-
able match with the experiment. However, in the experiment X i s suf f ic ient ly 
small that the ef fect of ion parallel motion i s important, especial ly at higher 
B, so we should not expect agreement with a theory neglecting ion parallel 
motion. 
Including ion paral le l motion In the isothermal theory leads to the 
dispersion relat ion: 
w5 + crw + c^ w + OQ • 0 (lO) 
where 
Figure lb shows the growth rate as a function of B calculated from Eq. (lO) 
for various values of |p| for the same conditions as Fig, 1. Comparing 
Figs, la and lb it Is seen that the inclusion of ion parallel motion reduces tbe 
growth rate appreciably, especially at large B. As a result there is now 
much better agreement between tbe experimental damping curve end a theoretical 
one taking account of end-plate damping through a reflection coefficient 
|p| < 1. The best match occurs for |p| *s 0.6. The relatively poor match for 
low B is probably due to the fact that b ^ B ) is not particularly small. 
Figure 2 shows the amplitude and phase of the lowest axial mode for vari-
ous values of |pj. For |p| = 0,6 the phase shift over the central region 
accessible to measurements is no more than ff . Now, in stating that the 
observed axial mode was a standing wave, Rowberg and Wong placed no experi-
mental limit on how small the phase shift was. However, it seems probable 
that B phase shift of 6* went undetected, expeclally in view of the fact that 
the phase varies rapidly with azimuth (m times the angle), so that detection 
of a small axial shift presupposes a rather precise tracking of the probe 
along a field line. 
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Discussion 
When D(<o,k) i s of order p > 2 in k, the various roots k(u) can a l l be 
identif ied as waves excited on the + or - sides of an exci tat ion point. 
Usually p Is even and there w i l l be 0/2 pairs of roots k corresponding to 
waves excited on e i ther s ide for each wave type. We may then write the tota l 
solution as a sum of the p waves with complex coef f ic ients determined by a 
set of ref lect ion coef f i c i ents between the various waves. In practice th i s 
procedure i s hardly tractable. Fortunately, in most cases of practical i n -
t e r e s t , one pair of waves i s dominant, the others being strongly attenuated and 
excited only very l oca l l y t o the terminations. In t h i s case we may follow the 
usual practice established in transmission l i n e measurements, and lump the 
ef fect of the evanescent waves into the ref lect ion coeff ic ient for the domi-
nant waves and proceed as in the case for (3 = 2 . 
The construction of axial eigenmodes for a f i n i t e length system from the 
dominant roots k (<u) of the in f in i t e system dispersion re lat ion depends upon 
the characterization of the terminations by complex ref lect ion coef f ic ients 
for these waves. This enabled us to describe the f i n i t e system behavior in 
general terms; in particular the s tabi l iz ing ef fect of end lo s ses and the 
partial standing wave structure of the modes for systems with end l o s s and/or 
a non-reciprocal dispersion relat ion. However, i f the theory i s to have u t i l i -
ty for spec i f ic systems, one must have a method for determining the ref lect ion 
coeff ic ient either by calculation or measurement. 
Unfortunately, in many plasma experiments using discharge columns, the 
boundaries are i l l -def ined and the boundary conditions d i f f i c u l t to specify 
in terms precise enough for calculations. For a Q-machine, for which there 
are approximate theories for the physical pi messes at the hot end-plates, 
the situation i s better. However, since there are sheaths at the end-pistes , 
i t i s s t r i c t l y not possible to regard the plasma between the plates as a 
section of a uniform i n f i n i t e system. There i s a l so a more fundamental problem 
in using a f luid description for a bounded system in that a f luid description 
breaks down close to a boundary. When the magnetic f i e ld i s normal to the 
boundary the fluid equations f a i l within a mean free path, X, of the boundary, 
while i f B i s paral le l to the surface i t f a i l s within a distance X or the 
gyro-radius, p, whichever Is the smaller. Consequently, I t i s d i f f i c u l t , In 
general, to calculate the ref lect ion coef f ic ients for the dominant waves 
k (<u) from a. knowledge of the physical processes at the boundaries. 
For these reasons i t i s more satisfactory to regard the ref lect ion 
coeff ic ient as an experimentally determined quantity. The ef fect of sheaths 
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and the failure of the fluid description are limped together with those of 
possible localised surface waves and higher nodes (for p > 2) into an effective 
reflection coefficient measured at distances fron the boundary greater than the 
nean free path (or gyro radius) and sheath thickness. This standpoint is analo-
gous to transmission line practice where, although the reflection coefficient 
can be calculated in principle for arbitrary terminations, in practice it is 
usually much simpler to measure it. 
When the system is stable, the reflection coefficient may be measured as 
a function of frequency by externally exciting waves in a chosen transverse 
eigenmode and measuring the amplitude and phase of the partial standing wave 
as a function of position from the termination. When the system is unstable, 
such Measurements may be made on the (nonlinearly limited) self-excited modes. 
If two or more modes are excited at different frequencies, the separate 
patterns may be isolated by frequency filtering. 
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FIG. 1 . Growth r a t e s as a function of Magnetic f i e l d ca lcula ted from ( a ) : 
Eq. (9) which neglects ion pa ra l l e l motion; and (b ) : Eq. (10) which 
includes ion p a r a l l e l not ion, for various end-plate r e f l ec t i on c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
Parameters a re from Rowberg and Wong's experiment: 
• 39.1 AMU; n = 6.T X 10 1 0 cm' 
-0 .80 cm - 1 = 2.0 X 10' sec 
: 0.19 eV; m » 2; k •. 
k y -
V i i = 5 - 2 * 1 0 B e c 
• 1.43 c» 
FIG. 2 . Amplitude and phase of the axia l mode as a function of pos i t i on for 
var ious r e f l e c t i o n coef f i c i en t s | p | keeping the pbase 8 constant a t »71 .8 . 
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ABSTRACT 
Mew experimental results of spatial plasma wave echoes 
are presented. They especially show : 
-the observed echoes are dominated by collective effects, 
-the dlssymetrlc role played by the two emmitters on the 
amplitude and on the profile of the echo . ' 
-the decay of the amplitude of the echo under the influ-
ence of a homogeneous noise (plasma noise) and an inhomo-
geneous.noise (random noise generator), 
I - INTRODUCTION 
Plasma wave echoes have been predicted by mean of a pertur-
bation expansion of Vlasov and Poisson equation [l] , This theo-
ry, as veil as the effects of diffusion of particles in velocity 
space on echoes amplitude [2]haw been demonstrated experimentally 
for electron plasma [3] [M and ion acoustic waves[5]. The perturba-
tion theory does not predict satisfactorily the amplitude 
dependence of the echo , The aim of this paper' Is to bring 
experimental evidence of these features pointed out by a 
previous theory [6] which accounts for the self consistent 
fields of the waves and the echo. On the basis of \_l] , this 
theory has bean completed In order to include diffusion in velo-
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city space which affects the echo amplitude. 
II - THEORY 
If two plasma waves of frequency CO, and CO, are constlnuous-
ly excited at x • 0 and x - £ by externally applied potentials$} 
and 4~» provided that the Landau damping lengths ara small com-
pared to {, echoes of frequency o> will appear at distances 
$ from the point where the first wave is excited. 
(m and n are Integers defining the (m, n) echo). 
Gould and O'Neil theory's £ 1J predicts a peak echo amplitude 
E of the form 
The condition of validity of such a theory may be written as 
where u« Is the phase velocity of the wave, k and k. the real 
and Imaginary part of the wave number. 
Diffusion of plasma electrons in velocity space reduces 
the amplitude of the echo [2] . Homogeneous diffusion due to 
Cøvlomb celllelon* »md due to fluctuations reduce the amplitude 
of a resonant echo (m • 1, n • 2) 
co1 = (o2 m o>^ 2 ~ to 
by the scaling fictor [2] , 
exp [-P^-fi^-] 
where D,(v*p) is the value of the diffusion coefficient for the 
phasa velocity of the wave. Noise injected In the plasma at the 
position x - •£ , in a band centered about the resonant echo 
frequency produces inhomogeneous diffusion. The echo amplitude 
la reduced by the scaling factor [ 2j 
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(5) 
Al C M l 2 
where ^ Is the spectral density of the noise. 
Good agreement between theory and experiments [3,*] is found 
as long as condition (3) holds. 
Experimental conditions In which (3) is violated are easily 
produced In the case of electron plasma waves [3, fig 5f6]»[ 7]> 
A more accurate theory[6j .taking Into account the self consistent 
fields of the plasma, points out new non linear aspects of 
the echo behaviour 
1, the saturation and decrease of the echo amplitude when either 
the power on the second emitter, or the distance between the 
emitters is Increased, 
i i, the dlssymetric role played by the emitters on the echo 
amplitude, 
i l l , the saturation amplitudes of the echoes of the (1, n) 
serle of the same magnitude. 
In such a theory the peak echo amplitude is 
1.« - *1 /"*r - ^ - Jn fa ehK^) 9(^(^3) (6) 
where J is the n order Bessel function of first kind, g(v(«.) 
h.CVftt.), k(v,u.) account for the self consistent fields of the 
waves and of the echo and f° (v) the unperturbed velocity distribu-
tion function. As expected linearization of (6) with respect to 
the Beatel function argument gives the echo ramplitude found pre-
viously. For a resonant echo (1,2) the peak echo amplitude can 
be written as 
E1,2~*1 J2("*,*2*M*P'"1)) <7> 
»here the Integral In (6) hae been evaluated at the pnaee velo-
city-of the primary wave, and oE the echo* 
If the eelf conaletent field« of the plaema are not Inclu-
ded In the non-linear echo theory and the unperturbed dletrlbu-
I 
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tlon function ta Maxwelllan, for low value of the product $ 2 ^ / i 
the main contribution to the integral (6) comes froa low velocity 
electrons and yields a peak echo amplitude varying M» 
E l , . * « , ( * ^ ) 2 / S 
Such a theoretical result has been cheeked by numerical calcula-
tion and remains valid until the echo saturates. 
To fit the experimental Teaults we had to include diffusion 
In velocity space. A rigorous treatment of such collisional ef-
fect Is not yet avaible for the spatial case as it is for the 
temporal case [ 8j ; we, therefore, follow O'Neil's argument [Z], 
the anplitude of a resonant echo may be obtained by making the 
product of the peak echo amplitude (7) by the appropriate sca-
ling factor f4) or (5), 
III - EXPERIMENT 
Experiments were performed en a diffusive argon plasma 
column [9] ; the plasma produced in a P.I.G. discharge drifts 
into an uniform magnetic field parallel to the column axis. 
For the data reported, the plasm« column is 65 cm long and has 
8 3 
a density of 2.10 electrons per cm . The magnetic field, 1.2 kGs 
is large enough to be considered as infinite. The electron tem-
perature Is about 2 eV and the background pressure 10~ mm Hg. 
Under such conditions the mean free path for electron-Ion colli-
sions is of the order of 300 m and for electron neutral collisions 
3 
Is about 10 m. 
The Landau daaped waves are launched and the echo detected 
by probes which can be moved longitudinally* Two of them are used 
as snitters and connected to generators operating at angular 
frequency 10. and to.. The signal at u« is chapped in order to use 
coherent detection. The third probe Is connected through a low-
noise broad band receiver to a spectrum analyser whose linear 
output drives a coherent detector operating at the first emitter 
chopping frequency* Linear detection is used throughout ths 
experiment. 
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A typical Measured dispersion relation for a plasma wave is 
plotted fig. 1 and compared with the wave number in the decay of 
several (1,1) echoes. This result shows that the observed echoes 
can be interpreted *s dominated by collective effects [3, 10] 
To check the dependence of the peak echo amplitude on the 
amplitude of each primary wave a third order (m • 1, n - 2) 
quasi resonant echo was used ; in order to reject the electroma-
gnetic signal which would appear at the frequency of the resonant 
echo .the frequencies of the two primary waves are choosen 
slightly different, the resulting echo is called a quasi resonant 
echo. Fig. 2 and 3 show that, as expected from both theory (2), 
(7), the peak echo amplitude is proportionnal to $., and ^ J 
for low amplitude of the waves, i.e when inequality (3) holds. 
At larger amplitude of the waves, the peak echo amplitude satu-
rates and then deacreases as the amplitude of the second wave 
increases ; however it still remains linear on the first wave 
amplitude. The dependence on$,, namely J2 (b>i Sj^* 1 f^P' w2)") 
is drawn in order to fit the maximum peak echo amplitude E 1 9-
According to the fact that $ 2 * enters the expression for the 
echo amplitude as the argument of a Bessel function which depends 
on velocitytformula (7) is approximative ; the exact dependence 
on 9?£ w o uld result on an Integration over velocity ai shown on 
expression (6), 
The radial prof ile of the echo is in agreement with its 
theoretical shape [ll]as long as (3) holds. Fig.4 shows the radial 
profile of the echo for different value of $ 2 * S u c h * result is 
In agreement with a theory taking Into account both saturation and 
finite geometry effects. 
If the distance between emitters is varied, the resulting 
damping of the echo can be attributed to the non linear depen-
dence on ^ 2 ^ d e s c r l D c d D T C o B t e a n d Feyraud and to electron 
diffusion in velocity apace. Therefore care must be taken in mea-
suring the colllslonal damping. For a fixed value of $ } , and for 
the value of $ 9 I w h l c h produces the maximum peak «che amplitude 
£ 1 2, we study the influence of honogeneous diffusion in velocity 
apace by lncreaaing the distance between emitters. If the plasma 
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was not subjected to fluctuations, this maximum would be a cons-
tant. In the presence of fluctuations, a diffusion takes place 
In velocity spaee leading to (fig. 5 ) . 
A |> 
This decay of the amplitude has been found In another plasma wave 
echo experiment t O • The use of a theory which accounts for 
the echo saturation phenomena allows us to confirm such a result 
on larger distances. However the measured value of Éo, C 0 * 0.2m; 
Is too small to attribute such a diffusion process to electron 
ion encounters which give -to £± 6 m . The diffusion must there-
fore be due to background noise : the density fluctuations in 
the plasma column are of the order of 10 Z, 
The influence of lnhomogeneous diffusion was studied, A 
third probe inserted between the two emitters is connected to a 
random poise generator,The high frequency noise is launched In 
ths plasma in a lOHHz band around the quasi resonant echo frequen-
cy. Fig..(6) shows the decrease of the quasi resonant echo 
amplitude as a function of the integrated noise power. In agree-
ment with the theoretical prediction of formula (5) the logarithm 
of the echo amplitude decreases linearly with the noise power. 
A shift of the peak echo amplitude towards the emitters is 
observed and remains quantitatively unexplained. 
IV - SUMMARY 
The dependence of the peak echo amplitude on the amplitude 
of the two primary waves, chiefly the saturation and decrease with 
the second waye amplitude,the influence of homogeneous and inhomo-
>teneou* diffusion in velocity space are verified In the case of a 
quasi-resonant echo. The saturation effect can be used as a 
tool to measure the amplitude of a wave injected In the plasma, 
ths colllslennal damping, as described in £2,4] to measure diffu-
sion coefficient in velocity space. 
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Wave Growth in a Large Unmagnetized 
Electron-Beam-Plasma System 
by 
P.J. Barrett, D. Gresillon"1", and A.Y. Wong 
Departnent of Physics, university of California, Los Angeles, U S A 
Abstract 
A large dianeter electron beam is drawn into a quiet, 
colliaionless, unuagnetized discharge plasma from a simi-
lar plasma. The relative beam density can be varied from 
O to 1 and the beam energy is typically in the range 3 Ta 
to 10 T e . When the beam is nodulated at frequencies com-
parable to the electron plasma frequency, growing waves 
are observed, from which the dispersion is obtained and 
compared with linear kinetic theory. 
Introduction 
There have been many experiments on the interaction between 
an electron beam and a plasma1. The electrons have usually been 
obtained by thermionic emission, with the consequent limitations 
of small dimensions, non-uniformity, low temperature, etc. Such 
features greatly affect the growth rate, both in the absence* and 
in the presence* of a magnetic field i they are avoided in the 
present experiment by using a separate plasma as the beam source. 
Section 2 deals with the experimental arrangement and the charac-
teristics of the beam; Section 3 describes the dispersion measure-
ments, and in Section 4 these are discussed and compared with 
linear kinetic theory. 
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Experimental Arrangement 
The Double-Plasma device4 represented in Fig.l, conprisea two 
independent quiet argon plasmas, 1 and 2( separated by a fine grid 
(40 lines/cm, diameter 25 cm ) connected to the wall of Plasma 1. 
The plasma density is in the range 10s -10 9 car* and the electron 
temperature is about 1.5 eV. At the operating pressure of 0.1 to 
0.25 microns, the mean free path for electron-neutral collisions 
is greater than the plasma dimensions and the electron distribution 
consequently has a high energy tail up to 30 ev due to the presence 
of primary discharge electrons. The movable plane probe p is a 
tantalun disc of dimater 7 mm, coated on the rear side and mounted 
at the end of a coaxial line. By coupling to p directly and also 
through a capacitor, we can obtain simultaneous measurements of 
the electron distribution function (by differentiating the Langmuir 
characteristic) and the high frequency signals around ii^ e ; the 
latter are usually observed, however, with the probe floating. 
The potential distribution along the axis is shown at the 
bottom of Fig.l. The plasma potentials are about 0.6eV more posi-
tive than wall potential. When chamber 1 is biased negatively 
(typically in the range -4 to -20eV) there is a flux of electrons 
into chamber 2, which is grounded. To compensate for this loss, 
electrons of low energy (~Te) are extracted by Plasma 1 from the 
extra filament c. otherwise the flux would be largely inhibited by 
space charge. 
The effect of the extra filament c is demonstrated in Fig.2. 
The electron distribution function f (v) is measured close to the 
grid at five values of the current If in c . The right-hand-side 
of the main peak, at V ~ 0 , represents the bulk of plasma electrons, 
whereas the beam appears as a bunp at V ~ 7 eV, which increases with 
If until it becomes as large as the plasma peak. 
On entering chamber 2 the electron beam encounters a region of 
positive density gradient which reduces to n-1 (dn/dx) <0.04 cm-1 
at x~5cm, the region of interest; the plasma is uniform at 
x £ 8 cm. In the redial direction there is a slight gradient in 
the plasma density IIQ and a larger one in the beams the latter 
has a width of 15 cm at half density which is much greater than 
typical values of the wavelength and the wave growth distance. 
For the measurements described below, the beam energy is in the 
range 4 to 20 eV, and the bean to plasma density ratio Db/n0 i s 
maintained at a few per cent or less. 
Dispersion Measurements 
As a first step in the investigation of the beam-plasma inter-
action we have measured the dispersion relation of the electrosta-
tic waves occurring at » ~ »p, . with chamber 1 and the grid d-c 
coupled by a low inductance coil, the waves are excited by applying 
a small signal (<0.1V) to the grid, thereby velocity-modulating 
the beam. The signal is itself modulated by the low frequency 
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reference signal of a lock-in amplifier and the waves are detected 
by the usual interferometric technique. 
Fig.3 Fhows the output from the interferometer circuit at 
five different frequencies, where the plasma frequency (from the 
probe characteristic) is 225 MHz and the beam energy V^-BeV. As 
the distance x from the grid increases, spatial growth is first 
observed, followed by decay at x a 6 cm attributable to non-linear 
effects6. The dispersion and growth rate from such data are plot-
ted in Fig. 4 in the form of a normalized (tu.k) diagram. The bars 
and dots representing the real part of the normalized wave number 
Itj-.vh/wp (where vfa i s th e beam velocity) indicate that the phase 
velocity of the waves is close to Vb • The dots and curve on the 
left-hand part of the diagram show that the wave growth (see upper 
scale for *i/*r) occurs in a broad band of frequencies around tl)p , 
with a maximum k£/k r—o. 1 ~ t n e same behaviour is found at differ-
ent values of the plasma density n 0 throughout the range 10°-I0y 
Theory and Discussion 
The curves in Fig. 4 were computed for an infinite, uniform, 
Maxwellian plasma, using the following dispersion relation from 
kinetic theory: 
i-(f)a[(i-b, .',.,
 +|,'(ijp)].o ... (i) 
(Te i« the temperature of the 
plasma electrons) 
(Wpe is the bean electron 
plasma frequency) 
(ce - 2 KTe/m) 
and z' is the derivative of the plasma dispersion function. 
Equation (1) ie written in a form suitable for spatial rather than 
temporal development of a wave, i.e. f is real and k complex. 
The complex solution s provides the real part of the wave number, 
namely 
krVb/-?. - ufRes/|s|» , ... (2) 
and the growth rate 
ki/kt - - ima/Re s . ... (3) 
The curves are computed with b»0.01, u = 3 and T-0.17: the 
low value of T reflects the effective cooling of the beam elec-
trons When accelerated. 
It should be noted that a fluid model8 could appropriately 
have been used her« since, even with b as low as 0.01 where the 
where b = nj/lno + m,) 
T = Tb/Te 
f = i»/»o 
0>o - ("»be+uipe' 
u - vj/ce 
s - m/kce 
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beam is observed as a snail bump on the tail of the distribution 
function, the dispersion relation is predicted7 to be topologic-
ally close to the beam-type dispersion. 
Without taking into account the effect of density gradient, 
we find agreement between experimental and theoretical growth 
rates to within a factor 2. In the case of the real part of the 
wave number, the agreement is much closer: the slight discrepancy 
is probably due to an over-estimate of vj,, since the beam velo-
city decreases slightly with distance and vb is measured near 
the grid. 
In conclusion, by adapting the Double-Plasma machine to pro-
duce an electron beam (hitherto this device has been used primar-
ily for studies of ion phenomena), we have obtained a large dia-
meter, fairly uniform electron beam of relatively high temperature, 
variable energy (up to tens of eV) , with a wide range of relative 
density, nb/n0 . As a preliminary to the more detailed studies 
described in the following paper in these Proceedings, we have 
measured linear dispersion properties of the system and found 
reasonable agreement with theory. 
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Measurement of Velocity Diffusion in an Electron Beam- Plasma Interaction* 
by 
P. J. Barrett, S. Grésil lon and A. Y. Wong 
Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, U S A 
Abstract 
The interaction between a large diameter electron beam and 
a c o l l i s i o n l e s s plasma i s investigated experimentally i n the ab-
sence of a magnetic f i e l d . The noise power grows spa t ia l l y and 
then decays at the same rate . Die beam i s simultaneously scat -
tered, forming a »onotonioally decreasing t a i l i n the d is tr ibu-
t ion function. By means of a lock-in technique, the beam part i -
c l e s are tracked through the interaction and observed t o spread 
to both lower and higher energies; the ve loc i ty diffusion coeffi-
c ient i s thence determined. 
Introduction 
The deformation of the electron beam distribution funotion in a beam-
1 2 
plasma interaction has been described in quasilinear and non-linear theory. 
There have also been many experiments on t h i s phenomenon, usually with a 
strong magnetic f i e l d para l l e l to the beam. Several of the features expected 
from one-dimemsional quasilinear theory have been invest igated; for example, 
j . 
the growth and saturation of the noise , including the character of the noise 
5 
spectrum at saturation , and the formation of a plateau in the distribution 
function. According to quasilinear theory, the noise and beam behavior i n the 
absence of a strong B f i o l d di f fers appreciably from the one-dimensional oase . 
Here we describe an experiment without a B f i e l d , i n which a large diameter 
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electron beam interacts with a ooUisionless plasaa, and present a method of 
measuring the velocity diffusion coefficient D anion describes the spatial 
evolution of the bean distribution function. 
Experimental conditions 
The experiment is performed in the collisionless plinma of the Double-
Plasma device described in the previous paper of these Proceedings, at plasma 
9 —3 —2 
densr.ties n — 1 0 on , relative bean densities n V n » 1 0 , electron tempera-
ture T •# 1.5 eV and bean energy V, in the range k to 20 eV. The bean, with 
a diameter of 15 en at half density, encounters a positive density gradient on 
entering the plasma, which reduces to n~ (dn/dx) < O.Qi* ca" at x-»5 en, 
the region of interest. The electron flux is measured by means of an axially 
movable plane probe p of diameter 7 nm (20 Debye lengths), coated on the back 
surface and mounted at the end of a coaxial line. 
An example of the observed noise spectrum is given in Fig, 1; absolute 
values of the noise power are not known since this requires knowledge of the 
high frequency coupling efficiency between plasma and receiver probe. The 
main peak is centered on a) (determined from the probe characteristic) and 
has a width of about 0.04*> • In general the spectrum does not change shape 
with distance. By differentiating the probe characteristic, we obtain the 
distribution function f(v) at different distances from the grid, as shown in 
Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The corresponding noise power P, as a function of distance, 
is presented, in Tig. 2 (c). As x increases it is observed that the beam 
remains constant as long as P is small, and then spreads in velocity at about 
the position where P is a •HT**1"'- The noise then decays, leaving f(v) with 
a monotonically decreasing tail. 
Tracking of the beam electron« 
In order to track the bean electrons as they stream through Plasma 1 and 
to discriminate between their development and that of the plasma electrons, we 
use the look-in deteotion eystea shown in Fig. 3* The beam energy is modulated 
by adding a small (0.7 V) 10 kHz square wave potential V to the dc bias volt-
age on chamber 1. The coherent current J (v) to the probe, due to the bean 
electrons, is then detected with the lock-in amplifier. This represents the 
distribution function tA?) of the beam electrons since 
«,(*) = V/dJ^dV) = (eV^V^Cv) (1) 
where JL i s the beam current density. 
Fig. k (a) shows J.(v) as a function of V for different positions of 
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distribution at different distances 
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the probe. V= 0 corresponds roughly to the plasma potent ia l and the average 
beam.energy i s *»8 eV. The dis tr ibut ion remains unchanged over the f i r s t 3 cm, 
s tarts t o f l a t t e n i n the region of pos i t ive slope at about x= 4 cm and then 
continues to f l a t t e n and spread over an increasing range of energy. A sh i f t 
to higher energy i s observed between 5 and 6 cm, together with a slower sh i f t 
to lower energies between 7 and 10 on. 
I f the J. (V) curves are now integrated over a given energy range we find, 
from Bq ( 1 ) , a quantity proportional to the f lux of those beam electrons whioh 
l i e in t h i s range. Sange A at the top of Fig. 4 (a) spans the main part of 
the i n i t i a l beam dis tr ibut ion , range B corresponds to the lower energies (down 
to the plasma potent ia l ) and range C to the higher energies. The spat ia l deve-
lopment of the corresponding f luxes J . , J and J are shown in Pig. 4 (b) , 
together with the integrated noise power F. At the pos i t ion of ma-n im?m noise , 
the downward step i n J, and corresponding upward steps i n J and J- indicate 
a diffusion of electrons from range A into ranges B and C. Apart from the 
i n i t i a l decrease i n J. and J_ (probably due to the decreasing f lux of energetic 
primary electrons from Plasma 1 as the so l id angle subtended by the grid at the 
probe decreases) , the t o t a l beam f lux ^ A + ^ B + ^ C *S cons"tan'fc within 3% up 
to x = 12 cm. 
The f lux of k inet ic energy i n the beam direoticm, K = j^nv f ( v ) v d v , 
can a l so be. estimated, e i ther from the area under the probe characterist ic 
or by the appropriate integration of the curves i n Fig. 4 ( a ) . Within the 
l imi t s of experimental error, no l o s s of K.. i s detected around the noise maxi-
mum. From energy conservation t h i s s e t s an upper l imit on the sum of the noise 
energy density £ and the k inet ic energy Kx transferred from the axial to the 
perpendicular d irect ion: ( £ + Kx)/K |( < 0.05 • 
Velocity dif fusion coeff ic ient 
The data of Pig. 4 may be used to determine d irect ly the ve loc i ty diffu-
sion coef f i c i ent D for the beam dis tr ibut ion . This quantity i s given by 
J f . ( v , x ) , . 
fW.whi.oh B ( v o , i ) = - [ ^ {vf^dv M - J 7 £ 1 (3) 
D(V,x) = -2(6/2*)^ [ £ J ^ d V M V ^ ] - 1 M 
where e V = £ m v 2 . when (»f/»T)T =0 we obtain f r m Bq (2) 
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which i s a more sui table fora of D(? , i ) when V i s very c lose to the beam energy. 
By graphic integrat ion and di f ferent iat ion, (4) has been used to obtain 
approximate values of D(v ) at x= 4.5 cm (where P -* 0.3P ) and x= 5.5 cm 
(where *"*mj)i these are plotted in Fig. 5. We f ind the following: ( i ) At 
both distances D(v , X ) has a maximum value D at an energy somewhat l e s s than 
the beam energy; ( i i ) the absolute value of S at the posi t ion of 1 
no i se , x = 5*5 cm, i s 0*61 10 m / s e c ; ( i i i ) the rat io of D (x=5-5) to 
Dm(x=4.5) i s nearly equal to the rat io of P(x=%5) to P ( x ^ . 5 ) , i . e . 2.8 
and 3*4 respect ive ly; and ( i v ) at v e l o c i t i e s greater than the beam ve loc i ty 
D(v ) i s not zero, unlike the case of a one-dimensional interaction , and, also, 
the proportionality t o P does not appear to be preserved. 
Discussion 
9 
Although the waves in t h i s experiment show a dispersion of the beam 
type rather than the gentle-bump Landau type , the observed broad noise spec-
trum, with i t s absence of amplitude-dependent side-bands, suggests that part i -
c le trapping i s not s ign i f i cant . So we think that three-dimensional quasHinear 
theory i s relevant here . The interact ion may be oonsidered as fo l lows: The 
main growth of waves occurs i n the beam direct ion, with a tendency to form a 
plateau i n the distr ibut ion function. However, waves at a small angle to the 
beam are a l so unstable and the ir tendency to plateau formation connects the 
par t i c l e s of the or ig inal plateau ( i . e . those associated with the tendency to 
plateau formation i n the beam direct ion) with regions of higher and lower velo-
7b 
c i t i e s , thus smoothing out any step i n the distr ibut ion function . 
In conolusion, we nave measured experimentally the ve loc i ty diffusion 
coe f f i c i ent £ i n a part icular ly simple beam-plasma interaction. As expected 
on the basis of one-dimensional quasilinear theory, the maximum value of D oc-
curs at a ve loc i ty smaller than v , , and i s proportional to the noise power. 
Furthermore, we have observed the following phenomena which are i n accordance 
with three-dimensional quasilinear theory: ( i ) A wel l loca l ized beam-noise 
interaotion i n which noise growth and decay rates are equal; ( i i ) large scatter-
ing of the beam by low l e v e l noise f luctuations; ( i i i ) diffusion of the beam 
electrons to both low and high energies , producing ( i v ) an equilibrium d i s t r i -
bution f inc t ion which decreases smoothly and monotonically. 
* This work was supported by the National Soienoe Foundation, øontract NS? 
GP-28509X. 
+
 CNHS and NATO Fellow, on leave from Boole Polytechnique, Paris . 
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Gross-field Current-driven Ion Acoustic Instability 
by 
P. J. Barrett, B. D. Fried, C. P. Kennel, and R. J. Taylor* 
Department of Physios« University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024 
and J. M. Sellen 
I. R. W. Systems, Redondo Beach, California 90278 
This instability occurs when an ion beaa (along x) travels across a weak 
magnetic field B in a plasma with (i) beam Telocity v. greater than the ion 
acoustic velocity c , (ii) (O « (dce and (ill) 1 » k ^ k » ( V " ) z ; the spa-
tial growth rate k./k«, is enhanced by a factor k / k over the value at B = 0. 
Measurements of k./k in two different plasma configurations show good agree-
ment with computed values when ( k A )(aA)2(v.yc ) is assumed to be **1. 
Introduction 
The theory of cross-field instabilities, i.e. those associated with the 
relative streaming of electrons and Ions across a magnetic field, has been 
examined recently by several authors . We report here two direct and dis-
tinct experimental observations of one class of such instabilities, namely ion 
acoustic waves propagating at large angles to the magnetic field B (i.e. with 
1 » k A » (m/k)^) at frequencies well below the electron cyclotron frequen-
cy h) , wavelengths of the order of the electron gyroradius r and phase velo-
city close to the ion drift velocity vQ. Both of the experiments discussed 
here satisfy r « L oc vyfe
 t where L denotes the dimensions of the plasma, 
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so the conditions generally assumed in calculations on these oross - f ie ld i n s t a -
b i l i t i e s (»agnetiged electrons but s traight- l ine ion motion) are wel l s a t i s -
f ied . 
This i n s t a b i l i t y d i f fers from the ion sooustio i n s t a b i l i t y with B = 0 
(or k / ' T ) i n the following respect: Over the wide range of dri f t ve loc i ty 
between the ion acouE-i.Se velocity c and the electron thermal speed o = 
(2KT/m)2, the maximum growth rate i s enhanced by a factor k/k because the 
electron notion along B , when projected onto the direction of the wave number 
k, corresponds to a reduced thermal ve loc i ty Z =. (k A ) c insofar as wave-
part ic le resonance i s concerned. Thus, for kr < 1 and w< 61 , the wave phase 
ve loc i ty can coincide with the ve loc i ty of maximum slope of the projected e l e c -
tron distribution function, f [v* .E/k ] , even when v-To « 1 , thus enhancing 
the growth rate which ia proportional to th i s s lope. 
A further consequence of the magnetic constraint on the electron notion 
i s that th i s i n s t a b i l i t y , l i k e the electron cyclotron drift i n s t a b i l i t y at 
W £ t f
 f i s re la t ive ly insensi t ive to T / T . . For example, whereas the 
threshold value of v n for growth r i ses from c to o as T./T varies from 
0 to 1 i n the B = 0 case, the threshold remains of the order of c when 
i s 
B / 0 , provided that k / k can be as small as (m/H)?. Well above the threshold, 
i . e . for c « v_ « o , the i n s t a b i l i t y oan have an appreciable growth rate 
for larger k y k (of the order of (B/U)^{VJJC ) ) , even when T / T ** 1. 
Theory 
The dispersion re lat ion for oross- f ie ld e lec tros tat ic waves i n a homoge-
neous plasma, with an isotropic Haxwellian electron distribution ( i n the lab 
frame) and ions streaming with vL at a large angle to B, i s '**" 
2 2 £ 
1 + ( k / k / ) + ( a y k z c e ) l r n Z n - ( T / 2 T i ) z ' ( M » / k c i ) = 0 (1) 
where k_ = (4-wne /XT £; 5 = •» - k.^. is the frequency in the ion rest 
frame; r*n = e" In(b) with b = a(* x r e) 2, I n being the modified Bessel 
function; and Z = Z[(« -n« ) A c 1. Z being the plasma dispersion funo-
n ce z e 
tion. In tlie limit k -* 0, this is Just the dispersion relation studied 
by forslund et al in the high frequenoy regime (*>£** )• Here we consider 
instead the oase u « ie ; then Z tf-Z and the sum in (1) reduces to the 
ce n —n . 
s ingle term ?QZQ, giving a dispersion re lat ion (a l so obtained by Aref'ev ) 
2*i- 2 [ I - P 0 + k ^ ? j / r 0 = v{*\*m) • <T/ T i ' , o ) a ' ( a >H ) (2) 
which is similar to that for ion acoustic waves with B = 0. The only 
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differences are the factor P in the ion term; the replacement of the usual 
k A j j by »J (which reduces to k2Ajj2 for k^r « 1 ) ; and, noat important, 
the replacement of ^ A c i n the e lectron Z function by « / k c which leads 
to the aforementioned k/k enhancement of the growth rate . In the oold 
f l u i d l i m i t (T , Tj -*• 0) both Z' functions may be approximated by the ir 
asymptotic forms, whereupon (2) reduces t o the dispersion re lat ion of Ashby 
and Paton which has a structure s imilar to that for the usual two beam ins ta -
b i l i ty* However, for the regime studied here, the argument tt/k c i s not 
large and so a power ser ies expansion for the electron 2* function i s more 
appropriate than the asymptotic expansion. If T / T . i s large (as in the expe-
riments desoribed below), we can continue to use the asymptotic form for the 
ion Z' function and thus obtain a simple, exp l i c i t expression for the grow* rate 
( V V = (»/8)i(»/»')i(»A,)r0(i •*2AD2)-}2 (3) 
where k i s the complex wave number k + i k . . This equation clearly exhibits 
the (k/k ) enhancement. For the experiments reported here, however, the 
parameter t>/k c i s t yp ica l ly *#1, so the f u l l expression (2) has been used, 
with T./T -» 0. For given values of b, k/k- and v_7c , we choose k to 
maximize k . /k . The resultant growth rates are larger than those observed 
experimentally by a factor - 2 . I f , on the other hand, we s e t k = » / L where 
L i s the plasma length along E , the calculated growth rates are too small* 
As shown below, reasonable agreement i s obtained by assuming that the parameter 
s = (k/k )(m/2M)2 has a f ixed value. 
Experimental arrangements 
The i n s t a b i l i t y has been d irect ly observed i n two different plasma con-
f igurat ions . Fig. 1 (a) shows a Double-Plasma device i n which two steady-
s ta te argon plasmas (-*10 em~^), separated by a f ine negatively-biased grid 
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H.g. 1. (a) Doiftle-Plasma devioe. (b) Stroaming oeslum plasna apparatus. 
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of diameter 27 cm, can be held at independent plasma potent ia l s . An ion beam 
of t h i s diameter can thus be extracted from the left-hand plasma in to the 
larger right-hand plasma (diameter 4-0 om), and velocity-modulated by adding a 
sinusoidal signal ( typica l ly a few m i l l i v o l t s , i . e . < 0,01 T ) t o the l e f t -
hand chamber potential . For most of the measurements the separating grid was 
plane, but, ir an attempt to impose a fixed value of k , a corrugated grid 
suoh as that shown i n Fig. 1 (a) was also used. The ion beam i s neutral ised 
by electrons from grounded filaments in the right-hand chamber. A large clean 
coarse grid, also grounded ( i . e . pos i t ive with respect to the plasma), helps 
to make T uniform and also reduces i t s value by removing more of the fas ter 
electrons; the presence of t h i s grid i s important s ince a variation i n T of 
30 %
 t for example, can change the growth rate by a factor 2 . 
A larger plasma, with different boundary conditions and a greater value 
of v*/c * i-* obtained i n the cesium plasma device shown i n Fig. 1 (b) . Here 
an ion beam i s formed by contact ionizat ion of cesium atoms in a hot porous 
tungsten plug. These are accelerated by a nearby plane tungsten grid and neu-
t r a l i s e d by electrons from a hot wire. Typically the beam energy i s **300 eV 
( v _ ~ 2 x 1 0 cm/sec) and the density a t the source i s "l+xAO e m , dindnish-
7 - 3 ing to **1Q cm two meters downstream due to the divergence of the beam. The 
co l l ec tor plate at the far end I s biased negatively to co l l ec t the beam ions , 
whi^e the magnetized electrons form a stationary background f lu id (they rapid-
l y f i l l the plasma volume when the beam i s switched on). 
Experimental resul ts 
Spatial growth rates from each device are presented i n Fig« 2 as a func-
t ion of the quantity b~1(k ) = 2,/k.^r2 = U2B?/iaK2 ) k " 2 f where k i s varied 
x x e z e x x 
at a given value of B„. The upper points correspond to excited waves i n the 
0 04 
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Fig. 2. Experimental and. theoretical growth rate k / k versus 
(e BjvKI )k" for (a) wares excited in D-P device °~1(k ) x 
from 0.6 to 0.1 MHz, with n = 2 x 1 0 and T e = 1 . 5 eV; (b) plasma 
noise observed in Streaming Cesium PJasma devioe from 0.S to 
0.2 HHi, with n = 2 * 1 0 8 and I = 0.25 eV. s . (It/kUm/Z*)*. 
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Double-Plasma machine, whereas the lower set represent the naturally ooouring 
noise growth in the Streaming Cesium Plasma device, measured with the aid of 
tuned filters. The corresponding theoretical ourves, with s as a fitted 
parameter, show agreement to better than a faotor 2. 
In Fig. 3 the growth rate from the D-? machine is presented as a function 
irV) *.V (•'/-VkH2 at W, = 80 eV and two values of the of 
frequency; waveforms obtained at a lower frequency and energy are included in 
the inset and show the rapid variation of k j A P with B at low values of B . 
i. 
o<- © / 
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Pig. 3. Experimental and theoretioal groirth rate kjA, versus 
b"1(B„) = (eZ/aK!Jc*)ti at two frequencies, with *„ = 80 eV, 
for waves in D-P devioe; from probe data, n-108 om"3. Solid 
curve, T e ( B t ) = 1.1 •0 .07B J eVj dashed curves, Te(B s) = 0.76 
+ 0.0Jf8B, eV. Inset shows interferometer waveforms at f = 
0.5 kHz and Wb= V> eV. 
OsA > 0.5). At high magnetic field there i s a slight decrease of growth rate, 
rather than the asymptotie approach to a oonstant value ejected for a given 
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T e: th i s r e f l e c t s the observed increase of TQ with B (see Fig. 3 ) , which has 
been included in the oaloulationB. The main e f feot of the rednotion in T 
from the s o l i d to the dashed curves, i s to s h i f t the steep portion of the ourve 
to the r ight . I t should be noted that the f i t t e d values of s imply very small 
values of k ( - 0 . 0 1 on" ) , which are d i f f i ou l t to determine experimentally: 
probe measurements simply indicate that Xa i s somewhat greater than twioe the 
plasna dimension. Presumably the wave e leotr io f i e l d s f a l l rapidly t o sero i n 
the sheaths at the plasma boundaries, but have long wavelengths along the Mag-
net ic f i e l d in the bulk of the plasna. Although growth rates are shown in 
Fig. 3 only for high values of f and W, , similar behavior i s observed 
throughout the parameter ranges investigated (0 .2 - 1 MHs, 1 0 - 8 0 eV, .with B 
varying from 0 to 40 gauss). 
The following effect*, have a l so been noted: (1) In the D-F experiment 
an attempt mas made to impose a comparatively large value of k o n the wave by 
segmenting the grid as in Kig. 1 (a ) . Hiis leads t o the ef fect shown i n f i g . 
it- ( a ) , that i s , the waveform obtained with the probe facing an F ( far ) segment 
(a) 
Fig. 4 . (a) Interferometer waveforms from 
D-P device with probe facing (i) segment F 
and ( i i ) segment N of corrugated grid, 
(b) Interferometer waveforms obtained 
when k KHz signal of successively larger 
amplitude i s applied t o separator grid of 
D-P to increase the spread of beam energy; 
and corresponding beam current X to energy 
analyzer as function of retarding potential 
ft.. (A. scale i s displaced for each curve). 
®-AAAAA/\/y\ i 
i s i n i t i a l l y out of phase with that obtained opposite an If (near) segment and 
no growth i s observed; but at xsf20 cm a sharp phase transi t ion occurs i n 
which the 7 and N waves phase-look and begin t o grow rapidly« I t appears that 
a t t h i s point the i n i t i a l l y dominant k imposed by the grid i s swamped by a 
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fast-growing mode corresponding to the minimum k allowed by boundary conditkns, 
•agnatic f i e l d non-uniformity, e t c . I t i s a l s o found that the i n s t a b i l i t y i s 
i n s e n s i t i v e t o s n a i l changes i n the direction of the magnetic f i e l d (up t c 
about 10 degrees)* (2) A reduction of the growth rate i s observed i n both 
devices when a high frequency modulation s ignal i s applied t o the bean, thsdby 
increasing the bean temperature T. t o the point where the ef fect of ion landau 
damping becomes important. This i s demonstrated i n K g . 4 (b) where the 
change of (dX/d^f.) from ourve 1 t o curve 5 represents a change i n energy 
width from 2.5 to 3.1 eV. (3) At the higher values of B both plasmas show 
increased turbulence and a corresponding increase in T . 
In conclusion, we have observed the oross - f i e ld ion acoustic i n s t a b i l i t y 
in two quite dif ferent plasma devices , finding good agreement between measured 
and calculated growth rates over a wide range of magnetic f i e l d and wave num-
ber; i t has been necessary, however, t o make k A (which determines the man-
mum growth rate) a f i t t e d parameter, since k i s too small t o be measured 
accurately. Because t h i s i n s t a b i l i t y occurs at comparatively low values of 
the d r i f t v e l o c i t y ( v . « c ). and i s r e l a t i v e l y insens i t ive to T / T . , i t may be 
responsible f o r anomalous transport and ion heating i n c o l l i s i o n l e s s shocks, 
neutral sheet phenomena (such as the t a i l of the magnetosphere), and other 
s i tuat ions where there i s a dr i f t of ions re la t ive t o electrons across a mag-
ne t i c f i e l d . 
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LARGE AMPLITUDE WAVE INTERACTION WITH A PLASMA i TRAPPING EFFECTS 
M. Guillemot, -I. Oltvatn, F. Perceval, A. Queneneur, 
A S S O C I A T I O N E U R A T O M - C E A 
Departement de la Physique du Plasma et de to Fusion ConUolee 
Centr« d"Etudee NudéeirM 
Bolle Postale n* 6 - tt txont«nay>aux-Ro»e>e (France) 
SUMMARY 
The deformation of the distribution function 
of an electron plasma under the influence of a large 
amplitude ia measured. It is shown to be in good 
agreement with a non-linear spatial theory. 
INTRODUCTION 
The temporal evolution of a large amplitude weakly damped 
wave has been treated first by Al'tshul and Karpman [1] . They 
used the quasi-linear theory and found that the wave amplitude 
undergoes small oscillations around an undamped average value 
provided that the linear damping rate Is smaller than the bounce 
frequency of trapped partlclep in the wave electrostatic poten-
tial. 
Later O'Neit [2] used the exact equation of motion for 
resonant particles and obtained a similar result but he showed 
that the oscillations disappear by phase mixing after a time 
longer than the bounce period. 
More recently Laval, Pellat and Roux (3-4), starting from 
Alt'ahul and Karpman's theory, made a more accurate calculation 
keeping higher order terms. They found that wave damping still 
exists for any amplitude If the phase velocity is greater than 
the thermal velocity (V . /V . - r*/ 4). This result was 1
 phase thermal 
clarified in ref.4 where It is shown that the distribution 
function was perturbed to a larger extent than was assumed in 
previous theories and that non resonant particles were tesponsi-
ble for the damping. 
These theoretical treatments are done by averaging over 
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space coordinates. Experimentally, however, the wave Is launched 
at X - 0 and evolution of the wave as a function of X is observed. 
This more realistic problem has been solved especially by Jablon 
[sland by Lee and Schmidt [6] using the preceding models. As ex-
pected they found that the wave oscillates in space with a carac-
terlstic length (bounce length) L L — <>r £3t V f m „ -y g3C 
where &*f is the phase velocity, |c the wave number, fm the 
wave potential and ol the bounce frequency. The first experimen-
tal observation of these effects was made by Malmberg, Wharton 
and O'Neil [7.8]. 
Nevertheless none of the experimental results gives preci-
se data concerning the spatial evolution of the distribution 
function. Then, in collaboration with Laval, Pellat and Roux 
and using O'Nell's calculation technique we have tackled this 
problem* 
On a plasma column a l'arve amplitude Langmuir wave is exci-
ted at X • 0 and propagates along the X>0 direction with a very 
small damping. Some electrons (trapped electrons) oscillate 
back and forth in the troughs of the wave and neighboring elec-
tron trajectories (untrapped electrons) are also very much 
modified* This interaction creates a deformation of the instan-
taneous and time averaged distribution functions, 
The Vlasov equation is exactly solved following particle 
trajectories. 
The oscillating wave potential in the one dimension plasma 
is assumed to vary as 
cp ( x , t ) = *f. y(x) c«fcot. wx) 
where y(X^ Is the Heavlside function , f. Is a constant and, 
therefore, the calculation Is only valid for a welkly damped wa-
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Let V . be the initial velocity of a particle ("X < 0 ) . 
Suppose V to be the velocity of a particle at time t and position 
X ; Liouville 's theorem yields 
r (x,v,t) - Fo [vo (x,v,t)] 
where V0(X,V,t) is governed by the equation of notion of a parti-
cle in the potential <f (X,t). 
If we work in the wave frame, the equation of motion 
can be written 
dt* 
-=• — c W ^ P o SinWac 
This equation can be exactly solved f3] in terms 
of elliptic functions. The solution depends on the value of the 
parameter Æ : 
* = V ^ W J ^ - V^Vsin,J^ 
CO CJ 
where v - V - ^ , a — — — te and t. is the time when the particle 
begins to interact with the electric field (X - 0), 
Particles satisfying yfl< 1 are trapped. Their position 
and velocity are given by 
sin ip. » y % sn (o< t + 4>„/3) 
y =.2j< en (-<t+!#,/») 
Foi particles satlBfylng/3>1 (untrapped particles) 
where 4* Is an integrating constant • 
The inversion of these relations leads to transcendental equations 
and, then, the solution must be determined by a numerical calcu-
lation. In this way, F(X,V,t) can be obtained. 
Results concerning an Initially Maxwellian function are 
presented in fig, 1. They show the contribution of the trapped 
and of the untrapped particles to the instantaneous distribution 
function for various times. As expected the main deformation is 
located near the phase velocity of the wave and its width in 
energy Is Al) Oå i&L ^>o . It is important to notice the signi-
ficant contribution of the untrapped particles. 
This instantaneous distribution function F(X,V,t) oscil-
lates at the frequency ~ . Then it is interesting to determine 
the Fourier components of F (X=X]_t V - V , t), where X and V 
have given value (fig. II). Analysis is made using a numerical 
calculation[Q] , The spectrum consists of harmonics of the wave 
frequency ^ , Table I presents results obtained with -i*- - 0.43 
2& w, L» 
and several values of -2-2- , The number of harmonics increases 
V, Vth Vi 
as ' decreases, it is maximum for • -•— • 5 which corresponds 
»th VOi w 
to the phase velocity of the wave and, it decreases as • — tends 
to zero. ** 
v t h 
3 
4 
4 . 5 
5 
5 . 5 
6 
10 
n . Fond.ampl* 
Harm.2 ampl, 
0 . 3 5 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 7 5 
0 , 5 9 
0 . 6 3 
0 , 0 8 
73 
0 . 1 1 
0 , 2 2 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 5 7 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 0 0 5 
1)4 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 1 0 
0 , 3 6 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 0 3 
0 
V5 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 2 7 
0 . 3 3 
0 . 0 9 
0 . 0 1 
0 
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Parameters 
CO 
— 043 
On the other head (table II) we have checked that, as 
expected, the harmonic generation increases as ft is augmented 
-£-
3 . 5 
15 
1 2 
0.63 
0 . 1 
93 
0.47 
0.017 
9 4 
0 , 5 
0 
9s 
0.45 
0 
Parameters 
' ' ^2-< /' Vtl, 
Fig. Ill shows the time averaged distribution function 
< F (X-X _,^t) >. which appears at various X positions. The 
deformation is centred in the neighborhood of the phase velocity 
of the wave and can create a bump in the high energy tail of the 
distribution. In addition many accident« may appear in the lower 
energy region, due to untrapped particles, 
EXPERIMENT 
The apparatus used for this experiment has been described 
previously [lO] , For the present purpose it may be considered 
simply as a device that produces a 65 cm long uniform column of 
8 -*' 
colllslonless plasma (n,*v 3.10 cm " . T <** 2 eV), The plasma 
Is Immersed in a strong longitudinal magnetic field. The unper-
turbed electron velocity distribution measured by a velocity ana-
lyser located at one end of the column ia a truncated MarvelHan, 
A large amplitude plasma vave is launched at the position 
0 by means of a Langmulr probe. A second longitudinally movabl« 
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probe is used to detect the wave amplitude and to measure the 
wave number. The electrostatic multi-grid analyzer measures the 
total (time independent and oscillating) current and, by using an 
electronic differentiating technique, we deduce the corresponding 
distribution functions. 
Our previous measurements concerning trapping effects ha-
ve been described elsewhere [ll] , He observe the appearance of 
sidebands ; the wave and the sidebands were found to oscillate in 
space and confirmed those given by Wharton, Malmberg and O'Neil [s] , 
Up to now no complete results concerning the oscillating 
distribution function F (X - X ,V,t) have been obtained. Using 
the averaging technique described in another paper [l2] , preli-
minary observations have been done. However it is impossible to 
conclude {ballistic terms and plasma potential oscillations 
affect the result). 
Our experimental observation agree with the Fourier ana-
lysis of this function. For experimental simplicity the verifica-
tion is performed on the oscillating current 
Jt(X-X., V-V ,t) - q /f(X«X »V.tJWV, but this does not affect 
the result. Fig. IV shows Fourier analysis of J,for two values of 
the parameter •-* " , As predicted by theory the harnonic gene-
"**• V« / GJ -> V. 
ration is greater for ~V~ * 2 \T7Tr—"^ th** for-«-»0. Never-V&, *KVlh ' Yth 
theless the detected signal is weak and does not permit to obser-
ve many harmonics. In addition we observe the generation of new 
harmonics as *\o *•» increased, 
Experimental observations of the averaged distribution 
function < F(X - X , V t > £ h a v e b e e n Diade' F 1 8 « v »hows 
< F(Xj fV,t)^. at various positions X , On fig. VI we have 
shown the Influence of the wave power on<F(X ,V,t)>for a fixed 
distance X . On the same diagram we have drawn corresponding 
theoretical curves In such a way that the two "plateau " fit. The 
curves correctly coincide as long as *f. is not too large. In 
particular a bump can be observed. On both curves nevertheless we 
have never observed accidents for particles such as -^j- < 1 
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CONCLUSION 
In conclusion Che experlaental observations reported here 
fairly agree vlth theory. They allow us to explain the deformation 
of the distribution function and especially to point out the ac-
tive role played by the untrapped particles in the phenomena. 
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FIG.1-LARGE AMPLITUDE WAVE INTERACTION WITH A PLASMA 
Theoretical change of the time independent distribution 
function for severol interacting lengths. 
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EXCHANGE OF ENERGY BETWEEN LARGE-AHPLITUOE 
PLASMA HAVES AND THE ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
E.P. Barbian and B. Jurgens 
FOM- Inst i tuut voor Atoom- en Molecuu l fys ica , Amsterdam / Ugm., The Netherlands 
EURATOM-FOM Associat ion Contract 
ABSTRACT 
Particles trapped in a large amplitude electrostatic wave cause the 
growth of sidebands next to the excitation frequency. The displacement 
of the sidebands starts from a threshold value for the electric field 
and is proportional to the square root of the large wave amplitude. 
If instead of one large monochromatic wave two waves with a small 
frequency difference are excited, the sidebands become broadened and 
show a discrete structure. 
INTRODUCTION 
Longitudinal electron plasma waves can be propagated in a plasma column 
below the electron plasma frequency. The density of the plasma can be 
chosen in the way that the phase velocity of the plasma waves vp reaches 
a value several tines the mean velocity of the Maxwellian-like electron 
energy distribution. In this density region (n a 10 cm" ) the plasma is 
not dominated by Coulomb collisions. 
The plasma waves interact with the electron distribution strongly at 
small amplitudes 1f the phase velocity reaches Into the main bulk of 
the electrons (V-/vt * 3 ) . A very strong Landau damping is also observed 
for large wave amplitudes at much higher phase velocities, because then 
again a large number of particles becomes Involved [1,21. 
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The electrons which become trapped in the propagating wave start to 
bounce in the potential trough of the wave to first approximation with 
a frequency Si = [qEk/mr, where E is the wave field amplitude and k the 
wave number (31. The frequency of this oscillation is nearly constant 
during several periods at least for the particles at the bottom of the 
trough,which therefore move coherently and stream-like similar to a 
bunched beam of harmonic oscillators through the plasma. The observed 
growth of sidebands to the frequency at the large amplitude wave is 
theoretically explained by Kruer, Dawson and Sudan [4] as a kind of 
two-stream instability and is called a trapped particle instability or 
sideband instability. The broadening of the frequency spectrum and the 
existance of sidebands is also described by a theory of Eldridge (5], 
not involving an instability and assuming the driving wave to be always 
dominant in the spectrum. 
A related fundamental non-linear phenomenon of more subtle kind is the 
plasma wave echo.as it was demonstrated by Malmberg, Wharton, Gould 
and O'Neil 16]. The plasma wave echo can be observed after the Landau 
damping of the macroscopic wave field and the accompaning density 
disturbances. Then the evolution of the undamped oscillations of the 
electron phase space distribution can be reversed and a macroscopic 
field can be reachieved. 
The observation of sidebands and of echo phenomena is possible at moderate 
large wave amplitudes. The situation changes if very strong fields are 
applied to the plasma. Then low frequency instabilities are generated by 
the parametric action of the field. This causes a randomization of 
phases and a strong decay of wave fields. This effect may however be used 
for the purpose of electron heating [71. 
APPARATUS 
The experimental set-up consists out of a single-ended Q-mach1m of a 
length of 90 cm. Cesium 1s Ionized at a plate of 2.2 cm diameter and 
the parameters were chosen to get an electron-rich sheath. The plasm 1s 
guided by a magnetic field of 1500 G and the density decreases In axial 
direction to a 1/e-value after about the length of the apparatus. The 
dispersion for the waves is measured by an Interferometer technique. The 
density region used was between 10 and 108 cm" . The large amplitude 
waves were excited by probes or by the collector piste. 
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THE SIDEBAND INSTABILITY 
In a computer experiment Kruer and Dawson [41 showed that the large 
amplitude wave decays strongly when the sideband amplitude becomes con-
parable in magnitude to the decaying wave and the unstable sideband 
modes saturate. 
In Fig. 1 we find back this general characteristic. A 5 Volt sinusoidal 
signal was applied at z - 0. The upper signal shows the large amplitude 
wave. After a distance of about 20 cm a bouncing effect is superimposed 
on the decaying amplitude. The observed bouncing length is in agreement 
with the length L 
L = (dK/dk)(l/n) (1) 
calculated from the independently determined wave velocity du/dk and 
the bouncing frequency a. On the lower curve in Fig. 1 the amplitude 
value (within 1 MHz band limits) of the red sideband is shown. Fluctuations 
near z * 60 cm are due to standing wave effects in front of the end plate 
(z = 60 cm). 
The maximum amplitude of the red and blue sideband is separated from the 
excitation frequency by a frequency difference 
o - £ (ek/m)J EZJ (2) 
where E is the amplitude of the wave field in the plasma. The blue 
satel l i te is often Influenced by Landau damping because waves with higher 
k-values reach into the main bulk of the distribution due to their 
smaller phase velocity. 
In Fig. 2 the dependence on / T of the separation of a red sideband is 
shown. Similar observations had been reported by several authors [3,8] . 
The measured values in Fig. 2 were taken by an antenna placed 30 cm away 
from the exciting probe in the direction of the drifting ions. A maximum 
value of 20 MHz for a was observed when a 35 MHz signal of 4 Volt was 
applied across a 50 a terminator at the probe. For greater amplitudes the 
sideband approaches a saturation level both for a as well as for the 
amplitude of the sideband. This is mainly due to the strong decay of the 
Urge wave amplitude similar to the numerical results of Kruer and Dawson [41 
end besides that, energy Is fed into increasing amplitudes of tow 
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frequency oscillations in the ion acoustic region. In this strong 
excitation region an additional broad frequency band of secondary waves 
is created in the whole region below the excitation frequency. 
The f ie ld strength'of a wave propagating along the plasm col mm can be 
estimated i f the coupling factor between the probes and the plasm is 
known. This factor was determined to be 5 x 10 in power (37 dB) by 
measuring the attenuation of two identical probes when a snail amplitude 
wave is transmitted through the plasm without damping between both probes. 
The power W, available for the plasma wil l be 
-3 E2 W = 5 x 10 3 J 4- (3) 
and is put into a volume of the plasma cross section 0 times the group 
velocity v of 
energy. We get 
the wave and can be transferred for one half to the field 
where 2 
K s 1 + p2/k2 - - J i — _ , (5) 
%> + 3»t " 
represents the dispersion of the warm plasma column. For p = 1.65 cm'1; 
k = 1.05 cm"1; »p = 410 x lo6 s"1; o>0 = 220 x 106 s"1 and vt = 3 x 107 cm s"1 
we arrive at an equivalent for E, of 
(6) 
This value might be checked by calculating a together with ( 2 ) . He arrive 
at a - 7.8 MHz which 1s a reasonable value i f we compare with Tig. 2. 
THRESHOLD VALUE 
By extrapolation of the linear dependence of the separation frequency 
versus / T 1n Fig. 2 we determine a threshold value of / T • 0.7 or 
E = 0.84 Volt. By the use of (6) we get an equivalent of 3 x 10"2 V cm"1. 
To start with, we want to discuss this threshold value along the lines 
followed In the theoretical work of Kaw and Dawson 19] , treating the case of 
a two-stream Instabil i ty. Their result is restricted to excitation frequencies 
near to the plasma frequency and shows a strongly reduced threshold value 
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i f the collision frequencies of the electrons v are taken into account. 
The threshold f ie ld should depend on
 Ug and the plasma frequency u. like 
= i«*T (T i ) ,<1+£> l<'.V* 
If we take ve = 2.1 * 10* s"1 from Spitzer's formula for n * 5.3 * 107 em*3 
and T = 2000 k, use y = 3 and put Tg - T^  we arrive at 
E0 = 1.7 * 10"2 V em"1 
which is about the value determined together with (6 ) . 
Though the use of (7) may only give a rough estimation, one can also follow 
the arguments of Perkins and Flick [10] and replace the collision frequency 
ve in (7) by similar terns taking Into account the inverse time needed for 
passage through an instability region or the time connected with randomiza-
tion in connection with Landau-damping. 
EXCITATION WITH TWO FREQUENCIES 
Waves are now propagated in the reverse direction and Interact with the 
electron distribution which was reflected back at the sheath of the floating 
collector plate. Then a striking difference in the sideband excitation 
can be obtained, depending on the case i f one monochromatic wave or two 
waves of slightly different frequencies are used. The two excitation peaks, 
s t i l l visible at a distance of 40 cm away from the excitation region 
(upper curve) are 0.1 MHz apart from each other which results after 10 
wavelengths in a phase difference of only 31. 
Fig. 3 demonstrates that in the case of a double frequency excitation 
the sidebands were obtained, but not in the case of the single frequency 
excitation (lower curve). Both curves were taken at the same plasma 
conditions. For excitation the collector plate was used which makes no 
difference with the excitation on a probe. The upper curve shows a red 
and a blue sideband and the separation is again proportional to / T and 
a threshold value is existing as well. In the case of monochromatic 
excitation the signal is broadened to several 100 kHz. 
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Fig. 4 shows the development of the sideband when different amplitudes 
are applied to the collector plate. The spectra are now conposed out 
of equally spaced discrete peaks and have an envelope which has the 
typical shape of the sidebands. This is furthermore Illustrated by Fig. 5, 
where the frequency difference between two excitation peaks was varied. 
The applied voltage is 5 Volt at fg = 30 MHz. The waves were excited with 
a probe at some distance in front of the reflecting end plate. 
He consider this discrete spectrum to be due to high order spatial wave 
echos. The selection rules given by Malmberg. Wharton, Gould and O'Neill [11] 
f3 - mfz - nfj 
for mfg > nfj (where f2> fj belong to continuously excited wares and 
fli.n are integers) are fulfilled in our case. The excitation of the two 
waves took place at the sane probe and therefore the excitation of the 
"echo" peaks is symmetric. 
Fig. 6 shows the spatial development of the excited spectrum when 
fol = 29.8 MHz and f o 2 - 30.2 MHz. A 5 Volt amplitude was applied or 
a transnitter probe. Higher order peaks develop at greater distances from 
the excitation region, which 1s in general agreement with the spatial 
dependence of wave echos. Landau damping causes on the upper side of the 
spectrin a decrease of the higher order wave amplitudes. 
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Test Wave Amplification and Instability 
Caused by Electron Trapping 
R.N. Franklin*. S.M. Hamberger. H. Ikezi , G. Lampis, G.J. Smith* 
UKAEA Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Berkshire, England 
Abstract 
When the electric field of an eleotron plasma wave is sufficiently 
large, electrons are trapped by, and oscillate in, the potential wells 
of the wave. The paper shows that sidebands to the wain wave are pro-
duced by a resonance between the trapped electrons and snail amplitude 
electron waves propagating in the plasma (e.g. as noise or as a test 
wave). 
The frequency differences between the large amplitude wave and the 
aide-bands are shown to be consistent with the theory. The growth 
rates of the sideband and of a test wave are shown to he the same. 
This paper describes some experiments on the high frequency 
propagation propert ies , of a one-dimensional, c o l l i s i o n l e s s plasma 
perturbed by a s i n g l e , coherent, f i n i t e amplitude e lectron plasma 
wave. I t i s known that the dispersion r e l a t i o n for e l e c t r o s t a t i c 
waves i s modified by the existence of a c l a s s of resonant e lectrons 
which, because they move with mean v e l o c i t i e s c lose to the phaas 
v e l o c i t y of the wave, v_ = uiøAo« ' become trapped in the potent ia l 
w e l l which moves with the wave. 
For example1, i t can be shown that , provided the fract ion of 
trapped e lec trons i s not too high, a small amplitude t e s t wave 
(oj,k) which s a t i s f i e s the dispersion re la t ion . c ( w , k ) > 0 , w i l l 
grow when the fol lowing resonance condition i s s a t i s f i e d : 
«B - k v , p - ± V 2 S + l On . . . (1) 
where Un - * o ( m ") i B t h e character i s t i c o s c i l l a t i o n frequency 
of the e lec trons trapped in the potent ia l we l l of the wave, *>„ 
i a the amplitude, and e , m the e l ec t ron ic charge and mann. S 
i s a non-negative in teger . The condition U - 0 corresponds to a 
simple resonance between the t e s t wave and the Doppler-shifted 
frequency of o s c i l l a t i o n of the trapped p a r t i c l e s , and has a l so 
been derived by others 9 *. 
In an actual experiment the frequencies aj may, provided 
t h e i r growth rate i s s u f f i c i e n t l y large, appear i n the frequency 
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spectrum in the neighbourhood of the original (carrier) wave ay,. 
Such 'side-bands' were first reported by Wharton et • V . who 
found their frequency displacement Am- 'oj - 0ioi to be given by 
fim «• mB- ... (2) 
Qualitatively similar effects have also been seen by others both 
in laboratory7 and computer simulation*'' experimenta, although the 
relation (2) did not necessarily hold. Recently Ikeii et al10 
have demonstrated that equation (1) provides a good description 
of the side-band frequencies generated by ions trapped in finite 
amplitude ion waves. 
He show here that equation (1) in fact holds also in the case 
of electron waves; that the 'side-bands' are propagating electron 
waves which grow along the column from the initial noise level 
with the same amplification experienced by a test wave at the sues 
frequency ; that the phenomenon is due to the existence of trapped 
electrons and can be eliminated by preventing trapping from occur-
ring; and that the relation (2) is valid only for rather special 
dispersion conditions which were satisfied in reference (6). 
Our experiments were conducted in a single ended, thermally 
ionized Na plasma column, diameter 2.5 cm, length 80 cm, density 
~3 x 10' cm"' («ipe/2n~30 -60MBz) and uniform to within IX over 
its length, confined in a uniform .magnetic field ^2kG. The waves 
were launched and detected in the usual way, using either thin 
wire probes or the cold end-plate as antennae, and the linear 
plasma dispersion properties measured as described in the accom-
panying paper11 using very small amplitude waves. The absolute 
amplitude of the waves » 0 was measured using a probe with very 
high input impedance (~lMfl) matched to the 50n line by a P E T 
amplifier close to the probe tip19. 
In general we find that for high phase velocities of the car-
rier two lower and one upper side-band appear, but for frequencies 
& Ope only one lower side-band, with appreciable frequency spread, 
is aeen. For example the upper portion of Fig.1(a) shows the spec-
trum detected by a receiving probe 20 cm from the exciter, exhibit-
ing clearly two lower and one upper side-band. The appropriate 
dispersion curve is shown in the lower part of Fig.1(b) with the 
same frequency scale. From this diagram we can find the appropri-
ate value of « - k i . for the two lower side-band maxima; their 
ratio is 1:1.7 ±0.1, In good agreement with the ratio ls/7 accord-
ing to Eq.(1) if they correspond to s • 0, 1 respectively. 
A more quantitative comparison for N - 0 (when only one 
lower side-band appears) is shown in Fig.2, where the frequency 
shift Am» o>o - a is plotted against life ; in Fig. 2 (a) »B l» varied 
by changing the amplitude <p0 at constant carrier frequency m0 , 
and in Fig.2(b) the amplitude was fixed and the frequency » 0 
changed, thus varying v? over a wide range. The solid lines 
are calculated according to (1) and the known linear dispersion 
curve. The line 4ui » mg is shown dashed for comparison. The 
solid line clearly provides a much closer agreement with both 
sets of data than the line Agp'tUR. In fact, from (1) and the 
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dispersion relation, it is easy to show that for H « o. A« < »_ . 
ft,- 8 * ^ « B - ™B 
if, as in the conditions of ref. (6), bu/ilkmo.5 v_ . Thus the 
earlier results, though somewhat misleading, are not in conflict 
with these. 
The amplification produced by the carrier could be measured 
by introducing a second, small amplitude test wave from a separate 
transmitter probe, and measuring its amplitude variation along 
the column. When the test wave frequency was in the vicinity of 
the observed side-band, exponential growth occurred only in the 
direction of the carrier. Fig. 3 shows the spatial variation of 
amplitude of: 
(a) the carrier wave at amplitude sufficiently increased 
to produce the growing side-band, showing enhanced 
damping due to the non-linear generation of the 
side-band; 
(b) the same wave at very small amplitude, showing 
normal weak Landau damping; 
(c) the side-band signal itself, showing exponential 
growth along the columnr 
(d) the test wave at the same frequency as the centre 
of the side-band. 
Notice that the growth rates of (c) and (d) are the same. Thus 
it seems clear that the side-bandB appear by amplification of some 
waves originally present (e.g. as noise) in the column, and are 
not generated directly by the non-linear currents in the wave. 
The measured growth rate of the test wave as a function of 
frequency is compared with the side-band amplitude spectrum in 
Pig. 4. 
Fig.5 shows the variation of amplification with amplitude. 
The proportionality of k i A r with Utø is similar to that found 
in computer simulation for the temporal growth rate". Further, 
since it « mj| # it can clearly be distinguished from other decay 
instabilities, e.g. non-linear Landau damping, for which the 
growth rats « ^f .ls 
Increasing the carrier wave amplitude also increases the 
rsnge of growing frequencies: this is demonstrated in Fig.d. 
which shows both the increased frequency shift tm and frequency 
spread 6iu of the side-band with increasing tp0 • This effect 
can be deduced from the dispersion relation given by Kruer et al". 
To demonstrate that the origin of the above effects is 
indesd associated with the trapped electrons, we hsve messured 
the amplitude of the side-band in the pressnes of a second 
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perturbing wave whose frequency is far fro« those in the unstable 
region. The result, shown in Pig.7, is that as the amplitude of 
the second wave is increased the growth of the side-band rapidly 
decreases. When both waves have comparable amplitude, thus 
effectively destroying the potential well necessary to sustain 
ordered motion of the trapped electrons, the side-band completely 
disappears. 
The phase velocity of the individual frequency components in 
a side-band has been measured from the space-time correlation be-
tween two receiving probes. The results show that they lie on 
the same dispersion curve, e («.k) » 0, as for small amplitude elec-
tron plasma waves. 
Finally, we should comment that the effects described here 
can and do occur concurrently with other non-linear effects which 
lead to enhanced decay, e. g. the induced decay into ion-waves14 , 
and the resonant decay into other electron wave modes15 , both of 
which are described elsewhere. 
We are happy to acknowledge the excellent technical assis-
tance of Mr W.J. McKay. 
The research was supported jointly by the UKAEA and the 
Science Research Council. 
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Trapped-Iøa Instability 
in lon-Aeeuatie taves 
H. Ikexi aad T. Kivaaoto 
Institute af Plasaa rnyaica, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japaa 
K. Mias and K. »iahikawa 
Department af Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japaa 
Abstract 
The growth af tha sideband wavea has been ebaerved whea a 
relatively large-amplitude ian-aaoastie wave ("n/a0 - 0.02 ~ 0.05) 
prapafatea in a ealliaionleaa plasma. Ihe øtmctnra af tha freaueaey 
spectra, growth rate and the conditions far tha inatability ara 
canaiatent with the theory for tranped-ioa testability. 
Since Tharton, Malaberg and O'Meil observed graath af aidabaada 
of a larga-aaplitade electron ploaaa wave* the stability af a nan-
2 3—7 
linear atatienary wave received conaiderable attention . Krner, 
Dawsen and Sudan painted ant that toe particles trapped in the 
potential trengha ef a large-amplitude wave cause unstable aidabanda. 
Physically, the trapped-partiele instability can be viewed aa a 
paraawtric instability of upper and lower sidebaad waves where the 
coupling ia being strengthened by the bouncing action of tha trapped 
particlea. In the weak-coupling liait (i.a. when tha trapped particle 
density ia sufficiently lev), the theory pradieta the growth ef a 
couple of aodea apeeified by (w,k) and (« - *»0 k - 2k,) when aae 
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(i) _ « _ w d «(kjM) * O, (1.) 
w u + "V2H + 1"*_ 
(ii) _-- 5 — and e(k,») « O, (lb) 
(iii) e(k,u) = O and e(k - 2 k , (u - 2w ) * 0. (2) 
Here M 0 and kft are the frequency and wavenumber of the large-
aaplitude wave (hereafter t« be called the carrier vove), w and k 
are tboae of an unstable sideband vare, «n is the bounce frequency 
of the ions trapped in the carrier wave, N is a non-negative integer, 
and e(k ,») is the dielectric function . The two Mutually conjugate 
•odea, (w,k)
 -Dd (u> - to>Q, k - 2kQ) gro, with the same growth rate 
and their amplitude ratio ia given by Kv/fi. n^ ] s 
| e(k - 2 kQ, «> - 2»o)/e(k>u) | . fe remark that if the 
•ode («>,k) is a lower sideband which satisfies (la), its conjugate 
•ode (w - 2»0> k - 2 kø) be cows a small-amplitude upper sideband, 
which is well different froa the *ode which satisfies (lb). 
The apparatus and the wave excitation method are the saw in 
principle as those employed for the collisionless shock and the 
9 10 
soliton experiments * Two plasmas,which are produced by 
independent discharges, are kept separated by a negatively biased mesh 
grid, such that the electrons are prevented froa sncrt circuiting the 
plaaaa. The application of a potential difference between the plasms 
introduces a fraction of one plasma into the other without forming any 
ion beamst if the potential difference is smaller then - KTg/e. 
Within this range of potential differences, a sinusoidal voltage, 
applied between the two plasmas, drives the ion-aeons tie waves which 
propagate in the direction away froa the position of the grid. The 
9 -3 plasma parameters are aa follows: plasaa density, n ^ 10 cm • 
electron temperature, T# - 2 - 3 eV; ion temperatur*, Tj * 0.2 eV; 
argon gas pressure, (2-5)xl0 Torr. for these values of parameters, ion-
ion and ion-neutral collisions can be ignored. The plasma diameter 
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(40 cm) is much greater than the characteristic length of the ware. 
In order to increase the spatial resolution of the detector, the wave-
receiver probe is biased slightly above the plasma potential, so that 
the probe sheath is thin. The probe detects the electron saturation 
current which is proportional to the electron density. 
The typical experimenta1 dispersion ©urve for a small amplitude 
wave (perturbed respect to unperturbed density ratio, n/n — 10 ) 
is shown in Fig.l> At higher frequencies the phase velocity iB small. 
If the wave amplitude is increased, and n/n reaches several percent, 
the following nonlinear effects appear. Near the frequency where the 
dispersion curve start« to deviate from a linear proportionality 
between u> and k , the wave continues to propagate over a distance 
longer than that through which a small amplitude wave can propagate; 
in the meanwhile amplitude oscillations appear . The space and time 
resolved ion energy distribution is measured by an electrostatic 
energy analyser through the use vt sampling techniques. A group of 
ions near the wave phase velocity iB observed to form a vortex-like 
12 
motion in the phase space . The trapped ion density is below 
5 x 10~ n0. In the high frequency range, where the phase velocity 
is significantly smaller than the ion acoustic velocity, a significant 
noise is observed to grow. The frequency spectra of the received 
signals for six different carrier wave frequencies are displayed in 
Fig.2. In order to emphasize the sidebands, only lower amplitude 
parts of the spectra are shown. Two types of sidebands are seen: the 
first is the group of distinct peaks separated from the carrier wave 
(type A), and the second is the small-amplitude structure around 
the base of the carrier wave line (type B). If the carrier wave 
amplitude is increased from a very small value, the type B sideband 
appears first, then the type A sidebands start to grow when n/n 
exceeds 0.02 - 0.03. As the carrier wave amplitude is increased 
further, the frequency of the type A sidebands shifts away from that 
of the carrier wave; then finally the sidebands disappear. 
The type A sidebands can be interpreted as those which satisfy 
the conditions (i). As seen from Pig.2, the upper sideband has much 
smaller amplitude than the lower sideband. The equations (l) 
explain the separations between the sideband peak«. Note that the 
separations are not equal to each other as appears in Fig.2. In this 
figure, the upper sideband is not the conjugate mode of the lower aide-
band, but is the one which satisfies (lb). 
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The matching condition and the dispersion relation (la) cannot 
be satisfied, if ^W + 1'UR is so large that \2N + l'tog/k > 
(Ca - ^f/\)» where Cfi is the ion-acoustic velocity. This fact 
explains why only few sidebands (N - 0 and 1 in general) can be exited. 
It also explains why the sidebands disappears when the carrier wave 
amplitued (and hence to.) is too large, as well as when « (and hence 
C - » Q A ) ia too swell. 
The valnes of uh, obtained from the period of the asp 1 i »ude 
oscillations are 10 ~ 30£ greater than those obtained from the 
frequency separations between the sidebands by using Bj. (la) and 
the dispersion curve. This fact is consistent with the theory which 
predicts that the maximum growth is obtained in the region 
|u>/k - opi/k | < 1/2N + 1'WnA if the lover sideband has greater 
amplitude than the upper. 
The spatial growth of the first lower sideband is shown in Fig.3 
(curve c). The bandwidth of the receiver is narrower than the 
spectral line width of the sideband, therefore the total power in the 
sideband is larger than the amplitude shown in the figure. The side-
band grows initially and saturates at a level comparable to that of the 
carrier wave in the most unstable case. The initial spatial growth 
rate is observed to be (0.1 ~ 0.2) CUJC0/U'0* This is in reasonable 
agreement with the value estimated theoretically. It should be noted 
that the damping rate of the carrier wave is observed to be much 
greater when the sideband exists (curve a) than when it is absent, 
i.e. when the carrier wave amplitude is small (curve b) or when 
is too »mall for exciting sidebands. 
The type B sideband is observed in a wider range in u> and in 
the carrier ware amplitude. The growth rate is approximately pro-
portional to UIQ and almost the same as that of the type A side-
bands. Low frequency noise, which corresponds to the difference 
frequency between the sideband and the carrier, is observed. However, 
the amplitude is so small that the sidebands cannot be attributed to 
nonlinear mixing of the low frequency noise with the carrier. These 
sidebands may reasonably be interpreted as those which satisfy the con-
dition (2), 
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Figure Captions 
Dispersion relation for ion-acoustic naves. The dots are 
the experimental points; the curve ahoirs the theoretical value 
for TgAi - 20- Ihe scales of »/«
 8nd lt/k^ are adjusted 
to fit to experimental points. 
Frequency spectra of received wave signals. The excitation 
voltage is 1 volt from peak to peak. The distance is 
x « 5 cm. to ./2K =1.1 MHz. Only lower amplitude parts of 
the spectra are shown in order to emphasize the sidebands. 
Amplitude of the carrier waves (curve a and b) and of the first 
lower sideband (curve c) as a function of distance. The 
excitation voltage is 1 volt p-p for curves a and c and 0.3 
volts p-p for curve b. No sidebands grow in the case of curve 
b. The gain of the receiver is increased by a factor 5 for 
curve cojo/ac - 0.8 MHz. to ./2K * 1.1 MHz. 
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Measurements on an Ion Sound Decay Instability Induced 
by a Large Amplitude Bernstein Mode In a Plasma 
by 
B.E. Keen and W.H.vr. Fletcher 
U.K.A.E.A., Research Group, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Berkshire, England. 
Abstract 
Experimental results are presented which show that a large amplitude wave 
of one of the Bemstein modes, above a certain threshold power, can decay Into 
another Bemstein mode plus a low frequency ion-sound wave. At larger incident 
amplitudes, a whole spectrum of low frequency ion waves was observed, with 
frequencies extending up to the ion plasma frequency (»j). These results are 
compared with a previous theory and reasonable agreement i s achieved. 
Introduction 
Decently, the parametric excitation of various plasma waves has been of 
considerable interest both theoretically and experimentally ~ . In 
particular, the non-linear coupling of high frequency electric fields to low 
frequency density oscillations in a plasma has been demonstrated in a number 
of cases8 - 8 ' , 0 . This experiment reports the situation in which the high 
frequency electric field induces a Bernstein mode at frequency (ufe) close 
to the electron-cyclotron resonance leer) frequency (« c) , and the non-linear 
coupling transfers energy to another Bernstein mode at a lower frequency («i ) , 
plus a lot frequency node (»„), which in this case i s the ion-sound decay 
lnatability (co,). This decay process requires the following relationships 
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between the frequencies u(k), and wavenusber k, to be satisfled:-
<»o(k0) = a^) * *„lka) . . . (1) 
•*> " • " • . • 
*„ " "i + k , — ( 2 ) 
where 0>o i s the incident Bernstein node, <*x = (a - B ( ) i s another 
Bernstein mode, <u2 = u i s the resultant decay instability at the ion-
sound frequency, and k± = k - k . Equations (1) and (2) are given simply 
by the conservation of energy and •omentum relationships, respectively. 
Experiment and Results 
The experiments »ere performed in an E-type (capacltlvely coupled) r.f. 
discharge (f ~ 27 mc/s), which gave peak densities in the range 10* - l o ^ a f 3 . 
This discharge was run in a homogeneous (~ IgO axial magnetic field 
(0.1 - 1.0 kG, to. •>• 0.28 - 2.8 <Xz) and was contained in a glass tube. The 
electron temperature T ( » T.) varied between 3.5 eV and 12.5 eV depending 
upon the r.f. power input, or the neutral gas used (H,, He, Ne, or Ar). 
This electron temperature was measured using a double probe. The electron 
density, n, was obtained from the double probe measurements, or altema-
12 coaxial microwave cavity . A further check of density was afforded by a 
"P 
the electron plasma frequency. All three methods were in good agreement. 
asuranent of the upper hybrid frequency a,K = (M° + <•£) , where <o> i s 
Externally applied signals were coupled to the plasma using a Lisitsno 
slot line cavity device outside the glass discharge tube or by a probe inserted 
into the plasma. The high frequency signals nere detected either by a radially 
movable probe Inserted into the plasma or by a loop aerial outside the dis-
charge tube. The low frequency "instabilities" were detected on a radially 
movable floating probe or ion-biased probe. 
In these experiments, a uhf signal of frequency Ug, was fed to the 
Usltano 'coi l ' , and if the magnetic field was varied such that a^ttg was 
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in the range 1.05 - 1.25, Bernstein modes propagated in the plasma. At low 
inputs a spectral analysis near to (Fig.la) showed a single frequency at 
u in the radiation emitted by the plasma. Fig. id shows the corresponding 
low frequency spectrum between 0 - 1 kHz taken at the same power input. When 
the incident power at oi_ was increased above a certain threshold value, the 
plasma was found to emit radiation at two additional frequencies u> - u and 
0 8 
CD + » , as can be seen in Fig. lb. In this experiment the signal at » - « 
was always at least one order of magnitude higher in amplitude than the 
signal at u + o> . The corresponding low frequency spectrum is shown in 
Fig.le, and this shows also, a spectral component appearing at « , These 
particular experiments were carried out in a helium plasma, with u> = 500 HIz, 
the low frequency component appeared at w » 200 kHz, »y» c « 1.14, and 
a) /to - 1 for that plasma density at the centre of the tube. 
» «> 
mm 
Fig. 
The possible low frequency 'a; wves are given hy the following disper-
sion relationship for an infinite plasma '.-
„» = rf/[ 1 + ( »J \/*° Te ) ] ... (3) 
where », = (4*n eV*.) i s the ion plasma frequency, and *Jt i s the ion 
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aasa. For radial waves, i t has been shown , that in a bounded plasma, there 
i s a low frequency cut-off given by:-
us = (2.405Ad)(T(/h1)'S .. (•) 
where M 1 is the diameter of the containing tube. There is, also, an upper 
frequency cut-off, in the snort wavelength (= 2xA) limit given by:-
» = «>, ... (S) 
M 
4M 
I "" 
* m 
Mm 
1 
w 
• / 
* 
/ 
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Fig. 2 
In order to see if the •easured low frequency corresponded to the value given 
by equation (4), the experiment was repeated in four different plaanas, (H3, 
He, Ne and Ar), thus varying both Tfi and «1 . A further check was afforded 
by repeating the experiment in three different diameter tubes, naaely d = 6.2, 
S.O and 2.S ens respectively. Fig.2 shows the result of these experiments 
plotted aa the measured low frequency e>B versus the calculated value 
u>s = (2.405Ad)(Te/M1))4. Good agreement is obtained, and thua i t i s inferred 
that i t i s the radial ion sound wave instability which ia excited. 
These experiment« were performed at various input frequencies between 
0.28 and 2.8 GHz, aid the magnetic field was varied such that the Bernstein 
mode was propagated. In each case a threshold Incident power value was 
required before excitation at a appeared. Corresponding to the spectra 
in Fig.I, a plot of the ion soundwave amplitude versus the Incident power 
at to = (= 500 ME/B) i s shown in Fig.Sa. I t i s clearly seen that a thres-
hold value of about 5 watts (E ~ SO V/ca) i s required for excitation of 
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uJr- 200 kHz). As the power level is further increased the instability 
amplitude increases but begins to saturate at higher power levels (~ 10 watts). 
At these levels i t was noticed that other modes were excited and a nt>re 
fturbulent* like spectrum was apparent. Fig.1c shows a spectral analysis near 
(o (with a logarithmic vertical scale - 10 d.b./div.) and in this case there 
appears to be a lower sideband with a range of frequencies fro« (» - w ) down 
o s 
to a cut-off frequency at (o> - <o.). The corresponding low frequency spectrum 
(0 - 10 KHz) i s shown, with a logarithmic vertical scale, in Fig.If. Experi-
ments were carried out in various plasmas, varying the central plasma density 
plotted in Fig.3 as the measured cut-off («.) versus the theoretical value 
to. = (4x n e2/«'.)'3. Again, good agreement i s apparent and in these conditions 
ion-sound waves in the range from the lower cut-off (as ) to the upper cut-off 
Theory 
4 
Tzoar , has considered the problem of parametric excitation of ion-
sound waves from the decay of Bernstein modes, in which the electronic and 
ionic motions are coupled by the induced electric fields in the plasma. He 
has shown that this decay process i s possible when equations (l) and (2) are 
satisfied and that in this case the growth rate, Y, for the low frequency 
mode i s given by:-
Y . U 1 - VV<<*0 V S " " ^ " (TB V% - <« 
where E i s the transverse electric field of the Bernstein node, Yg and Yg 
are the effective dissipation rates of the Bernstein and the Ion-sound modes, 
respectively, and e and e are the dielectric constants of the Bernstein 
mode at infinite and zero frequencies respectively • 
I t i s apparent from photographs such as those in Fig. I, that the conser-
vation or energy (Eq.(D) Is satisfied In the process. A check of conservation 
of momentum (Eq.(2» proved to be a more difficult experiment. The Bernstein 
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node dispersion diagram was checked near to the conditions under which the 
photographs in Fig.! were obtained, by using an interferoaetric technique. 
The resulting expeninental points are shown plotted in Fig.4b on the (oytø) 
versus (k± v , /« )a curve (here k was the radial wavenumber and 
v. = (TV«) was the electron thermal velocity). The solid curve shows the 
theoretical curve for the case ( » / • ) * = 1. which corresponds to the 
central plasma density, in this case. The point A on the curve corres-
ponds to the value o> = 500 Mc/s ( i . e . Fig.1). The resulting instability at 
» , was checked using the radial noving probe and i t s wavenunber k , = k 
was found. For the wave at « = a - to . the proximity of tike large smpli-
tude wave at » , swamped this wave at (o> - » ) , and consequently, a direct 
measure of i t s wavenunber, k l t was not possible. I t i s i s assumed that this 
wave i s also a Bernstein node, i t is not possible to satisfy Eq.(2), for both 
the high frequency waves on the sane branch of the solid curve (Fig.4b), since 
the slope of Oils curve on/Ak i s such less than («0 - »^/(k - k1) • «-A_. 
However, a plausible explanation, which will satisfy Eq. (2) is the following: 
since the density, n, i s a function of the plasma radius, r, [n » n(r) ] , i t 
follows that the Bernstein mode dispersion curve i s also a function of radius. 
Flg.4b shows the theoretical dashed curves calculated for ('»,/»,.)' • 0.95 and 
0.90. Therefore, if the large amplitude Bernstein wave at • , k (point A), 
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decays to another one at a^ = (»Q - « g ) , Kj = (k0 - It,), (point B) (corres-
ponding to the dispersion relationship at a slightly larger radius) both 
equations (1) and (2) can be satisfied simultaneously, in an inhoaogeneous 
plasas. Further decay from B to C, etc. also will satisfy these equations. 
A decay sode fro« C to B or B to A etc., creates a Bernstein ande at a + « , 
o s 
kQ + kg, but with a saaller probability than the lower sideband14. In the 
sane way, Eos. (1) and (2) any be satisfied simultaneously, at any (», k) 
related by the dispersion relationship Eq.(3), within the range a to •>., 
by using a similar argument. 
The possibility was considered that the input power creating the large 
amplitude Bernstein wave created a non-Manellian distribution in the plasaa, 
which in turn caused the low frequency ( l . f . ) instability. This possibility 
was reduced by exciting a l .f . wave fro' = 50 kHz) in the plasaa and observing 
the 'mixing effects' produced with the Bernstein node, below threshold. In 
this case, the upper and lower sidebands at » + »* and «„-•>' were 
observed of equal awplitude, and an order of magnitude lower in amplitude 
than in previous experiments. This i s contrary to that expected froat decay 
instability theory and the experimental observations. Also, from Eq.(6), 
the threshold value of E may be obtained by equating Y to zero, and 
substituting for Y s v , (v. = the ion-neutral collision frequency) and 
for Y„ as the measured decay value in the plasma. In this way, a value 
of E * SO V/cm results as compared with a measured threshold value of 
E x 30 V/cm (for Fig.3a), which i s in reasonable agreement. 
Conclusion 
From the foregoing results, i t i s inferred that above a certain thres-
hold value, a decay instability at the ion-sound frequency induced by a large 
amplitude Bernstein wave in the plasma, i s seen in these experiments. Further, 
for input powers much above threshold a whole spectrum of instabilities in the 
range »B up to the ion plasms frequency, » j , i s observed. Comparison of 
these results with a previous theory shows good agreement. 
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Abstract 
An analysis of nonlinear mixing for s ignals propagating as 
exp j(<B, - t - k x ) , incident on an unmagnetized cold plasma column oriented 
QjP «>P 
along the z -ax i s , shows that i f only quas i s ta t ic dipolar f i e l d s are considered 
in the v i c i n i t y of the column, the nonlinearly generated component at 
to (t^a -nai ) has s quadrupolar radiation pattern with maxima at ± jt/k and ± Jn/k 
to the x -ax i s . This paper considers the interact ion when the quasis tat ic 
approximation i s not made, and concludes that the nonlinearly generated quadru-
pole component should be accompanied by an appreciable dlpole component oriented 
with i t s maxima at ± i t /2 . Experiments of previous workers, and our own pre-
liminary observations show strong nonlinear forward-scattering, however. In 
our experiments, t h i s spurious resu l t has been traced to the ef fect of the 
Earth's magnetic f i e l d . When t h i s i s cancelled, predominantly quadrupolar 
radiation i s observed, in agreement with theory. 
Introduction 
One of the c l a s s i c problems of plasma physics i s the scattering of a 
microwave signal normally incident on a cyl indrical plasma column. An exten-
s ive bibliography has bu i l t up on the phenomenon, and has been well summarized 
by Vandenpias [ l ] . I t i s now well known that there i s a dipolar resonance, 
given by cold plasma theory, and an additional s er i e s of (Tonkt-Dattner) 
resonances which can only be predicted sa t i s fac tor i ly by taking into account 
electron thermal v e l o c i t i e s and radial lnhomogeneity of the column. So far, 
work has been directed primarily to small signal theory, but som« attempts 
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have been Made to predict and to observe nonlinear interact ion e f f e c t s when 
one or more strong s ignals are incident on the column. In part icular , Stern 
[ 2 ] and Tzoar [ 3 ] have observed second harmonic generation and frequency mixing, 
and messiaen and Yandenplas [lf-3 have observed second harmonic generation. Hie 
l a t t e r authors have given a comprehensive theory of the interact ion for a cold 
homogeneous column in a d i e l e c t r i c tube. 
A curious feature of the experiments i s that forward-scattered power i s 
observed for the nonllnearly generated s igna l , whereas the theory suggests a 
null for forward- and back-scattered power, in contrast to the predominantly 
dipolar radiation of the l inear ly scattered s ignals which i s maximum for 0 
and JI, i . e . in the direct ion paral le l to the wave propagation [ 5 ] , The s tudies 
to be reported here were carried out to determine whether the defects lay with 
the theory or the experiments. We considered f i r s t frequency mixing i n the 
quas is tat ic l i m i t , assuming dipolar exc i tat ion at frequencies °* j®« to pro-
duce <o (=^ o -+0J ) i n e i ther a homogeneous or an inhonogeneouB plasma column L6J. 
7 a P 
The radiation at ui was found to be quadrupolar, with i t s maxima at ± x/k and 
± Jn/k to the direct ion of propagation of the incident s igna l . 
In t h i s paper, the theory for a uniform plasma i s examined, without 
making the quas i s ta t ic assumption. I f i t i s found that the nonlinearly gene-
rated quadrupole component i s only modified s l i g h t l y , for pract ical condit ions, 
but that there i s an additional d ipole component oriented with i t s maximum at 
± n/2 to the d irect ion of propagation of the incident s igna l . I t 1 B shown that 
no multipolar component can give a forward- or back-scattered s igna l . This 
implies that there i s some spurious element in the previously reported experi-
ments. Our own preliminary measurements indicated that t h i s was s o , s ince a 
strong dipolar radiation pattern was observed for a nonlinearly generated 
second harmonic s ignal , with i t s maxima at 0 and n . This could be removed, 
however, by cancel l ing the e f fec t of the Earth's magnetic f i e l d . Predominantly 
quardupolar radiation was then observed, as predicted. 
Theory 
The time Fourier transforms of the momentum transfer equation and 
Maxwell's equations are given by 
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Jtl) v - 1\S = O [ ( v -V)v„ - T] v X B ] . f i ) 
7 X H - pnv - Jll> e„E = y p v , V • B = 0 , 
~7 0-7 7 0-7 ^ <*-3 -7 ' 
<*>P 
X I + jol B = 0 , V • B - - * = 0 , 
"7 7 ~ 7 "7 e o 
e lec tronic charge-to-mass r a t i o , and the synchronism condition, 
7 a p ' w 
is satisfied. For generality, we assune lu ? tb . The modifications necessary 
a p 
to spec ia l i ze the r e s u l t s to the second harmonic case (<n = ta) w i l l he stated 
a p 
l a t e r . 
Linear terms have been col lected on the left-hand s ides of the expressions 
in Bq. ( l ) and nonlinear coupling terras on the right-hand s ide s . The nonlinear 
coupling terms may be simplif ied by substituting in tbem the small signal solu-
t ions obtained by i n i t i a l l y ignoring the nonlinear terms. For the Maxwell 
equation which has a nonlinear driving term we obtain 
JP if ,-, 
7 X
 5r ' *°7 £0 S ?r - - S-aT-5- '<!B-V + Z "aTp ' (3) 
a
 a,p 
where
 E (=1 - (DW) is the equivalent plasma permittivity. The two nonlinear 
driving terms are due to the electromagnetic pressure gradient, and to volume 
currents. The latter are zero for a uniform column since p = 0 L6] . 
To proceed further. Eq. (3) and the second Maxwell curl equation must be 
solved for the small signal fields. These are then used to simplify the right-
hand side of Eq. (3). The two curl equations are finally solved, including the 
nonlinear driving terns. 
Linear Scattering 
It is convenient to work in terms of the magnetic field, H^ 
of the wave equation inside and outside the plasma then gives 
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»*»
 =
 "oaS B « "i2)(kar) - » J , ,e + Hoa " • <-*tf> 
=
 HOaI [ B«>H i2 ) ( ka r ) +VV5 /J , , ]«p^' , f i (**•> 
*«»»
 Bna * r e w , l l l * t e d b » »"tchiiig H ^ , IQQ at r _ •
 : 
(« 
(5) 
O n* ptt a n x a ' n* ptt ' 
Although the rf space-charge density i s zero in the coluan, there i s a 
ontlnulty in S at r = a , indicat ing a surface charge density given by 
Wonlinear Scattering 
When we combine the Maxwell curl equations, we obtain a wave equation 
which does not depend on the (cur l - free) nonlinear driving tern. Solutions 
are consequently 
for the nonlinear surface current, we have 
(7) 
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OH 
'*,-l>«'*\^-% I ^ - ^ - S v - ^ -
a,p " v o,p ™p"p 
__2 
0 a p a p a,p *=n+« 
Continuity of H i t r = a y i e l d s the re lat ion 
\ Hl2)<y> - rtiv1 - - V • 
We now have to apply continuity of Eg . Using Bq. (j), we obtain 
8H
 1 8H I * o 1 ^ a I V" 
(9) 
* = « •
 eo* a p 7€aep 
Substituting; fron Bq. (7) g ives 
•, 2 S ^ T T * [- *v*-<v) - W « ^ : M 
s b, k O H } 2 ' (k a) - k aa,J.'(k a) = d, , ( l l ) 
y 4. y I * y ' py I I V7 ** 
and solution of Eos. (9) and (ll) yields, finally, 
i + i 
Long Wavelength Limit 
In our experiments, k a « 1 . For t h i s s i tuat ion, the expressions In 
Eq. (12) may be great ly s impl i f ied . In particular, we then find that only 
b. and b 0 are s i gn i f i can t , i . e . that only dipole and quadrupole radiation 
components are to be expected. The amplitude t>2 corresponds to tbe value 
obtained elsewhere for a uniform column located in tbe quasistat ic approxi-
mation [ 6 3 , and can be shown to be related to h. through 
VH- (15) 
r 
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Both b, and b shew resonance for 1 + c • 0, so that for our experlMO-
tal condition of second harmonic resonance (ID *m ^D / 2 , 1-tciO] 
bj = J b./2 . (U) 
Turning now to the fields, Eq. (7) indicates that the power received by 
a probing antenna will be 
py * 1 1 H < 2 ) ( y ) •!• e + « 2 2 ) ( y > »i« æ l 2 
« I I sin 0 + sin 20|2 (k r » l) . tø) 
We note that no forward- or back-scattered power is to be expected it 8 • 0. 
Figure 1 shows a polar plot corresponding to Eq, (15). 
Experiments 
Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the plasma and antennas used in our 
experiments. The plasma is a mercury-vapor positive column in a small pyrex 
tube (outside diameter 5 mm, inside diameter 3 mm). The transmitting antenna 
is an 8-band horn with a dielectric lens. The receiving antenna is a 2k mm 
dipole supported on small diameter 50 £1 rigid coax line. At a current of 
130 ma, the plasma column is dipole resonant at the applied frequency 
(2.20 GHz). At this point there is maximum harmonic generation. 
In the course of our preliminary experiments, it wss noted that weak 
magnetic fields, the JCarth* a magnetic field in particular, had a strong effect 
on the second harmonic radiation pattern. This effect does not seem to have 
been mentioned before in the literature. The presence of a magnetic field 
produced a strong component of dipolar radiation. This suggests that agreement 
with the theory outlined above can only be expected after the Earth's field 
has been cancelled. In our recent experiments, we have been taking scattering 
data with the Earth*s magnetic field cancelled by applying an equal but oppo-
site field with a large diameter ( v i a ) 25-turn coil, without such a coll. 
the radiation pattern is essentially dipolar, as shown in Fig. 3(a). With 
the coil, radiation lobes closer to those suggested by theory are obtained. 
This is illustrated by the polar pattern of Fig. 3(b). taken with the 
receiving antenna 7.5 cm from the plasms column axis. 
This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration and the National Science Foundation. Some of the results shown 
in Fig* 3 were obtained by our colleague J*M, Lereen. 
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Abstract 
An analog-digital spectral analysis system suitable for studying plasma 
fluctuation data Is described. The data is initially recorded on a 7-channel, 
1.5 MHz, analog, instrumentation-type tape recorder and later digitized for 
subsequent analysis on a general-purpose computer. The computer output 
consists of plots of auto- and cross-power spectra, and coherence spectra. 
An application of spectral analysis to studies of plasma-wave behavior in a 
noisy or turbulent-like plasma is described. 
Introduction 
The problem of analyzing plasma fluctuation data associated with in-
stabilities and waves in a turbulent-like plasma may be viewed as a basic 
problem in analyzing random-type data. In addition to the usual space-time 
correlation studleB, power spectral-density analysis techniques often yield 
considerable insight into the physics of the situation. The spectral analysis 
approach has been successfully utilized in a number of different areas of sci-
ence and engineering (geophysics, propagation through turbulent media, com-
munications, e tc . ) . The approach developed to reach this goal Is analog-
digital in nature in that the implementation encompasses not only the digital 
computation of the power spectral density function but also the acquisition 
and digitization of the analog data need for the spectral analysis. Such an 
approach is based primarily on the utilization of the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) algorithm^ which allows one to transform the data into the frequency 
domain in a computationally efficient fashion. Previously, we have described 
this system in detail with respect to instrumentation and implementation.2 In 
this paper we wish to emphasize three topics not previously presented. First 
is the enhancement of the overall system bandwidth to 1.5 MHz. Secondly, 
we will compare an on-line mini-computer approach to spectral analysis with 
our general-purpose computer, off-line, approach. Finally, we will demon-
strate the use of the phase and coherence spectra In analyzing plasma wave 
data. 
Computing Power Spectra Digitally 
We will begin with a review of the theoretical background and practical 
considerations of a digitally implemented spectral analysis technique. 
Let f (t) and f,W denote two fluctuating signals which might, for ex-
ample, represent fluctuations In plasma density or potential at two different 
points In the plasma. In the "classical" computation of power spectra, one 
would first correlate f.M and f,(t) and then Fourier transform the cross-cor-
relation function to get the cross-power spectrum P,2(w) • &> the digital 
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approach, f, (t) and f-(t) are first digitized and then Fourier transformed (using 
the FFT algorithm) bjrthe computer to /ield F Aw) and F (ui), respectively. 
The resultant cross-power spectrum P Ata) iff computed^ from P - («) -
F. (w)F£(<i>), where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. In general, 
P.2(u) is complex and mav be expressed as an amplitude spectrum 
Jf,Aui)\=\FAU)\\TAW)\ and a phase spectrum * Aw)=QAui)-S-lbi) where 
6 CM) and 6_T[a>) denote the phase of FAw) and F-tøj), respectively. It is im-
portant to note that the phase spectrum is a measure of the phase difference 
between corresponding spectral components contained in f (t) and f_(t). 
In the case where f (l)-f-(t), we obtain the auto-power spectrum 
P. (cu)= IF (a) | 2 which is real and positive. Another function which is of 
particular use in studying wave phenomena in a noisy background is the co-
herence function which is defined as COH(<u)= | P (to) | [P,,(<i))P2,(io)]"'. 
Other Considerations in Digital Spectral Analysis 
Finite Data Length: Since one must work with a finite length of data re-
corded in the time domain, the computed power spectrum will only be an "es-
timate" of the true power spectrum. A number of techniques which incorporate 
various types of "windows" can be used to Improve the spectral estimate (see, 
e . g . , ref. 3). The spectra shown In this paper were computed using a 
Hannlng window on each data length. This window has the advantage of be-
ing easily applied in the frequency domain as a three-point convolver. 
Aliasing: In digitizing data one is generally working with a fixed digit-
izing or sampling rate f . In order to avoid violating the sampling theorem 
there should be no frequency components present in the data above f / 2 (the 
Nyquist frequency). If frequency components higher than f /2 are present, 
they will be "folded back" into the lower frequency spectrum giving rise to 
erroneous spectral estimates. This phenomenon is known as "aliasing"1 and 
is avoided by passing the analog data through a low-pass filter (known as 
the aliasing filter) with the upper cut-off frequency set at f / 2 . 
Smoothing of Data: In computing power spectra digitally the various 
discrete components of the power spectra will be separated by the elementary 
frequency bandwidth of=l/T Hz, where T Is the duration In seconds of the 
sampled data. In this case the statistical error, or confidence limit. Is usu-
ally very large. In order to reduce the statistical error to acceptable levels 
the spectra are smoothed, or averaged, over several adjacent elementary fre-
quency bands. The spectra displayed in this paper have been averaged over 
50 elementary bands. A detailed discussion of the quantitative relationship 
between smoothing and confidence limits may be found in ref, 4. 
System Description 
A 7-channel, 1.5 MHz, analog Instrumentation-type tape recorder 
(Ampex 1800-H) is used to initially record up to seven channels of plasma . 
data. The data are later digitized by an XDS 930 computer and stored on 
digital magnetic tape for later processing on a CDC 6600 computer. The out-
put of the CDC 6600 computer consists of auto- and cross-power spectra, 
and coherence functions. This system, as described in earlier papers, had 
an effective analysis bandwidth of 384 kHz which was set by the XDS 930 
computer's digitizing capabilities. 
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The XDS 930 facility, currently used in digitizing the data, possesses 
an approximate 12 kHz maximum sampling rate for a single-channel analog-to-
digital conversion. This 12 kHz sampling rate capability in conjunction with 
the time expansion (or frequency reduction) capability of the multispeed ana-
log recorder ( i . e . , we record at 120 ips and digitize at 1-7/8 ips, a factor of 
64 in frequency reduction) yields an effective sampling capability of 768 kHz 
at 120 ips. This corresponds, according to the sampling theorem, to an analy-
sis bandwidth of 384 kHz which is well below our 1.5 MHz data recording 
capability. Efforts to improve the overall data processing bandwidth of the 
existing system are, consequently, directed toward increasing the effective 
sampling rate of the digitizer. This goal is achieved using multi-time-delay 
sampling. In this approach a 12 kHz pulse train, known as the initial 
timing chain, is recorded on one channel of the analog tape recorder. On play-
back of the analog data into the digitizer the timing chain is used to trigger a 
pulse generator which, in turn, controls the computer's digitizing rate. In 
this manner data from the analog recorder is accepted by the computer, digit-
ized, and stored on digital magnetic tape. At this point the system still has 
an effective analysis bandwidth of 384 kHz. To increase the effective sam-
pling rate the analog tape unit is rewound and positioned at the initial start-
ing pulse of the recorded timing chain. The data is now played back a second 
time with the timing chain triggering the pulse generator. In this case, how-
ever, the output of the pulse generator is delayed a time T before being 
applied to the XDS 930 computer. Consequently, the data is again digitized 
at a 12 kHz rate but at different points in time. This data is stored on digital 
tape In a second file. The process can be repeated with a number of different 
time delays and is limited only by the number of times that one can subdivide 
the initial pulse interval. For a 12 kHz initial timing chain division of the 
basic 83 u sec time interval by a factor of 4 is feasible. In this case four 
separate files of data are stored on digital magnetic tape. Computer programs 
are used to read each file of data, multiplex the data and then write the multi-
plexed data in a new file, which is four times the original file length. The 
end result, now stored on digital tape, is a digital version of the original 
analog data signal which has been effectively sampled at a rate four times 
higher than the maximum sampling rate capability of the digitizer. This in-
crease in sampling rate results in an effective analysis bandwidth of 1.536 
MHz at 120 Ips which is compatible with the analog recorder's 1.5 MHz 
capability. 
In using this technique phase differences between data channels which 
might be caused by inter-channel recorder timing delays or non-identical 
amplifier and filter phase responses must be compensated for to successfully 
Interpret the phase spectra. Calibration and correction using known signals 
should be Incorporated with each data run. Without such compensation very 
serious errors In the phase spectra may result. 
In addition to the approach utilizing general purpose computers de-
scribed above, one might also utilize a mini-computer technique to perform 
spectral analysis. The latter approach may be used on-line whereas the 
former approach Involves off-line analysis of the data. With respect to cost, 
one is trading off the capital cost of the mini-computer vs . the cost of com-
puter time on a general purpose computer. To fully exploit the capabilities of 
the mini-computer, it is often desirable to program in machine language. For 
the non-computer expert the general purpose computer may be more attractive 
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since all programs are written In a language such as FORTRAN and are, there-
fore, easily modified or changed. Compared to the large core storage of a 
general-purpose computer, the storage associated with the mini-computer is 
usually quite small. This means working with a relatively small number of 
data points which in turn implies high statistical error. This error may be re-
duced by averaging over an ensemble of many (often a few thousand) spectra. 
This requires a time period which may be several minutes long and over which 
the experiment must remain statistically stationary. In contrast, the power 
spectra displayed in this paper were computed from a data length of 2.13 sec. 
In addition the larger core storage capability permits the general purpose 
computer user finer frequency resolution than that afforded by a mini-computer, 
while the tape recorder's multi-speed, time-expansion capability permits 
greater overall system bandwidth to be achieved for a fixed digitizing rate. 
Applications of Power Spectral Analysis to Wave Phenomena 
To apply spectral analysis to studies of plasma-wave phenomena we 
assume that within a given frequency range of interest that the plasma fluctu-
ations at point T may be represented by a harmonic wave expansion of the form 
fF.H-£»0W-1*W'F'"1,.i». 
where k(uj) is an unknown function of frequency. A detailed analysis7 of this 
situation shows that within this frequency range the coherence function 
COH(w) is unity. The phase spectrum, which is equal to the phase difference 
between the fluctuations measured at the two points, will be for the wave case 
under consideration equal to7(oi) *nr . Here AF is the known vector distance 
of separation of the two points at which the fluctuations are monitored, and 
k~(co) is the wave number. Once the wave number Tt(«) and the frequency to 
are known, the phase velocity b)/k(co) associated with that spectral compon-
ent can be determined. 
As a preliminary application of the system we have performed some mea-
surements on a class of low frequency drift-type waves occurring in a weakly-
ionized RF magneto-plasma. These waves occur at pressures ranging from few 
tens to hundreds of microns and weak magnetic fields of a few hundred gauss. 
The analysis we will present involves investigation of the waves using the 
power, phase, and coherence spectra. The measurements were taken by two 
fixed double probes, azlmuthally displaced In the plasma 9 p r o b e radians, but 
at the same axial and radial position. Therefore, the phase spectrum will 
give us azimuthal information only. The azlmuthal mode number m(u) is 
given by m(m)=6 (ut/^probe' We have made no attempt, as yet, to compare 
the results to a theoretical analysis. 
Figure 1 gives a computer-generated cross-power amplitude and phase 
spectra for B=430G. The amplitude spectrum shows a large peak at 94 kHz 
and two smaller peaks, or "sidebands", equally spaced on either side. The 
corresponding phase spectrum shows the central peak to have a phase shift 
of 0,90 radians which Is an m»l mode. This m=l mode line has been ad-
justed to compensate for interchannel timing errors In the recorder system. 
In addition the two smaller peaks have the same phase shift as the large peak. 
This demonstrates a major advantage of our analysis system In that the phase 
shifts for all modes present are displayed with good frequency resolution. 
Thus one is able to determine the phase shift, and hence the mode number 
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for two rather closely spaced sidebands. 
In Fig. 2, B has been raised to 455G and a second mode appears at 47 
kHz. No sidebands appear with this mode, but the peak at 94 kHz still re-
tains the sideband characteristic. The phase spectrum for this case shows 
the low frequency peak to be an m=2 mode. The upper frequency peak still 
exhibits m=l behavior as does its sidebands. Figure 3 shows a coherence 
plot for this magnetic field and the amplitude spectrum for comparison pur-
poses. Note the peaks at 47 kHz and 94 kHz have a coherence of 1.00 
while the sidebands have a coherence X). 87. This indicates that all of these 
modes are strongly coherent and are, therefore, waves, not random signals 
producing statistically large amplitude peaks in the power spectra. This is 
significant as far as the sidebands are concerned because their observation 
is very difficult from the time signals alone. Therefore, the coherence 
spectra adds to the evidence that the two peaks on either side of the m=l 
mode are probably sidebands generated by some non-linear phenomena. The 
fact that we have easily obtained this information again points up the benefits 
of our system. 
Raising B still further to 480G produces a sharp change in the spectra 
as indicated in Fig. 4. The amplitude spectra for 455G has been repeated in 
this figure for reference purposes. Here the sidebands are greatly enhanced 
apparently at the expense of the m=l carrier wave. This observation is cor-
roborated by the coherence spectrum {not shown) which shows a sharp drop in 
coherence of the 94 kHz wave to about 0.78 while the sidebands increase to 
0 .98. Other modes are also evident whose origin is as yet not known. How-
ever, the frequencies of the various peaks occur at such values that wave 
mixing could be possible In forming some of these waves. For example, the 
mode at 145 kHz and the peak at 78 kHz could mix to produce the wave at 67 
kHz. The corresponding phase spectra tend to confirm this possibility, but 
further data must be gathered before the question of wave origin is answered. 
We conclude that our spectra yields at least two phenomena of Interest. 
First the plasma exhibits unstable modes whose frequency varies inversely 
with mode number. Secondly, we note the appearance of sidebands for the 
m-1 mode suggesting the presence of a non-linear modulation of the plasma. 
Additionally, there is an apparent shift of plasma energy from the m=l mode 
into the sidebands as we reach a critical magnetic field as seen in Fig. 4. 
The above discussion indicates some of the benefits of the digital 
spectral analysis system in performing plasma wave analysis. The detailed 
display of the spectra gives us a complete picture of the power and phase in-
formation for a given plasma condition. In this way we can ascertain much 
infonnation about the wave process without having to perform lengthy obser-
vations on the analog signal. Further, in the form the data is displayed, 
direct theoretical analysis is possible because the wave number and phase 
velocity can be readily calculated. In connection with this we have per-
formed a calculation relating the power spectrum for a linear wave excitation 
process to the linear dispersion relation. Finally, the use of the power and 
coherence spectra provides one with a method of determining energy transfer 
between waves by displaying relative changes of the various modes in the 
spectra. This is quite useful in investigating non-linear wave coupling 
processes. 
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Figure 1. Cross-power amplitude and phase spectra for the case of a single, 
unstable mode (A) and "sidebands" (A. and A ) , The probes (1 and 2) are 
displaced in the aziimithal direction by the aHgle 6 The wave phase dif-
ference is B . . The latter is clearly determined for all modes displayed in 
the amplitude spectrum. 
455 Gauss 4 5 5 Gauss 
Figure 2. Amplitude and phase spectra for the case of two unstable modes 
(A and B). Note the mode number increases as the frequency decreases. 
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455 Gauss 
Figure 3. Amplitude and coherence spectra for the same conditions of Fig. 2. 
The value of the coherence for A and B is - 1.0, and for the "sidebands" , A, 
and A , it is * 0.87, indicative of wave phenomena. This demonstrates the 
valueHif the coherence function in identifying true wave motion. 
Figure 4. The change in amplitude spectra as we raise the magnetic field 
above a critical value (B s 480 Gauss). The "sidebands" (A, and A ) are 
enhanced while peak A Is considerably reduced. These curves showThe value 
of displaying power spectra In this manner In clearly determining changes In 
the mode structure as plasma conditions are changed. 
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Potential Surrounding a Mown« Test-Particle in a 
Quiescent Plasma 
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Abstract 
Die self-consistent Vlasov and Hawell equations can be solved for the 
effective potential surrounding a test-particle in a plasma. The solution 
i s in the for« of a 3-djmmnsional k-space integration. 
Several authors have recently allwuilw) to evaluate the integral 
analytically, but succeed only for limited ranges of the test-particle 
velocity, ]T, and range r. 
He present f i rs t , preliminary results of a numerical evaluation of the 
potential valid for a l l values of V and a. The accuracy of these results 
was in scaje doubt because of nuserical problems, and a new method of 
numerical analysis Has therefore developed which i s identical to that of 
Nishimura. However, the results obtained by the old method agree very well 
with Nishimura's work. 
The long range part of the interaction i s found to differ both from 
the standard Coulomb and from the static Debye foras. Contrary to 
annotations i t appears to be impossible to represent the potential in the 
form 1/r? with any p valid over a worthwhile range of V and r. 
Attention i s drawn to the effect of the new fora for -the potential on 
the plasms transport processes, particularly the test particle energy loss 
prahlsm. 
The T — t - " " with the gravitational case i s also instructive, and an 
additional tana occurs in the self consistent expression for the potential. 
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1. Potential Surrounding a Moving Test Particle 
In 1967 Joyce, Montgomery and Sugihara [1],[2] obtained evidence for a 
radial fill off in the potential surrounding a test charge of the form 1/r3. 
This result was obtained for the situation of a plasma with two counter-
moving electron streams in a uniform positive background, that i s to say a 
marked anisotropy in the plasma velocity distribution function. It i s 
natural to ask whether this sort of departure from the usual static Debye 
rype screening exists for a l l situations with velocity anisotropics, and in 
particular for the physically more obvious case of a test particle moving ' 
with velocity V_ through a Maxwellian plasma. 
Analytic studies of this latter problem have appeared since, the f irst 
by Cooper [3] and the second by Janes and Vermeulen [H]. These authors 
obtained a series expansion for the dielectric coefficient of the plasma 
which, for calculation of the potential, was truncated after the term with 
eCk,-ik.V) = 1 + ? ^(k-V/v ) n . . . . ( 1 ) 
n=0 
Use of this form for the dielectric function in the expression for the 
potential surrounding the moving test particle enabled this to be integrated 
in closed form for the two limiting cases of test particle - field point 
distance very such greater than and very much less than the Debye radius, A-. 
If * is the potential, the results of this work were: 
For r « IL, (inside the Debye sphere), • ">• (q/r)exp(-r/)U) 
For r » Ju (outside the Debye sphere), »i-oanst/r3. 
Ih between these two limiting regions is a transition region where neither 
of the above approximate expressions for the potential is adequate. In "this 
transition region the expression for the potential cannot be integrated in 
closed form and numerical methods must be invoked. Janes and Vermeulen have 
demonstrated that the transition region moves outwards away from the test 
particle as V_ -» 0, thus recovering the correct zero velocity limit. 
2. The Potential and its Evaluation 
The expression for the potential, 4, which forms the basis for all -this 
work is obtained from the usual self-consistent Vlasov and Maxwell equations. 
In the electrostatic approximation the only relevant Maxwell equation is 
7 • E = - V2»_(r,t) = t»[pext - ne J f(1> dv]. 
Fourier-ldplace transformation of this equation, together with the Vlasov 
equation, and the subsequent elimination of the perturbed distribution 
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function f t 1 ' , leads to the following expression for the potential in wave 
number and frequency space: 
*» eexÆ , u > 
•«£,»' = ^ - ^ f r . g T g ^ j = ""Pexta^'A^Ck,.,) . . . . (2) 
The external charge density due to the test particle may be written 
Pext-Cr.t) = q «<r - r„ - Vt) 
and this nay be Fourier-Laplace transformed to yield 
Pg^Oc.ui) = 2nq«U + k-V). 
This delta function in the numerator of the potential expression (2) 
enables us to perform the ID-integral in the inversion of *(k,«i), so yielding 
•(r,t) = (q/2*2) J dk exp(%.R)/[k2E<k,-k.V>] .... (3) 
with R = r - Vt, rj = 0 and 
•Hie idea behind the numerical work is to evaluate equation <3) at a 
number of points and so find the coefficients and parameters of an algebraic 
expression describing the potential, t, in various velocity and radius 
domains. 
A reduction of equation (MO suitable for numerical work is 
c = 1 + (k£/k2)Cl + i J* Oc.U) W(k.U)], .... (5) 
where k^ = l /J^ and U = y/vtherm'^* •Dl*8 e n a b l e B equation (3) for • to be 
unitten 
•(R) = (q/2w2) J dk exp(ik.R)/[k2 + k^FCk.U)], . . . . (6) 
In the above equations W is the plasma dispersion function. From the 
asymptotic behaviour of this function [5] one readily finds "that for 
|U|«1, F * l » 10, so giving the usual Scbye shielding at zero test particle 
velocity. On the other hand, for |U|»1, F •>. 0 * iO over most of the range 
of integration, giving the unshielded Coulomb 1/r potential in this limit. 
This corresponds physically to the fact -that for a fast test particle the 
plasma has no time to respond, and no polarization cloud forms behind the 
external charge. The most interesting region from the point of view of 
plasma transport properties corresponds to |tji> 1, and this is the region 
which is hardest to evaluate. Of course the restriction must always apply 
that -the particle velocity is not so large that distortion in -the potential 
leading eventually to a Cerenkov shock-wave becomes important, since the 
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derivation of * does not include the possibility of such an effect. 
A numerical evaluation of the potential in this region was begun last 
year by R. Bruhns of the Melbourne plasma group. 
The »-integrand contains the W function, which can be represented in 
simple form only by an infinite series and an asymptotic expansion, and a 
numerator reminiscent of Bessel functions. This suggests that, i f complete 
accuracy i s required, * can be represented by nothing less complex than, say, 
an infinite series in r, with coefficients functions of velocity and angle. 
In the light of the required 1/r dependence very near the source, i t wil l 
not be adequate to take simply a linear combination of 1/r3 and e"r/r in the 
hope of describing * for a l l r, even when there i s a restriction to low 
velocities. 
In Bruhn's numerical calculation the integral i s first split into two 
With Xågj/^ fcn t n e integral *2 may be treated by rotating the 0-z axis 'to l i e 
along R i f F i>l, since -then the integrand no longer contains any reference 
to U. *2 may then be reduced to 
.2 = § [ „ /2 -S iO^O] 
An approximate expression for the Sine integral in x » 1 i s 
Si(x) = ic/2 - foos(x) - gsin(x), 
where f and g are tabulated in Ifctole's book [6 ] , 
After considerable reduction of * } , the final expression used in the 
computation by Etaihns beoernes 
$/M * &\? fil" tøttW-tfr+VliHmri} * 
Here k, k ^ ^ have been normalized to kp, R is now expressed in units of Ju 
and f- is an approximation for the real part of e. f - is the imaginary 
part of e. 
In determining the potential for a given (U,r,e), (k,f ,i') - space is 
divided into arlhorhcnbic cells with a uniform spacing in the k and •' 
directions. Note that e is the angle between R and U, whilst 9' is the 
angle between U and k. The integrand is then evaluated at the centre of 
each (k,+') rectangle for every 8' step. 
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Preliminary integratim results for 8 = 0 (potential in Hie forward 
direction) are given in the following table. The values listed are of 
V 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
6.0 
8.0 
0. 
1.21 
.368 
.0677 
.0166 
.00041 
.0000>« 
.100 
1.21 
.38« 
.0713 
.0197 
.00151 
TABLE 
.200 
.00215 
.400 
.00453 
.707 
1.29 
.461 
.122 
.0477 
.00800 
.00272 
• • -
2.00 
1.00 
.500 
.333 
.167 
.125 
Some tentative conclusions can be dram from these results. Firstly, 
a uniform reduction in shielding is observed as the velocity is raised frem 
zero to vth . Within a Debye length, however, the change in potential is 
not great (<20%), verifying Cooper's reference to Nishimura's finding that 
exp(-r)/r is reasonable out to the vicinity of r = XD. Secondly, no sign 
of tiie suggested 1/tP potential for p a constant (at least for a specific 
test particle velocity) has been found within 8 Debye lengths. Thirdly, 
results for directions not parallel to the motion (not shown in 1he table) 
suggest that shielding persists to a greater extent in the perpendicular 
direction. This is intuitively plausible since the relative notion between 
a stationary point and the te6t charge is least for this case. On present 
indications, however, the anisotropy is likely to become important only at 
distances far outside the Debye length and so this velocity effect may not 
lead to appreciable distortion of the Debye sphere itself. 
Detailed study of the numerical procedures outlined above has revealed 
some unsatisfactory features. The most important concerns the behaviour 
of the integral referred to as *i in equation (7) as a function of the upper 
limit, k . Instead of approaching a constant value for sufficiently 
large t_., the integral *i displayed oscillations which were significant 
enough to threw some doubt on the accuracy of the results obtained. 
In view of this difficulty a new method of numerical integration of 
equation (6) was developed and programmed by E. Toime, also of the Melboume 
group. In this approach equation (6) is integrated numerically by intro-
ducing a polar coordinate system with R directed along the z-axis and U 
lying in -the xz-plane. In this new coordinate system the reducticn of 
the potential, equaticn (6), to a form suitable for evaluation (that is to 
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say the equivalent in this new approach of equation (7)) is 
»Ajjq = (l/*2) J dk k2 J dOsinSj d*{A cosORcosS) -
- B sin (kRoose)} / (A2 + B2) ....(9) 
where h = l + y*-Æx~!m W(x) 
B = /f X exp( - X2) 
and x - |U|(coseoos$ + sinSsinBsint) 
Here 6 i s the angle between R and U, and R i s again in units of )u. 
At tins stage in the work i t came to the attention of our group that an 
identical reduction of equation (6) leading to equation (9) had been per-
formed by Nishinura [7] , His numerical evaluation completed the calcula-
tions which Tbime had started independently, and there was no point in press-
ing on to duplicate what appears to be a thorough and accurate determination 
of #. The values listed in ti« table (determined by the earlier numerical 
procedure), although of limited scope, agree with Nistfumra's results to 
within 5%. furthermore, the conclusions stated earlier as a result of 1his 
work are also borne out by much more complete results of Nishinura. 
Similar conclusions have also been obtained from a study by Laing, 
Lament and Fielding [8] of a two-dimensional system. One of the distinctive 
qualitative features of the situation i s that the electrons wil l be sucked 
out of the background plasma by the field of the test particle, but wil l be 
directed to i t s retarded position. By the time they get there the test 
particle wil l have moved on, leaving a negative excess charge behind. As a 
consequence of Uiis tile potential ahead of the test particle will be more 
positive than for the spherically symmetric Debye potential. This negative 
charge build up behind the test particle i s in effect a heavily damped 
plasma oscillation. As U increases the numerical studies of Laing et al on 
the two-dimensional system show that the damping decreases. Finally a fully 
developed plasma oscillation i s established behind the test particle. 
3. Effects of the Potential on Plasma Transport Properties 
Since a l l test particle problems in a plasma involve the interaction of 
the test particle with the plasma via the * of equation (3), one sees that 
a l l plasma transport properties mist be considered again in the light of the 
Nishinura potential. We may follow tradition in plasma theory by discussing 
the implications of the new form for the potential under trie two headings of 
a binary collision effects and b collective efforts. 
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a. Binary Collision Effects: N.E. Frankel of the Helboume group has pointed 
out that in this case the transport properties are obtained by evaluating 
integrals of the type 
On - J (1 " «*" °> S * 
where n = 1 corresponds to energy transport, and i t i s to be noted that the 
interesting physics comes from the small scattering angles, e « l . For these 
small angles one may use the impulse approximation and find 
e % Ap/p = - J Oft/ftOCb/p) dt/p, . . . . (10) 
where p i s the momentum of the test particle and b i s the classical impact 
parameter. The evaluation of this integral for the Coulomb 1/r potential, 
giving the logarithmic divergence and consequent cut-off at small angles i s 
well known. The more difficult evaluation far the Debye static potential 
has been carried through by Iiboff [9j. It is important now -to calculate 
the inpulse approximation integral of equation (10) with the correct 
numerically evaluated form for the potential 4>. This will answti1 the 
question of what happens in between the Coulomb and static Debye situations 
and we will then know whether cut-offs are required or not far the partially 
screened potential. This calculation i s made more difficult by our inability 
to represent the numerical results for the potential in the 1/r^ form for 
which the transport integrals can be readily carried through. Nevertheless, 
we are hoping to represent Nishimura's results in a form which will enable 
these integrals to be done approximately. If cut-offs are required the 
asymetry of the Debye shielding surface will be important. 
b. Collective Effects: An example would be the calculation of the energy 
loss of a test particle moving through a plasma. This problem has been 
considered, for example, by Hines and Signer [10] and the result may be 
written i(«+k.V)t 
energy loss * oonst dk/k2 I k-V ImU/eOc,«)
 M + fc.y dw-
c 
This expression diverges far large k and either a cut-off must be introduced 
or a unified theory used which combines the effects of binary collisions and 
collective effects to some degree of approximation (see for example May [113). 
Although it is true that the correct dynamic* screening is automatically 
taken into account by the existence of a pole in the »-integration for 
u = -k-V, thus ensuring that the proper e(Jc,-k-V) is employed for the calcu-
lation, there is another problem, The cut-off normally employed for this 
work assumes a symmetric screening cloud, and therefore the same value of 
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If we can model the Nishixura potential 
mathematically, i t wil l be possible to take account of asymmetric screening 
for these calculations by making l c ^ depend on angle. This of course 
couples the angle and wave number integrations together in a much more 
complicated way, Ihe implications of this complication for the unified 
theories will also have to be investigated. 
it. Ihe a-avitational Analogue of the Potential 
The Landau-Vlasov theory may be applied to systems of interacting stars. 
The new features are just the different sign of the force and the absence of 
a charge neutrality condition, since a l l the 'particles' are of the same 
'sign' in the gravitational case. As a consequence of these differences one 
can shew, from an analysis of the f irst two equations of the BBGHf hierarchy, 
that the decay of correlations (described by the pair correlation function) 
9X3 æ
 p(ri2> •<• cos(kGr12)/r12, 
r1 2 being the distance between the two interacting particles and kg the 
gravitational analogue of the plasma k~. 
This means that for the gravitational system the test-star potential at 
zero velocity will be of the form oos(kr)/r instead of the static Debye 
result. He expect that this form for the potential, combined with the 
formulae for stellar transport, wil l lead to conditionally convergent results 
for, say, the energy transport in a gravitating system. 
An analogous development to that leading to equation (3) results in the 
following expression for the self-consistent potential surrounding a moving 
test-star in a uniform, homogeneous stellar system: 
i s the equivalent of the plasma dielectric function. Here G i s the gravi-
tational constant, H the mass of the test-star, m the mass of the other stars 
in the system and n0 the number density. 
The first term i s well-behaved and i s the analogue of the plasma poten-
ial evaluated in the earlier sections whereas the second tern arises because 
of the absence of a neutralizing background. I t i s an infinite potential 
term arining from the infinite homogeneous charge distribution assumed in 
this model. 
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A Measurement of Ti± of Ba Plasma in a Q-Machine 
by 
I. Katgumata 
Max-Planck Institut fur Plasma physik, EURATOM-Association, 
Garching near Munich, Federal Republic of Germany 
Abstract 
Ion temperatures perpendicular to the magnetic field, electron 
temperatures, plasma densities, and plasma potentials of Ba plasmas 
in a single-ended Q-machine are measured in a low density regime by 
means of an ion sensitive probe. Data obtained are compared with the 
predictions of a collisionless theory of Q-machine plasma. Satisfactory 
agreement is found. In particular, within experimental accuracy of 10%, 
the measured ion temperatures agree with the corresponding temperatures 
of the plasma generating plate. 
Introduction 
In a Q-machine, ions are produced by thermal contact ionization 
of alkali or alkali earth atoms on the surface of a hot refractory metal. 
On the plate, the ion energy distribution function is expected to be 
Maxwellian of a temperature identical with the generating plate. They 
are supplied into the plasma across a sheajh either of electron (electron 
rich regime) or ion (ion rich regime). In the absence of any dissipation 
mechanism of directed energy, the energy distribution function perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field should keep its initial temperature in the 
plasma in both the regimes, though the parallel energy distribution 
function in the electron rich regime becomes a truncated Maxwellian 
due to the acceraratlon in the electron sheath . 
A measurement of T^L was already made in Cs plasmas ie a single-
ended Q-machine by means of an Ion sensitive probe and good agreement 
was observed between measured Tij. and corresponding plate temperature 
as long as plasmas were in ion rich regime. ' In that experiment, 
however, the hot plale was a 45° type and the elevation of Tij, depends 
on experimental conditions in vary complicated manner, in electron rich 
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regime. 
The purpose of the present experiment is to measure Tij. under 
more refined conditions, where the hot plate has been a perpendicular 
type and plasma densities have been varied down to a collisionless region. 
A combination of a Re plate and Ba has been used in the present experin 
ment to enable to make both the regimes in the low density region of 
9 3 
i 10 /cm . Temperatures of ion and electron have been measured by 3 4) 
means of an ion sensitive probe' and are compared with that of the hot 
plate. By the way, plasma densities and plasma potentials have been 
measured with the same probe and are compared with the prediction 
of a collisionless theory proposed by Hashmi et. al. '. In the calculation 
of theoretical curves, following values have been used; ionization potent-
ial of Ba=5.21 V, electron and ion emission work functions of Re =4. 93 V 
and 5.43 V respectively, and the coeficient of tht Richardson equation = 
200 . A/cmV 6> 
Experiment 
7) Q-Machine The Q-machine Barbara has been uBed . The machine is 
a vertical type and has two end plates of 32 mm in diameter. A distan-
ce between two plates is 50 cm, so that the critical density, at which 
the collision mean free path is the same as the length of the plasma 
9 3 
column, i s about 10 /cm . The upper plate has been heated and illumi-
nated by a Ba atomic beam.. After some measurements, an aperture . 
limiter 30 mm in diameter has been attached to the upper pl&te to avoid 
the ion emission from the Ba illuminated side of the plate assembly and 
to control the potential distribution around the plate. The lower plate 
has been kept at floating or biased at -9 V during the measurement, 
which i s very important to supress the plasma heating by the current 
induced instabilities in this type of experiment. The magnetic field has 
been kept at 5 kG throughout the experiment. The probe has been inser-
ted into the plasma in the middle between both the end plates. 
Probe The ion sensitive probe used is illustrated in Fig. 1. The probe 
is consist of an Inner, plane ion collector and an outer cylindrical guard 
electrode which is to prevent the electron current to the inner electrode. 
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The plane ot the ion collector, which is a- flat end of a Mb or Cu rod, 
should be oriented parallel to the magnetic field. Under adequate condit-
ions, the inner electrode collects only ions even when the probe is biased 
positive to the plasma, so that one can measure the ion temperature from 
a current -voltage characteristics with a familiar method in retarding 
potential energy analyzer. The depth of the ion collector, denoted as h 
in Fig. 1, should be selected larger than a critical value which depends 
on the electron gyro radius, the Debye distance and the diameter of the 
probe. The same voltage must be applied to both the electrodes, which 
is to avoid the electron current to the ion collector due to ExB drift in 
the case of positive voltage excess of the ion collector and also to avoid 
the deformation of characteristics in the case of negative voltage excess 
of the ion collector. 
To make possible the selection of the smallest value of h , the ion 
collector of the probe used has been made movable. In the present 
experiment, values of h have been from 0.1 to 0.15 mm. Generally in 
metal vapor plasmas, the work function of a probe changes appreciably 
by coverage of the plasma constituent metal on it. A trouble, which has 
been expected and, indeed, been observed in Ba plasma, i s the change of 
work function under the bombardment by plasma electrons during voltage 
sweep. This difficulty has been overcome by covering the whole surface 
of electrodes of the probe exposed to 
the plasma by thin layer of Ba metal. 
This has bee made daily before the 
measurement by exposing the probe 
in a high density plasma produced in 
double end operation. 
A typycal example of logl-V curve 
Is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the curve 
of electron has been taken by the outer-
electrode. In the course of experiment, 
the ion collector extruded beyond the 
outer electrode has also been used as 
a Langmulr probe. 
A M D BECHHOE 
Mb (at Cut 
Fig. 1, Ion 
sensitive probe 
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bi order to measure the plasma 
density n, the ion saturation current 
I. and the ion temperature measured 
have been used. To eliminate the 
shadow effect of the guard electrode 
for ions of small gyro radii, I. has 
been obtained graphically from the 
cross point of two straight lines 
extrapolated from the saturation and 
the exponential fall regions of logl.-V i«j2 
curve. A well-known relation 
I. = (l/4)ne%s 
has been used in the calculation of 
the plasma density, where e is the 
charge of proton, v^ the mean 
V2300K 
Fig. 2, Typical characteristics 
of the probe thermal velocity of ion given by 
(SkTifcMi)1'2 and s is an effective 
area of the ion collector corrected by a geometrical factor as given below. 
The correction has been made introducing a simple approximation that ions, 
enter through the opening of the outer electrode, are collected by each 
electrode depending on their relative area. Then, 
B =Irg 2 .* |<rg+rp)/2}2 /<2»rgh-Hlrg 2) , 
where r and rp are inner radius of the guard electrode and the radius of 
the ion collector, respectively. This relation has experimentally checked, 
where the ion saturation current has been measured as a function of h 
and compared with the relation above. Satisfactory agreement has been 
found. The deviation between them increases with h, however, it is 
smaller than 20% at a rather large value of h = 0.5 mm. 
Results 
Figure 3 illustrates typical results obtained at a atomic beam inten-
14 2 
sity Jo = 3x10 /cm sec,where Tj , T e and plasma potentials are presented 
as functions of hot plate heating power together with corresponding plate 
temperature T_. For reference to the plasma potential, the theoretical 
8 9 
curve is also presented. Plasma densities range from 8x10 to 3x10 
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per cm in present data. The actual 
sheath transition can be found out in 
the figure at a plate heating power 
near 1.0 kW corresponding to a 
plate temperature 2400 K. This 
transition is also clear in the case 
of the plate temperature dependence 
of the plasma density as seen later 
in the next figure. An interpretation 
on the discrepancy between measured 
plasma potentials and the theoretical 
prediction will be given later. As 
seen in the figure, measured ion and 
electron temperatures agree well with 
corresponding plate temperatures in 
respective regime. 
Because the deflection mean free 
path of electron in ions is comparable or 
the increase of electron temperatures in ion rich regime may be attributed 
to the dissipation of parallel energy through the collision with ions. The 
heating of ions observed in electron rich regime can, evidiently, not expl-
ained by the collision with electrons. At a lower atomic beam intensity 
13 2 
of 6x10 /cm sec, any distinguishable heating of ion has not been obser-
ved. On the contrary, at a higher atomic beam Intensity, the heating of 
ion has become much more clear, namely, a sudden elevation of the 
temperature has been observed Immediately after the sheath transition into 
the electron rich regime. This heating effect may be interpretted in terms 
of viscous heating as discussed below. 
The temperature distribution of the hot plate has a ring-shaped 
maximum corresponding to the position of a ring cathode for electron 
bombardment heating of the plate. The probe has been placed at the 
corresponding position to this temperature maximum during the measure-
ment presented here. The sheath transition does not take place at the 
same time over the plate. For example, when the sheath trnnsition takes 
Fig. 3 Results of temperature 
and plasma potential 
measurements 
shorter than the plasma column. 
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place at the position of the temperature maximum, the remaining part of 
the plasma is still in ion rich regime. Then, the radial electric field 
chages its polarity within the radius of the plasma. In such a compos it 
regime, a shear of the drift velocity will he enhanced than in a pure 
regime. Thus the viscous heating will become evident when the ion-ion 
collision mean free path becomes shorter than the plasma column. 
9) A rough estimation based on the analysis of Braginsky on the viscous 
heating agrees with the experimentally observed heating rate within the 
order of magnitude. A more detailed analysis along this line is now 
under the way. 
In the theoretical curve of plasma potential, two dashed lines 
represent the sheath transitions, which take place at different plate 
temperatures depending on the direction of transition. This phenomenon 
was, at first, pointed out by A. L. Eichenbaum and K. G. Hemqvist 
in terms of the space charge instability in their analysis on collisionless 
synthesized plasma, where, as a criterion for stable sheath, a monotonic 
potential distribution along the plasma column was assumed, in experim-
ental data presented here, the collisionless theory does not hold in elect-
ron rich regime but in ion rich regime, 
since the ion deflection mean free path 
in electrons is much longer than the 
plasma column as mentioned before. 
As origins of the discrepancy between 
the measurement and the theory, 
there may be two possibilities. One 
i s a error in the plate temperatur 
measurement and the other is the 
adoption of the inadequate values for 
the constants in the Richardson 
equation in the theoretical calculation. 
The plate temperature has been mea-
sured by means of a optical pyrome-
ter calibrate.4, by a standard tungsten 
lamp and the correction due to 
id0 
>w! 
E 
5 
«' 
to7 
Jb=6«t0" 
2000 
Fig. 4 
2500 
Plata Temperature |K) 
Results of density 
measurements 
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emissivity of Re has also been made. 
It the discrepancy would be due to the error in the plate temperature 
measurement, it shoul be about 150 degrees. This value can not be 
explained, because the error of the optical pyrometer used has been 
within 20 degrees and a 10% increase of the emissivity causes 1% lower-
ing of the measured temperature. On the other hand, the lowering of 150 
degrees correspond to, for example, a increase 0.3 V hi the electronic 
work function of the plate, provided that the used coeficient in the Rich-
2 2 
ardson equation(200A/cm K ) is valid. It can be, therefore, concluded 
that the discrepancy is mainly caused by the use of inadequate values of 
constants in Rechardson equation. 
Results of density measurements made at three atomic intensities 
are presented in Fig. 4 together with corresponding theoretical curves. 
Three points with cross in the figure represent conditions for sheath 
free state, howevere, they are singular solutions of the theory and 
unstable . As expected, the agreement between experimental values and 
theoretical curves becomes the better for the lower atomic beam intensity. 
In the case of the lowest atomic beam intensity, the agreement is satisfa-
ctory except a slight shift to the right 
on which the interpretation has already 
made concerning the plasma potential. 
The other two curves show also good 
agreement in electron rich regime, as 
expected, where the collisionless 
theory still holds for. 
Finally, Fig. 5 illustrates typical 
examples of radial temperature dist-
ributions in the plasma and on the 
plasma generating plate at a plate 
heating power 0.6 kW. The ion tem-
perature has been measured at 
»14 J . - 4 x 1 0 ( ion rich regime) and the 
electron temperature has been meas-
„13, 
• » x> u so to 
RADUU. 0ISUHCC (am) 
Fig. 5 Radial temperature dist-
ribution of ion, electron 
and the generating plate 
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regime). As seen in the figure, temperatures of ion, electron and the 
plate agree very well with each other except an ion temperature at the 
right hand side edge of the limiter where intense noise of the plasma 
has been observed. 
Conclusion 
It can be concluded that, in collision less Ba plasma in single-
ended Q-machine, the ion temperature perpendicular to the magnetic 
field and the electron temperature agree the temperature of the plasma 
generating plate within experimental accuracy better than 10%. and 
further, agreement between the experiment and the collisionless theory 
is satisfactory. The latter conclusion support also the reliabily of the 
ion sensitive probe in density measurement in the presence of drift 
velocity. On the heating of ion in higher density region, more 
detailed study should be necessary. 
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A Small Electrostatic Energy Analyser 
by 
Poul Michelsen 
Danish Atomic Energy Commission 
Research Establishment Ris5 
Roskilde, Denmark 
Abstract 
A small energy analyser was constructed for measurements of the local 
ion velocity distribution function in a Q-machine. The outer diameter of the 
analyser was 2 mm and the collecting area 2 i , 5 mm. To avoid Cs-con-
densation the analyser can be heated to about 300°C. The analyser can be 
used in a double-ended Q-machine without disturbing the plasma too much. 
Measurements of the ion velocity distribution are discussed. 
Introduction 
The ion velocity distribution in a double-ended Q-machine plasma was 
measured with a small electrostatic energy analyser. Recently many wave 
experiments have been performed in D. E. Q-machines* '. To compare the 
results of this kind of experiment with theory it is of importance to know the 
ion velocily distribution function both in the steady state and in the disturbed 
plasma. A few papers concerning energy analysers for single-ended Q-ma-
chines have been published* " '. These analysers had a size comparable 
with the diameter of the plasma column and could therefore not be used in 
double-ended machines. The analyser described in this paper is cylindrical, 
2 mm in diameter, i. e. comparable with the ion gyro radius. The disturb-
ance of the plasma due to the analyser is therefore relatively small. 
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The energy resolution of the analyser is not so good as that obtained in 
refs. 2 and 3, probably because of geometrical effects. However, it is pos-
sible to measure the main features of the ion distribution function. 
The results were as expexted. At low densities and high plate tempera-
ture the ion velocity distribution function in a D. E. Q-machine has two 
humps. A group of ions streams from each hot plate. At higher densities 
the potential drop at the hot plates decreases so the difference in velocity of 
the two ion groups becomes smaller. Furthermore, collisions become im-
portant, and the two groups are mixed together. 
At high densities it is not possible to determine the plasma potential 
with sufficient accuracy, but the results indicate a single-humped distribu-
tion function with low mean velocity. 
The AnalyBer 
The analyser is shown in fig. 1. It consists of an aluminium tube, 2 mm 
in diameter. This tube is oxydized to insulate it from the inner collector, 
2 
which is a 1 -mm tube. A hole of 5 x 0. 5 mm in the outer tube is covered 
with a copper mesh with 25 p. c. transmission and 25 |tm x 25 iim holes. 
The inner tube contains two thermocouple wires primarily used for heating 
of the analyser to avoid caesium condensation. 
In operation the outer tube and thus the mesh are biased by a few volts 
negative with respect to the plasma potential in order to reflect electrons. 
The distribution of ion energies is determined by measurement of the charac-
teristic current voltage at the collector plate. By differentiation of this 
signal with respect to the collector voltage, »a , we get 
SL.« f [ T - c^¥^ ) , / 8 ] - **\»M. P) 
where I is the collector current, and « , is the plasma potential. 
The Q-machine and the electric circuit connected to the analyser are 
shown schematically in fig. 2. A 3 kc/s signal is applied to the transformer 
and thereby added to »a. The corresponding ac current is measured with 
a PAR lock-in amplifier and displayed on the scope as a function of ?a> 
Capacitive currents are independent of »a, and they will therefore only 
give a constant output from the lock-in amplifier, which may furthermore 
be compensated away. 
The energy resolution of the analyser was measured to be 0.1 - 0.2 V 
which is not as good as for the analyser described in ref. 3. The resolution 
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for this Urge analyser was less than 0.03 V. The resolution of xhe small 
analyser was measured in two ways: 
First simultaneous measurements of the ion distribution function were 
taken in a S. E. Q-machine with the small analyser and the large one (ref. 3). 
The difference between the widths of the distribution functions then gives 
the resolution of the small analyser. The other method was based on charge 
exchange processes' '. In the tube surrounding the plasma column (fig. 2) 
a beam of neutral Cs i s induced. Because of the temperature (500°K) of the 
tube the Cs-atoms will not condense on the walls, and the pressure of neu-
tral Cs is therefore considerably higher inside the tube than outside. Some 
of the ions in the plasma will undergo charge exchange in this region. This 
means that we get a group of cold ions with a very small mean velocity. 
By measuring the distribution function for these ions, whose width is 
narrow compared with the energy resolution, it is possible to measure the 
latter. The group of charge-exchange-produced ions may also be used for 
determination of the plasma potential if there are only few slow ions in the 
main distribution^'. To find /(v) from (1) » , must be known. 
Measurements 
By means of the technique described, the ion velocity distribution func-
tion was measured in a double-ended Q-machine. The purpose of this ex-
amination was only to find the main features of the distribution function. As 
shown in ref. 3, f(v) in a single-ended Q-machine varies rather great with 
the important parameters such as plasma density, plate temperature, back-
ground pressure, etc, This means that if we want to know f(v) for com-
parison purposes, it has to be measured in the actual case. 
In figs. 3a-b f(v) i s shown measured with the analyser facing the hot 
8 3 
plates, A and B. The density is low (n ~ 10 cm ), and the hot plates 
have the same temperature. The noise level is rather large because of the 
small signals. On the left-hand side of fig. 3a is seen the signal due to the 
charge-exchange-produced ions. This has disappeared in fig. 3b, but the 
average energy of the main group of ions is the same. This energy can be 
found as the distance in volts, <pQ, between the two ion groups which i s 
about 2.3 V. This corresponds to a velocity of 
2e. V ' l / - ^ - 0 i 1.8- 103m/s 
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The plasma potential is the same in the two pictures, and therefore the 
mean velocity of the ion groups coming from the two hot plates is about the 
same. The total velocity difference between these two groups is therefore 
S.6- 10S m/s. 
9 3 In figs. 4a-b the density has been increased to ~ 8 • 10 cm . In this 
case the distribution i s very broad because of collisions between the two 
ion beams. It is not possible to determine • . with the charge exchange 
ions in this case because they disappear in the main distribution. The ion 
flux coming from hot plate No. 2 is smaller than that coming from hot plate 
No. 1 because the neutral Cs i s supplied at the latter. 
The effect of the temperature of hot plate No. 2 is shown in figs. 5a-c. 
The analyser faces this plate whose temperature is 2300, 2200 and 2100°K 
in the three pictures. The temperature of hot plate No. 1 is kept constant 
at 2300°K. The density is ~ 4 • 108 cm"3. 
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RESONANCE CHARGE EXCHANGE CROSS SECTION 
FOR CESIUM MEASURED AROUND 2 eV 
*S.A. Andersen, V.O. Jensen and P. Michelsen 
Danish Atomic Energy Commiaaion 
Research Establishment RisO, Roskilde, Denmark 
The resonance charge exchange cross section for Cesium was meas-
ured in a Q-machine at energies around 2 eV. It wae found that ° = 
0.6 • 10" 1 3 cm 2 ±20%. 
TEXT 
Measurements at energies under 10 eV of the cross sections for reson-
ance charge exchange processes of the type 
C s + + C s - Cs + Cs + (1) 
are interesting from a theoretical aa well as from an experimental point of 
view. Theoretically, the cross aectlon ia expected to increase rapidly with 
decreasing energy, and experimentally, knowledge of the cross section is 
important in the construction of ion sources, in plasma physics, etc. Many 
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measurements in the energy range above 10 eV have been reported. Those 
1) 
by Marino et al. are supposedly the most accurate. Measurements at lOeV 
or less are very difficult to perform because of the difficulties in obtaining 
ion beams with sufficiently well-known energy and narrow-enough energy 
21 
spread. Recently Palyukh and Savchin reported on measurements of the 
cross sections for process (1) in the energy range from 100 eV to 1 eV. In 
this work ions are formed on a hot tungsten ribbon and accelerated through 
an electrode system into a charge exchange chamber with a known pressure 
of neutral Cesium. At the opposite end of the chamber the ions are collect-
ed on a negatively biased plate. From the current-voltage characteristics 
of this plate the charge exchange cross sections are deduced. There are 
two limitations to the energy resolution in this experiment. Firstly, the 
potential in the charge exchange chamber varies along the ion path, and 
therefore the ion energy at which charge exchange occurs is not well de-
fined. Secondly, the exact energy of the ions entering the charge exchange 
chamber is not known because of lack of knowledge of the work functions of 
the tungsten ribbon and of the accelerating electrodes. This last point is 
of importance only at low energies (under a few eV). 
In this paper we report on measurements of the cross section for pro-
3) 
cesB (1) performed in the Rise Q-machine ' at energies around 2 eV. Our 
2) technique is in principle similar to that of Palyukh and Savchin ' mentioned 
above. The energy resolution, however, is improved because all charge 
exchange processes take place at the same potential, i .e . the plasma poten-
tial, and because the energy of the ions is measured directly by an electro-
3) 
static energy analyser '. 
4i Using a very different technique, Dreicher et al. nave performed 
measurements of resonance charge exchange cross sections for K in a Q-
machine. 
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The plasma is produced 
by surface ionization of a beam of Cs-atoms from oven A on the hot ( 2500 K) 
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tantalum plate (diameter 3 cm) tud i s confined radially by a magnetic field 
of the intensity of 0.4 T. Ions formed at the hot plate are accelerated 
through a narrow sheath close to the plate from the plate potential down to 
the plasma potential, • , . This potential drop is variable between 0.5 and 
2 . 5 V . Once in the plasma the ions flow freely along the magnetic lines 
of force towards the analyser. Their perpendicular energy, which corre-
sponds to the temperature of the hot plate f. 2 eV), is unchanged by passing 
9 -3 through the sheath. The ion density in the plasma i s approximately 10 cm 
in this experiment, hence ion-ion collisions may be neglected. 
The charge exchange processes take place in a limited region of length 
of the plasma column, which is crossed by a beam of Cs-atoms from oven 
B. A neutral detector is used to measure the flux of Cs-atoms in this re-
gion. All atoms hitting the heated tungsten wire in the detector are ionized 
and collected on two negatively biased collector plates. The collector cur-
rent, I , is related to the neutral density, n^as follows 
I e = n n c A q (2) 
where A is the apparent area of the tungsten wire and 
c = &Hl0/*m)t (3) 
T is the temperature of the tip of oven B, and is measured with a thermo-
couple (~ 900 K in the experiment). In calculating the neutral density in 
the plasma column from the measurement of I , a geometrical factor must 
be Introduced to take into account the set-up in Fig. 1. The validity range 
of eq. (3) has been discussed by Lou '; according to his work, (3) is cer-
tainly valid within the range of this experiment. 
The beam of neutrol Cs from oven B can be turned on/off by a shutter. 
To avoid reflection of atoms from this beam towards the hot Ta-plate, 
whence they would become ionized the beam is absorbed on a plate cooled 
by liquid N j . The walls of the vacuum system (not shown in Fig. t) are 
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aJso cuM. f- - 35 C). A square opening in a cooled diaphragm determines 
the dimensions of the beam. By moving the neutral detector longitudinally 
it i s found that the density of neutral Cesium is essentially zero outside the 
beam and constant within it. 
The velocity distribution function of ions which have passed through the 
neutral beam region is examined by means of an electrostatic analyser3'. 
The analyser consists of a fine-meshed grid negatively biased (-SV) for re-
flection of electrons. The current-voltage characteristic (1 - » ) of a col-
lector behind the grid is used to determine the distribution function, f(v), 
since 
!(• ) = const J vf(v)dv (4) 
where i m V j ^ - q(»a - • , ) . The characteristic therefore shows the flux 
of ions with energies higher than q(e - • . ) . Curve (a) in Pig. 2 is an ex-
ample of such a characteristic. The curve was obtained with the shutter 
closed, and the density in the neutral beam was therefore zero. It is seen 
that the majority of the ions have energies around 2 eV. Curve (b) is ob-
tained with a neutral beam passing through the plasma column. Some fast 
ions undergo charge exchange with atoms to give slow ions. In the high 
energy range curve (b) therefore runs below curve (a). Only at very low 
energies (• M ?n l ) are the slow ions accepted by the analyser plate and here 
the two curves coincide. The difference a I between curves !a) and (b) at 
their plateaux (where they are parallel) (see Fig. 2) i s a measure of the 
number of ions having undergone charge exchange in the neutral cloud. The 
charge exchange cross section is therefore given by 
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In the experiments the neutral density was first determined from a 
measurement of I (eq. (2)). The neutral detector was then removed from 
the neutral beam to avoid scattering of Cs-atoms from the beam through 
the chamber. The characteristic (b) was taken. The shutter was then 
closed and characteristic (a) taken. During the experiment, fluctuation in 
the neutral density was about 20%. All other sources of uncertainty were 
small by comparison. 
The result of the experiment is 
«f - 0.6 - 1 0 " , 3 c m 2 - 20% 
c.e. 
at ion energies within a spread of 0.4 eV centred at 2.0 eV. It should be 
noted that these results are in agreement with the predictions of Marino et 
a l . » . 
The predominant sources of uncertainty is the neutral beam fluctuation, 
which occurs at the high density needed in this experiment. It should be 
possible to improve this technique by constructing an oven giving a more 
constant beam at high densities. From all other sources of error, the con-
tribution was estimated at ~ 5%, which may be ignored in comparison with 
the uncertainty caused by fluctuations in the neutral beam density. The 
energy spread of the ion beam is determined by the temperature at the hot 
3) plate and fluctuations in the work function of the plate . We cannot see 
how we can improve this. The possibility of measuring the cross section 
at lower energ.es is also small - at lower energies we do not see the flat 
plateaux on the curves (b). 
In principle, it is possible to deduce a
 e versus energy In the range 
0.5 V « » - » , « 3 V from curves like those shown In Fig. 2. The energy 
resolution i s then limited to 0.2 eV, which is the thermal spread in perpen-
dicular energy. Within the accuracy of our experimentno variation in o 
has been observed in this energy range. 
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Finally it should be noted that the method described here may in prin-
ciple be used for measurements at energies around 2 eV of charge exchange 
cross sections between ions of all alkali metals, and neutral atoms of all 
elements which can be brought into the vapour phase at sufficiently high 
densities. The use of this method does require that the charge exchange 
cross sections are large compared to those of inelastic collisions. 
Present address: Technical College, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up. 
Fif. 2. Examples of measured characteristics. 
Sweep: 0.5 V/large div. Curve (a) obtained without 
11 -3 
neutral beam; (b) with neutral beam n„ - 2 • 10 cm 
9 3 
Plasma density » 10 cm' . The baseline is oblique because 
of the final input impedance (100 MB) to the z-plates. 
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